
“Calling the Tune and Leading a Merry Dance”. - 
Dances of the Regency, early days of Australia's Settlement, 

Part 1 
Peter Ellis 

!
Some sayings that survive, such as 'I've been led on a merry dance', 
or 'I'll call the tune on this one', or I must 'to set to and do such and 
such' (from set to and turn partners) are surviving expressions of 
almost two hundred years ago. It’s taken extensive research into 
the dances of the Regency Period correlating with the dances 
brought out during the early period of settlement in Australia for 
me to realise those sayings sum it up. It illustrates the reason we 
don’t find the dances named, (contrasting with the earlier period 
going back to Playford), because generally they weren’t (there are 
exceptions of course). 
I say this because in the main, things we believe are the names of 
the dances are simply the tunes to which the leading lady in the top 
set has nominated a combination of figures to be danced. So a 
compilation of simple figures to say Speed the Plough could next 
time around be a different set of figures to Speed the Plough, or 

conversely the same figures to the Bugle Horn or Rakes of Mallow. I've just found on the 
compilation of disks of dance manuals I purchased from the American Library of Congress, 'the 
royal ball-room guide and etiquette of the drawing room containing the most elegant dances and a 
short history of dancing' by Rudolph Radestock, London 1877.  In this all the usual quadrilles and 
couple dances of the period are described, but also some earlier 'country dances'. No names, just the 
figures which are the usual or common repertoire of decades earlier.  These figures would be chosen 
or coined on the night to the tune the leading lady selects, or the figures that she likes to her favourite 
tune. Alternatively she’d seek advice from the MC who would make an experienced 
recommendation so there's no ‘stuff ups’, which apparently by the Regency happened all too often. A 
reason ultimately everything went out the window and change or 'moving forward' meant 'it was 
time' for something new.  
An excerpt from Thomas Hardy's novel, Under the Greenwood Tree, contains an interesting 
description of a country dance at a party, 'Tranters Party' where you'll find a wonderful description of 
a country dance in action. It is well worth reading this and it can be sourced by googling ‘Strathspey 
Server’ and following the ‘history’ link. The first dance mentioned is the Triumph or 'Follow my  
Lover', but the account goes on to say, 'that delightful country dance followed', but it’s not named. 
One would have expected if it was well known the name would be given, but it isn’t, simply a 
description of the figure in action:-   
 “Dick had at length secured Fancy for that most delightful of country-dances, opening with 
six-hands-round”  
 “Again and again did Dick share his Love's hand with another man, and wheel round; then, 
more delightfully, promenade in a circle with her all to himself, his arm holding her waist more 
firmly each time, and his elbow getting further and further behind her back, till the distance reached 
was rather noticeable; and, most blissful, swinging to places shoulder to shoulder”  
 “Threading the couples one by one they reached the bottom, when there arose in Dick's  mind 
a minor misery lest the tune should end before they could work their way to the top again” 



 
 

 

 
Caricature of a longways country dance by Rowlandson, second half of 1790s 

 
With respect to the ad hoc selection of figures there are a few consistencies of course and White 
Cockade and Money Musk for example seem to have more or less the same respective figure 
combinations over some decades. Sir Roger de Coverley and the Triumph were distinct unalterable 
dances. Eventually there was a settling out of well known figures to particular tunes by the end of the 
Regency, but by then the quadrilles, waltz and galop had eclipsed them in popularity and the polka 
was to arrive in the following decade. 
Most of the country-dance references are from society and it is difficult to ascertain what the lower 
classes were really doing and it was generally beneath the concept of the literate to describe events 
below their station. Diary accounts remain the best but rare source of information. I am grateful to 
the National Library of Australia’s compilation of online newspapers from which most of my 
references have been obtained and to Margot Hitchcock for alerting me to the link. 
The late Joan Martin told me that her grandmother (Queensland) in leading Sir Roger de Coverley, 
one of the few reasonably standard country dances with an unalterable figure, would innovate her 
own fancy step in the centre of the set and that the rest in turn would copy this step. This seems to be 
a survivor of following the leading lady from the earlier English country dance period. Sir Roger of 
cause could vary a little as some older versions included a Serpentine figure, a forerunner of the Strip 
the Willow, while simpler less formal versions as the Haymaker were popular with the lower classes. 
In my opening article of the Australian Dance Series Trad & Now April 2010 pg 45, I mentioned 
briefly that the main dances at the time of first settlement of Australia were the English Country 
Dances and the Scotch Reel. There is one diary account that certainly verifies the fact. On visiting 
the new colony (Sydney) in 1819 Rose de Freycinet makes the point of being extremely astonished at 
the elegance of the colony, three balls were held during her visit. 
  
‘Although I was not familiar with English dances, I was unable to avoid them. I did rather poorly’.  
 
Obviously if you were thrown into the unknown with the countless selections of figures described in 
Dance Companions of the day such as that by Thomas Wilson you would do poorly. The Country 
Dance is certainly English and any reference to it as contra-dance is coincidental in the longways 
formation of 'opposites' because the English expression is definitely older referring to native village 
green or 'rustic' origins. Also according to Scottish Country Dance historian Marjorie McLaughlin 
whilst 'contra' does mean opposites (longways sets of dancers facing each other) the original French 
usage of the term contredanse from the French word 'contre' is an adaptation of 'country'. Towards 
the close of the 17th Century they had taken up the longways 'country dance' from the introduction of 
'le contredanse – la danse Anglais'. I.e. from the English Country Dance. The French may have used 



the term contredanse earlier with regard to some of their own native styles, but it appears the  
Contredanse Anglais introduced or consolidated the longways form which later changed to shorter 
and square types as Contredanse Français and probably some form of grafting between their own 
contredanses and the English figures. According to Shirley Andrews it was because the French 
ballrooms were square forcing a modification to the shorter longways sets, squares and the Cotillons. 
These were to give rise to the Quadrille. Contredanse and Cotillion could sometimes be 
interchangeable terms particularly in England, but England's expert on the dances of the Regency 
Period, Ellis Rogers makes the point the use of the term requires qualification because:- 
 'In France contredanse just means any dance where you have a partner. It could, and was, 
applied to couple dances, Cotillions, Quadrilles and longways dances.'  
English Origins 
The English dance Sir Roger de Coverley in its present form can be traced back to the days of 
Charles II. In Scotland it was known as the Haymaker or 'the Maltman' and Shirley Andrews 
references older Haymaker connections danced by the Irish nobility in the 5th Century and earlier. 
The English name is thought to be a corruption of Roger the Cavalier. Henry VIII loved dancing but 
it was mainly the French court dances such as the Pavane, the Gavotte and the Branle at court in his 
time. However Elizabeth in a nationalistic sense veered away from the French dances (except for her 
favourite 'La Volta') and took an interest in the folk dances she observed in the countryside and 
villages of her own people as well as favouring the Italian Balleti dances from which the longways 
form for as many as will was thought to be derived.  
Gene Murrow in 'Introduction to the Country Dance' explains this as follows:- 
 The “English country dance” emerged as a distinct genre during the reign of Elizabeth I in 
the 16th century. While evidence provides no definitive answer as to its origins, it appears to have 
been an amalgamation of the Continental courtly dances brought to the Elizabethan court by Italian 
and other dancing masters known to have been present, and the vernacular dances done by the 
English country “folk.” In her periodic “progresses” by which she travelled throughout her realm, 
Elizabeth had opportunity to observe these indigenous folk dances, and manuscripts of the time 
document her pleasure at seeing them:  
 “Her Majesty that Saturday night was lodgid again in the Castell of Warwick, where she 
rested all Sonday, where it pleased her to have the country people, resorting to see her, daunce in 
the court of the Castell, her Majesty beholding them out of the chamber window, which thing, as it 
pleased well the country people, so it seemed her Majesty was much delighted, and made very 
myrry.” [from Nichol's Progresses, ed. 1823, I, 319].  
As dancing was held in high esteem at court, it seems likely that dancing masters would  attempt to 
create new dances that would garner approval from the monarch and her courtiers. Interest in the 
new form of country dancing spread from the royal court to other  aristocratic and cultured venues, 
including grand country houses and the Inns of Court in London, wherein young law students were 
housed and schooled. In 1651, the noted London  publisher John Playford produced the first 
printed collection of country dances for sale, titled “The English Dancing Master,” which contained 
the music and instructions for 105 dances. It sold well, and a second edition was produced the 
following year. In all, Playford and later his son Henry Playford and others, produced 18 editions 
until 1728, adding or deleting dances as fads and fashions changed.  
 
 Marjorie McLaughlin says further that the dances originally described by Playford seemed to be a 
selection of various rural folk dances in circles, rounds and squares. It’s likely as these had been 
taken up from the time of the Elizabethan court including hybridisation with Italian dances that they 
developed over the generations spreading out amongst the landed gentry and further aided by the 
invention and 'choreography' of the dancing masters. The overall predominance now was the more 



challenging and complicated 'longways for as many as will' in the respective duple and triple minor 
form and the latter gradually becoming the major type. By 1695 in the 9th edition of Playford is a 
notation '24 additional dances devised by eminent dancing masters Mr. Beveridge and Mr Isaac'. 
 
It was common for 24 new dances to be published each season and this mushroomed as more and 
more publishers followed Playford. By the time of the Regency some 2,500 country dances had 
come and gone (Marjorie McLaughlin states 10,000) and over 90% were longways for as many as 
will in the triple minor arrangement. Also according to Thomas Wilson (Danciad 1824) 

 
 
“Some by garbling old dances and giving them a foreign or strange name pass them off as their own 
compositions:”  
This also an example of Wilson calling the kettle black. But by 1800 the Country Dance had reached 
its peak and was waning, few new ones were published except by Wilson attempting to uphold their 
importance.  
 
In the 'The Felicities of Rapid Motion: Jane Austen in the Ballroom' by Allison Thompson some 
interesting information is provided and note she puts the total tally of dances as over 27,000 :- 
   At more formal or more public balls, the ladies could “draw for numbers” upon entering the 
ballroom. As each dance began, the Master of Ceremonies would then call out the numbers and 
assign the ladies and their partners to places. The topmost lady in the first set would choose the 
dance. This meant that a couple could ask for the specific figures associated with a specific tune, 
such as Bath Assembly, Trip to Tunbridge or The Duke of Kent’s Waltz. It also meant that a lady 
could announce a group of figures that she devised herself and ask for a tune of a certain length to 
accompany them. At the conclusion of the dance, the Master of Ceremonies would reshuffle the sets, 
and a new lady would request or “call” a dance. 
 
 While this procedure may sound daunting, in any given evening, dances were probably 
chosen from a fairly small pool of what were considered to be the most fashionable dances for any 



given year. This practice was facilitated, or perhaps fostered, by the custom of music publishers to 
produce slim annual collections of dances, such as "Twenty Four Country Dances for the Year 17--." 
 
 These volumes all promised to include only the latest and most fashionable dances, though 
many of them did include reprints of earlier dances. These popular books were in fact a necessity: 
starting in about 1730 or so,  country dances became less and less original and were attached or 
devised to go with a specific and easily recognizable tune. From 1730 to 1830 over twenty-seven 
thousand country dances with their tunes were published in England alone (Keller 8). The dances 
had increasingly become combinations and recombinations of a small number of figures so that the 
dances were not very easily differentiated from each other. Although easy to learn just by watching 
the top couple (a characteristic which added to their popularity), they were hard to remember. 
Indeed, some dancing masters found it necessary to request participants not to dance the same dance 
more than once in an evening - a sure sign that this proscribed behavior must have occurred 
frequently enough to be noticed and criticized. This very popularity of the country dance eventually 
contributed to its demise. Towards the end of George III’s life, even the country dances were finally 
going out of fashion among the “smart set”; there were too many dull dances set to dull tunes and 
people were ready for something innovative. 
In Scotland the drawing of numbers for a Country Dance was particularly strict as outlined in 
'Scotland's Most Various Life' Chapter Six p 104 and is from a quote cited on the strict assignment of 
places in the Country Dance (late 1770s) described in 'Memorials of His Time' by Cockburn:- 
 “No couple could dance unless each party was provided with a ticket prescribing the precise  
place in the precise dance. If there was no ticket, the gentleman, or the lady, was dealt with as an 
intruder, and turned out of the dance. If the ticket had marked upon it – say for a Country Dance, the 
figures 3.5, this meant the holder was to place himself in the third dance, and fifth from the top; and 
if he was anywhere else, he was set right, or excluded. And the partner's ticket must correspond. Woe 
on the poor girl, who with ticket 2.7, was found opposite a youth marked 5.9! It was flirting without 
licence, and looked very ill, and would probably be reported by the ticket director of that dance to 
the mother. Of course, parties, or parents, who wished to secure dancing for themselves or those they 
had charge of, provided themselves with correct and corresponding vouchers before the ball day 
arrived. This could be accomplished through a director; and the election of a pope sometimes 
required less jobbing. When parties chose to take their chance, they might do so; but still, though 
only obtained in the room, the written permission was necessary; and such a thing as a compact to 
dance, by a couple, without official authority, would have been an outrage that could scarcely be 
contemplated.” 
 



“Calling the Tune and Leading a 
Merry Dance” Part 2 - 

The Scotch Connection and Almack’s 
Peter Ellis 

Despite the waning of the Country Dance it is thanks to Thomas 
Wilson for his extensive compilation over the early 1800s that 
many figures are referenced. Bear in mind however the commoners 
were generally illiterate so the dancing master publications were of 
no use to them. It is likely the simpler folk dances survived with 
the rural folk and that some of the modern figures may have 
worked their way into the repertoire via servant staff being called 
upon to make up numbers in the country mansions of the landed 
gentry. It is also likely solo dancing as well as loosely connected 
couple participation was popular, certainly the Irish had their step-
dance and jig, the Scots their native reel and the English various 
hornpipes and their own step-dances. Keep in mind also the 
situation could be quite different between the upper class becoming 
bored with the mundane formalities and the lower class enjoying 
simpler but livelier forms of country dancing. Certainly country 

dances continued to thrive more so in Scotland and Ireland alongside the newer quadrilles, waltzes 
and polkas as they came on the scene. England in contrast seemed to quickly abandon its Country 
Dance except for Sir Roger de Coverley and an occasional new country dance such as Circassian 
Circle or Spanish Waltz over preference for the latest fashions with quadrilles and couple dances. 
But then the Country Dance was old and tired in England, it was a relatively new introduction to 
Scotland and Ireland and was able to develop incorporating native style and stepping. 
The Scotch Reel was introduced to English society by 1800 most likely to provide zip and lift as a 
counter to increasing boredom. English teachers travelled to Scotland to learn the nuances of the 
Scottish or Highland Reel. It was the Foursome that was the popular dance from at least Macquarie's 
time in Australia. Note also that several new reels were published in Wilson's work, the degree of 
authentic incorporation of Scottish style I could only hazard a guess, but imagine the dancing masters 
incorporated as much license as they felt, and claimed it as their own genuine form. 
Thomas Wilson in his 1815 edition of The Complete System of English Country Dancing lists the 
following dances for 'Private Tuition':- “Quadrilles, Écossoises, Spanish Dances, Cotillions, 
Hornpipes, Gavottes, Irish Lilts, Highland Flings, Quadrille Country Dances, Waltzing, Minuets, 
Fandangos, Polonoise, Allemandes, English Country Dancing, Reels, Strathspeys, Country Dance 
Waltzing, &c. &c.” Furthermore in Danciad (1824) he gives two separate general statements on the 
varieties of dances of the time in England:- 
“Will teach completely, any dance you will; Minuet, gavotte, waltzing or quadrille.” 
And “Of all the various dances now in use, Quadrilles, the Spanish Dances and Batteuse, with 
English Country Dances, Ecosoise, The figured Reels and stately Polonoise ...” 
 



  

 
The Scottish dances remained extremely popular over the next two or three decades and Caledonian 
balls were introduced to society's most prestigious assembly, Almack's, in London.  
Occasional French Contredanses and Cotillons had also been introduced as well as the Écossoise, 
although obviously Rose de Freycinet did not encounter the familiar dances of her homeland to any 
extent in Sydney (reference in part 1). 
 

Town and Country Journal Jan 11 1873 page 49 Courtesy of the State Library of Victoria ‘LaTrobe Picture 
Collection’ 



 
 

 
 
 

Vic. May 5, 1886.  'Courtesy of the State Library of Victoria Latrobe Picture Collection.' 



 
  

                                                                        
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Batteuse would appear to be a new French Contredanse of the period as advertised on behalf of 
Wilson in The Gentleman's Magazine April, 1817 p.345 
“The celebrated and fashionable dance La Batteuse, with the various Figures correctly explained, as 
danced at Paris and all the fashionable Balls and Assemblies of the Nobility and Gentry and also at 

Contradanse Allemande 

The earlier Cotillon consisted of two couples in facing lines similar to this illustration 
although this is the later party game Cotillion of the 1830s. 



the author's Balls and Assemblies: clearly illustrated by Diagrams, shewing the various Movements 
of which it is composed. Arranged for the Pianoforte or Violin, by Thomas Wilson Dancing Master. 
folio pp 11” 
The Écossoise  
With respect to the Écossoise, in Philip Richardson’s ‘The Social Dances of the19th Century’ 
(London) page 53 he states that in the first decade of the century the Écossoise was much in 
evidence, it was a popular dance during this period. 
“It seems to have been a lively and spirited measure in 2-4 time, partaking partly of the nature of a 
Reel and partly of a Country Dance, in which each gentleman at some movement took two partners 
at the same time. In spite of its name, this Écossaise was definitely of French origin, though Scottish 
music was used. Indeed that well known modern authority on Scottish dances, Mr. D. G.MacLennan, 
states it was not generally known in Scotland. On the other hand, in Grove’s Dictionary of Music, it 
is claimed that it was, in earlier days, danced in Scotland, accompanied by bagpipes. It is of course, 
possible that this original Écossaise was imported into France by Jacobite refugees after 1745. 
Although little is known about this dance, it undoubtedly had considerable influence on our dances, 
and Schubert and Beethoven both composed a number of Écossaises for the piano.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The above Ecossoises are from one of Thomas Wilson’s English Country Dance Manuals, courtesy 
Heather Clarke 
The travelling step of the Écossaise or 'pas de Écossaise' may well have been that of the later 
Schottische. Curt Sachs in his World History of the Dance & quoted by Richardson says:- 
“The polka step itself was nothing new. Its simple pattern was a combination of the old fleuret and 
pas de bourrée together with the so-called Schottische step, with which the people of the time were 
familiar from the Écossaise. This is why the polka, when it made its appearance in the German cities 



after 1830, was called the Schottische.” 
Schottisch is the German word for Scottish as is Écossaise (Écossoise) the French and the spelling 
Schottische an original English typo that has endured with the erroneous 'e' carrying through. 
Ellis Rogers provides this information on the Écossaise:- 
“Wilson defines an Écossaise as a duple minor longways where the first couple is improper. He 
gives no directions as to steps. On the mainland of Europe, Écossaise just means a Scottish dance 
and dancing masters interpreted this as they felt fit, knowing nothing of Scottish practice. The only 
thing they seem to have in common was a few hopped steps here and there. Composers were just as 
ignorant of the Scottish tradition and music, Beethoven in particular.” 
According to the ‘World History of the Dance’ by Curt Sachs p. 438-9 it was longways for as many 
as will, gentleman and ladies facing one another:- 
“Every couple dances with every other couple a number of simple figures, such as the moulinet, 
chaîne and balancé. The first couple dances the same two or three figures with the second couple, 
chassés down and back between the rows, and returns to second place, while the second couple 
moves to the head of the line. The first couple now dances the same figures with the third couple, 
after the chassé returns to third place, then dances with the fourth couple and so on, until it has been 
danced with all of the couples and has reached the foot of the line. This combination of couples is 
progressive: while the first couple dances with the fourth, the second and third couples dance 
together, and while the first couple dances with the sixth, the second and the fifth, and the third and 
the fourth unite. Thus the Écossaise is fundamentally the same as the old contre, which went under 
the name Anglais or English. But whereas the pas of the anglais used was executed like the medieval 
double step in which the one foot glides past the other, which is then drawn up to it, the pas of the 
écossaise was a changing step similar to the pas de fleuret, the pas de bourée, and the polka….The 
Écossaise had a quick, energetic tempo-usually in two-four rhythm. Only in this dance did the lady 
stand on the left of the gentleman, and even here this was not always the practice. As a rule there 
were only four figures. Even into these waltz-like turns were finally introduced.” 
Heather Clarke provides further information on the Écossoise from Nonsuch early dance. Vol. VIII. 
Glossary of 18th & 19th Century Dance Terms. Note there are two spellings. 
“The origin of the Écossoise was probably derived from France and imported from thence into 
Russia, and seems formerly to have been the Contra Dance of that Country; and tho’ the term by 
which this species of Dancing is named is French with a Scotch definition yet the Dance and the 
Music properly adapted to it are purely Russian. 
Though the Écossoise are constructed somewhat similar to English Country Dances yet in their 
formation they also partake in a great measure of what is termed the Spanish Contra Dance tho’ 
differing entirely from that dance in both figure and steps. 
The figures are less complex from their being shorter than those of English Country Dance, the 
respective Minor sets being formed of but two couples instead of three, the number required in 
English Country Dance. The steps are few and easy to perform, and this species of dancing is easily 
attainable and capable of affording from its facility much more pleasure to the performer.”  
Also from Let’s Dance - Social, Ballroom and Folk Dancing by Peter Buckman, Paddington Press 
Ltd, London 1978, Heather provides more information. 
“That sentiment in favour of native folklore which the core of the romantic movement made a strong 
showing in the dance. Scotland was a popular source of inspiration, partly because it delighted many 
to think of her as a subject nation under English tyranny, and partly because of the immensely 
influential writings of Sir Walter Scott. The French fascination with Scotland had long historical 
roots, and the Écossaise, which was a French invention of the late eighteenth century (the name 



simply means “Scottish Dance”), can be seen as another of those contredanses that the French had 
done so much to refine. It was often danced to the music of bagpipes, but since its rhythms bore little 
resemblance to the traditional Scotch reels and Strathspeys, it must be assumed that the name was 
bestowed on it out of perversity. The dancers were in two lines, and the first couple performed a few 
simple figures with the second couple, skipped down and up the line, and then danced with the third 
couple. By the time they got to the fourth couple, the second was dancing with the third, and so it 
proceeded until every couple had danced with every other couple. In this form the Écossaise proved 
popular even in Russia: Tolstoy in War and Peace has a ball in which little else is danced. When it 
came to England in the mid-eighteenth century, it was performed somewhat faster than across the 
Channel, and was sometimes given Scotch tunes, doubtless in the hope of making the dance live up to 
its name. It disappeared around 1833.”  
(Ellis Rogers points out Tolstoy knew little about the Écossaise and totally misrepresented a 
description of the English Country Dance as well) 
Note also that the Scottish Regiments with their success in the Napoleonic Wars had further attracted 
interest in all things Scottish or thought to be Scottish. 
London's most prestigious Assembly 'Almack's' to which the Quadrille and the Waltz later made 
their appearance in England was first established by a Scot at a time in 1765 before the tide turned in 
favour of things Scottish. His name was really William MacCall, but he arranged a pseudonym by 
reversing his surname to Almack. By the time of the Regency the famous Neil Gow's Scottish band 
carried on by one of his four sons, probably Nathaniel, played there so a least one could be assured 
the music for any reels should have been spot on. Anything of fashion introduced to Almack's was 
copied everywhere. 
 
 

 
Almack’s Assembly Rooms London early 19thC (*More on Almack’s at the end of this chapter.) 

 
As for the Écossaise its popularity in the old country at the time of settlement of Australia would 
almost certainly indicate it would be in the repertoire here by the time balls had become established 
by Governor King in the early 1800s and certainly by 1810.  
Although little is known about it, there is possibly sufficient information provided in the quotes 
about the formation, stepping and simple choice of figures to allow a reconstruction of the dance. I.e. 
longways for as many as will in duple minor, try figures with moulinet, chaine and balance at which 
at some stage the man is dancing with two ladies, then chassé or skip down the set and back to 
continue with the next couple, the progression will gradually snowball. Use the travelling step of the 
Schottische or Polka. As it is stated the tempo is brisk, but no reference given, I'd try the ballroom 
tempo of the polka at between 48 to 52 bars a minute to commence and trial it from there. 
Heather Clarke has provided two tunes from Wilson, Écossoise Constantia and Écossoise Saint 



Michael. I found 12 more on the web by Italian Composer and Guitarist Mauro Guillani and have 
included No 4 for interest. Guillani worked in Vienna between 1806 and 1819 during the period of 
interest and the full twelve scores can be found by typing 'ecossoises pour la guitarre' into Google. 
Ecossoise for Guitar No. 4 by Mauro Guillani, Since preparing this article, Heather Clarke has found 

more Ecossoises in a manual or two held in the National Library of Australia. 
 

 

 
This lovely tune located and provided by courtesy of Heather Clarke 

 
*Almack’s Famous Assembly Rooms 
 
The following historical information on Almack’s has been assembled from notes provided in Philip 
Richardson’s ‘The Social Dances of the 19th Century’ 
Almack’s was built in King Street St. James London in 1765 by William Almack, said to be a 
Scotsman from Galloway whose real name was MacCall. Because of the unpopularity of the Scots 
following Culloden it is said that MacCall swapped his surname to avoid the onus of a Scottish 
name, then considered foreign and uncouth. He did this by reversing the syllables and came up with 
the pseudonym ‘Almack’.  
The ballroom was considerably large and there was always a certain exclusiveness about Almack’s, 
particularly by the beginning of the nineteenth century.  



When it opened the First of the two Nights Subscription for Minuets and Cotillons, or French 
Country Dancers were available but nobody would be admitted without a Ticket (Two and a Half 
Guineas), nor could a ticket be delivered on the day of the ball. Remember the organiser or MC 
would arrange the order of the sets and in which set and in which position one would be placed, 
ahead of the ball. The leading lady of the top set chose the figure or figures and the tune, then after 
that dance the MC swapped the sets around and into new places and another leading lady took her 
turn. In the first year there were twelve Balls of which four were Masked and for each of those nights 
an extra 200 tickets were issued out. 
“Tis most humbly requested of the Gentlemen in particular to send for their Tickets in Time, as 
positively no Person whatever can be admitted without a Ticket, nor any Tickets delivered out upon 
the Ball-Day.” 
On two occasions the great Duke of Wellington was refused admission, once because he arrived after 
midnight, and once because he was wearing trousers (pantaloons) instead of knee-breeches. 
At the beginning of the nineteenth century the dances in vogue were the Minuet, the Country Dance, 
the Contredanse and the Cotillon. Of these the Country Dance was by far the most popular and only 
a ceremonial Minuet still danced at Court and at Almack’s. 
Scottish dances were enthusiastically sort after the Act of Proscription was repealed in 1781 and due 
in no short measure to the influence of the poems and novels of Sir Walter Scott and the success of 
the Scottish Regiments in the Napoleonic Wars and thus the Scotch Reels and the Écossaise were 
then much in evidence. In 1814 the dances at Almack’s were predominantly these Scotch Reels and 
the old English Country Dance; and the orchestra being from Edinburgh had been conducted by the 
then celebrated Neil Gow (famous player of Scotch reels), although he had passed away in 1807, it 
being carried on by one of his four sons, most likely Nathaniel. 
During the first half of the nineteenth century the dances in fashion at Almack’s were copied 
everywhere; it was in these rooms that the Quadrille and the modern Waltz were introduced into 
England. By the middle of the century the invasion of the Quadrille, Waltz and the new Polka had 
swept the Country Dance off the floor. The Waltz first appeared in its modern close hold at Almack’s 
in 1812. Almack’s was ruled with a rod of iron by a group of Lady Patrons and Lady Jersey the most 
formidable of them all. She had no difficulty in introducing the Quadrille from France in 1815 and 
first danced by eight specially picked couples. Paine of Almack’s published a set of cards for the use 
of Masters of Ceremony, small enough to be held in the palm of the hand, describing sixteen 
different sets (variations of quadrilles) of which the ‘First Set’ was the most important. 
The Polka was ridiculed in April 1844 by the Illustrated London News, but changed its tune when 
danced at Almack’s and a month later on May 11th presented its readers with a full description of the 
dance. You will see in the newspaper reference below it is stated that Almack’s declined once the 
polka was introduced. 
The rooms passed to a Mr. Willis when Almack died in 1781, later becoming known as Willis’s 
Rooms and much later as Willis’s Restaurant. The premises were severely damaged during bombing 
in World War 2 in 1941 and completely destroyed in 1944. 
The following information is mainly sourced from Wikipedia and although not renowned for 
accurate historical research, the information tallies with other accounts such as by Richardson. 
“The Patronesses allowed entrance to the rooms only to those they considered good ton. Those lucky 
enough to pass muster would be able to purchase non-transferable vouchers, which would allow 
them entrance into Almack’s. Provided they were properly attired and arrived before 11pm that is. 
The voucher cost 10 guineas and it was valid for a Season (April to August) unless once behaviour 
caused the Patronesses to recall their voucher. Money would not automatically entitle one to be 
granted the coveted voucher. On the contrary rich ‘cits’ would not be admitted to Almack’s, where 
what mattered was breeding, manners and ‘ton’. A title would be a recommendation of course, but 
not enough on its own. Only about three-quarters of the hereditary nobility passed muster with the 
Lady Patronesses. 



To avoid any suggestion of impropriety, dances were initially limited to the English country dances 
,French contredanses and later Scotch reels, all danced with a good deal of energy. This changed 
around 1813-15, when first the quadrille and then the waltz were introduced. The introduction of the 
quadrille is strongly associated with Lady Jersey, and the waltz with Lady de Lieven. 

No sumptuous repasts were served at Almack’s since it did not aim to compete with the luxury of 
private balls. The refreshments served in the supper rooms were plain and consisted of thinly-sliced 
bread (which has to be a day old to be sliced that thin) with fresh butter, and dry cake (dry meaning 
unfrosted, without icing, not stale). To avoid the drunkenness rampant in society, where many 
noblemen prided themselves on drinking four or five bottles of port a day, they served only tea and 
lemonade in the supper rooms. 

People came to Almack's to see and be seen, to assert their claim to being of the highest social rank, 
and to network with others of the caste. It also served as one of the marriage marts of Society where 
gentlemen could find brides of suitable ton. And mothers would give much to obtain the coveted 
vouchers when they had marriageable daughters to present to society. 

The Patronesses reign lasted until around 1824, when exclusivity and strictness of rules started to be 
relaxed and at around 1835 Almack’s started to decline as a centre of fashion. The assemblies are 
said to have come to an end in 1863, and for the next thirty years the rooms were used for dinners, 
concerts, balls and public meetings. In 1886-7 the site was purchased by a company and renamed 
Willis's Rooms. The building was destroyed by enemy action in the war of 1939–45. The site is now 
occupied by a block of offices called Almack House, erected in 1950. It bears a brass plaque 
commemorating the existence of Almack's on that spot.” 
 
Here is an interesting first hand reference to Almack’s in a Sydney newspaper:- 
The Empire, Sydney, Saturday October 24, 1863 p 3 
“In one of the light papers in London's society, namely “Recollections of Almack's” occur the 
following remarks about modern dances on their first appearance.” 
“Quadrilles struggled into existence ere Almack's became Almack's; they were first regarded as a 
heresy. A great deal of romping and happiness went on as a deal of flirtation in the country dances. 
What a list of pleasures used to be held out for each evening! Hands across and four-round poussette 
and allemande down the middle and back again: then came the complicated figure of Moneymusk 
and the college hornpipe- wherefore one cannot call so divine, few so people surely are so little 
likely to dance a hornpipe as the fellows of a college. Then there was the Boulanger a dance 
including numbers with a great deal of turning and twisting and holding up arms and a sort of 
threading the needle that produced much laughter, whence derived I know not, except it may chance 
to be La Boulangere, a rondo dance in the north of France and also sung to words more piqued than 
proper. Lastly came Sir Roger de Coverley, the only good thing amongst delights which we attempt 
to retain. Quadrilles came – Paine's first set I remember they were called. It was ages before country 
gentlemen could learn them: and when they did, who was the fool hardy man who dared show his 
steps in that fearful pas soul “La Pastorale”? Shades of Oscar Byrne I have known some of my pupils 
immolate their reputation in that fatal stake. But the lists (steps?) are now closed to good dancers. 
The necessity for male prowess exists no longer. To walk the figure in time, to carry oneself well, 
and to look as if it felt one was somebody, are all the requisites of a cavalier in those enlightened 
days. Steps and pirouettes, balances and assembles, rigadoons and chasses, these have gone out with 
many abuses - for duals and damages for crimson; with silk stockings and pumps and embroided 
waistcoats and shorts, and I know not what other absurdities. By degrees the quadrille became a 
stereotyped process. Paine's quadrilles at first comprised of five distinct figures: - there was La Poule 
and La Trenise, La Pastorale and L'Ete and a grand conclusion all vanished now into thin air. It was 
necessary, when the balls at Almack's began to go through the whole set, and learn a code of steps 



consistent with each. And there was a long preparatory training with great lots of temper, and a loss 
of fiddle-strings on the part of the teachers – when lo! a revolution in men and manners! the waltz 
was introduced. Modestly at first, did young men and maidens, who had as scarcely as much as 
shaken hands, come into contact tender enough for affianced lovers. Deeply did virtuous matrons 
blush, whilst worthy fathers looked on from the card-room with horror on their roseate faces; but 
being assured that all was right and that my Lady Sophy Lindamell had waltzed away, first of all 
with Captain Cut-bush went back again with an air of resignation to their long whist. It is long since 
matrons have ceased to blush when they see their young daughters carried off in the whirl of some 
teetotum. They blush only, and with resentment too when their blooming daughters are suffered to sit 
still. The waltz, fixed by fate, as it seemed to be, has had its variations. When first introduced it was 
a trois temps, danced with a slow sinking step; the left hand of the lady was rested on the upper part 
of the partner's right arm, it is now placed on his shoulder. The other two hands joined, were held out 
and aloft, looking like a handle, and the further extended the better; they are now lowered and the 
step is a deux temps – rapid as human will make it. Then the shocking, vulgar, jerking polka was an 
introduction which seemed to herald the downfall of Almack's.” 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



“Calling the Tune and Leading a 
Merry Dance” Part 3 - 

UK Country Dances in Australia 
 

The English Country Dance had the same 'snowball' progression 
of couples described in the Écossaise in part 2 and tabulated as 
follows:- 
“1 + 2 
1 + 3 
1 + 4, 2 + 3 
1 + 5, 2 + 4 
1 + 6, 2 + 5, 3 + 4 
1 + 7, 2 + 6, 3 + 5 
1 + 8, 2 + 7, 3 + 6, 4 + 5 etc.” 
 
Remember the leading lady through consultation with the MC 

chose the figure or combinations of several figures and all others had to watch intently so that they 
could follow and not put a foot wrong as their turn came and the exponential progression built up. 
Again this suggests in society and probably as opposed to the lower classes that the dances were 
'coined' on the spot and a reason we don't find them named in references of the day, or if they are, it 
is really the tune to which they were danced. 
Although Wilson described dozens of Country Dance figures without naming as a dance (again any 
names were those of the tune), he did make some figure comparisons with ‘named dances’ which 
would perhaps indicate they at least were widely known and possibly across various levels of class. 
There I think is a clue and it could be reasonably assumed, as between 1808 and the 1820s - the 
publishing period of Wilson under discussion, these dances would have been known out here. The 
dances he mentioned were: - Nancy Dawson, Haunted Tower, Speed the Plough, College Hornpipe, 
The Campbells are Coming, Haste to the Wedding, Rakish Highlandman and Sir David Hunter Blair. 
In addition Sir Roger de Coverley and the Triumph are the only two named dances in his book 
because they had ‘unalterable figures'. These can be reliably added to the list. Ellis Rogers makes the 
comment that Wilson stated ‘Haste to the Wedding’ was the same throughout England and that in 
this he was wrong.  

We know from the Sydney Gazette of 1803 that at a wedding at the Rocks the Country 
Bumpkin, Irish Trot and Cheshire Rounds were danced as well as perhaps the Triumph.  
Sydney Gazette, Sunday, May 15, 1803 2c 

“On the evening of Saturday the 7th instant a Celebration of Nuptials took place on the Rocks, at 
which a numerous group of congratulants assembled to greet the enamored Touchstone and his 
beloved Audrey. Compliments at an end, the circling planet of the board was briskly courted, and a 
fiddler with his merry crowd, received a universal welcome: the merry dance commenced, and the 



fair bride led down the Country Bumpkin, which was performed in character. The Cheshire rounds 
and the Irish trot were also gone through with equal success, after which a contest for the Breeches 
ensued, but was determined in favour of Madam Beatrice, and the ladies at parting, withdrew in 
triumph. On Monday evening a grand serenade of culinary instruments waited on the new-married 
pair, which in harmoney came little short of marrow-bones and cleavers. The musicians demanded a 
fee, imposed by custom, and which being complied with, the Young couple were left to their domestic 
Quiet.” 
Ellis Rogers confirms it is likely to be a fill-in:- 
“This I feel is a made-up piece just to fill space. Otherwise why would they not give the bride and 
grooms real names instead of using the stock characters from 18th C. 'Pastoral' poems.”  
Nevertheless he agrees it incorporates dance names that must have been known. The Triumph is one 
other possible dance mentioned there that has not been detected before and it is possible the 
Touchstone also qualifies. A couple of other interesting things. Is the 'contest for the breeches' an 
'ocker version' of the bride throwing the bouquet over her shoulder? Note also the 'grand serenade of 
culinary instruments …. little short of marrow-bones and cleavers', an early form of what we would 
call a 'tin kettling'. The Triumph is listed as early as 1793 in an English Dance Manual (Prestons) and 
it was used as the opening dance for the Bals d’Hiver programme in Hobart in 1853 and as the 
second last dance on an 1867 Masonic Ball at Braidwood NSW, followed by Sir Roger de Coverley.  

 
“Old Dance in a New Country” Sydney 1880 from the ‘London Graphic’ courtesy State Library of Victoria “LaTrobe 
Picture Collection? 

Scottish Dances  
The Scotch Reel or Highland Reel consisted simply of groups of either three people (the threesome) 



or four people (the foursome), and similar or at least comparable to the middle section of our modern 
day Dashing White Sergeant; the middle person(s) pas de basque sets with one participant and arms, 
then with the other and commences the reel of three (or four). This pattern sometimes compared to a 
figure eight path (8) is the same as the term ‘hey’ used in English Country Dancing. It requires an 
extra loop in the interweaving if there are four people. It continues with each person changing place 
to have a turn in the centre and the setting is often characterised by raising arms, clicking fingers and 
‘heuching’ (loud Scottish call). The dance usually commences to steady Strathspey music and will 
eventually change to the Reel, which will gather tempo. The Scottish Foursome Reel is the one dance 
of this type Shirley Andrews was adamant was very well known in early Australia. Other Scottish 
Country Dances of the period (and Wilson also describes some new reels) may also have been 
popular. One that was known is ‘Merrily Danced (or Kiss) the Quaker’s Wife’ as well as a kissing 
dance called ‘Babbity Bowster’. Similar English equivalent kissing dances such as the ‘Cushion 
Dance’ were known; things such as ‘Kiss in the Ring’ were popular in early Colonial Australia and 
here is a direct reference to the Cushion Dance:-  
Hobart Town Gazette & Van Diemen's Land Advertiser Friday 22nd April 1825. 
“On Friday night a Ball and Supper were given at the Waterloo inn, to a numerous assemblage of 
"gay Lotharios," and pretty women. An excellent band was in attendance. The pigs and poultry are 
said to have been prime. The cushion dance is described as having proved delightful. And Miss Sally 
P. is allowed to have been the unparagoned waltzer of the evening”. 

Much later in the 1860s a write-up about the cushion dance appears and has been taken from an 
edition of Playford. 

Sydney Morning Herald Monday September 28 1868 

Cushion Dance 

“But the most popular of all these old contre-dances in the days of our first George was ‘Joan 
Anderson, or the Cushion Dance - an all round dance’; for which the author of “The 
Dancing-Master” (1721) gives the following rules:-  

“This dance is begun by a single person (either man or woman), who taking a cushion in 
their hand, dances about the room; and, at the end of the tune, they stop and sing, “This 
dance it will no further go”. The musicians answer, “I pray you, Sir, why say you so?” 

Man: ' Because Joan Anderson will not come too.' Music : She must come too, and she shall 
come too, and she must come whether she will or no.' Then he lays down the cushion before 
the woman, on which she kneels, and he kisses, ' singing ' Welcome, Joan Anderson, 
welcome, welcome.' then she rises, takes up the cushion, and both dance, singing, ' Prinkcum 
prankcum, is a fine dance, and shall we go dance it once again, once again, and once again, 
and shall we go dance it once again ?' Then, making a stop, the woman sings as before, 'This 
dance,' &c. Music: "I pray you Madame &c. Woman: Because John Anderson,' &c. Music He 
must,' &c. And so she lays down the cushion before a man, who, kneeling upon it, salutes her, 
she singing, ' Welcome, John Anderson,' &c.' 'then, he taking up the cushion, they both take 
hands and dance round, singing as before. And thus they do till the whole company are taken 
into the ring; and, if there is company enough, make a little ring in the middle, and within 
that ring get a chair, and lay the cushion on it. Then the cushion is laid before the first man, 
the woman singing ' This dance, &c ' (as before), only instead of 'come too' they sing 'go fro'; 
and instead of 'Welcome, John Anderson, &c.' they sing, ' Farewell, John Anderson, farewell 
, farewell ;' and so they go out one by one as they came in.-Note, the woman is kissed by all 
the men in the ring at her coming in and going out, and likewise the man by all the women."” 



On pg 52 of Philip Richardson's book the rise of interest in Scottish dances is highlighted when for 
the coming out ball of sixteen year old Princess Charlotte in 1813 she especially requested the 
fashionable Scotch Dances be on the programme:- 

“The Princess entered so much into the spirit of the Fete as to ask for the then fashionable 
Scotch Dances. The ball was organised to commemorate the successful Battle of Vittoria in the 
Peninsular War and doubled for Princess Charlotte’s ‘coming out’.” 
Meanwhile back to Australia, in the Sydney Gazette, 7th September 1841 

 “The Goulburn Annual Ball at the Argyle Hotel was opened with a double Scottish Reel to 
the air of 'Clydesdale Lasses' by James Hunter, Esq., and lady, Thomas Brodie, Esq., Ross and Earl, 
Esq., with their ladies at 9p.m.  

Shirley Andrews believed this indicated the double Scottish Reel was in fact the Clydesdale Lasses 
as the dances in Australia were tune specific in this era. 

Rosemary Coupe, Scottish Country Dance Historian of Vancouver has sent me information of dances 
taught by one of the itinerant dancing masters on a farm just out of Glasgow in 1803. The first three 
pages transcribe a letter “From Mr. A. Smith, Hamilton, to Mr. William Watson, Blantyre Farm,” 
with eccentric spelling reproduced. The remaining pages consist of instructions for country dances. 
The first 22 of these are dated 19th Aug. 1805 and titled “A List of Country dances according to Mr. 
William Seymour from Kilbride, which he taught at Blantyre farm, above date.” A further section is 
dated 7th Oct. 1805 and entitled “Second month’s Country dances”; it has instructions for 12 dances, 
including one written by William Seymour himself. The last section is titled “Country dances from 
Mr. William Seymour 1805” and contains 8 further dances. The Manuscript does not include music, 
and gives no indication of the musical phrasing of the dances. This is held by the A.K. Bell Library 
Perth in Scotland and several of the dances have now been re-constructed by the RSCD. Dances 
include the Common Cotillion or French Cotillion and the earliest record of an Eightsome Reel, three 
in fact. Others mentioned include Lord Lennox Love to Blantyre, a ‘Common Figure’ that resembles 
Mrs MacLeod, then Duke of Perth, The Fight about the Fireside, The Merry Lads of Ayr, Tibby 
Fowler, New Rigged Ship, The Long Chase, Lochiel's Awa' to France, Admiral Nelson, The 
Widows, Swallow, The Heather, Princess Royal, Haymaking – Lord McDonald's Reel, Jenny 
Nettles, The Deil Among the Taylors, Soldier's Joy, French Country Dance, 'Kill Row', Fife Hunt, 
and the Duke of Argyle. 

To what extent any of these might have been transported to Australia would be speculation on the 
one hand, but Scottish traditions and areas of population were high and those like Governor 
Macquarie certainly maintained Scottish Reels on ball programmes over fashionable dances such as 
the Waltz which arrived in Sydney in 1815 and which he abhorred.  

Rosemary Coupe as Editor of The White Cockade RSCD published an article in May 2004 on The 
Nineteenth-Century Manuals.  Her explanation of the evolution of the dance manuals also explains a 
consolidation or even a standardisation of dance figures relative to their tunes and thus the ambiguity 
of selection by the leading ladies of the early Regency period falls by the way. 
“Our dance “cheat sheets” follow a long tradition. In the late eighteenth century, the perfectly 
equipped dancer could languidly glance at her dance fan, which carried miniature printed 
instructions for dances. An early nineteenth-century Master of Ceremonies might discreetly look 
down at a tiny set of cards in the palm of his hand, describing the different sets of the Quadrille. But 
as polkas, waltzes, galopades, ecossaises, Swedish dances and Spanish dances joined the country 
dance, the reel and the quadrille in the popular nineteenth-century ballroom, a need for handy, 
mass-produced dance instructions became apparent. Instead, a much smaller and more stable 



repertoire of country dances appears in the manuals. “Circassian Circle” (based on the first set of 
the quadrilles) first appears in John Smyth’s manual (c.1820), “Petronella” and “Triumph” in the 
Lowes’ manual (2nd ed. 1822), and “Blue Bonnets” in William Smyth (1830). Together with others 
like “Flowers of Edinburgh,” “Duke of Perth,” “Mrs. MacLeod,” “Meg Merrilees,” and “The 
Merry Lads of Ayr,” these dances appear, virtually unchanged, in most subsequent manuals. These 
manuals were published not only in Edinburgh and Glasgow, but in Stirling, Dundee, Aberdeen, 
Kirkcaldy, and Brechin. Details of style may have varied from region to region, but the basic figures 
stayed the same. So while dances like “Petronella” and “Triumph” were English in origin, they 
become traditional Scottish dances during the nineteenth century.” 
 
The itinerant dancing teachies known as 'dancies' were active throughout the British Isles and Ireland 
at this time. 

 



“Calling the Tune and Leading a 
Merry Dance” Part 4 - 

UK Tranter’s Party and Dickens’ 
description of a lower class country 

dance  
 

From the book Under the Greenwood Tree or The 
Mellstock Quire, A Rural Painting of the Dutch School by 
Thomas Hardy  I found referenced on the site 
www.strathspey.org/history/  that provides an extremely good 
description of the 'Triumph Country Dance' as well as another 
popular (but as usual unnamed) country dance at an ordinary 
household event. 
 
“Chapter VII: The Tranter’s [peddler, hawker, carrier] Party 
 
“The country-dance called the 'Triumph, or Follow my Lover,' 
was the figure with which they opened.  The tranter took for his 
partner Mrs. Penny, and Mrs. Dewy was chosen by Mr. Penny, 
who made so much of his limited height by a judicious carriage 
of the head, straightening of the back, and important flashes of 

his spectacle-glasses, that he seemed almost as tall as the tranter……..   
……. And so the dance proceeded.  Mr. Shiner, according to the interesting rule laid down, 
deserted his own partner, and made off down the middle with this fair one of Dick's--the pair 
appearing from the top of the room like two persons tripping down a lane to be married.  Dick 
trotted behind with what was intended to be a look of composure, but which was, in fact, a rather 
silly expression of feature--implying, with too much earnestness, that such an elopement could not 
be tolerated.  Then they turned and came back, when Dick grew more rigid around his mouth, and 
blushed with ingenuous ardour as he joined hands with the rival and formed the arch over his 
lady's head; which presumably gave the figure its name; relinquishing her again at setting to 
partners, when Mr. Shiner's new chain quivered in every link, and all the loose flesh upon the 
tranter--who here came into action again--shook like jelly.  Mrs. Penny, being always rather 
concerned for her personal safety when she danced with the tranter, fixed her face to a chronic 
smile of timidity the whole time it lasted—a peculiarity which filled her features with wrinkles, and 
reduced her eyes to little straight lines like hyphens, as she jigged up and down opposite him; 
repeating in her own person not only his proper movements, but also the minor flourishes which the 
richness of the tranter's imagination led him to introduce from time to time - an imitation which had 
about it something of slavish obedience, not unmixed with fear. The ear-rings of the ladies now 
flung themselves wildly about, turning violent somersaults, banging this way and that, and then 
swinging quietly against the ears sustaining them.  Mrs. Crumpler--a heavy woman, who, for some 
reason which nobody ever thought worth inquiry, danced in a clean apron--moved so smoothly 
through the figure that her feet were never seen; conveying to imaginative minds the idea that she 
rolled on castors. Minute after minute glided by, and the party reached the period when ladies' 
back-hair begins to look forgotten and dissipated; when a perceptible dampness makes itself 
apparent upon the faces even of delicate girls--a ghastly dew having for some time rained from the 



features of their masculine partners; when skirts begin to be torn out of their gathers; when elderly 
people, who have stood up to please their juniors, begin to feel sundry small tremblings in the 
region of the knees, and to wish the interminable dance was at Jericho; when (at country parties of 
the thorough sort) waistcoats begin to be unbuttoned, and when the fiddlers' chairs have been 
wriggled, by the frantic bowing of their occupiers, to a distance of about two feet from where they 
originally stood. 

 
 
 
 

Dick had at length secured Fancy for that most delightful of country-dances, opening with six-
hands-round. And now a further phase of revelry had disclosed itself.  It was the time of night when 
a guest may write his name in the dust upon the tables and chairs, and a bluish mist pervades the 
atmosphere, becoming a distinct halo round the candles; when people's nostrils, wrinkles, and 
crevices in general, seem to be getting gradually plastered up; when the very fiddlers as well as the 
dancers get red in the face, the dancers having advanced further still towards incandescence, and 
entered the cadaverous phase; the fiddlers no longer sit down, but kick back their chairs and saw 
madly at the strings, with legs firmly spread and eyes closed, regardless of the visible world.  Again 
and again did Dick share his Love's hand with another man, and wheel round; then, more 
delightfully, promenade in a circle with her all to himself, his arm holding her waist more firmly 
each time, and his elbow getting further and further behind her back, till the distance reached was 
rather noticeable; and, most blissful, swinging to places shoulder to shoulder, her breath curling 
round his neck like a summer zephyr that had strayed from its proper date.  Threading the couples 
one by one they reached the bottom, when there arose in Dick's mind a minor misery lest the tune 
should end before they could work their way to the top again, and have anew the same exciting run 
down through.  Dick's feelings on actually reaching the top in spite of his doubts were 
supplemented by a mortal fear that the fiddling might even stop at this supreme moment; which 
prompted him to convey a stealthy whisper to the far-gone musicians, to the effect that they were 
not to leave off till he and his partner had reached the bottom of the dance once more, which 
remark was replied to by the nearest of those convulsed and quivering men by a private nod to the 

Carolyn Marrone of Bendigo re-drew this for me in colour from a musical frontispiece in Nell 
Challingsworth's book 'Dancing Down the Years', but the original titled 'Barn Dance', 

has since been located in the National Library of Australia. 



anxious young man between two semiquavers of the tune, and a simultaneous "All right, ay, ay," 
without opening the eyes.  Fancy was now held so closely that Dick and she were practically one 
person.  The room became to Dick like a picture in a dream; all that he could remember of it 
afterwards being the look of the fiddlers going to sleep, as humming-tops sleep, by increasing their 
motion and hum, together with the figures of grandfather James and old Simon Crumpler sitting by 
the chimney-corner, talking and nodding in dumb-show, and beating the air to their emphatic 
sentences like people near a threshing machine.” 
 
This picture above of Sir Roger de Coverley or the 'Haymaker's Jig' as known in less formal circles 
is an artist's image of the ordinary type dance once held in barns and woolsheds all over Australia.  
 
While in Tasmania recently I discovered an extremely interesting article in the Colonial Times of 
Hobart, Tuesday 13 March 1838 p 6 titled 'Greenwich Fair'. It describes a country dance in progress 
and in this instance it's not the 'landed gentry'. The skit is introduced by saying the following 
“sketch” by Boz, the editor, or author, of the Pickwick Papers will recall to many of our readers, the 
recollection of many a happy day of juvenile fun and frolic; we make no apology for its length, as 
every line teems with entertainment (turns out Boz is a very young Charles Dickens writing 
snippets of everyday life in England and this episode reproduced in the Tasmanian Colonial 
Times):- 
 “The grandest and most numerously frequented booth in the whole fair, however is “The 
 Crown and Anchor” - a temporary ball-room- we forget how many hundred feet long, the 
price to which is one shilling. Immediately on your right as you enter, after paying your money, is a 
refreshment place, at which cold beef, roast and boiled – French rolls, stout, wine, tongue, ham, 
even fowls, if we recollect right, are displayed in tempting array. There is a raised orchestra, and 
the place is boarded all the way down in patches, just wide enough for a country dance. There is no 
master of ceremonies in this artificial Eden – all is primitive, unreserved, and unstudied. The dust is 
blinding, the heat insupportable, the company somewhat noisy, and in the highest spirits possible; 
the ladies in the height of their innocent animation, dancing in the gentlemen's hats, and the 
gentlemen promenading the gay and festive scene in the ladies' bonnets, or with the more expensive 
ornaments of false noses, and low crowned, tinder box looking hats, playing children's drums, and 
accompanied by ladies on the penny trumpet, the noise of the various instruments, the orchestra, 
the shouting, 'the scratchers', and the dancing is perfectly bewildering. The dancing itself beggars 
description – every figure lasts about an hour, and the ladies bounce about with a degree of spirit 
which is quite indescribable. As to the gentlemen, they stamp their feet every time 'hands four 
round' begins; go down the middle and up again with cigars in their mouths and silk handkerchiefs 
in their hands and whirl their partners round, nothing loath, scrambling and falling, and 
embracing, and knocking up against other couples, until they are fairly tired out, and can move no 
longer. The scene is repeated again and again (slightly varied by an occasional 'row') until a late 
hour at night; and a great many clerks and 'prentices find themselves next morning with aching 
heads, empty pockets, damaged hats, and a very imperfect recollection of how it was they did not 
get home.”   
 



 
 

Greenwich Fair George Cruikshank, 1792-1878 
http://www.victorianweb.org/art/illustration/cruikshank/9.jpg 

Wood engraving 1836 Dickens's Sketches by Boz Scanned image and text by Philip V. 
Allingham. 

 
There's several things to note there, all of which could have been exactly the same out here in some 
of the inns or pub assemblies, outside lawn or flat patch of dirt, boat deck, whatever. The bouncing 
of the ladies in dancing and the stamping of the gentlemen's feet is perhaps more descriptive of the 
middle and lower class country dance than that of Jane Austen's society ball, but there's also Rose 
de Freycinet’s mention of the 'hopping' which I'll cover in a moment.. No MC, heaven forbid; 
thought I'd never see that in writing, but therefore no formal restraint outside the general customs of 
the day. The gentlemen dancing with cigars in their mouths and all with hats on (even if reverse 
dress); exactly that pictured out here in the nineteenth century illustrations such as the Araluen Ball. 
Alcoholic beverages laid on, same out here until the wowser-ism or temperance movement had it all 
changed around the early 20th century. Gentlemen dancing with silk handkerchiefs, do you know 
what that was about? Well in society gentlemen wore gloves so as not to soil the ladies dresses in 
the various dance holds. This was also the case here, and within living memory I've seen it myself, 
when the Wedderburn Oldtimers revived the traditional old time bush ball in 1975, the MC (Ronnie 
Robertson) didn't have gloves in this ordinary country situation; he had a big red handkerchief held 



behind the lady's back while leading her through the dance. When he perspired he mopped his brow 
with it, when his nose dribbled he wiped it. That's what the silk handkerchiefs were all about fellas! 
Sorry ladies, and to protect your ballgowns. 
 
 
 
Picture from a glass plate by courtesy of Chris Woodland. It can also be found in the Australian 
News of 28/5/1867. They could be dancing a polka although the 'movement' suggests more the 
galop. Note the wearing of hats at a public ball, whereas a private function would offer a 
cloakroom. 
 
The next consolidation of information came while also researching in the State Library Hobart over 

the March long weekend.  I found a couple of other translations of Rose de Freycinet's diary with 
slightly different interpretation as well as an earlier voyage account (1818) when they docked at 
Mauritius, a recent English colonial acquisition. This is from 'Realms & Islands' by Marnie Bassett 
– 'The World Voyage of Rose de Freycinet 1817-20, 'Mauritius'. 
P 66  
“ The next day we had a very fine ball, where I enjoyed dancing more than at Mr. Smith's, for it was 
not so hot, there were fewer people, and the quadrilles were danced as in Paris, whereas generally 
in Mauritius they have such odd figures that I was disconnected when I danced them for the first 
time.”  
P 67 
“Soon afterwards we went to take the air on the bridge, where the band played pretty contre-danses 
– The bridge was lit by torches, and everyone chose his partner and continued until midnight 
hopping about in the English style.”  
Then on p 190-191 , Sydney 1819, a slightly different translation to my quote in the 1st part of this 



series; Rose again met the strange activity of the English Country Dances that in Mauritius had so 
taken her aback:- 
“Although I did not know how to dance English dances, they had to be danced; I acquitted myself 
badly enough, but what seemed to me frightful was the heat, which was really too great for 
dancing.” 
 
From this you can see that the quadrilles were already well established in the English colonies of 
1818 and danced as in Paris, but that Rose did not know the English country dances which were still 
obviously very prevalent and that the steps were 'hopping'. One other translation said English reels 
instead of dances, if so, I'd be inclined to think it was the Scottish Foursome although it's likely this 
is simply a slip in terminology. 
 
Despite a rise in things Scottish during the Regency Period and Governor Macquarie's upholding 
the Scotch Reel over the new Waltz and possibly the Quadrille, the newer dances gradually 
displaced the older. Towards the end of the 1830s and certainly by the 40s only a few Country 
Dances and Reels lingered. This newspaper account indicates not all musicians were au fait with the 
necessary Scottish music for the Scotch Reel. 
The Sydney Gazette and New South Wales Advertiser Thursday 4th January 1838 

The-Emigrants' Annual Ball 

 -The second Anniversary of the Emigrants' Annual Ball came off at the Pulteney Hotel on 
Monday evening last. The attendance, especially of the fair sex, was considerably larger than last 
year and the arrangements were in every respect superior. At nine o'clock the company began to 
arrive and at half-past nine the dancing commenced and continued almost without intermission 
until five in the morning. At twelve o'clock a portion of the company, such as could be 
accommodated with ease, partook of an excellent supper which did much credit to Mr. Levien, mine 
host of the Pulteney. The remainder of the company continued the dance, and in turn returned to the 
supper-room to the contents of which they did ample justice. After supper bumpers were emptied 
with due honours to two toasts proposed by the Chairman “The Emigrants' Annual Ball,"-and “The 
Australians who have honoured us with their presence.” Mr. Cunningham, a youthful Australian in 
the name of himself and countrymen, returned thanks for the honour done them and expressed his 
high gratification at the arrangements of the evening. After supper the "Highland Fling" was 
danced in full costume by Mr. Clark, one of the stewards, and encored by the united plaudits of the 
whole assemblage. It was rather amusing to observe the effect the good things that supper had in 
rousing the spirits of the dancers, which before had seemed rather to flag. On the whole, we 
believe, no ball ever came off in the Colony, at which the arrangements were better, or at which 
there prevailed more joyous and unmingled hilarity. The musicians who were supplied by Mr. 
Turner of Kent Street, incurred considerable blame from the length of time they kept the company 
waiting for their arrival, but they did their best from that time till morning to gain the good graces 
of the company. The quadrilles, contra dances, &c, they were perfect masters of, but the reel and 
strathspey tunes required for the Scots' reels, to which the Caledonian portion of the company 
were much attached, seemed to puzzle them considerably. The Emigrants have fairly overcome 
now, every obstacle that ill-disposed men attempted to place in their way, both last year and this, 
and we may safely look forward now to the Emigrants' Annual Ball as one of the fixed, and 
certainly one of the most acceptable annual amusements that our Colonial capital affords. 

Needless to say I'm inclined to think anything listed in works such as by Blantyre and by Wilson are 
representative of the repertoire at home and whilst varying between regions and across borders and 
as well as common folk simplicity, could be the basis of a least some repertoire in Regency 
Australia. 

Rosemary Coupe also makes the following comment:- 



“Certainly your idea that names applied primarily to tunes rather than dances is true of the culture 
of the 18th C assembly room where novelty was prized and dance/music collections had titles like 
"20 New and Fashionable Dances for the Year 17--." One should not over-generalise, however. I 
have looked at the 18th C Scottish sources, which consist of several manuscripts and arguably also 
the several volumes of Walsh's Caledonian Country Dances (while these were published by a 
London publisher and include many obviously English dances, there's considerable overlap 
between their content and that of the Scottish manuscripts). A number of dance titles occur in more 
than one of these sources. Quite often the dances carrying the same name were quite different, as 
with the examples you mention. But in a significant number of cases, the dances with the same name 
are either the same or resemble each other too closely for coincidence. 
 Anyway, by the early 19th C the social context for dancing in Scotland at least had changed and 
was now dominated by the "dancies" who taught in both towns and countryside. One manuscript 
from 1803 records the dances taught at a farm near Glasgow by one such teacher. Another records 
dances taught in the Aberdeenshire countryside in 1841. The fact they were taught and dutifully 
written down implies that they weren't intended to be danced one day and forgotten the next.” 
 
 



“Calling the Tune and Leading a 
Merry Dance” Part 5 Country Dance 

references by the ‘heaps!’’ 

Peter Ellis 
 

In the previous chapter I concluded with the statement 
that I had found a couple of other translations of Rose de 
Freycinet's diary with slightly different interpretation.  I also 
discovered an earlier voyage account (1818) when the de 
Freycinets docked at Mauritius, a recent English colonial 
acquisition. This is from 'Realms & Islands' by Marnie Bassett – 
'The World Voyage of Rose de Freycinet 1817-20, 'Mauritius'.  
Page 66  “ The next day we had a very fine ball, where I enjoyed 
dancing more than at Mr. Smith's, for it was not so hot, there 
were fewer people, and the quadrilles were danced as in Paris, 
whereas generally in Mauritius they have such odd figures that I 
was disconnected when I danced them for the first time.”  
 
Page 67 “Soon afterwards we went to take the air on the bridge, 

where the band played pretty contre-danses – The bridge was lit by torches, and everyone chose his 
partner and continued until midnight hopping about in the English style.”  
Then on pages190-191, Sydney 1819, a slightly different translation to my quote in the 1st part of 
this series; Rose again met the strange activity of the English Country Dances that in Mauritius had 
so taken her aback:- 
“Although I did not know how to dance English dances, they had to be danced; I acquitted myself 
badly enough, but what seemed to me frightful was the heat, which was really too great for 
dancing.” 
 
From this you can see that the quadrilles were already well established in the English colonies of 
1818 and danced as in Paris and that Rose did not know the English country dances which were still 
obviously very prevalent and that the steps were 'hopping'.  
 
Despite a rise in things Scottish during the Regency Period and Governor Macquarie's upholding 
the Scotch Reel over the new Waltz and possibly the Quadrille, the newer dances gradually 
displaced the older. Towards the end of the 1830s and certainly by the 40s only a few Country 
Dances and Reels lingered. This newspaper account indicates not all musicians were au fait with the 
necessary Scottish music for the Scotch Reel. 
The Sydney Gazette and New South Wales Advertiser Thursday 4th January 1838 

The-Emigrants' Annual Ball 

 -The second Anniversary of the Emigrants' Annual Ball came off at the Pulteney Hotel on 
Monday evening last. The attendance, especially of the fair sex, was considerably larger than last 
year and the arrangements were in every respect superior. At nine o'clock the company began to 
arrive and at half-past nine the dancing commenced and continued almost without intermission 
until five in the morning. At twelve o'clock a portion of the company, such as could be 



accommodated with ease, partook of an excellent supper which did much credit to Mr. Levien, mine 
host of the Pulteney. The remainder of the company continued the dance, and in turn returned to the 
supper-room to the contents of which they did ample justice. After supper bumpers were emptied 
with due honours to two toasts proposed by the Chairman “The Emigrants' Annual Ball,"-and “The 
Australians who have honoured us with their presence.” Mr. Cunningham, a youthful Australian in 
the name of himself and countrymen, returned thanks for the honour done them and expressed his 
high gratification at the arrangements of the evening. After supper the "Highland Fling" was 
danced in full costume by Mr. Clark, one of the stewards, and encored by the united plaudits of the 
whole assemblage. It was rather amusing to observe the effect the good things that supper had in 
rousing the spirits of the dancers, which before had seemed rather to flag. On the whole, we 
believe, no ball ever came off in the Colony, at which the arrangements were better, or at which 
there prevailed more joyous and unmingled hilarity. The musicians who were supplied by Mr. 
Turner of Kent Street, incurred considerable blame from the length of time they kept the company 
waiting for their arrival, but they did their best from that time till morning to gain the good graces 
of the company. The quadrilles, contra dances, &c, they were perfect masters of, but the reel and 
strathspey tunes required for the Scots' reels, to which the Caledonian portion of the company 
were much attached, seemed to puzzle them considerably. The Emigrants have fairly overcome 
now, every obstacle that ill-disposed men attempted to place in their way, both last year and this, 
and we may safely look forward now to the Emigrants' Annual Ball as one of the fixed, and 
certainly one of the most acceptable annual amusements that our Colonial capital affords. 

Needless to say I'm inclined to think anything listed in works such as Blantyre and by Wilson are 
representative of the repertoire at home and whilst varying between regions and across borders and 
as well as common folk simplicity, could be the basis of a least some repertoire in Regency 
Australia. 

Rosemary Coupe also makes the following comment:- 

“Certainly your idea that names applied primarily to tunes rather than dances is true of the culture 
of the 18th C assembly room where novelty was prized and dance/music collections had titles like 
"20 New and Fashionable Dances for the Year 17--." One should not over-generalise, however. I 
have looked at the 18th C Scottish sources, which consist of several manuscripts and arguably also 
the several volumes of Walsh's Caledonian Country Dances (while these were published by a 
London publisher and include many obviously English dances, there's considerable overlap 
between their content and that of the Scottish manuscripts). A number of dance titles occur in more 
than one of these sources. Quite often the dances carrying the same name were quite different, as 
with the examples you mention. But in a significant number of cases, the dances with the same name 
are either the same or resemble each other too closely for coincidence. 
 Anyway, by the early 19th C the social context for dancing in Scotland at least had changed and 
was now dominated by the "dancies" who taught in both towns and countryside. One manuscript 
from 1803 records the dances taught at a farm near Glasgow by one such teacher. Another records 
dances taught in the Aberdeenshire countryside in 1841. The fact they were taught and dutifully 
written down implies that they weren't intended to be danced one day and forgotten the next.” 
The Scotch or Foursome Reel certainly lasted well into the Nineteenth Century in some circles, it 
appears three times on the Carisbrook Farmers' Ball Programme near Maryborough Victoria in 
1874 as well as the Highland Reel; presumably because this is coexistent on the same programme it 
is not the Scotch Reel (the earlier H. Reel was the same thing), but the newer (Dashing White 
Sergeant type) Highland Reel Country Dance that appeared mid century. In this two couples faced 
two, in a column of couples or in a circle round the room (progressive Sicilian). Maryborough of 
course had a high proportion of Scottish and Irish settlers and the Irish Jig was also included on that 
programme. 
 



 
Carisbrook Farmers' Ball Programme July 1874 Courtesy Latrobe Picture Collection State Library 
of Victoria.  
This Irish Jig as titled on this ball programme in which partners names are 'booked' and entered is 
unlikely to be the solo or impromptu couple's dance that was nevertheless very prevalent at informal 
gatherings in Australia and for 'items'. It would more likely be a set dance or reel. In Lovenberry's 
dance manual of 1884 (Ithaca Brisbane), 'The Australian MC or Dancers Enquire Within' is a brief 
description of an Irish Jig structured dance and is only 10 years after the Carisbrook Ball, so it's a 
real possibility this is in fact what was danced. 
Ellis Rogers makes the following comments and provides one possible reconstruction of this Irish 
Jig:- 
“I suspect that it was the local name for a favourite set dance in jig rhythm, and by `set dance' I 
mean a square or longways. It may have been the one described by Lovenberry.”  
 I would reconstruct Lovenberry's Irish Jig as follows:- 
 1/ Two couples, facing, Circle left and right. Finish in a line, the Ladies 
back-to- back in the centre, facing partners. 8b 
 2/ All set to partners with fancy jig steps  8b 
 3/ Reel of four, finish with Gents in centre, back to back. 8b 
 4/ All set as before. 8b 
 5/ Reel of four, Finish with Ladies back to back but facing other Gent . 
 6  All set 8b 
 7/ Reel of four 8b Continue alternately until  twelve lots of setting have been 
performed ( Or until they die of exhaustion ) 
 



 
This wonderful 1880s NZ illustration from Charlie Hammond's Sketch Book depicts an all male 
shearers' dance (buck sets) performing the Scotch Foursome Reel. 
 
The Sauteuse 

At a Sydney Subscription Ball of 1810 the Sauteuse is mentioned as a new arrival and danced twice 
on the night (Their Chastity Was Not Too Rigid, J. Cumes p. 65). This was a type of ‘leap waltz’ to 
2-4 or 6-8 music and probably a precursor to the introduction of the Waltz. Wilson provides a 
description and it appears the Sauteuse co-existed with the real waltz at least till the 1830s:- 
The Sydney Gazette and New South Wales Advertiser Thursday 30 May 1833 

“Quadrilles, waltzes, and the gay Sauteuse were kept up with unabated animation until 
three o'clock, when the party retired cheerful and charmed with the amusements of the 
evening.” 

Heather Clarke provices the following information on the Sauteuse:- 
“Here is the music for the Sauteuse Waltz and the Jette, or Quick Sauteuse Waltz from Mr Wilson's 
Correct Method of Waltzing pg 35. My source has been Nonsuch:Early Dance Vol.VIIa Ballroom 
Dances of the Late 18th; and 19th Century by Peggy Dixon, London 1993. Basically, the sauteuse is 
danced on the balls of the feet with no rise or fall [rather like the modern Viennese Waltz]. The first 
step is a spring, followed by two regular waltz steps -thus: spring, step, step. It takes two of these 
sequences to complete a full turn. I notice Lovenberry describes it in his 1884 Manual: 
THE HOP WALTZ - LA SATEUSE [sic]. The step is similar to that of the common waltz, with this 
exception - that the first be jumped, and slide the other two. In the light of Wilson's detailed 
explanation, this seems to be a reasonable description, though of course he means a spring onto 
one foot rather than a jump which would be onto two feet [a technicality of language].  
Wilson gives masses of detail in his Correct Method of Waltzing, 1816.  He describes it as French 
waltzing and indicates that it was danced as part of a sequence:  March, French Waltz (slow 



andante), Sauteuse Waltz (allegretto increasing to allegro), the Jette, or Quick Sauteuse (allegro 
increasing to presto).  As I study the words, I see that there only 10 pages of step descriptions with 
the remainder of the manual supplying general instructions for deportment and so on; also details 
for the German waltz.   
The whole sequence for French waltzing looks very attractive and would certainly appeal to many 
people.” 
 
 

 
Both tunes by courtesy of Heather Clarke from Mr. Wilson's Correct Method of Waltzing. 

 
Further Specific Australian Country Dance References. 

The following entry in the Sydney Gazette of 4th March 1824 is referring to Britain (Quadrilles 
stealing across the Channel) in which Money Musk is mentioned:- 
“38. Stuck rather more to dinner-parties. Gave up country dancing. Moneymusk certainly more 
fatiguing than formerly. Fiddlers play it too quick. Quadrilles stealing hither over the Channel. 
Thought of adding to the number of grave gentlemen who learn to dance. Dick Dapper dubbed me 
one of the over-growns. Very impertinent, and untrue. 

59. Quadrilles rising. Wondered sober mistresses of families would allow their carpets to be beat 



after that fashion.”  
More dances are mentioned in the Sydney Gazette of Thursday 9th July 1829:- 

“Very well here we find out selves alive and kicking, forty couples footing it on the green, and 
choosing according to our tastes, reels, jigs, minuets, or bumpkins. 'Spose then that I have landed 
you down at the bottom of a five and twenty couple country-dance, to the tune of Sir Roger de 
Coverley, Morgiana in Ireland, Petronella or the Triumph ; mind, not withstanding our having 
sucked a couple of oranges a piece, we are both covered in a broth of perspiration. Very good-so 
says I to you, making a genteel bow” 
This is one of the best references I’ve seen where the dances are mentioned; the Sydney Gazette 
reference is actually an extract from the chapter ‘The Shaving Shop’ from Blackwood’s Magazine. 
However the description is also in the “Mirror of Literature, Amusement and Instruction (London) 
Saturday November 8th 1828, confirming it is an English reference of at least the previous year. 

The ‘bumpkins’ possibly mean Country Dances but likely including the Country Bumpkin 
or Ninesome Reel. There is also a different Country Bumpkin which is the one mentioned at the 
wedding at the Rocks in 1803 (because it states the lady leads down the Country Bumpkin) and in 
which Shirley Andrews made an interpretation from Thomas Wilson's Ballroom Companion of 
1816. Although it was a triple minor longways, Shirley modified it to a simpler 4 couple longways 
‘bush dance’ style which really was not typical of that very early period.  

The Ninesome Reel also known as the Country Bumpkin was a long forgotten dance by the 
1840s except for one mention in this context:- 

“The bagpipes were frequently played at Lake Innes and, on 20 June 1843..... 
Macleay showed the party ‘an old country dance’ called ‘The Country Bumpkin’ which 

amused us very much....... It is danced by six ladies and six gentlemen, the gentleman in the centre 
of the circle wearing a hat which he puts on one of the others who then takes his place, and so on.” 
(Their Chastity Was Not Too Rigid, James Cumes pg 241). 
 
 



“Calling the Tune and Leading a 
Merry Dance”, Part 6 - 

The Demonic Waltz- a forbidden 
indecorous dance! 

Despite French claims the waltz had evolved from La Volta it is 
widely accepted that its direct lineage is from adaptation of the 
closer hold rotary stamping turns of the Germanic Country or Folk 
Dances (Dreher, Drehtanz, Weller and Ländler). It blossomed into 
the lilting circular ballroom dance sensation on the polished floors 
of Vienna before becoming a worldwide craze, but not 
withstanding some 50 to 70 years of ban in parts of Europe. Its 
final acceptance was in the early years of the nineteenth century.  
The history of this as a dance is well enough known suffice to say 
we need to look at the evolution of the music to understand the 
connections with the various dance forms. The Ländlers are 
generally in 3-8 time, occasionally 3-4. I consider this a 'double 
form' of waltz in the same manner as other forms of music such as 
jigs, reels or hornpipes can exist in single and double forms. 
Double forms seem to have twice as many notes in the bar and I 

suppose are more difficult to play. Consider a simple single jig such as 'We Won't Come Home Till 
Morning' (from which Jolly Good Fellow is derived) as a basic two 'crotchet-quaver' pattern (dum de 
dum de) in the bar compared to the pulsating 'Irish Washerwoman' (diddledee diddledee) using all 6 
possible quavers to the same measure. Likewise Rakes of Mallow as a single reel (rum tum rum tum) 
compared to Mrs. McLeod, a real reel (lots of diddle diddles). In the case of hornpipes compare 'Off 
To California' (Schottische style timing) with 'Sailor's Hornpipe' (reel timing). One way of 
appreciating the difference is to play the single form with accompanying foot tap, then a double form 
with the same foot tap and observe the change of pace with the fingers and doubling of notes to the 
foot tap or bar. 
The significant parallel with the waltz is the 'swing or whirl' from the driving form of the Ländler 
(often 6 quavers to the bar) into the relatively simple but lilting form of the waltz with it’s 'oom pah 
pah' bass and basic 3 crotchets in the bar. I'd compare the two as double and single respectively.  
There are two prominent tunes accredited to the arrival of the Waltz although of course there are any 
number of other German forerunners. One is the classical Weber's 'Invitation to the Dance' of 1811 
and the other is the folk derived 'Ach Der Lieber Augustin' (from an originally composed tune in 3-4) 
- known later in the English speaking world as the 'Froth Blowers' Chorus' or 'The More We Are 
Together'. It is these tunes in particular that introduced the oom pah pah waltz bass. Likewise with 
the Waltz in its transition from the Deutscher or German Country Dance, the foot stamp changed to a 
slide and then a rotary glide. 
The Waltz in its Viennese form was accepted in the ballrooms of Vienna around 1805 and of course 
from the 1830s the intoxicating tunes of Lanner and the Strauss family caused the waltz to eclipse 
anything else. Another subtle nuance in the Viennese form is a slight lengthening or anticipation of 
the first note or 'oom' of the bass and hence a slight shortening of the second note or first pah, thus 



oomm pa pah, and to a whirling 60 to 70 bars a minute. Compare with the stately regular time of the 
Old Time or Circular Waltz of 48 bars a minute, or the Pride of Erin of 52.  
Although the indecorous German waltz – 'the forbidden dance' - was upon Merry Old England in the 
first decade or so of the 19C, it was not until 1819 that it became publicly accepted, although there 
was still some opposition in quarters as late as 1825. I've mentioned before it had become the 
preoccupation of Sydney after Waterloo in 1815 (Cumes-'Their Chastity Was Not Too Rigid), 
although Macquarie abhorred it and the waltz found no quarter in his official circles.  
'The Waltz' was the first of the new couple dances to introduce the intimate close hold, face to face, 
as if the couple was one person on four legs, whereas the older minuet and gavotte were hand to hand 
at 'arms length', side by side. Needless to say there was a specified amount of 'daylight' between the 
couple in the old waltz. Compare this to a century later when both the Circular Waltz (regarded as 
'Old Time') and the Modern Waltz of the 1920s had full frontal contact. In this 'modern' form of 
ballroom dancing one was taught to dance as if holding a 78 record between oneself and partner 
without dropping it.  
Over the course of its evolution, the waltz differs in France and again in England from the Viennese 
original and there were several versions of it over time such as the 'trois temps' and the 'deux temps'. 
The Sauteuse was also an intermediary with the introduction of the waltz. The South Australian 
waltz step is the English waltz consisting of 5 steps with a pivot on both feet from the 5th into the 6th 
beat, whereas the Victorian Old Time or 'Circular Waltz' has six distinct steps to one rotation in 
which the heel of one foot is placed by the instep of the other, they never come together; one foot 
always a little in front of the other. But this contrasts greatly with the ordinary step-close-step that 
most lay dancers would use. 

The early form of waltz, Argyle Rooms London early 19th C. 

 
Writing in 1829 Mr. G. Yates, the dancing master in England makes a reference to the Waltz and the 
earlier Allemande form, this quote extracted from Philip Richardson's 'The Social Dances of the 



Nineteenth Century':- 
“The Waltz, when well danced to a gentle measure, is one of the most graceful of all dances – as 
interesting, or nearly so, as the Allemande dance; but the fashionable scamper that has now usurped 
the name, is neither Waltz, Sautuese, Polonaise nor anything that can legitimately be styled a dance. 
It is nothing in short but an outright romp, as destitute of figure or variety as the motion of a horse in 
a mill.” 
 
In this illustration the allemande form can be seen a little left of centre with the couple turning under 
raised arms; on the far right is the more modern closed couple rotary turn and the far left a further 
section showing the ‘intimacy’ that caused such an uproar when the waltz first appeared.  
Ellis Rogers' wife Chris provides the following information on the use of the waltz-step in the 
Country Dance prior to the appearance of the waltz itself in England:-  

“The waltz did not appear in England as a couple dance until about 1815 but the step (reminiscent 
of the ‘pas de bourree’ of earlier years – i.e. three steps forward, rising on the first beat, sinking 
after the third) was commonly used from about 1796 in country dances and it was in this context that 
Jane mentions it in Emma, chapter 26.” 

This step in 3-4 measure became known as the 'pas de valse'. I presume it wasn't that unusual in the 
time of the Regency in that earlier dances such as Cheshire Rounds were in triple time (3-2) with the 
pas de bourree travelling step. 
The Spanish Waltz 
Significantly this precursor of the waltz with the above mentioned step worked its way into the 
English Country Dance at the time with allemande turns and entwined arms in the 'longways for as 
many as will' over the turn of the 18th/19th C.  Also the older step from the pousette figure was used 
for the change of place in the progression of couples, but eventually as the waltz itself gained 
acceptance 'waltz-step circular turns' replaced the pousette in this otherwise English structured 
'innovation'. It was known as the Spanish Dance or Waltz, often under the Guaracha title, but it was 
the music that lead to the creation of the 'dance name', i.e. the dance is English but stepped to the 
latest fashion for Spanish Waltz tunes. Whether the tunes were really Spanish might be another 
question but there are certainly 3 in that name in the early 3-8 time signature in the 1817 penned 
scores of music by James Goulding of Country Cork Ireland. Some of the 'Spanish Waltzes' or 
'Spanish Dances' had Cuban adaptation and then further exchange via the stage and special ballets. In 
fact there was a range of Spanish flavoured novelties – fandangos, boleros, guarachas – linked to 
solo freak dances from the Iberian Peninsula and the Latin New World. These were then taken up on 
the stage and from there modified and transferred to the odd English Country Dance repertoire for a 
season or two. However the Guaracha or Spanish Dance to triple time measure in one form or 
another was to last over a century. In fact it survives in the Australian version of the Alberts 
Quadrille in a few country districts today. 

 

This tune is known Australia wide under all sorts of names and commonly used for the 4th or 5th 
waltz figure of the Alberts as well as in the Waltz Cotillion. Further information linking it to a 
Spanish tune is given below. 

The early Spanish melody - the 'Cachoucha' or 'Cachucha' was for a castanet dance in 3-4 and 
originally a national tune from Andalusia. The Cachoucha is most likely the antecedent of that tune 
known all over Australia under various names such as 'My Father is a Dutchman'. This Spanish 
Waltz is in 3-4 (although the original Cachoucha is in 3-8) and has the more typical oom pah pah 



rhythm. However there are or could be added sufficient 'dotted quavers' to impart a mazurka bounce 
to the extent the tune was also frequently substituted for a Polka Mazurka. Harry McQueen of 
Castlemaine in fact modified it to a Varsoviana by inserting the necessary holds in the part A section 
and at the end of each 4 bars of the Mazurka B section. Conversely he would sometimes use it as a 
straight waltz in the 3-4 figures of the Alberts Quadrille. The tune by the First World War (quoting 
Shirley Andrews) had been popular enough to have attained a 'course' parody; 'Once She Was A 
Virgin, A Virgin, A Virgin, Once She Was A Virgin But Look At Her Now' (No, Shirley didn't give 
me the words, she wouldn't have approved, unless sufficiently dosed with Cider)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This Spanish Castanet Dance (Cachucha or Cachoucha) seems to have developed via the original 
Andalusian tune in Cuba (1803) but is considered to be a Spanish dance. Although known in the 
1820s, Fanny Elssler (1810-1884, Vienna) was the first to make it really popular: she profiled the 
Cachucha in Jean Coralli's ballet Le Diable boiteuz (1836, "the Lame Devil") during her successful 
American tour in 1840-42.   

 
Fanny Elssler dancing the Spanish Castanet Dance or ‘La Cachucha’ 



It is my suspicion, speculative as it may be, the tune was so popular it was transported out here by 
Californian miners during the Australian Gold-rush; nevertheless our mining settlements had canvas 
opera tents and all sorts of entertainment (Lola Montez) direct from Europe.  In these situations  
extremely popular tunes of the time would be performed, so it's a two way bet on my part. Also the 
Cachucha finds itself in print in the Country Dance, Jigs and Reels books of the latter 19C and as a 
waltz figure of the Australian version of Alberts Quadrille in Sutton's Music Book. Charlie Fardon, 
revered MC with Con Klippel's Old Time Band identified their Albert's waltz figure as the Cachucha 
(Norm O'Connor Collection 1962 NLA). The band still plays it today although they've somehow 
now associated it with Robbie Burns 'My Heart Is In the Highland'. 

 

 

 

 

 

Many of the other 
Spanish Waltz tunes which I've located such as from Carl Fischer's Concertina Tutor of 1905 and 
from James Goulding's 1817 collection from County Cork in Ireland have the full drive of the 
Ländler, 'double style' with quavers for every note in the bar. The nuances are different of course, the 
Ländler is naturally Germanic sounding and the Spanish Waltzes need I say Spanish sounding; but 
this 'drive' is what I suspect caused the Spanish Waltz or tunes under that name to become a fad and 
taken up in the early days of the Regency in England, and hence to Australia.  

The Sydney Gazette of 1824 mentions the new Spanish Dance or Waltz.  

Sydney Gazette 1st July 1824 

THE FASHIONABLE WORLD. 

The Ball and Supper, given by Sir JOHN JAMISON on the evening of Thursday last, was of 
the most fascinating and splendid description. The ball-room was fancifully fitted up for the 
occasion. The Company flocked in from 8 to 9: the carriages were rolling rapidly down our 
streets between those hours. Captain PIPER, with his usual zeal in these cases, had his own 
Band in attendance upon the noble Host. Dancing, consisting of country dances, quadrilles, 
and Spanish waltzes, presently commenced, and was maintained with the utmost animation 
till midnight, when the Guests were ushered in to the supper-room, which was entitled to the 
palm for superior taste in the disposition of the various arrangements that were most happily 
executed. All the rare and choice delicacies that Australia possesses, whether natural or 
imported, decorated the festive board, which groaned beneath the weight of excessive 
luxuriance: upwards of 170 sat down to supper. The rooms were elegantly festooned, and 
exhibited one refulgent blaze. About one in the morning, the ball-room was re-invested by 
this concentration of beauty, rank, and fashion; from whence a final retreat did not take place 
till Sol began to eclipse the twinkling orbs of night, and thus remind the gallant remnant it 
was time to retire in quest of that transient repose which the imposing scene was calculated 
to obstruct.  

This Spanish Waltz resourced by Shirley Andrews is the La Guaracha and Ellis Rogers makes the 
point:- 



 “that for a short time, around 1830, any longways dance in waltz time was called `Spanish' hence 
the Spanish waltz alternative title for `La Guaracha'.” 

Shirley provided an interpretation of La Guaracha which she work-shopped at a TSDAV function, 
although it is possible she may also have used a collected English folk dance as a guide. Wilson 
provides a version of the tune for La Guaracha or 'Carthaginian Fandango' on p 176 of his 1816 
'Companion to the Ball Room', but no dance description. It would appear Shirley's description comes 
from the 'Analysis of the London Ball-Room' of 1825, an anonymous publication which is assumed 
to be Wilson's, but Ellis Rogers believes that to be wrong. I would agree, Wilson is quite forward on 
referencing all his publications.  

I saw a Regency dance segment in the series 'Wives and Daughters' which closely resembled 
Shirley's version of the Guaracha. Ellis Rogers identified that footage as `The North Downs Waltz' 
from an undated and unnamed collection held by the Vaughan Willians Library, Cecil Sharp House 
England. 

It is perhaps dangerous to pay too much attention to film reproductions of the dances of the Regency 
period as so much license is taken. Authenticity is also disguised with some accuracy of costume on 
the one hand, but needing to walk instead of dancing the hopping steps (so as to allow the actors to 
talk) on the other hand. Ellis Rogers makes the following comments with respect to the Wives and 
Daughters footage:- 

“The style of dancing is however that of the better MODERN English folk dancer”. 

“No I do not think the dances collected by Sharp are indicative of the earlier period. Sharp was 
collecting in the 1920s, and 80 years is much too long for the dances to have retained much or even 
anything of their original form. The Regency dances were 90% triple minor. Sharps were 10%. The 
style of dancing them by his time had been strongly influenced by the polka craze of the 1840s. The 
music was also changed by this polka craze, nearly all reels played by English bands since that time 
have been influenced to sound like polkas. Quite a few sources say that the `Ladies Chain' was only 
introduced into dances after the innovation of the quadrille. This is not true. The figure is described 
in De La Cuisse's `Repertoire de Bal ' of 1762 and is used in Cotillons at that time.”  

Now the earlier Spanish Dance or Guaracha was a longways form in duple minor with the men in 
one line facing their partners and 1st couples standing ‘improper’, i.e. on the opposite side. In the 
1840s it changed to the longways form of couple facing couple in a column. Later again it developed 
into the familiar circular progressive Sicilian form we now know as the Waltz Country Dance as well 
as in other circular arrangements, particularly in figures 4 & 5 of the Australian version of d'Albert's 
Quadrille. The 4th figure of some Australian versions of the Alberts can be recognised as a 'Waltz 
Country Dance' style, and this may have been derived from a Circassian Circle derivative in waltz 
time.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Left. This illustration of 1902 from an 
Allan’s Dance Music Album clearly shows 
the style of Spanish waltz of figure 4 of the 
Albert’s Quadrille, still danced that way 
today. 



The extract below (in part only) indicates the Spanish Dance of the longways Guaracha style because 
of the reference 'Waltzing down we moved':- 

Sydney Gazette and New South Wales Advertiser Saturday 8th February 1834 

THE FAT GENTLEMAN'S COMPLAINT. 

“The Spanish dance I think 'twas called, The dance my partner lov'd, 
She heel'd, I reel'd-she crawl'd, I sprawl'd As waltzing down we move’d. 
As through the whirling dance we haste. Her waist t'encircle round, My precious time I did 
not waste No waist on her was found. 
If mirth t'excite merriment By dancing is t'excel,” 

And the following account deplores the change of the Spanish Waltz into what can be recognised as 
still that of today with the twirling of the ladies in the chain-on:- 

Colonial Times (Hobart) Tuesday 13th May 1845…… 

“The Waltz, Gallopade, And Polka., 

“Though ladies are always more graceful than men, I must here warn them against the modern style 
of waltzing, which is the reverse of graceful, being little more than a mere romping twirl, intended 
only, as far as I can perceive, to make parties giddy. The old waltz, sometimes called the Spanish 
waltz, was a very graceful dance; but its character is changed, and there is nothing either graceful 
or pleasing in seeing gentlemen pulling and hauling their partners on, seeing the pretty pairs 
spinning round and round, jostling against each other, to say nothing of an occasional tumble, till 
the few who can keep time and step feel their heads going, and 'till ladies are forced to lean panting, 
and with flushed cheeks, and heaving breasts, against the very walls of the room for support'.” 

The Spanish Waltz survived in Australia as variants in two forms in figures 4 and 5 of the Albert’s 
Quadrille and although these are fairly removed from the early 'Guaracha', they are reasonably close 
to the post 1840s versions. Also the Spanish Waltz tune known all over Australia is easily 
recognisable and associated with the opening section of the earlier Cachoucha. 
The Spanish Waltz will be continued in Part 7 of this series, including the dance instructions and 
more tunes. 



“Calling the Tune and Leading a 
Merry Dance” Part 7 - 

More on Spanish Dances and the 
Guaracha 

Peter Ellis 
This early form of Spanish Dance was noted by the Sydney 
Gazette of 1824 as being danced in Sydney (part 6 July, 201? 
edition of Trad & Now). The description was selected by Shirley 
Andrews, quoted as from the anonymous ‘The Analysis of the 
London Ball-Room’ 1825.  It is one of nearly a dozen various 
Spanish Waltz or Dance described from the 1830s. Ellis Rogers 
makes the following qualification about this:  
 
Wilson gives a version of the tune `La Guaracha or Carthaginian 
Fandango on page 175 of his 1816 `Companion to the Ball Room' 
but no version of the dance.  Neither, as far as I know, does a 
dance notation appear in any of his other books. I think Shirley's 
`The Analysis of the Ballroom' circa 1820 is actually `Analysis of 
The London Ball-Room' 1825 and this was published 
anonymously. A few people have attributed this work to Wilson but 

I believe this to be wrong.  Shirley's version of the dance is in this book on page 153. The tune given 
is an abbreviated version of the one given in Wilson's book.  
Shirley simplified the dance to a longways for 3 couples, whether the original is intended to be 
danced as a triple or duple set it is difficult to be certain. Of the eight waltzes described in this book 
two are couple waltzes, one has the figure of the `waltz country dance', two are triple minor and the 
other four may be triples but only involve two couples in the figure. The County Dances in this book 
that are not waltzes are all triple minor. 
 I think it would be best to give it as a longways triple minor with the added note that as the third 
couple has no action it could be danced as a duple minor. The first couple should NOT* be improper 
as it is not a `Spanish Dance' despite the tune used. It is not possible to say with certainty whether 
the first figure is a `chain anglaise' or Wilson's corner crossing version of `Rights and lefts'  
 
These Spanish Dances were also known as the Guaracha whereas by the 1860s the Spanish Waltz 
had altered to be more like the modern Waltz Country Dance, but in longways formation. (The 
Sicilian Circle formation now known as the Waltz Country Dance seems to have developed by the 
1880s, possibly as an adaptation of the older Spanish Waltz longways figure into a variant of the 
Circassian Circle.) 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Description of La Guaracha sourced by Shirley Andrews: (I have left the arrangement according to 
Shirley's interpretation, but please note Ellis Rogers' comments and feel free to adjust. _ PE) 
 

Dance 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Longways sets of three couples facing the band*; i.e. up the hall. The ladies are in the right hand line 
facing top. Before the dance commences the top couple turn around to face the 2nd couple and swap 
to improper place, i.e. the 1st man on the left on the ladies’ line, his partner on his right, men's line. 
Note 1st couples in diag. are 'improper' 
 
The pas de valse (forward or back waltz step along line of dance) is the main travelling step. 

* This would have originally been triple or duple minor, longways for as many as will. It 
would commence with first couple dancing with second, then progress. Gradually it snowballs 
progressively so that eventually all couples are dancing. Technically the 1st couple should reach the 
bottom of the set and the dance continues till (now as 3rd couple) they have returned to the top. 

 
Bars 
8 1st & 2nd couples waltz right & left through & around to place, presenting hands. 
16 Top couple holding inside hands (forward waltz steps) lead down the centre & back 

(swapping hands and finish (still in improper place) facing each other). 
8 1st & 2nd couples change places with the *pousette and 1st couple repeats the dance with 3rd 

couple. Repeat 2nd, then 3rd in turn. 
* Pousette:- Bar 1- Couples 1 & 2 open hand hold, take a step away from the middle of the dance – 
1st couple out from the lady’s line, 2nd couple out from the men’s line. Bar 2 – all make a quarter 
turn, pulling with the right hand to finish in line with the standing dancers, lady 1 and man 2 with 
their backs to the top of the set. Bar 3 – 1st couple move down the set one pas de valse step while the 
2nd couple move up the set. Bar 4 – All make a quarter turn, again pulling with the right hand, lady 1 
and man 2 now with their backs to the lady’s line. Bars 5-8 Both couples take a step into the middle 
and are now side by side, but have changed places. With two hands holds turn each other for 4 bars 
with man 1 finishing on the lady’s line facing 3rd lady and his partner on the men’s line facing 3rd 
man, ready to recommence the dance. 2nd couple are in 1st place improper facing down the set 
waiting their turn to commence the dance with 3rd couple after 1st have finished. 
 

OTHER SPANISH WALTZES post 1840  MCD CD 2 track 7. 
32 bar waltzes, preferably Spanish at 48-50 bars a minute. 

There are several forms of the Spanish waltz and one survived in figures 4 & 5 of the 
Australian version of the Alberts Quadrille. It can be variously danced in sets arranged in 
progressive Sicilian circle, (i.e. one large circle around the hall with couples facing couples and 
standing side onto the centre) or in a column of couple facing couple down the centre of the hall. 



Another main form was arranged in quadrille squares of four couples or in slightly larger circles of 5 
or more couples. The more modern Circle Waltz is an adaptation of the latter whilst the popular 
Waltz Country Dance is an adaptation of one of the forms of Spanish Waltz in progressive Sicilian 
circle or columnar formation.  
 
Version 1 (Melbourne c 1911, Robert's Manual) 

In this dance the couples are arranged in a circle round the room, every two couples facing 
each other, same as in the Circassian Circle. 
 
The Dance (Formation Progressive Sicilian Circle) 

 
All waltz right & left to opposite place & back again using the solo waltz (pas de valse or 
forward waltz step). 8 bars. 
 
Form a circle of 4 and Spanish waltz (balance right & left and then the two ladies make one 
turn of the waltz to the right changing places with the opposite lady). Repeat 3 more times, 
ladies having passed twice round to finish with partner 16 bars 
 
Couples waltz on in the direction they are facing (or around each other first) until they meet 
the next couple in the opposite direction. 8 bars 
 
The dance is continued as long as desired, but usually 8-10 times and then at the direction of 
the caller can conclude with a waltz the hall. In situations where this might have been danced 
in small halls or country barns, it would be normal to progress all the way round till facing 
original couples and then waltz the hall. 

 
Version 2 (derived by Shirley Andrews from a cross between the Waltz Country Dance and an 
American version) 
 Progressive Sicilian Circle (as in above diagram), ie couples in a large circle around the 
room, every two couples facing each other and standing side on to the centre as if on the spokes of a 
wheel. 
  
The Dance 
 
Opposites take hands and balance forward and back 2 bars (as in the Pride of Erin). Men change 
places with the opposite ladies while turning that lady right hand to right hand under right arm. 
There is a brief bob bow or honour and the movement is repeated 3 more times, each moving around 



in a square to place. 16 bars 
 
Hands across & back again (All four join right hands in a handshake hold, men to men with ladies 
hands on top and forward waltz to the left 4 bars. Reverse back to place to the right putting left 
hands across in the centre). 8 bars. 
 
Waltz around the opposite couple then on in the original direction to meet the next oncoming 
couple. 8 bars. 
 
The dance is repeated as often as required until the caller announces ‘Waltz the Hall’, whereby 
everybody Circular Waltzes around the line of dance. 
 
Version 3 Can be arranged in a quadrille formation of 4 couples, or 5 or more couples in circles.  
 The description given is for five couples, arranged in the style of the older figure 5 of the 
Alberts (but with 5 couples)  which in turn is taken from the final figure of the First Set (Circassian 
figure) converted into waltz time. 
  
 The Dance (Formation Circular as in a Quadrille) 

All couples circle up (join hands) & Spanish waltz by balancing forward and back, then ‘ladies 
chain’ by the men passing them from their left by left hand, to right in a 2 handed hold. The ladies 
actually use four steps to pass in front of the men finishing on their right with a quick bob curtsy. 4 
bars 
 Repeat 3 more times, the ladies finishing with a new partner. (totalling 16 bars) 
Waltz this corner lady around the set to the man’s place. 16 bars 
Repeat until back to original partners and then waltz the hall. 



 
 



 



“Calling the Tune and Leading a 
Merry Dance” Part 8 - 

Flings, Jigs and Reels and more 
Country Dances including ‘The 

Downfall of Paris’ 
Peter Ellis 

Mention is frequently made of ‘Flings, Jigs and Reels’, but these 
are more likely solo dances and competitions for the mainly male 
population in the early days and continuing in country districts in 
the pioneering years when the Blue Mountains were first crossed. 
(But even in the goldrush of the 1850s men frequently partnered 
each other in quadrilles and couples dances due to the lack of 
female partners) and 'buck sets' for the quadrilles – a tradition of 
buck sets of Lancers in particular lasted well into the twentieth 
century. Refer to the 1880s illustration of the NZ Shearers' 
Dance Buck set of the Scotch Foursome Reel Trad & Now May 
2011 p 62 
Despite the main core of dances being the quadrilles and couple 
dances such as Waltz, Polka, Schottische, Polka Mazurka, 
Varsoviana and Galop, there is one reference 'Banana' from The 
Brisbane Courier, April 21st 1877 p 6 that highlights jigs and 

reels were still favoured for at least school events with children and the writer obviously prefers 
these over the fashionable dances:-  
 “I have heard it said that Banana is a dull, unmusical place; but could they have heard all 
the children sing-to say nothing of the harmonium, concertina, and flageolet; and could they have 
seen the dancing, mind you, of the sensible sort, not mere stiff sets of quadrilles, but hornpipes, jigs 
and flings, &c.,requiring knowledge as well as agility-their impression might be modified.” 
The online newspaper compilation provided by the National Library of Australia has been a great 
resource providing some mention of country dances or their tunes. The next reference details 'Speed 
the Plough', 'The Golden Fleece' or 'The Merino Breed' and a dance led off to the tune of “Rivers, I 
am beyond your reach”:- 

To the Printer of the Sydney Gazette. 5/4/1822 

“SIR, 

You talk of the prevailing Sydney gaiety, but allow me to give you a description of our grand doings 
here, and at Richmond. On Monday evening, the 11th inst. WILLIAM BELL, Esq. of Bellmont, 
entertained a large party of Ladies and Gentlemen; the Windsor band attended; and the dance was 
led off to the tune of “Rivers, I am beyond your reach." On Wednes- day following, WILLIAM COX, 
Esq., of Clarendon, invited a large party of his friends to celebrate the christening of his son, and 
closed the evening with a lively dance, to the tune of “The Golden Fleece” or “The Merino Breed is 
pure” On the Friday following, Windsor was a scene of barouches and four, crowded with Ladies, 



single-horse chaises, and horses with out-riders, until a late hour of the day, passing to Clifton 
Cottage, the residence of Captain BRABYN, where a sumptuous dinner was prepared ; and in the 
evening a sprightly dance commenced, led off by Miss BRABYN, to the tune of " Speed the Plough," 
which was played by the Windsor band with animated glee. This entertainment was honored with 
the company of several Officers of His Majesty's ship Dauntless. The party did not break up until 
the splendid luminary of this lower world bade the husbandman repair to that labour which affords 
all the comforts of a friendly welcome and a country life. The visitors left Rich- mond and its 
neighbourhood with one general wish, that that part of the country might be blessed with continued 
plenty, and its inhabitants ever be rendered happy. Yours, &c, RECIFFOLAVAK” 
 Other newspaper articles are used as fill-ins and this one seems a political play on Hannibal 
McArthur's influence and manoeuvres. Nevertheless dance or tune references in the satire would 
surely at least indicate they were known, even although I could not find anything on the latter two 
dances referenced. John McArthur of course introduced Merino Sheep to Australia and had not 
been short on tussles with the various Governors of the day. Heather Clarke points out Hannibal 
Macarthur was a relation of the famous John and prominent in his own right. He lived in a grand 
residence called the Vineyards near Parramatta in Sydney. One of his daughter's kept a very 
informative diary in which she described dancing, music and balls. Mostly she writes about reels.  
This account mentions 'The Downfall of Paris' and 'Off She Goes', also I wonder if the 
Carthagenian's Finale is really the Carthagenian's Fandango ('Guaracha Waltz') profiled in the last 
chapter, part 7:- 
The Sydney Gazette 3/10/1825 

“Let the Law have its course," says the magnanimous Australian. This is a sentiment that might be 
expected from a paid Editor, and re-tained Lawyer, and is decidedly characteristic of the personage 
who would fain make the Public be- lieve that he is still the Organ of Independence. We admit that 
he may correctly enough be desig- nated an organ, as we understand it is seldom that such an 
instrument plays only one tune, and we are aware that some of these instruments have many 
barrels, each of which contains airs, waltzes, coun- try dances, marches, &c. &c. more or less-just 
so it is with the Australian, since this organ does not possess the tone of independence, and the only 
time which it now keeps up, with any degree of faith- fulness and skill, is that of a new Australian 
coun- try-dance, not inaptly termed, “The Carthagenian's Finale,” independent of which 
universally admired dance, there has been lately got up, by the aid of combined talent, every solemn 
piece of music, that is set to the “dead march in Saul,” but to this our contemporary has not yet 
affixed a title, since there seems to be a dispute whether the said dirge should be designated, “The 
Retreat unavoidable,” or, “ The Downfall of P----” It is rather lamen- table that parties should be 
in such sad spirits, for, were we consulted, we would have advised them to get up some new 
brilliant piece forthwith, and call it “Off she goes.” But, to be a little serious, we are not much 
surprised to find men grumbling at the bread being taken out of their mouth-the sove- reigns from 
their pocket-and the fleecy animals from their newly formed flocks ; and we have no doubt it would 
be more congenial with the views of these legal Gents, if their opinion had been con- sulted in many 
instances by the Legislative Council, previously to the passing of Acts which strike at the root of all 
their aspirations after wealth and its attendants. We also heard of the intention of the Governor in 
Council to pass an Act of Indemnity, but our information could not have been so early as that 
whence the Australian elicited his, since our contemporary has not a source open to him through 
which he will be able to arrive at parti- cular facts on which it would be presumptuous in us to 
descant, until the same came before the Public in an official shape; and the petition of Mr. 
Hannibal McArthur has considerably enlightened our mind on this singular subject.  

Newer European Dances 
The following advertisement shows a rising demand for European dances and in the 

following year Mazurkas are included in the advertisements. Bear in mind it is aimed at a select and 
wealthy clientele. 



Sydney Gazette 14th March 1833 ‘DANCING ACADEMY’ 

MR. CAVENDISH de CASTELL, 

“Member of the Royal Academy and Conservatoire, Paris, respectfully announces that his “Salle 
de Danse”, will open for the season, at his residence, Macquarie Place, on Tuesday 26th instant, 
and continue on the Tuesdays and Fridays following for every species of fashionable dancing; 
Minuets, Gavottes, Quadrilles, Swedish, Spanish and Polish dances, Bolero's, Muscovian and 
Circassian Circles, Galopades, the Grand Polonaise and Gymnastic exercises. Morning Academy 
at 12 for Ladies, evening at 7 for Gentlemen. The monthly balls will be under the direction of the 
Gentlemen Subscribers, who will act as Stewards in succession. Terms, including the Soirées, two 
guineas per quarter. Parties desiring it may form private classes at their more suitable 
convenience. 

The Quadrille, Waltz, Gallopades (Galop) and Spanish Waltzes (Guaracha) were well established 
by this time in Australia and the old Country Dances were on the way to being extinguished by the 
rising popularity of more quadrilles and couples dances from Europe. 'Quadrille parties' were 
frequently advertised in the 1820s and lasted throughout the nineteenth century. If there was a 
possibility of the lingering-on of the English Country Dance and (associate French Contredanse, 
Cotillon and Écossaise) after the mid 1830s, they received the final nail in the coffin with the arrival 
of the Polka and 'polka-mania' in 1844. Also the Lancers Quadrille (presumed English as the first 
known description is from Dublin in 1817) had not received much attention until suddenly 
becoming extremely popular mid-nineteenth century and lasting through the next 100 years. It is 
still known in some country districts. Whilst England appeared to have discarded much of their 
country dances until collection and a revival over 80 years later by Cecil Sharp, Scotland and 
Ireland in comparison held onto more of the older traditions of the Country Dance, Jig and Reel. It 
is likely Australia followed suit at informal house and community gatherings in areas settled by the 
Scots and Irish. Campbell Town in Tasmania was a Scottish settled area and Gaelic speaking in 
those early days. 

The following online newspaper reference from the National Library of New Zealand gives an 
excellent account of a ball in Scotland where Queen Victoria’s daughter Louisa is the guest and the 
excitement created when she participates in a country dance of length of 100 couples and everybody 
in turn touches her fingertips as the figure progressives down the set. 

Daily Southern Cross (New Zealand) 27 December 1871  
‘Princess Louisa Among The Scots' 
The Inverary correspondent of the London Daily Telegraph, speaking of the ball, says: 

“There was no mauvaise honte about the tenantry, and no condescension about the 
landowners; for at last all were on a footing of perfect equality. As if to give the very note to 
the evening’s music, the Princess danced the first set of quadrilles with the Provost; while 
Lord Lorne handed Mrs. McArthur to the floor. Later the Princess descended still lower in 
the social scale, and with even happier effect, for in a reel she took the hand of an old man – 
a small farmer and the oldest tenant on the estate. With him she turned and twisted, and 
jerked and trotted and hopped, and went through the wonderful eccentricities of activity that 
make up this frenzied Highland dance. It was right pleasant to watch her genial manner, 
and very amusing to see how the tenant, who throughout the dance had been as self-
possessed as Lord Chesterfield could have desired, made at his conclusion his salaam and 
pulled an imaginary lock from his bald brow. 
The Princess’s next partner was the Duke’s agent or steward, who was taken up to the 
Prince by her husband. The damsels whom Lord Lorne danced with need not be 
particularised, for I do not know that a man deserves much special credit for flirting with a 



number of pretty girls, and the young bridegroom certainly did not throw his handkerchief 
to the ugliest. The greatest delight to the people was when the Princess joined in a country 
dance, for then everybody in the room had an opportunity of holding for a moment the tips 
of her fingers; and what country dances they were! At least a hundred couples stood close 
packed in a single line of the run from top to bottom. It would have knocked all the life out of 
a London exquisite to have seen the Highlanders revelling in activity; and when the mere 
exercise of their legs was insufficient to express their delight, they shouted with all the 
power of their healthy lungs. The tramping, shrieking couples made the flooring rebound 
again; and when the quick step began in the ‘Reel of Tulloch’, the rafters rang again with 
the echoes of weighty foot-steps and emphatic shouts. At this moment the aspect of the ball-
room, if by no means so splendidly dazzling as last week, was even more characteristic. 
Kilts there were enough. Besides those of the Inverary Volunteers, whose brilliant martial 
appearance I have several times alluded to, there was a good many military uniforms; and 
at the last moment the Duke sent invitations to the crews of the ‘Columbia’ and 
‘Northumbria’. 

There is one ball programme I found in the Argus (Melbourne) of Monday 24th September 1855 in 
which several Scottish connected Country Dances and Reels are listed and this I would have 
thought not as typical for the era (except in more rustic situations). However it seems to be a special 
occasion dedicated to the French Emperor Napoleon III. Over that period (March 1854–March 
1856) Napoleon III's challenge to Russia's claims to influence in the Ottoman Empire led to 
France's successful participation in the Crimean War. A French alliance with Britain was 
established, which continued after the war's close. The defeat of Russia and the alliance with Britain 
and presumably some connection with the Scottish regiments gave France increased authority in 
Europe. I can only guess it is something like this that caused a ball in Melbourne to have the 
dedication and Scottish dances included as well as perhaps indicating they were still 'known 
dances'. At any rate, the usual Quadrille, Caledonians, Lancers, Waltz, Polka, Galop and 
Schottische held place, but alongside and between each one was the Scotch Reel to Green Grow the 
Rushes O, Country Dance to Flowers of Edinburgh, Scotch Dance to Charlie is my Darling, Blue 
Bonnets Country Dance and the ball concluding with another Scotch Reel. The Highland Fling was 
also listed to the Tullochgorum tune; presumably this was an item perhaps symbolic of a victory in 
the Crimea. The other possibility is that it may have been the new Highland Fling Schottische; it 
certainly seems programmed as a dance rather than an item. 

Whilst the Country Dance had become rather tedious and boring at the end of its life with the long 
periods of standing out, it has seen a rebirth of interest following the revival of modern 'bush 
dances' as well as healthy patronage of Playford Dancing, American Contra Dancing, Scottish and 
Irish dancing and Jane Austen's series that have profiled English dances of the Regency Period. The 
'modern traditional' style programmes offer variety between time signatures, formations and 
countries of origin and generally less standing out time than existed in the turn of the 18th -19th 
century.  

This contrasts sharply with original country dances which occasionally had up to 25 couples or 
more. If performed correctly all the way to the bottom and back to the top following the lead 
couple, it could take up to an hour or so to the one tune. Generally however in many of the standard 
venues 10 to 12 couples would be more the norm. Following the ordeals of the Napoleonic wars the 
young soldiers returning home wanted nothing of the tradition of the old guard and were ready to 
break out with the new. 'Quadrille-mania' and the 'indecorous' German waltz were upon merry old 
England whose dancing instructors were now free to glean information about the latest from France. 

In this next reference the fact the quadrilles are well and truly the dominant fashion is highlighted, 
but also that a special country dance is featured to honour the visit to England of the young Queen 
of Portugal. The dance is referred to as ‘The Brazilian’, but it is likely the music is the special 
theme and that the figures selected would be very well known; nobody in society in such a 



prestigious event would want to be caught putting a foot wrong or being led on too much of a 
‘mysterious merry dance’. 

Colonial Times (Hobart, Tas.: 1828-1857) Friday 17th July 1829 

“The young Queen arrived at 7 o'clock, with her Suite in two carriages and four ; her 
Majesty was attended by the Spanish Marquises and Marchionesses: the Queen was 
received on alighting from her carriage by the Duke and Duchess of Clarence who 
conducted her Majesty to the Ball-room; the Band played a regimental march (Sergio in 
Handel). 

The Quadrille Band commenced playing; sets of Quadrilles which were arranged by Mr. 
Kendon, the young Queen’s dancing master. Her Majesty danced with the sons of Foreign 
Ambassadors in the order in which they took in the English Court; first set Prince Liemen, 
next set Prince Poingnac, and the third set with Count Cilenzo, the son of the Marquis De 
Parmeela. Some of the visitors brought as many as seven children; the band played the 
celebrated march composed for Bonaparte's Coronation, in very superior style. Quadrilles 
were danced until just previous to the company proceeding to supper, when a country dance 
was called for (the “Brazilian,” in honor of the Queen), which was led off by the young 
Queen and Master Arthur Wood, son of Colonel Wood. The young Queen seemed to enjoy 
the change and dances remarkably well; at half past ten the dancing ceased and the 
Company were led into the old dining room, where a very elegant supper was laid out for 
them. The young Queen departed at 11 o'clock, her Majesty was conducted to the carriage 
by the Duke of Clarence:” 

One could imagine society in Hobart clambering for details of the ‘Brazilian’. 

The mention of Downfall of Paris in the earlier newspaper report was a bonus. It meant I could 
reference it as a country dance most likely known out here as surely readers would be up with the 
'play' in the satirical account. Downfall of Paris is a tremendous tune in which details of origin are 
extremely interesting. It developed from a French revolutionary song Ça Ira with words  
vehemently aimed at the aristocracy. These words have been forwarded by Chris J Brady in 
England with other information variously given to him by Paul Roberts and Frances . 
"Ah! It'll be fine, It'll be fine, It'll be fine aristocrats to the lamp-post 
Ah! It'll be fine, It'll be fine, It'll be fine the aristocrats, we'll hang them! 
And when we'll have hung them all, We'll stuff a spade up their arse" 
 
      According to Winstock “Songs & Music of the Redcoats” the tune entered British military 
tradition when bandsmen of the 14th (Bedfordshire) Regiment played the French “their own 
damned tune” at the battle of Famars in 1793. I have seen several references to this being the West 
Yorks Regiment but Winstock is clear it is the 14th and cites good sources for the story. So the 
British Army is almost certainly the origin of the "Downfall" title and very likely of the extended 
variation setting of the tune known to traditional musicians in the British Isles and north America - 
and indeed of the basic theme tune of that setting, which is significantly different to Ça Ira. This 
came from a talk and the information from a musician in the Napoleonic Association. 
 
Thus the tune was renamed and played by one of the British Regiments as an informal battle 
honour.  Their Colonel was reputed to have ordered his band to play the tune during the final 
charge to victory, with a statement along the lines of "We'll beat the Froggies with their own 
damned tune". "After Waterloo, … every band of music in the Austrian, Prussian and Russian 
armies, while they marched past the group of kings, played the tune called "The Downfall of Paris" 
… … the tune serenading the most autocratic monarchs in Europe was, by its other name, the 
savage "Ça Ira" song of the first and bloodiest French Revolutionaries…" 



 
 
Certainly Wilson has both the tune and dance description(s) for the Downfall of Paris and Ça Ira in 
his `The companion to the Ball Room' 1816. Another reference says The tune 'Downfall of Paris' 
appears to have been composed originally as a contredanse (Carillon Nationale) and subsequently 
used by Ladré and Le Fayette for Ça Ira.  
 
 The Country Dance is basically -  
top couple swing with right hand round one couple, then swing with left, second couple do the 
same, down the middle, up again, allemande, and swing corners, lead outsides and turn you 
partner; set three across and three in your places, lead through bottom and top, hand four at 
bottom, and right and left at top. I would presume it to be a triple minor longways for as many as 
will. 
 
The tune quickly moved into Irish aural circulation by or soon after Waterloo and an Irish set dance 
(routine of steps) is reputed to be the first set ever dance in the Irish step dance tradition. It's a 
hornpipe in the Irish step dance tradition, called a 'set dance' - that is a set routine of steps 
choreographed to the tune and is not connected in anyway to the Country Dance by Wilson. 
 
The Dubliners play a fine rendition of the Downfall of Paris and in New Zealand in the 1970s 'The 
Ginger Minge Bush Band' put out a cassette which included a brilliant version. 
 
The tune can also be found on You Tube played by Eugene O'Donnell, one of the best fiddlers of 
Irish dance music. The link is:- dancehttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y1aF1ttydXg  
 

 



“Calling the Tune and Leading a 
Merry Dance” Part 9 '- The French 

Connection and Ca Ira' 
Peter Ellis 

 
The mention of Downfall of Paris in Part 8 from the newspaper report of 
1825 was a bonus. It meant I could reference it as a country dance most 
likely known out here as surely readers would be up with the 'play' in the 
satirical account. Downfall of Paris is a tremendous tune in which details of 
origin are extremely interesting. It developed from a French revolutionary 
song Ça Ira with words  vehemently aimed at the aristocracy. These words 
have been forwarded by Chris J Brady in England with other information 
variously given to him by Paul Roberts and Frances Tucker. 
 

"Ah! It'll be fine, It'll be fine,  
It'll be fine aristocrats to the lamp-post 

Ah! It'll be fine, It'll be fine,  
It'll be fine the aristocrats, we'll hang them! 

And when we'll have hung them all, We'll stuff a spade up their arse" 
 
An illustration of the revolution referencing the tune can be found via the link  http://tiny.cc/b39fs It 
is from the British Museum and shown below. 

 



British Museum number 1948,0214.486 

Description 

Political satire; a horned, winged devil, exclaiming "ça ira", pulls an open cart full of monkey-like 
musicians, followed by a row of women carrying farming implements and rows of infantry, with 
chicken faces; a nebulous city in the background and flying monkeys with French caps carrying a 
sheet of music labelled "Ah! Ca Ira" above the cart. 4 July 1792 Etching with some hand-colouring 

© The Trustees of the British Museum 
      According to Winstock “Songs & Music of the Redcoats” the tune entered the British military 
tradition when bandsmen of the 14th (Bedfordshire) Regiment played the French “their own 
damned tune” at the battle of Famars in 1793. I have seen several references to this being the West 
Yorks Regiment but Winstock is clear it is the 14th and cites good sources for the story. So the 
British Army is almost certainly the origin of the "Downfall" title and very likely of the extended 
variation setting of the tune known to traditional musicians in the British Isles and north America - 
and indeed of the basic theme tune of that setting, which is significantly different to Ça Ira. This 
came from a talk and the information from a musician in the Napoleonic Association. Thus the tune 
was renamed and played by one of the British Regiments as an informal battle honour.  Their 
Colonel was reputed to have ordered his band to play the tune during the final charge to victory, 
with a statement along the lines of "We'll beat the Froggies with their own damned tune". "After 
Waterloo, … every band of music in the Austrian, Prussian and Russian armies, while they marched 
past the group of kings, played the tune called "The Downfall of Paris" … … the tune serenading 
the most autocratic monarchs in Europe was, by its other name, the savage "Ça Ira" song of the 
first and bloodiest French Revolutionaries…" 

 
 
Certainly Wilson has both tune and dance description(s) for both the Downfall of Paris and Ça Ira 
in his `The companion to the Ball Room' 1816. Another reference says The 'Downfall of Paris' 
appears to have been composed originally as a contredanse (Carillon Nationale) and subsequently 
used by Ladré and Le Fayette for Ça Ira.  
 
 The Downfall of Paris Country Dance is basically -  
top couple swing with right hand round one couple, then swing with left, second couple do the 



same, down the middle, up again, allemande, and swing corners, lead outsides and turn you 
partner; set three across and three in your places, lead through bottom and top, hand four at 
bottom, and right and left at top. I would presume it to be a triple minor longways for as many as 
will. 
 
French Contredanse and Cotillon  

Whilst over at least a 200 year period the English had taken on and developed their own indigenous 
Country Dance, including some meld of the longways for as many as will from the Italian Balleti, 
France had been the real centre for dispersion of dance. Earlier court dances from Medieval, 
Renaissance & Baroque eras including the Carole, Branle, Galliard, Bourée, Courante & Rigadoon 
had all come via France. The major changes during the Regency Period and through to the end of 
the Nineteenth Century were likewise launched via Paris – Ecossoise, Quadrille, Waltz, Galop, 
Polka, Mazurka, Schottische until very late when it switched to an American influence with the 
Barn Dance and Two Step closely followed with the early 20thC Jazz dances - Cake Walk, Animal 
Dances, One Step, Tango, Foxtrot, Quickstep and Modern Waltz.  

Back to the Regency, French Contredanses and Cotillons provided occasional variety to the English 
Country Dance  in Britain although there is little reference to them in Australia. But the possibility 
is there. Remember Marjorie McLaughlin's comment the term 'contre' in French was originally 
associated with meaning 'country' and that the interpretation of 'contra' as opposites in the longways 
form is erroneous but has come to stay as in American contra-dance. England and Australia had 
special assemblies or ‘long rooms’ that catered for the Country Dance:- 

Sydney Gazette Tuesday June 22nd 1830 

“R. EARL, from Hunter's River most respectfully informs the Ladies on opening a School on 
Monday the 14th of July, at Mr. SANDWELT's Long Room where a variety of the most fashionable 
DANCING will be introduced, comprising Quadrilles, Waltzes, Scotch, English and Irish Dances.”  
The French certainly took up the longways country dance from England as Contredanse l'Anglaise 
but their square ballrooms did not easily accommodate the longways form (or so it is said) and for 
that reason many of their contredanses and cotillons were arranged or developed in square 
formation. This also led to the single figure quadrilles which later gave rise to 'The Quadrille' or 
First Set where several favourite contredanses or cotillons were sequenced into figures of one 
dance. American square dance and contra dance developed from the transportation of the original 
English Country Dance followed by the introduction of the French quadrilles, cotillons and 
contredanses. Canada of course at least through Quebec with its strong French connection has 
another interesting parallel tradition. 

Ellis Rogers has this to say about French Contredanses and Cotillons 

“Quite a few sources say that the `Ladies Chain' was only introduced into dances after the 
innovation of the quadrille. This is not true. The figure is described in De La Cuisse's `Repertoire 
de Bal ' of 1762 and is used in Cotillons at that time.” “The term 'contredanse' seems originally to 
have meant 'with a partner', not necessarily in opposing lines, as there are contredanses for two 
people only by Pecour. This is why, whenever a contredanse is mentioned, it must be investigated to 
establish its form: Contredanse a deux = couple dance, Contredanse a quatre = two couples facing, 
Contredanse a huit = four couples in a square, Contredanse a l'Anglaise = longways country 
dance. 

In England a cotillion could be, as in France, either for two facing couples or for four couples in a 
square. Just to add confusion, a cotillion for two facing couples was occasionally, in the 18th 
century, called a quadrille. The 'verses' (called changes in England) of a cotillion numbered seven 



for two facing couples and nine for a square set.” 

That is a key difference, the figure of a quadrille was single, a cotillon consisted of a chorus 
alternating between changes of a number of verses. 

Cotillon is the French spelling and Cotillion the English. We have a record of one Cotillion in 
which the music and description believed penned in the 1820s by Georgiana McCrae from an 
earlier source was brought to Australia (Arthur's Seat near Melbourne) when she and her husband 
immigrated in the 1840s. We don't know if it was danced out here, but Georgiana was certainly a 
socialite that attended many society balls in Melbourne. It is thought La Georgina may have been 
named after her Aunt Georgina. Georgiana's details have been preserved by the McCrae family and 
the National Trust of Australia, Victorian Branch. Much of Georgiana's music manuscripts and 
history have been published in 'Frae the friends and Land I love': The McCrae Homestead Music 
Book' by Rosemary Richards. Included are many Scottish reels of the day, a few Strathspeys as well 
as The Quadrille. 

With reference to Jane Austen, Ellis Rogers' wife Christine provides some information on the 
Boulanger from France:- 
The types of dance Jane mentions are the waltz, quadrille, cotillion and, of course, the country 
dance. The only dances she mentions by name are the Boulanger (Pride and Prejudice, chapter 3, 
and her letter to Cassandra Austen dated 5th September 1796) and the Minuet de la Cour (Love and 
Friendship, third letter). (The Minuet de la Cour was more a display dance). There are several 
descriptions of the Boulanger, all very similar. The music is in 6/8 time, the first part played 
‘moderato’.  Dancers formed a circle of four couples or more and circled to the right for 8 bars 
(and in some versions circled back again).  The second part of the tune is then played ‘presto’ and 
the first gentleman turns the right hand lady with the right hand, partner with left, next lady round 
with the right, partner with left, and so on until he has turned all the ladies, the musicians playing 
the ‘B’ music until he has finished.  They then return to the ‘A’ music and the dancers repeat the 
circling, then the next gentleman takes his turn and so on until all the gentlemen have finished, 
when the first lady will take her turn and so on.  In some versions the ladies go first, in others the 
gentlemen and ladies alternate.  In some versions the turn is made first with partner and then with 
the next person round the circle.  The step for the ‘B’ section appears to be a hop-and-step.  
 
Minuets from France had basically been replaced by Cotillons towards the end of the 18th C, 
certainly by the Regency although the music was still advertised during this time and the dance 
surviving for training in deportment in classical circles. Ellis and Chris Rogers comment on the 
change from the Minuet to Cotillions as opening ball dances as follows:- 
“The ball from 1800 to about 1820 might well have started with three or four Cotillions as these 
had replaced the Minuets that began a ball in the 18th century. These cotillions would certainly 
have been danced with steps, steps such as Pas de bourree, Contretemps, Demi- contretemps, 
balances, Rigadouns and Pirouettes. 
In addition to the above, Jane makes two references to cotillions in chapter 10 of Northanger 
Abbey.  The second of these  -  “The cotillions were over, the country dances beginning …”  is most 
interesting as it indicates that the cotillion had replaced the minuet (not mentioned by Jane) as 
occupying the first part of a ball, followed by country dances.  There is no indication which of the 
many balls Jane mentions included cotillions and how many of the dances she danced were 
cotillions.  Most of the references in her published letters refer to the number of couples taking part 
or the names of her partners.  
 
The cotillion was another French square dance, of an earlier date than the quadrille and requiring 
less energy but more stamina, as one might be dancing continuously for ten minutes or so.  They 
range from short and simple to long and extremely complex, some with changes of rhythm and some 



including minuet steps.  The form is of simple ‘verses’, called ‘changes’, and a more complex 
‘chorus’, called the ‘figure’.  These are charming dances that would have been familiar to Mr 
Darcy and the Bingleys.  English and French sources for cotillions can be found in the Vaughan 
Williams Library at Cecil Sharp House, including XXIV New Cotillons or French Dances, 
published c.1780 in London.    
 
So we come to country dances, the form which appears most frequently in Jane’s books and letters, 
both directly – “…danced two Country Dances and the Boulangeries …” (letter to Cassandra 
Austen dated 5th September 1796.) and indirectly – “… having but a short set to dance down …”  
(Northanger Abbey, chapter 16).” 
The original Cotillons took their name from a French dance meaning 'petticoat' and associated with 
the swirl of the petticoat when dancing. A totally different and unrelated Cotillion appeared in the 
1830s and it was simply a party game with the presenting of favours in dancing and gifts. It is 
believed the Waltz Cotillion, really a Waltz Quadrille, developed around 1840 from a section of this 
party Cotillon which was known to last hours. 

There is an Australian newspaper account which describes this new party type dance:- 

Sydney Gazette and New South Wales Advertiser Saturday 6th April 1833 

New Dance.-We quote the following from the grave pages of the Morning Chronicle. Something of 
the kind was wanting. The men have got their new constitution-why not the ladies their new dance? 
“At the festivities last week at Gunton Park, the seat of Lord Suffield, a new dance was introduced, 
after quadrilles, waltzes, gallopades, and reels, and which far eclipsed them all. It bears the old 
name of cotillon, but is totally new and unequalled in spirit and effect. It begins by some six or eight 
couples waltzing; a chair is suddenly introduced into the centre, in which the first gentleman seats 
his partner. He then leads up and presents each of the other gentlemen in succession. If the lady 
rejects, the discarded retire behind the chair; but when the right man arrives, she springs up, the 
tone and accent of the music are accelerated, and off she waltzes with the elected--the rest seize 
their partners, and the circle is continued. All in turn go through the process. Three chairs are then 
placed. A lady (in succession) is seated between two bearers [query bearers], who importunately 
solicit her reluctant regard till at length she gives herself to one and waltzing is resumed. A 
gentleman is then seated in a centre chair, hoodwinked, and a lady takes the place on each side. In 
this perplexity of choice, the Tantalus of the mirth remains; till by a sudden resolution he decides 
for right or left, uncovers his eyes, and waltzes away with the chance-directed partner, followed as 
before by the rest. The chairs are now placed triangularly dos & dos, and three ladies are thus 
seated. The youths pace round them in a circle, till each of the fair one throws her handkerchief, 
and away they again whirl. The men then appear to deliver to each, but to one alone is given, a 
ring; and the dance concludes by the ladies passing hand and hand through arches made by the 
extended arms of the gentlemen ; and each seizes his partner, and once more swings round the 
circle." 

In Philip Richardson's 'Social Dances of the XIX Century p. 100-101 he provides a quote from The 
Honourable Mrs. Armytage writing in Mrs. Lilly Grove's Dancing who says: “Perhaps one of the 
most noticeable cotillons ever danced was at the famous ball given by the Brigade of Guards to the 
Prince and Princess of Wales on June 26th, 1863.... The second great International Exhibition was 
over, and the vast building standing empty in Cromwell Road was secured for the entertainment..... 
Notwithstanding the size of the ballroom, it was densely crowded till a very late (or early) hour, and 
a Cotillon begun after two o'clock had not finished till the clock struck five. The numbers who had 
stayed to join it may be estimated by the fact that chairs all round this enormous room were 
required to seat the dancers.”  

This modern party game Cotillon could also incorporate the polka, polka mazurka, galop and 



possibly other couple dance steps as variations to the nevertheless most popular waltz. All had been 
introduced via France. The Germans were great lovers of the Cotillon and for that reason in 
America this dance was called 'The German'. 



“Calling the Tune and Leading a 
Merry Dance” Part 10 -The Irish 

Equation. 
 Peter Ellis 

I would have liked to include information on any Irish 
connections but it's difficult to find anything with certainty of 
accuracy. This is partly to do with the English influence over the 
centuries, at least in Dublin and the larger towns and then the 
‘cleansing’ and cover-up of information by the Gaelic League at 
the turn of the 19th/20th Century in an attempt to recreate an Irish 
Ireland. As with most countries of the Western World of the day 
Ireland had taken on much of the fashionable ball-room dances 
and style of music via Paris and in the context of their settlement 
in Australia, this is the key factor. 

There were Irish tunes and dance descriptions included in 
Playford's collections from 1651 (The English Dancing Master). 
However by the extended Regency period relative to the history 
of social dance in Australia anything described as Irish such as 

'Himes Irish Dances' is more likely referring to English dances in the repertoire of Dublin's Irish 
Society. In seeking clarification on the possibility of Irish dances in this period from Ellis Rogers 
(expert on dances of the Regency period England and author of 'The Quadrille') makes the 
following comment:- 

“I believe most, if not all, the books of `Irish' country dances published in Ireland in the late 18th. 
Century and 19th were intended for the literate and upper class in townships dominated by the 
English, or English educated. The reason is a commercial one. No one could make a profit writing 
for a dispersed unreachable (No Railways) mainly illiterate (In English) audience.  When the 
American Country Dance Society published `A Choice Selection of Country Dances' by John & 
William Neal Dublin c.1726 they said in the introduction “Thus, this is really a collection of 
English country dances published in Ireland”. “When, some years ago I ran a ball for the 'Irish 
Georgian Society' we took our entire programme from late 18th Century Irish dance books and 
although there were some wonderful tunes none of them sounded characteristically `Irish'. But then, 
do I know what late 18th Century truly Irish dance music should sound like?” 

But it is also possible some dances from those sources could be taken up by the itinerant dance 
masters and passed onto the general Irish dancing patrons.  For example by the 1770s Minuets and 
possibly Cotillons had entered the repertoire of ordinary folk and it is quite clear that later in the 
nineteenth century the dances the Irish were performing were those shared particularly with 
Scotland, but also generally throughout the British Isles. There was not such delineation between 
the dances of these countries then, but the teachers may have incorporated an ‘Irish twist’. 

This information is taken from A Tour of Ireland by Arthur Young, Dublin 1780 and 
reprinted in Arthur Young's Tour of Ireland 1776-1779, edited by A. W. Hutton, 1892, London, 
Bell & sons: - 
 
“Dancing is so universal among them that there are everywhere itinerant dancing-masters, to 
whom the cottars pay sixpence a quarter for teaching their families. Beside the Irish jig which they 



can dance with a most luxuriant expression, minuets and country dances are taught: and I even 
heard some talk of cotillons coming in.” 

 
Also when travelling through Killarney he wrote again: 

“All the poor people, both men and women, learnt to dance, and are exceedingly fond of the 
amusement. A ragged lad without shoes or stockings was seen in a mud barn, leading up a girl in 
the same trim for a minuet.” 

Caption “Extracts from a 2007 exhibition catalogue ‘A Time and a place – Two Centuries of Irish 
Social Life’ by the National Gallery of Ireland. My thanks to Treasa Harkin of the Irish Traditional 
Music Archive for forwarding this information and to Louise Morgan of the National Gallery of 
Ireland for assistance in securing permission for use of the illustration. Courtesy from a ‘private 
collection’.” 

The quadrilles in Ireland are said to have been brought back by the soldiers returning from the 
Napoleonic Wars; I'd suggest the diseases had far more widespread circulation than any of the 
dances troopers might have encountered. Wellington's officers at least returning to Britain and 
Ireland did learn the Quadrille (as well as the Waltz) while in Europe;  Brendan Breathnach  
references Wellington's troops returning with it to England and Ireland:- Folk Music and Dances of 
Ireland of 1971, Dublin (p. 46):- 

“Intervening between the reel-of-three and the common reel and that of the later céilí dances were 
the sets and half sets which were the most popular dances throughout the country in the last and 
present century. In their many localised forms all these derive from the quadrille, a dance in which 
couples faced each other in the form of a square (whence the name). Quadrilles were tremendously 



popular in the Paris of Napoleon. The victorious armies of Wellington became familiar with them 
and later introduced them to England and Ireland.” 

To what extent the general troops would learn this via society I remain to be convinced, but 
certainly the officers and those in 'position' were able to dance during the time of Napoleon's 
imprisonment over 1814 and both the Waltz and the Quadrille were brought back to Britain. Ellis 
Rogers’s references the connection in his authoritative book 'The Quadrille' adding that when 
Napoleon escaped from Elba, numerous balls for Wellington were held in Holland and those 
occupied areas of France. Special music for quadrille dances was dedicated to Wellington in 
Brussels in the two months leading up to Waterloo, and the most famous ball was on the eve of 
Waterloo, 1815. Ellis points out there were only about 150 at the ball, that's all the ballroom could 
hold, and that producers of films should take note of that as well as adding historical nuance by 
using the music especially dedicated to the occasion(s). Clearly the surviving number of officers 
and others who attended the balls when on their return to their homes spread out across England, 
Scotland and Ireland, would be comparatively small in number. But there is also the question of 
anyone regardless of their station, simply introducing a new dance that is not part of a planned 
programme repertoire. It first has to be accepted or vetoed by the MC and teaching a dance or a 
demonstration at a dance or ball just didn't happen in that way; but it's possible at a private do or in 
a family gathering and perhaps from there to the ‘Irish crossroad dances’. 

Ellis Rogers further points out that thousands (12,000) of upper crust English society, raced to 
France to learn 'the latest', during 1814 while Napoleon was imprisoned. I wonder if any of the elite 
Irish society did like-wise. Very probable and Ireland certainly had contact with France. 

A date of 1803 as to when the Quadrille was first danced in England at Devonshire House is noted 
by Ellis and that Quadrille Music was first published in London in 1810. The latter two references 
in manuscripts are held by the records department of one of the local County Authorities in 
England. The 1803 reference to Devonshire House is likely that of a Miss Berry's mention of it and 
the Duke of Devonshire in her journal, thanks to this link from Dan Worrall, author of the social 
history of the Anglo-German Concertina. Miss Berry was present at a quadrille in Paris in 1802 and 
apart from the 1803 account, saw one danced by the nobles in Warwickshire in 1808 – Extracts of 
the journals and correspondence of Miss Berry: from the years 1783 to 1852, Volume 2; Longmans, 
Green, publishers, London 1865.  In the following years it was gradually taught to the upper 
classes, and around 1816 many people could dance a quadrille. It was 1822 before Wilson provided 
a special publication on quadrilles - The Quadrille and Cotillion Panorama. 



This is the Quadrille or First Set (of quadrilles), most likely the final figure, at the time of 
Wellington. 

Helen Brennan in her 'The Story of Irish Dance' points out the cotillons were danced at Irish 
crossroads by 1813. (This seems to follow Arthur Young's 'hearing of it coming in' during the late 
1700s).  Also according to her:- 

'The first performance of "The First Set of Quadrilles" in Ireland took place in 1816 in Dublin …. 
Within months the resultant quadrille craze would produce a whole raft of newly composed dances 
(referring to other quadrilles such as Lancers and later the Caledonians in that context) to meet the 
intense public demand.' 

This coincides with Elizabeth Grant's description of the first season of quadrilles in Edinburgh 1816 
and 'Quadrille Mania'. Also the first description of the Lancers appears in print by Duval in Dublin 
in 1817; presumed of British origin (because of the music – P. Richardson) this quadrille certainly 
didn't come from France or with Wellington's troops – French dancing master Gardel as editor in 
his edition of 'Nouveau Manual Complet de la Danse', refers to the 'English Lancers' as a popular 
set of the day in 1866. Note the first known reference to the Lancers is from Dublin, not England. 

Philip Richardson (The Social Dances of the Nineteenth Century) says Lady Jersey introduced the 
Quadrille to Almack's most prestigious Assembly in London in 1815. This certainly created the 
'seal of approval' with London's society for the new dance. Elizabeth Grant provides a description of 
her involvement in the first demonstration of the Quadrille in Edinburgh the following year and that 
the Dunn brothers had brought it back from France to teach their set. (This is in my opinion how the 
Quadrille was initially introduced (including Ireland); by the teachers returning from France after 
Napoleon was toppled). 



From 'Memoirs of a Highland Lady' by Elizabeth Grant and published by her niece Lady Strachey 
1898:- 

'It was the first season of quadrilles, against the introduction of which there had been a great stand 
by the old-fashioned respectables. Many resisted the new French figures altogether, and it was a 
pity to give up the merry country dance, in which the warfare between the two opinions resulted; 
but we young people were all bit by the quadrille mania, and I was one of the set that brought them 
into first notice. We practised privately with the aid of a very much better master than Mr Smart. 
Finlay Dunn had been abroad, and imported all the most graceful steps from Paris; and having 
kept our secret well, we burst upon the world at a select reunion at the White Melvilles', the 
spectators standing on chairs and sofas to admire us.' 

One thing of the youth of Wellington's generation following the ordeals of Napoleon and Waterloo, 
they were ready to break loose and in no mood to be restricted by the protocol and command of the 
'old guard'. Wellington in contrast was turned away from Almack's doors for being inappropriately 
attired; he was wearing the latest in pantaloons (trousers). 

Ellis Rogers points out it was a limited number within society that at first knew the Quadrille until 
such time as the dancing masters gradually taught and introduced it; that it took about 5 years 
before becoming widely known and percolating down the levels of classes. He also documents the 
fact it wasn't known in some of the remoter parts of Scotland and Ireland until between 1870 and 
1895. However it certainly had spread to some areas in a short time. I would emphasise as with 
Australia, the quadrilles initially arrived as the latest in fashion per the documentation provided. 
From there they could quickly move into general circulation and of course as Helen O'Shea has 
conferred to me:- 

“British soldiers were stationed all over Ireland, and there were also many more country houses of 
English and Anglo-Irish upper class ownership, so balls where the latest quadrilles (and all the 
other dances of the period, right up to the polka) were commonplace and slipped into the popular 
culture fairly rapidly, although the Irish steps, as we know, were different (and also differed in 
various parts of Ireland).” (Servants were sometimes enlisted to make up numbers) 

There were also debutante type presentations at Dublin Castle that may have resulted in some dance 
percolation out to ordinary folk, perhaps via the same dancing teachers that were instructing all over 
the country as in the rest of the British Isles and exampled by 'the dancies' in Scotland. It is likely 
the 'Irish polkas and dances' that bear little resemblance to the original music and steps have 
nevertheless been derived from the quadrilles and polka quadrilles in particular, altering as native 
styled tunes and Irish stepping were incorporated. Tunes of course circulate far more rapidly than 
the dances under 'control' of the MC or Dancing Master, unless of course an absolute craze that can 
sometimes bring a dance to the fore. The tune 'Downfall or Paris' moved into the Irish aural 
circulation very quickly whereas the Country Dance of that name did not survive beyond the 
Regency. On the other hand a good tune deserves to be danced and the Irish coined one of their 
dances to the Downfall of Paris. This tune had been taken up soon after Waterloo and an Irish set 
dance (routine of steps) is reputed to be the first set dance ever in the Irish step dance tradition. It's a 
hornpipe in the Irish step dance tradition, called a 'set dance' - that is a set routine of steps 
choreographed to the tune and is not connected in any way to the Country Dance by Wilson. Note 
that in Australia a 'set dance' refers to a quadrille set generally of four couples. It can also refer to a 
cotillion, or perhaps an earlier country dance such as sets of Sir Roger de Coverley, Highland Reel, 
Spanish Waltz or the Circassian Circle. 
 
The Dubliners play a fine rendition of the Downfall of Paris and in New Zealand in the 1970s 'The 
Ginger Minge Bush Band' put out a cassette which included a brilliant version. 
 



The tune can also be found on You Tube played by Eugene O'Donnell, one of the best fiddlers of 
Irish dance music. The link is: - dancehttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y1aF1ttydXg 
After the Gaelic League was formed in 1893 the Irish branch set out (following Scotland's example) 
to find their native dances. Generally they found only the Step-dance and/or Irish Jig. Well of 
course by the 1890s there were heaps of dances, quadrilles, country dances, jigs and reels that had 
evolved incorporating Irish nuance and stepping. At any rate many were discarded being considered 
foreign because of links with the dances of England, Scotland and Europe. Nothing was put in their 
place except where the Gaelic League could disguise origins under the cloak of the 'real old style'; 
when in fact they commissioned 'invention' of new dances such as Siege of Ennis by placing Irish 
stepping into the English La Tempête – the Walls of Limerick, Sweets of May etc. followed and 
this is during the early 1900s, well after the major period of immigration of Irish to Australia. 

Proinsias de Roiste in his "Note on Irish Dancing" Nodlag 1927 in the Roche Collection of 
Traditional Irish Music wrote: 
“It was unfortunate that in the general scheme to recreate an Irish Ireland, the work of preserving 
or reviving our old national dances should have largely fallen to the lot of those who were but 
poorly equipped for the task. For the most part they were lacking in insight and a due appreciation 
of the pure old style, and had as it appears, but a slender knowledge of the old repertoire …. The 
musicians were, apparently as slack in tunes as most others proved to have been in dances …. The 
spectacular and difficult dances for the few were cultivated to the neglect of the simple ones for the 
many, leaving the social side untouched except to criticise or condemn …. The ballroom dances in 
vogue at the time were the quadrilles or sets, lancers, valse, polka, schottische or barn dance, two 
step and mazurka. These were all banned and nothing put in their place but for a couple of long 
dances…. An exception should have been made, one would imagine, in favour of the popular old 
Sets (that had become Irishised), if only on account of the fine old tunes with which they were 
associated; but they were all decried amongst the rest.” 
(The Siege of Ennis tune is included in this edition by Roche as an old tune, but says the dance is 
one of the new introductions). Ellis Rogers in 'The Quadrille' p 223-226 gives a good overview of 
the history of the Gaelic League and confirms the Siege of Ennis was adapted with Irish stepping 
from the old dance known from 1820 in Europe, Britain and the Colonies as 'La Tempête'. 

The interesting point from Ellis is that the Gaelic League when 'extinguishing' the popular dances, - 
that these had been much loved by the Irish in general. Mass opposition to the 'do gooders' resulted 
as the League tried to create an Irish Ireland. In contrast by the late 1920s the various newer dances 
like Siege of Ennis and Walls of Limerick were supported by the Church as it loathed the short hold 
couple dances (as immoral).  It took the side of the Gaelic League and made their church halls 
available for dances that only programmed the new longways dances and any Irish invented 
quadrilles with the long arm hold. He goes on to say the Gaelic League did invent some very good 
dances and that the Irish people reacted against them because of their annoyance – that this was a 
pity as they lost some interesting dances in that way as well. 

In his authoritative book “Toss the Feathers” by Irish Dance teacher Pat Murphy, the following 
points are made:- 

“Before the ban, the reel of three and eight-hand reel, which sound remarkably like the Scottish 
dances of the time, were very popular. The main differences between the two cultures were in the 
style of dancing, with the Irish eliminating the hand movements and toe pointing parts as 
effeminate. It would appear that at all times, steps and dancing style defined and even created the 
'Irishness' of the dances.” …...... “After the ban, some members of the Gaelic League Dancing 
Commission, formed in 1929, endeavoured to resurrect some of the dances they caused to 
disappear and when this was not possible, they composed others in their place.” - 



The Irish Equation to be continued next issue 



“Calling the Tune and Leading a 
Merry Dance” Part 11 –  

The Irish Equation, continued. 
 Peter Ellis 

 
Continuing with the quote from Pat Murphy’s ‘Toss the Feathers’ 
from the conclusion of Part 10: 
 
 “Many of the dances in Ár rinncí fóirne, the dancing commission 
book, were composed in this manner. It is said that the secretary 
of the Gaelic League in Munster composed the 'Walls of 
Limerick' and the 'Siege of Ennis'. The High-Cauled Cap' (An 
Caidhp) was constructed by Fionán MacColum and Cormac 
McGinley, both Scottish and both timirí of the Gaelic League. 
This dance is said by one source to be based on a set from South 
Armagh. The 'Fairy Reel' was composed by An t-Arthair Ó 
Flannagáin and the 'Sweets of May' by Nan Quinn of Bessbrook, 
County Armagh.” ….. “The banned set dances, with their 
relaxed, informal style, survived in all dancing areas, even in the 

Gaeltacht areas of Munster.” 

Also in A Handbook of Irish Dancing, compiled from 1902 and published in Dublin in December 
1904 by J.G. O’Keefe and Art O’Brien there is an extensive description of dances including 
'Limerick Walls'. These two dance teachers were members of the Gaelic League. Terry Moylan has 
conferred to me that Brendan Breathnach told him the High-Cauled Cap was older, predating the 
Gaelic League. It does say in Pat Murphy’s quote that one source states it is based on a set from 
County Armagh. One thing I can say is that the Sweets of May is in the very old Cotillon 
arrangement of a common chorus alternating between a number of verses or 'changes'. Cotillions 
were of this pattern and danced at the Irish crossroads around 1813 according to Helen Brennan in 
her ‘Story of Irish Dance’.  Helen Brennan also points out on p93 of her book that “The Waves of 
Tory and the Bridge of Athlone” were possibly newly created by the Gaelic League as being 
suitable for beginners’ classes; they were in any case popularised by the League’s dance teachers. 

Unfortunately there are little or no diary or newspaper accounts so far that illustrate anything other 
than the Irish contributing mainly the popular ballroom dances of the day to the Australian tradition. 
This would be partly because Australia was a British Colony and with the order of the day 
mainstream dances would be dominated by the British style of conduct. The Australian MCs were 
likewise very strict, something that dancers in the contemporary folk scene have little 
understanding. Obviously some indigenous Irish dance if I can use that term would have been 
supported in Irish settled communities and special Hibernian gatherings out here. Finding that 
information seems to be of an ethereal nature. There is little known in the Irish descended 
communities other than that of the popular dances everybody was doing.  But again the St. Pat’s 
Day illustration of 1881 in Melbourne indicates the Irish style was certainly well and truly to the 
fore at their special gatherings at that time. There is one Australian reference relating to Ireland that 
mentions some Irish dances: 



Bathurst Advocate (NSW: 1848-1849) Saturday 11 March 1848 pg. 4. 

“While the usual variety of Irish dance— the reel, jig, fling, three-part reel, four-hand reel, rowly 
powly, country dance, and cut along, were going forward in due rotation” …... and further on 
…”Paddy — Why you could dance the Dusty Miller upon a flure paved wid drawn razures you're 
so supple — Katty for ever — The blood's in ye Katty, you'll win the day — More power to ye — 
Hurrah Paddy— Heel and toe, Paddy you sinner— Right an left Katty — Hould on, his breath's a-
goin— Right an wrong Paddy you spalpeen— The whisky's on ye man alive, do it dacently and don't 
let me lose my wager.”  

But it turns out the Bathurst Advocate article is a plagiarized account taken from an 1843 edition of 
an 1830 book ‘Traits and stories of the Irish Peasantry’ by William Carleton. Notice the minuet is 
also mentioned. 
  
‘While the usual variety of Irish dances—the reel, jig, fling, three-part reel, four-part-reel, rowly-
powly, country-dance, cotillion, or cut-along (as the peasantry call it), and minuet, vulgarly minion, 
and minionet - were going forward in due rotation….’ 
Inez Fletcher of the National Library of Ireland points out  “I would definitely go with the idea that 
the "cut along" is a corruption of the word "cotillion" … It is a known linguistic phenomenon that 
when faced with an unfamiliar word or phrase people hear and reproduce it as something more 
familiar”. 

Re the ‘Rowly Powly’ (a term for a fight or punch up) Heather Clarke makes the following 
comment:- 

‘The dance The Three Tunes contains this movement as part of a sequence of mime actions – the 
men advance to the centre with fists raised as though about to fight, they then retreat to place, only 
to find their partners have turned their backs to them. The roly-poly action proceeds this charade so 
I’m not quite sure what it represents’. Similar information was forwarded by Inez Fletcher: - ‘there 
is a "roly poly" in the Three Tunes dance where the dancers’ fists/hands are rotated about each 
other, in one direction, then the other’.  



The illustration of the Irish Dance in a Barn on page 2 (above) accompanies the article from the 
1843 edition of the 1830 book ‘Traits and stories of the Irish Peasantry’ by William Carleton 

Kate Hughes of Dundalk Ireland from the age of 14 in 1867 wrote down the instructions of the 
dances she was learning from one of the 'dancies' and these notations can be found online via Chris 
J Brady's homepage. By then the dances are almost entirely the country dances, reels and quadrilles 
popular throughout England, Scotland and Ireland at that time and the list is extensive. All of the 
well-known quadrilles are listed and described but there are many others (using Kate Hughes 
spelling)  such as Lord Deas, Princess Alexandria, Reagle Ballmorall, Mazourka Quadrille, La 
Belle France, La Russe, Manfriana, La Gavottiana, Assembly Reel, New Petronell, Circassian, Bas 
Quadrell, Phoulcan, and the Grand March. 

The total of Country Dances is also extensive:- Blandon CD, Littil Favourite, Merry Oddfellows, 
Meg Merrilles, Roayle Albert, Royal Oak, Queen Victoria, Queen's Welcome, Peteronella, Paddy 
O'Rafferty, Rovers Joye, Pheasants, Ollandina, Bohemian Girl, Clutha, Honeymoon, Humming 
Birds, Prince Concert, Jessies Hornpipe, Lovers Dream, La Tempete, Nut, Silver Bell, Rorry 
O'Morre, Shoulder to Shoulder, Meszeppa, Prince Charles, Riffill Volunteers, Wee Rigg, Hay 
Makers, Cumberland Reel, Lads of Clintyre, Love at the Window, Triumph, Merry Milk Maid, 
Aeonia Pony, Sachá, Jacks the Lad, Jock the Boye, Merry Lads of Ayr, The Thistle, Duke of Perth, 
Clydesdale Lassies, Merry Dance, Heather Bell, British Grenadiers, Venetian Waltz, Feairy, 
Flowers of Edinburgh, Polka CD, Reel of Eight, and Hullachan- true reel.  

In addition there's a few circle dances: - Circassian, Hibernian Circle, Virginia Circle, Guarachan 
Waltz and German Schottische. In all cases the descriptions appear little different to those 
throughout Britain. 
A later dance source, T. Leggett-Byrne's manual ''Terpsichore - Her Votaries and Fashions" 
published in 1898), was possibly used by local and travelling dancing masters holding classes in 
Irish towns and village communities to teach the very latest fashionable dances and steps. This can 
also be found on Chris J Brady's site; the repertoire has changed from the earlier days of Kate 
Hughes, consisting more of couple dances such as Washington Post, Rheinländer, Alsatian Polka, 
Polka Mazurka, still the usual quadrilles, Lancers, Caledonians etc. and only three country dances, 
Sir Roger de Coverley, Norwegian Country Dance and La Tempête.  
 
Brendan Breathnach wrote an article about Irish dancing masters for the publication Ceol (III, 3 & 
4, 1969/70), republished in The Man and His Music (1996). Itinerant dancing masters in Ireland 
held territories or districts of ten miles or so in which they plied their trade, and had friendly 
rivalries with neighbouring dancing masters.  When they met at fairs or sporting events they would 
vie with each other by dancing in public, to the pleasure of the spectators and the honour of the 
moment. 
  
In brief – ‘Contracts survive that record the formal activity of a dancing master in West Cork as 
early as 1718. …… It was just as common for instructors to play the music themselves while as it 
was for them to be accompanied by a musician. Refer to the illustration in the previous chapter. 
 
In Dublin, dance masters often taught French and other Continental dances using a small type of 
violin called a kit or ‘pochette’ fiddle, which would fit between the hand elbow, thus affording the 
instructor more physical freedom. The instructor here, however, carries a full-size violin. A 
peripatetic existence meant that masters could become known among numerous communities, albeit 
normally in a localised area, and could trade upon a good reputation. …. They could also be 
territorial, a tendency that might lead as William Carleton recorded, to animated disputes and 
dancing contests.’ 
 
Following the early twentieth century a most wonderful tradition of revived Irish dancing has 



continued to grow through to the present time, but it wasn't there in terms of introduction of those 
Irish dances to Australia during her Colonial era. In contrast many fine Irish fiddlers and teachers of 
dancing are frequently mentioned in Australian accounts and it is the fashionable dances and the 
country dances and reels shared throughout the British Isles that were their repertoire. The Irish 
were generally involved in playing as much popular dance music of the period as their own airs. 
This is confirmed in the following quotation: St Patrick's Night at Beechworth Tuesday 24th March 
1857, as reported in the "Ovens Constitution", and reprinted in the Age" six hundred dancers 
present:-  
 
'Country dances, quadrilles, waltzes, etc. were rapidly shuffled, whirled and figured when, as by a 
genuine Irish gush, the band burst forth the 'stick enlivening strains' of Donnybrook Fair. Twelve 
stalwart 'boys' were in an instant up and at it . . . "The band was constantly asserting their 
ignorance of the existence of "The Goose in the Bog", "Boys from the West", "Gone to Carlow" and 
"The Priest in his Boots" in the repertoire of Strauss, Mussard, or Jullien, also an elderly gent 
complaining because the band couldn't play "Yellow Wattle". …. It was held in the great hall of 
Beechworth and comments that it would dissipate the popular fallacy that a row is a necessary 
adjunct to the feast of St. Patrick. The account mentions dancers from the Woolshed, Yackandandah 
and even Nine Mile.'  
It would take extensive research to determine if things like ‘The Priest in his Boots’ would a 
country dance as described in some of the extended Regency Period dance manuals held in the 
British Museum, or whether the more contemporary Irish step dance of that name would have been 
in vogue at the time of this Australian quote. 

The James Goulding manuscripts penned in Cork in 1817 and brought out to Australia in the 1840s 
and now held by great great granddaughter Judi Forrester of Apollo Bay, show an amazing musical 
repertoire with not only Irish tunes - jigs, reels and hornpipes, but numerous Scottish and European 
material including some that are Russian, German, Danish, an 'original Portuguese Waltz' as well as 
three of the Spanish Waltzes from part 7 of this series. Judi’s forebears were of a Methodist 
background whose population was major in Cork. 

On page 5 (below) the line drawing from the Illustrated Australian News (6/4/1881) of St. Patrick's 
Day in Melbourne shows a Country Dance or Reel with a line of 3 facing a line of 4, a lady and a 
man on each side in one, and a man and a lady on each side facing them but an extra man right in 
the centre. The caption to the picture says:-Twelve patriots for a shillin' Look at that now! -- An 
open air theatre -- Champion jig -- With a sprig of shillelah and shamrock so green. The Champion 
Jig caption is referring to the solo dancer above, the lower picture with four lines of three and/or 
four (look carefully) - I can only hazard a guess, dancing an Irish reel or country dance, perhaps a 
reel of 3 or 4 or 8 hand reel or an Irish equivalent of the New Highland Reel.  The Swedish country 
dance introduced the concept of three in a line in a progressive Sicilian circle into which 
movements from the old Scottish Reel could be incorporated. The Highland Reel was an alternative 
name for the old Scottish Reel, but this is how the New Highland Reel (4 in a line) and the similar 
Dashing White Sergeant (3 in a line) evolved by or after mid nineteenth century.  

I have checked the full article on page 74 of the paper and here are some extracts:- 

“Ireland's patron saint – whether he be Irishman or Scotchman by birth – is regarded with the 
greatest respect and veneration all over the world – and in no place more than in Melbourne, 
where his anniversary is the occasion of a great national display, which assumes larger and more 
important proportions with every year. “Here fortunately far removed from the disquieting 
circumstances that are now felt in the old country, the day is regarded as nothing more than an 
occasion for the interchange of mutual good wishes between Celt and Saxon, and a day of 
recreation and enjoyment, where amid pleasures the most harmless, the bonds of sympathy and love 
for the “ould sod” are closer drawn......The jig and reel dancing contests excited a great amount of 



enthusiasm,.... An improved 
platform was arranged for the 
contestants to show their ability, 
and a real Irish fiddler was there to 
play the most approved air as each 
'took to the fiure' (sic).....The 
fiddlers (who we presume would feel 
insulted if they were called 
violinists) were kept busily occupied 
for the whole day, for the number of 
dancers of every age and sex was 
something wonderful, and the 
strains of Irish music kept time to by 
scores of busy feet was the 
characteristic of the day. The youth 
who sold the “twelve patriots” for a 
shilling did a roaring trade …....” 

I can't help feeling the lower picture 
is not part of the competition, but a 
Hibernian group 'up and at it' as part 
of a show for the occasion. The 
factor that stands out in this 
illustration is the unquestionable 
style of Irish footwork, stance and 
bent knees that Helen O'Shea says:- 

 “I would be tempted to 
describe it as battering down on the 
beat, something that's really obvious 
in the older step-dancing styles 
(sean nos) that have become very 
popular recently.” 

 

Illustration courtesy the State Library of Victoria, La Trobe Collection 



“Calling the Tune and leading a 
Merry Dance” part 12 – 

The Irish Equation, continued 
again. 

Peter Ellis 
The only other very early dance with an Irish connection that’s 
possible during the Regency period is the Irish Trot that is 
mentioned in the Sydney Gazette of 1803.  A dance by this name 
extends back to the Playford collection, but it has not been possible 
to find out what the dance was at the time of settlement in 
Australia.  The nearest is by Thompson in the 1760s and I’ve 
located a tune of the 1780s. Thady You Gander is not the Irish Trot 
of 1803, its configuration more likely of a collected folk dance of 
nearly 100 years later. The major immigration of Irish to Australia 
is after the Regency period when the triple minor dances had 
largely vanished. 

It's worth noting the Irish emigrated from Ireland in droves to 
escape extremely hard times, particularly during and following the 
potato famine of the 1840s and it is said one third of our population 

was Irish. Their arrival in Australia didn't necessarily end up with the promised land; the conditions 
of the environment, as to all settlers, extremely harsh and unfamiliar compared to European climate 
and soils. Also, a good percentage of emigrating Irish were Protestant. It's also worth noting a large 
proportion of convicts on the first fleet, although English were second or third generation Irish 
descent. But what made it worse, this is my personal opinion, to be Catholic and to be Irish was to 
attract further disadvantage and persecution under the British dominated scheme of order and 
regulations of the day. Ladies' advertisements in newspapers seeking a suitable partner with the view 
of marriage frequently had the footnote – 'no Irishman need apply'.  

In the picture on page 2, it is the First Set of Quadrilles, a part 'buck set', that the Kelly Gang are 
dancing at the Glenrowan Inn just before the siege and final shoot-out in 1880.  It is the 4th figure of 
the First Set that is illustrated by publishers Alfred May and Alfred Martin Ebsworth 17th July 1880 
(State Library of Victoria, La Trobe Collection) and film producers should take note of that. This 
picture is also reproduced in the Australasian Sketcher, 13th July 1881 and held by the Mitchell 
Library of NSW. Note also the vis a vis (opposite male partner) to the line of 3 appears to be filling 
in with a bit of ‘stepping’. From Nell Challingsworth’s “Australia’s Dancing Heritage’ – ‘The 
Dance at Glenrowan Inn before the fight’:- 

‘Between 12 and 1-o’clock on Monday morning one of Mrs Jones’ sons sang the Kelly song for the 
amusement of the gang. Most of the prisoners were then cleared from the front parlour and the gang 
had a dance. They danced a set of quadrilles, and Mr Mortimer, brother in law of the school master, 
furnished the music with a concertina. Ned Kelly had the girl Jones for a partner, Dan had Mrs 
Jones and Byrne and Hart danced with the male prisoners.’ 



 

 

 

There is no doubt in my mind that Ned Kelly was a victim of persecution which led to his 
bushranging notoriety or infamy, depending on which side of the fence you choose. Today his 
popularity soars over time and the identification of his remains at the very moment brings his history 
to the fore again. His 'Jerilderie letter' remains testimony of his character and intellect in my view. 
The Kelly family were singled out and driven to the brink by the unprincipled and discriminatory 
hierarchy of 'justice' of the times. Yet there were also Irish in the constabulary that were players 
against the Kellys. Dave de Hugard points out all in the bush had a rough time surviving and has this 
to say: 

 “My understanding of horse and cattle theft during the time of Ned Kelly was that everyone was into 
it - the squatters and the battlers. The difference was that the battlers tended to be alienated from the 
legal system even when it could have been used to their advantage. This meant that that they tended 
to seek retribution in kind. The squatters however invariably prosecuted and were prepared to spend 
whatever it took to get a result. From the perspective of the battlers the Law appeared to side with 
those with money - and it undoubtedly did in any case. The squatters were also invariably interested 
in increasing the size of their holdings and there was also continuing resentment over various 
aspects of the Free Selection Acts. Another way to put pressure on the poorer selectors around the 
place was to impound straying stock (horses and cattle) - as fences hardly existed. Having 
continually to pay the pound fines was another device to threaten the fragile existence of the poorer 
selectors. Consequently there was no great love lost between these two different sections of the bush 
communities. This was the social scene within which Ned grew up. He was a superb horseman, 
game, proud and protective of his family and a natural leader of men. Something was inevitably 

Illustration courtesy the State Library of Victoria, La Trobe Collection. A/S17/07/80/168 Image No. 
b50933 



going to happen. Fitzpatrick of course was 'the rat', the catalyst that set the whole end game into 
motion.” 

At the time of writing Ned Kelly’s remains from Pentridge Gaol in Melbourne have finally been 
identified and the Victorian Government after 131 years has agreed to Ned’s wish that he be buried 
with his family near Glenrowan (this would be an unprecedented act on behalf of the authority). 

Despite all the difficulties the Irish were successful in Australia and demonstrated their loyalty quite 
proudly and rightly to Irish traditions through their family and Hibernian gatherings.  

Although little in dance as 'original Irish' could or seemed to have been introduced into the general 
Australian mainstream culture, the Irish contributed a number of great dance tunes to the Australian 
aural repertoire and many of the folk songs of hardship and endurance have come from Irish sources. 
The Wild Colonial Boy, Bold Jack Donahue, Maryborough Miner and the Catalpa are just some 
examples. Then there's the more light hearted songs such as Drover's Dream from Killaloo (although 
Killaloo is originally from an English broadside) and Bullockies' Ball from Finnigan's Wake. It 
should also be taken into account that many of the Irish jigs and reels were also in publications of the 
day such as Kerr's, Chappells, Booseys and Mozart Allen's and Australia had its own flourishing 
music publishing industry which included tunes such as the Irish Lilt and Connaughtman's Rambles 
as well as Irish themed quadrilles with jigs and reels for the likes of Erin Go Braugh, Donnybrook, 
Knights of St. Patrick, and the Royal Irish Quadrilles, respectively. The Orange and Green Quadrille 

Hibernian Picnic Axedale (Vic.) Nov. 10th 1897 from the Bendigonian. 



music in the Roche Collection is likely from the same origins. Many of the aural musicians learnt 
these tunes second hand from the sight reading dance bands as well as those Irish musicians who 
were teachers. Daisy Sutton of Wedderburn learnt the Irish Lilt, her party piece, from an Irishman - 
Ted Noonan; he provided her with the notation from Kerr's Music and Daisy changed it from key of 
A to G, this important observation detected by Alan Musgrove. 

The Royal Irish Quadrilles from 1849*, despite the elite connotation provided a mark of show for the 
Irish and was very prominent on Australian dance and ball programmes after the middle nineteenth 
century. This set of quadrilles (the First Set to Irish music) provided for a tremendous selection of 
Irish jigs and reels as the theme during the night. Jullien's selection was Fig1 'The Sprig of Shillelah, 
Fig 2 The Girl I Left Behind Me, Fig. 3 Nora Creina, Fig 4 The Irish Washerwoman & Fig 5 Paddy 
Will You Now. There were many other arrangements; Harry McQueen of Castlemaine had Bill 
McGlashan’s 1st. figure tune, but also converted things like the Wild Colonial Boy into 2-4 or 6-8 
according to his whim as well as sourcing Phil the Fluter’s Ball and McNamara’s Band. The Irish 
Washerwoman always his finali for the last figure. Variations of the ‘Perfect Cure’ have been 
collected for the lead up figure in the First Set, namely from Lindsay Carr, as well as for the 3rd 
figure of Bill McGlashan’s, handed on by Harry McQueen. 

When times had changed by or following the 1940s it was the Pride of Erin that took its place for 
Irish sentiment, even if the dance was arranged in Edinburgh and the tunes (songs) generally of Irish-
American origin. The Irish nevertheless were extremely fond of these as were most Australians. 
Incidentally, it was the centenary of the Pride of Erin in 2011. Come Back to Erin and When Irish 
Eyes Are Smiling are the classic signature tunes, but many others such as Nelly Kelly, Sweet Rosie 
O'Grady, The Stone Outside Dan Murphy's Door, Where The River Shannon Flows & The 
Mountains of Mourne are amongst the repertoire. Sometimes Scottish tunes like Loch Lomond, 
Bonnie Doon & Annie Laurie are selected by the Old Time Bands. Folk bands tend to adapt more 
genuine Irish tunes such as For Ireland I'd Not Her Name, South Wind, Planxty Irwin, Spinning 
Wheel and Slieveramon.  

In summing up, the dances the Irish knew during the major immigration to Australia in the Colonial 
period might have included the reel of three, reel of four and eight hand reel, but were generally the 
popular ball-room dances of the time, not only throughout Britain and Ireland, but the Western 
World of the day. The Irish had many of their indigenous tunes that had become coupled to these 
dances which they brought out to Australia as well as the universally very popular tunes. The dances 
overwhelmingly were the quadrilles (First Set & Royal Irish, Lancers, Caledonians and Waltz 
Cotillion) and couple dances of the likes of the Waltz, Polka, Schottische, Varsoviana, Polka 
Mazurka and Highland Schottische. For individual items at dances and balls they excelled at their 
native jig and step dance. These were on programmes quite regularly.  We also had the Fitzroy and 
Exions quadrilles, Parisian Quadrille, Prince Imperials, Polka Quadrille and waltz figures in the 
Alberts including the Spanish waltz and Mazurka. 

 Heather Clarke also provides the following information:- 

‘There are a number of step dances for which I have found references as being danced in Australia, 
particularly Garryowen and Erin go Bragh which were danced on the goldfields though no 
instructions are available. An important part of the tradition is displaying individual skill and 
ingenuity which is not something easily recorded.’ 

Certainly an occasional country dance such as the Haymaker would have survived a long time and a 
special version of the Highland Reel under another 'Irish Jig' name might have been known in the 
Celtic settled districts such as  Carisbrook and Maryborough Victoria.  It may have utilised fancy jig 
steps within the 'reel of four' to Irish tunes. It is vaguely described in Lovenberry's Ithaca Dance 



Manual of 1884, Brisbane, and Ellis Rogers has made an interpretation of this for me. 

Although by the turn of the century the quadrilles at home would have taken on Irish stepping and a 
certain individuality on the one hand, the Gaelic League caused much of this to be obliterated or to 
have gone 'underground'. It is possible, as with Kath Hughes' 1867 descriptions of the dances, that in 
fact the overall figurework of quadrilles was similar enough to that throughout 'the Empire' at the 
time of settlement in Australia.  

Queen Victoria's two sons George and Albert visited Australia in 1881 and they were partnered 
respectively in a double set of quadrilles in Sandhurst (Bendigo) by two of the councillor's wives. All 
knew the same version of the Quadrille, nobody would want to put a foot wrong in this circumstance; 
but whilst it might have been Sandhurst society of the time in one sense, they were simply citizens of 
the day. I doubt (outside of England) it was much different elsewhere - in the Colonies at any rate. 
This quote is from the Bendigo Advertiser re July 6 1881:- 
“The ball in honour of the Princes’ visit took place in the Corn Exchange. …....The music was 
exceptionally excellent, nearly the full strength of Mr. Monaghan’s band being engaged. As the 
Princes and Governor, accompanied by the Mayor and most of the councillors, entered the room the 
National Anthem was played. The opening quadrille was then formed, the first set being composed as 
follows: - Prince Albert Victor and Mrs.Clark, Prince George and Mrs.Bayne; vis-à-vis His 
Excellency the Governor and the Mayoress, and the Mayor and Mrs.Holmes. Sides – Cr Clark and 
Miss Hayes, Cr Bayne and Miss Holmes, vis-à-vis Cr Jackson and Miss Bayne, Cr Sterry and 
Mrs.Burrowes.” 
Note the First Set (of Quadrilles) is the ceremonial dance, whether for the opening of a Royal visit 
ball or the finali for the Kelly Gang. 

I believe the major changes and versions of the Australian quadrilles came after the jazz era of the 
1910s and 20s during the 'old time' revival of the 30s. Apart from ignorance in terms of the 'modern 
ballroom teachers' in reviving these, there was also a 'folk process'  in country districts and a 
breakdown of formality, with 'swinging on after promenades' etc. I really wonder whether it was 
greatly different in Ireland that the big changes came following the revivals during and after the 
Gaelic League and with the same modern revivals the Irish also liked. Nevertheless our Melbourne 
St. Patrick's Day illustration of 1881 clearly shows the 'Irish style' and this is well before the 
influence of the Gaelic League. With reference to the Gaelic League Pat Murphy provides the 
following information about the first céilí that was held:-  

“It was a bit ironic the first public céilí ever was held in London's Bloomsbury Hall in 1897 
organised by Fionán MacColum, the Scottish secretary of the Gaelic League in London. In his own 
description of this céilí, he says that the dances performed on the occasion included 'sets, quadrilles 
& waltzes to Irish music.” 

I'm inclined to think this indicates the general dance repertoire of the day. It is likely the reference to 
sets is not in the contemporary Irish view and coming from a Scotsman meaning, more likely reels, 
quadrilles and country dances. But I could be wrong. 

Terry Moylan points out that the development of some quadrilles in Ireland was obviously of 
independent Irish origin:- 

“The idea that there was one episode for the introduction of quadrilles into Ireland is obviously 
simplistic. So too is the idea that they remained the preserve of the gentry for an extended period. 
William Hammond, in his dance manuals "Call the Set No 2" and "Call the Set No. 3" (Cork Folk 
Publications, 1990 and 1994), provides a good overview of the dispersion of the form through 



Ireland, especially Munster. For instance as early as 1817 a Cork dance teacher, Miss Escher, was 
advertising that she could teach the fashionable dances, including Quadrilles and Waltzes, and there 
were at least four others in Cork at the same time offering to teach the dances. It is true that there 
are accounts of the quadrilles taking 70 or 80 years to reach certain areas, but there is no reason to 
suppose that these were not exceptions rather than the general rule”. “If further hints as to Irish 
elaborations of the quadrille idea into new dances were required, it could easily be found in the 
proliferation of sets, particularly in Munster, that have no equivalents in the standard quadrille 
repertoire, and are not versions of the 'First Set' or the Lancers. The story of the Knight of Glin 
instructing the dancing masters in his territory to teach the new dances (quoted by Breathnach) is 
supported by the existence of these dances. It seems that they not merely adopted the form, but 
created new dances on the model.” 

Note in Australia we had several more popular quadrilles than just the Lancers and First Set and this 
might have applied to Ireland as much as anywhere in the colonies. 
Certainly the two hand reel, three part reel, four hand reel and eight hand reel are dances the Irish 
may have brought out to Australia from the very early period. Although there is a Scottish link with 
these dances and the Gaelic League tried to eliminate them as of not of Irish origin, they would 
certainly be characteristically Irish. If they had been brought out here and survived they would have 
been included amongst dances of the Australian tradition. I have located some Australian newspaper 
references indicating they must have been well enough known. These vary from one which seems to 
be thumbing the nose at the police and a similar account in which it may have been a humorous send 
up - to others in stage or dance competition, but also some that are obviously referring to a ball or 
social dance circumstance. 



“Calling the Tune and Leading a 
Merry Dance” Part 13 – 

The Irish Equation, conclusion & 
Contemporary Interpretation of 

the Country Dance 

Peter Ellis 
Continuing from Paart 12, these are the Australian newspaper 
references in relation to the Irish three-handed reel & four-handed 
reel. 

Two indicate they were known in the British tradition, so not 
necessarily exclusively Irish, on the other hand it may have been a 
show of support by Royalty for the Irish in the same way as the 
Scotch Reel was a show of support for the Scots. I’ll leave you to 
make up your own minds on situation, but here are the references:- 
The Sydney Gazette and New South Wales Advertiser Tuesday 
8th November 1836 
‘Police Incidents’ 
Kate Hoy, Maria Hely, and Ellen Gorman, were charged with 
bolting and becoming remarkably funny, which caused them to 
dance a three-handed reel in George-street, to the amazement of 

folks returning from Church, after a little trouble and a short chase they were secured. 
 
The Empire (Sydney) Friday 9th January 1852 “The Goldmines Turon River” 
Most of the miners be-took themselves to their ordinary avocations on New Year's Day, but a goodly 
number assembled on the hill above  Sofala to witness , the horse-racing which took place there. The 
hill is pretty flat on the top, and making all allowances, formed a tolerable course. The publicans 
had transferred their licenses thither, and between canvas and boughs, made a passable fit out for 
the day. In one booth, a crazy fiddle, and a dilapidated tambourine attracted an attentive, and, I need 
hardly add, a thirsty audience! In another, desperate attempts were made to execute four-handed 
reels and country dances to the inaudible music of a flute in a clamorous company, which had hardly 
room to stand, let alone dance. 

The Mercury (Hobart) 20th February 1863 ‘Oatlands Petty Sessions’ 

On the night of the 12th instant the attention of witness was called to the defendant's house. Witness 
went inside and saw a man playing a triangle, and three women dancing a three-handed " reel" to 
the tune of that instrument, in front of the bar (Laughter). The defendant was not present, but his wife 



was behind the bar, which was full of people. William Exton, Superintendent of Police, corroborated 
the testimony of the previous witness, and added further that he saw the dancers change places two 
or three times in the " reel." (Laughter).Cross-examined: Witness had not seen dancing in any other 
public house in the town- ship since he had held office. 

Empire (Sydney) Tuesday 15th January 1867 (The Duke of Edinburgh at the Cape of Good Hope 
and his intended departure thence for Adelaide direct) 

A Royal Prince who has so little regard for the aristocratic buckeram of the colonies as to entertain 
the company at a ball by dancing the highland fling, may expect that the members of our Cabinet 
will also unbend a little, and, in honour of so illustrious an example, exhibit their saltatory skill in a 
hornpipe, or at least in a jig or a four handed reel. There would be some heartiness in this, and it is 
evident that the Duke is not coming out to Australia in the expectation of witnessing ceremonies in 
rivalry of those of Buckingham Palace or the Tuileries. The lively recreations in which his Royal 
Highness seems disposed to indulge, and no doubt would be pleased to see others indulging, might 
appear rather grotesque if attempted in gold laced coats and swords, and it is to be feared that some 
of the dancers would come to grief.  

The South Australian Register (Adelaide) Thursday 24th October 1867 
(From the Anglo-Brazilian Time July 23rd) ‘The Royal Ball at Rio’ 
 
The Princess Imperial's dress was of white satin, covered with tulle, trimmed with scarlet roses, and 
she wore these flowers likewise in her hair. Her jewels were pearls and diamonds. The dancing 
commenced at 10 o’clock, the Emperor and Empress opening the ball. After a few sets had past 
Prince Alfred introduced his Highland piper, who played with his great bagpipes round the room, to 
the delight and equal astonishment of the Brazilians. His Royal Highness then volunteered to 
perform in a Scotch reel, which was executed with the proper spirit, to the great gratification of 
every one of the audience that it attracted. At the supper the Emperor arose, and in the most joyous 
and heartfelt manner proposed the following toast :- “Ladies and Gentlemen”I want you to unite 
with me in drinking the health of Queen Victoria, the dignified object of our veneration; also, of all 
the British residents, who deserve our hospitality for their energy and activity in promoting the 
happiness and prosperity of this country.' After supper the dancing was resumed, and the Duke of 
Edinburgh joined in a four hand reel with some ladies and officers, which gave such pleasure to the 
witnesses that the cry of “Encore” burst involuntarily from the lips of many of them, and nothing can 
exceed the impression which the British Prince has left on the hearts of the Brazilian and other 
guests of the evening. The management throughout the ball was excellent. 
 
Empire (Sydney) Saturday August 21st 1869 ‘The Flaneur in Sydney’ 

" Rule 'Britannia," " Hail Columbia ," and " Partant pour la Syrie." Such are the inspiriting airs 
which I would fain hear reciprocated by the ships now lying in Farm Cove, and my heart, like that of 
the benevolent Mr Samson Brass, would be " a singin' comic songs within me ;" for I wish well to 
"the three parties forsooth." and should very much like to see them dancing a three-handed reel. As 
to the British flag, and the ships over which it floats, long may they flourish;  

 

 



Kalgoorlie Western Argus Thursday 14th April 1903  United Irish League.-The usual monthly 
meeting of the Boulder branch of the United Irish League was held in the Friendly Societies' Hall, 
Burt Street on Sunday evening, and the attendance by far surpassed all expectations. Many ladies 
and children were among those present and thoroughly enjoyed the various items on the programme. 
After the reading of correspondence and leading articles from newspapers on the Home Rule 
question recitations were nicely rendered by Messrs. Lynch, B. Scott. T. L. O'Toole and G. Wiles, 
and some fine dancing was done by Messrs. Commerford and Staley. Mr McKay, whose rendering of 
"'Killarnev" was a musical treat was followed by two ladies and gentlemen who wound up the 
evening's programme by a four part reel, which stirred up old memories of a happy long ago with 
many a one present. 

The important factor of course is that Irish dance has been nurtured in its various post Victorian era 
forms and enjoys major worldwide patronage. Ellis Rogers states the 'High Caul Cap' is one of the 
best square set dances ever invented; there is also information (Brendan Breathnach) that is it older 
and predates the Gaelic League as well as surviving the Gaelic League. Ellis also highly recommends 
the Sweets of May (as do I) and the Eight Hand Jig to his readers.  

From the last issue - * Jullienn's music for the Royal Irish Quadrille in August 1849 'Composed 
expressly for the Dublin Promenade Concerts …. also at the Grand Balls given at the Viceregal 
Lodge Dublin in honour of the visit of Her Most Gracious Majesty, Queen Victoria, to Ireland Augt. 
1849 … and re demanded by Her Majesty on each occasion ...'  

I tried to locate details of this ball and in correspondence with the then 'Keeper of Printed Books'  
Dónall Ó Luanaigh of the National Library of Ireland; he sourced newspaper accounts of the day 

Contemporary Country Dance of ‘Bush Dance’ in the Coorong – Colonial Ball, National Folk Festival 1990s 



only to find the ball was never held. It was at the peak of poverty in Ireland with the potato famine 
and there was considerable unrest in Dublin. The ball was cancelled and Queen Victoria whisked off 
to a substitute event in a private house. This Royal Irish Quadrille, also known as the 'Hibernian 
Quadrille' had very different published figures (Seaton's Ball-Room manual London 1864) to that 
which were popular in Australia as the First Set to Irish music. One variation also has a diagonal 
form from the Mallee which I collected.  It is with all couples dancing at once, tops with the sides to 
the right, then with the sides to the left and repeated where necessary.  

Just as I’ve completed this series on the Irish Equation the following information has been sent to me 
by Chris Brady of England:- 
The long expected new recording from The Assembly Players is now out and available. It is "A Neal 
Ball", comprising twenty tracks from "A Choice Collection of Country Dances" published in Dublin 
c1726 by John and William Neal and republished some years back by George Fogg and Rich 
Jackson. Full details, including price, list of tracks and 30 second samples of all tracks are to be 
found on my website: 
www.nicolasbroadbridge.com  Nicolas B., Lanark, Scotland. I referenced Neal’s publication of 1726 
in the first section of the Irish Equation and Ellis Rogers made the point the dances would really be 
English country dances published in Ireland. Nevertheless the Dancing Masters may have taught 
some of these in Ireland and they could have become ‘Irishised’ as already mentioned. For anybody 
interested, this recording could be a tremendous asset.  
 “Contemporary Interpretation of the Country Dance” 

The Jane Austen series of films has certainly added to the interest of the broader Regency 
Period and I think provides a good overview of the nuance of the era, but keep in mind producers of 
films take an excessive amount of  'license out of historic context'. Ellis Rogers had this to say:- 

“Mr Beveridge's Maggot, which is the main dance in Pride and Prejudice, with Colin Firth, was 
chosen because the producer liked the tune. The dance would have been 60 to 80 years out of date by 
that time. In the film the dance is walked, rather than danced with steps, because the actors had to 
speak while dancing and could not be out of breath. The film of Sense and Sensibility, with Emma 
Thompson, probably gives a better impression of a Regency ball which includes cotillions.” 

Also in the film series, ‘Wives and Daughters’, is a very good dance scene in which the dancers 
actually use a variety of dance steps and the costumes for the era are very accurate. However the 
dance figures have been dressed up from folk dance collections by Cecil Sharp some 80 years or 
more after the Regency and therefore not accurate as by that time the waltz, galop, polka and the 
revival of the ladies chain in the quadrille had considerable effect on any derivative dances. As 
mentioned by the Regency Period over 27,000 dances had come and gone. Referring back to these 
sources can be extremely confusing. There are totally different selections of figures for the tune 
referenced by the various publishers or in the case of Wilson in the same book or period. In the 
earlier Playford era from a century earlier the dances were tune specific and by the end of the 
Regency there was a settling out and consolidation back to tune specific dances. Whilst many were 
different, as with the numbers of examples in the manuals, there are also a significant number of 
cases when the dances with the same name are either the same or resemble each other very closely. 
As with the twentieth century, the latest and most fashionable were those dances sought each season 
although there were also favourites that lasted and may have been more representative of lower class 
repertoire. 

Changes and New Country Dances 

To a large degree we really don't have much information on what the lower classes in Britain were 



dancing at the time, but generally the Industrial Revolution had caused much of the rural population 
to be bundled into the cities and it seemed the newer dances taught by the itinerant dancing masters 
or ‘dancies’ were more to the repertoire than any surviving village dance. The village dances might 
have their own particular tunes, but in other districts different dances to those same tunes. There is 
no evidence of English Village dances and folk traditions such as from Northumbria being 
transported to Australia in contrast to the fashionable dances popular in the English Ball-Room. The 
fashionable dances from Europe had an immense popularity in Britain but in comparison to the Scots 
and Irish the English in particular seemed to quickly discard their native country dance. The triple 
minor longways for as many as will was largely abandoned. 

The Quadrille, Waltz, Galop and Polka had a profound effect on changes to Country Dances or any 
new forms by and after the 1840s. The Gallopade Country Dance survived to within living memory 
(1950s) in England and Scotland from over half a century earlier (at least) and incorporated the 
Galop step and revived Ladies’ Chain via the Quadrille, but does not appear on formal ball 
programmes. This perhaps supports the theory Country Dances lasted a lot longer in informal, family 
and district dances and possibly Scottish and Irish traditions lasted quite some time in these 
circumstances. Generally the only country dances to be included on ball programmes in contrast 
were the Triumph, Circassian Circle, Sir Roger de Coverley, Spanish Waltz (the newer Waltz 
Country type) and the Scotch or Highland Reel (Foursome). The new Highland Reel and the similar 
Dashing White Sergeant maintained the ‘reeling between three people’ as in the style of the old 
Scotch or Highland Reel, but arranged in the newer Swedish Country Dance progression of three 
facing three. Circassian Circle had appeared by the 1830s and was generally based on the first figure 
of either the First Set (Quadrille) or the Caledonians Quadrille; however there were other possible 
combinations and one that is particularly good is no. 5 described in the Ithaca (Brisbane) Ballroom 
Guide (The Australian MC by Lovenberry) of 1884 in which the Galop is introduced in part of the 
figure. La Tempête also appeared about the 1830s and was said to combine the sociability of the 
Country Dance with the cheerfulness of the Quadrille.  

The Ladies' Chain figure introduced into some of the new Country Dances generally came more 
directly from the Quadrille although Ellis Rogers examples earlier use in some of the French 
Contredanses and Cotillons from 1760. Also the complexity of snowballing of progression of the old 
Country Dance eventually  gave way to a simplicity of figures, often with all dancing at once in sets 
limited to between four and eight couples and the top couple finishing immediately at the bottom of 
the set and led by the next couple and finishing in four to eight sequences relative to the number of 
couples.  

The progressive Sicilian circle was another newer innovation allowing all couples to dance at the 
same time. The 6th or last figure of the First Set (The Quadrille) was adapted by joining up all sets in 
a circle round the hall in what became known as the Australian 'Bullring' or 'Stockyards' and 
sometimes danced singularly in its own right and sometimes under the older figure name of 
'Flirtation'; so called because of the continual changing of partners. Originally this progression would 
continue until back to original partners and the band would switch into waltz time for a 'waltz the 
hall' finale. I.e. all couples separating out and waltzing round the hall in what became known as the 
'Circular Waltz' (Old-time Waltz). This was based on the old rotary waltz and should not be confused 
with the modern Country Dance known as 'Circle Waltz'.  

 

 

 



 

 

 

Many more country dances are listed in the manuals from mid-nineteenth century as well as the tunes 
in the music albums. They probably only occurred as occasional variety at the dancing master's 
assembly rather than at a ball and even more likely at the special Caledonian and Hibernian events. It 
is also likely they were taught at schools as an aid towards social dancing and it is well known 
children often practised the social dances such as the various quadrilles in the school yard. 

Of course the dancing teachers always maintained more interesting variety at their private assemblies 
in comparison to the public dance or ball. Pop Goes the Weasel was one of the new novelties that 
lasted a season or two mid-nineteenth century. The Ball-Room Manual of Mr J. Seaton of 1864 
(London) held by the Gulgong Folk Museum was owned in 1870 by Catherine Cohen of Uarbry 
NSW. This manual describes all the well-known quadrilles and couple dances of the day as well as 
some of the more exotic including the Queen’s Quadrilles (Royal Victorias), Hibernians (Royal 
Irish), Spanish Quadrilles, Original Mazourka Quadrilles, Galopede Quadrilles, Original Polka 
Quadrilles and many others.  

Significantly, a number of Country Dances & Reels are also described, including:- The Princess 
Royal (Air The Girl I Left Behind Me), Duchess of Leinster’s Favourite (Air Rory O’More), Lord 
Burghersh’s Favourite (British Grenadiers), Her Majesty’s Favourite (Air The Triumph), Prince 
Albert’s Favourite Country Dances (1 and 2), Polka Cotillon, Polka Country Dance, the Duchess of 
Sutherland’s New Highland Reel (danced at the latest Caledonian Ball at Almack’s), and Highland 
Reel. Likewise, in 1884, the 'Ithaca School of Dancing' (Brisbane) or the 'Australian MC & Dancers 
Inquire Within', lists most of these same dances as well as Petronella, Nancy Dawson, Long Live 

An old country dance, possibly the ‘Stockyards’ at the “Colonial Muster’ National Folk Festival 1990s 



The Queen, Dashing White Sergeant (an earlier longways form), Queen’s Welcome, Flowers of 
Edinburgh, Scotch Reel, Irish Jig, Torrieburn Lasses, Triumph and La Minuette. 

The newer country dances are those which provided the basis for the somewhat erroneously titled 
'bush dance revival' over a hundred or so years later in the 1960s and 70s. In contrast the Carisbrook 
Annual Farmers’ Ball (near Maryborough Victoria) of 1874 gives us an overview of what a real ball 
programme in the bush might consist of. Apart from the usual Polka, Quadrille, Lancers, Waltz, 
Caledonians, Polka Mazurka, Waltz Cotillion, Parisian Quadrille and Varsoviana are the Scotch 
Reel, Circassian Circle, new Highland Reel, Irish Jig, Spanish Waltz, Sir Roger de Coverley and an 
unnamed Country Dance on the programme. It provides the best possible example we have of a mix 
of old and new dances of the period for a rural farming community in the bush. 
 



“Calling the Tune and Leading a 
Merry Dance” Part 14 – 

Conclusion - Re-construction of 
the early Country Dances of the 

extended Regency Period 

Peter Ellis 
In Thomas Hardy’s ‘Under the Greenwood Tree’ book mention is 
made about ‘That well known country dance that opens with six-
hands round’. Couples wheel around, promenade in a circle, thread 
couples one by one till the bottom is reached, then continues till 
the first couple is back to the top. This provides the basis of a well-
known earlier country dance figure that could be easily 
reconstructed. 

Then there is Charles Dickens account under the pseudonym ‘Bos’ 
when he’s only about 18 – Greenwich Fair 1836, 

‘Men stamp their feet every-time hands four round begins; go 
down the middle and back and up again (cigars in mouth) and 
whirl their partners round. Ladies bouncing in the dance.’  

Finally in the Sydney newspaper “Empire” (24/10/1863) is another 
country dance figure described: - “Hands across and four-round poussette and allemande down the 
middle and back again” 

I’ve also located a brief description of a cotillion, although the break between figures suggests it is 
really a quadrille:- 

Sydney Gazette and New South Wales Advertiser Saturday 30 Nov. 1833 “Miscellaneous – A 
dignity ball, given by a lady of colour at Barbadoes” 
“All eyes were fixed upon Mr. Apollo Johnson, who first looked at the couples, then at his fiddle, 
and, lastly, at the other musicians, to see if all was right, and then with a wave of his bow-tick the 
music began.” Massa lieutenant," cried Appollo to O'Brien "cross over to apposite lady, right hand 
and left, den figure to Miss Eurydice - dat right; now four hand round. . . You lilymidship-, men, set 
your partner, sir; den twist her round; dat do, now stop. First figure all over." At this time I thought I 
might venture to talk a little with my partner, and I ventured a remark; to my surprise she answered 
very sharply, "I come here for dance, sar, and not for chatter; look, Massa Johnson, he tam um bow-
tick." The second figure commenced, and I made a sad bungle; so I did of the third, and fourth, and 
fifth, for I never had danced a cotillion.”    
Other well-known Country Dance figures see illustration from Ballroom Manual at the end. 



Musical instrument selection for Country Dances. 

Although I’ve lost the reference I found this mention of the instruments of the period in Australia:- 

Instruments played the Royal Artillery Band, of 39 men, in this period, were fifes, flutes, oboes, 
clarinets, bassoons, trumpets, key bugles, French horns, trombones, ophicleides, serpents, bass 
horns, tenor and bass drums. If a band was fortunate it may have a Chinese Hat, more popularly 
known as the Jingling Johnny, the more professional forerunner of the bush ‘lagerphone’. The band 
of the 48th would have played a selection of these instruments depending upon whether they were 
supporting the Regiment on a formal parade of playing at one of the governor’s balls. 

Of course this selection is referring to the Regimental Band that played for very special official 
occasions and in which a section of musicians would augment for playing music for balls. A 

harp will often be seen in illustrations. 
For simpler affairs the music would normally be provided by a fiddler or perhaps several players 
including flutes and clarinets as illustrated in the following account:- 
 

The Australian (Sydney NSW 1824-48) Saturday 8 July 1826 
 
Between 40 and 50 young people of both sexes, and more than half the latter number of married 
folks, attended' Mr. and Mrs. Burnet Levey's hospitable invitation to a ball and supper last Tuesday 
evening. The occasion they met to do honor to the birth and baptism of a young daughter, was never 
more happily celebrated than by the joyous groupe who assembled on the above evening, in one of 
the largest and most accommodating rooms of the Freemason's Tavern. The room was simply, but 
neatly decorated. A handsome three-branched lamp impending from the centre, and flanked all 
round by lights of a lesser magnitude, threw a chastened light over the ball-room and its fair female 
debutantes. Circles eccentric and concentric were chalked out on the floor with mathematical 
justness, but there shortly destined to have their dusty forms dispersed by the bounding feet of the 
merry contre-danseurs. By 9 o'clock 40 couples or more had got arranged in 2 sets. The fiddles and 
clarionets and flutes struck up in unison from an adjoining room and set the enlivening country 
dance afloat, which continued almost uninterruptedly until the arrival of a summons to the supper-
room, where all "that will delight, a dainty," palate "of beast, fish, fowl," confectionary the best in 
Mrs. Glass's catalogue, and wines of the brightest hue, appeared in varied profusion on the supper 
tables. Dancing was afterwards renewed with renewed vigour, and rosy morn peeped "o'er the 
eastern hills," ere the joyous groupe had bade their kind hostess a good morning. 
 
The Country Dance descriptions provided here from No 42 to 56 are the most typical of the day 
relating back to the early days of the 19th Century.  
 

 
 
 
 
 

[Text resumes on page 5] 
 

Pages 3 and 4 below. From The Royal Ball-Room Guide and etiquette of the drawing room, containing the 
newest and most elegant dances and a short history of dancing, by Rudolph Radestock Published London, Otley, 

W. Walker and sons c 1877. 



 
 
 
 
 



 



In certain sections of the Australian folk community a revival of English country dancing as 
portrayed in the Jane Austen film series, Pride and Prejudice and Sense and Sensibility (earlier 
film with Emma Thompson) has become extremely popular. Therefore it is appropriate in 
conclusion I provide you with an important and relevant overview written by Ellis Rogers’ wife 
Christine for an EFDSS publication. 

 
 
DANCES FOR JANE AUSTEN by Christine Rogers 2007 
 
When seeking dances that might have been in the repertoire of Jane Austen and her characters, one 
must first look at dates.  Jane was born on 16th December 1775; her first published letter mentioning 
dance was dated 5th September 1786, when she was 20 years old.  Her major novels were published 
1811-1818 (the last posthumously) and she died on 18th July, 1817 at the age of 41.  
The types of dance Jane mentions are the waltz, quadrille, cotillion and, of course, the country dance.
 The only dances she mentions by name are the Boulanger (Pride and Prejudice, chapter 3, 
and her letter to Cassandra Austen dated 5th September 1796) and the Minuet de la Cour (Love and 
Friendship, third letter).  
 
There are several descriptions of the Boulanger, all very similar. The music is in 6/8 time, the first 
part played ‘moderato’.  Dancers formed a circle of four couples or more and circled to the right for 
8 bars (and in some versions circled back again).  The second part of the tune is then played ‘presto’ 
and the first gentleman turns the right hand lady with the right hand, partner with left, next lady 
round with the right, partner with left, and so on until he has turned all the ladies, the musicians 
playing the ‘B’ music until he has finished.  They then return to the ‘A’ music and the dancers repeat 
the circling, then the next gentleman takes his turn and so on until all the gentlemen have finished, 
when the first lady will take her turn and so on.  In some versions the ladies go first, in others the 
gentlemen and ladies alternate.  In some versions the turn is made first with partner and then with the 
next person round the circle.  The step for the ‘B’ section appears to be a hop-and-step.  
 
The Minuet de la Cour is a display dance, too complicated to describe in this short article.  
 
The waltz did not appear in England as a couple dance until about 1815 but the step (reminiscent of 
the ‘pas de bourree’ of earlier years – i.e. three steps forward, rising on the first beat, sinking after 
the third) was commonly used from about 1796 in country dances and it was in this context that Jane 
mentions it in Emma, chapter 26.  
 
“Much obliged for the Quadrilles, which I am grown to think pretty enough, though of course they 
are very inferior to the Cotillions of my own day.” (letter to Fanny Knight dated 20th February 1817.)  
The quadrille was a square dance, French in origin, and popular in England from about 1803, this 
reference in a manuscript from Rothamstead Manor held in archives of a local authority. 
 
In addition to the above, Jane makes two references to cotillions in chapter 10 of Northanger Abbey.  
The second of these - “The cotillions were over, the country dances beginning …”is most interesting 
as it indicates that the cotillion had replaced the minuet (not mentioned by Jane) as occupying the 
first part of a ball, followed by country dances.  There is no indication which of the many balls Jane 
mentions included cotillions and how many of the dances she danced were cotillions.  Most of the 
references in her published letters refer to the number of couples taking part or the names of her 
partners.  
 
The cotillion was another French square dance, of an earlier date than the quadrille and requiring less 



energy but more stamina, as one might be dancing continuously for ten minutes or so.  They range 
from short and simple to long and extremely complex, some with changes of rhythm and some 
including minuet steps.  The form is of simple ‘verses’, called ‘changes’, and a more complex 
‘chorus’, called the ‘figure’.  These are charming dances that would have been familiar to Mr Darcy 
and the Bingleys.  English and French sources for cotillions can be found in the Vaughan Williams 
Library at Cecil Sharp House, including XXIV New Cotillons or French Dances, published c.1780 in 
London.    
 
So we come to country dances, the form which appears most frequently in Jane’s books and letters, 
both directly – “…danced two Country Dances and the Boulangeries …” (letter to Cassandra Austen 
dated 5th September 1796.) and indirectly – “… having but a short set to dance down …”  
(Northanger Abbey, chapter 16).  Unfortunately she mentions none by name, and there may well be a 
good reason for this.  In the early 19th century it was the custom for the top couple in the set to select 
the music and figures for the dance. This is also referred to by Wilson in Treasures of Terpsichore 
(1809).  The figures were not necessarily those of a known, named dance but could be invented on 
the spot or could be the favourite set of figures of the top lady or gentleman.   If Jane and her 
characters were following this custom, their dances may have had no firm title.  Wilson’s An 
Analysis of Country Dancing, published in 1811, gives details of a large number of country dance 
figures, with information on fitting them together to form a country dance.  The figures were danced 
by the top minor set and everyone else waited until the leading couple reached them, when they 
joined in as second (or third if a triple minor) couples and continued until all were dancing.  “She 
was not yet dancing, she was working her way up from the bottom …”(Emma, chapter 38).    
 
There were, of course, plenty of known, named dances to choose from.  We must acknowledge that 
then, as now, most people wanted to dance the latest, most popular and most fashionable dances that 
were available to them.  So let us return to dates.  The Playford collections dated from 1651 to 1728 
and were really out-dated by Jane’s time. There are better sources. Thompson’s collections covered 
1774 -1790, Ignatius Sancho 1767-1779,  Wilson’s The Treasures of Terpsichore 1809, and so on.  .  
Dances may also be found on fans, in Ladies’ Pocketbooks and other, similar publications.  The vast 
majority of country dances at this time are triple minor, although many have been re-choreographed 
to duple minor in modern publications  
 
In the library at Jane Austen’s House Museum at Chawton, Hampshire, there are two collections of 
music, including dance music, some of which were copied out by Jane and all of which would have 
been known to her.  The titles are:  Mrs Hamilton of Pincaitlands’ Strathspey, four waltzes, The 
Gloucester, La Rosa cotillon, The Periegodine, Polonaise Russe, Glensiddich, The Chosen Few, 
Cossack Dance and an untitled country dance.  
 
Finally we must look at the vexed question of steps.  Until the late 19th century, all dances were 
danced – that is, they were not walked.  English collections of country dances at this time give 
figures but not steps.  This does not indicate that steps were not used, rather that individuals were 
free to choose their own steps to fit the music being played and that the basic single (hop-step), 
double (hop-step-close-step) and waltz (see above) steps were too familiar to the readership to 
warrant the expense of printing the instructions.  Dukes (A Concise and Easy Method of Learning the 
Figuring Part of Country Dances by way of Characters to which is Prefixed the Figure of the 
Minuet, 1752) says “… according to the present method of dancing they keep continually footing, as 
in Casting of (sic), Crossing over, or any other part of Figuring, you may foot it forwards or 
backwards or sideways as the Case required.”  An anonymous Bohemian, writing in Vienna in 1777 
describes and notates the step for English dances clearly as the hop-step-close-step.  Peacock 
(Practice of Dancing, 1805) mentions “… the bends, the risings or leaps, the steps, the cabriole, the 



fallings, the slides, the turns of the body, the cadences.”  In Mansfield Park, Sir Thomas sees a tired 
Fanny “walk rather than dance down the shortening set…”   Using steps adds immensely to the 
enjoyment of dancing and it is well worth the trouble of learning them.  
 
For information on the background to dancing in the early 19th century, I recommend Persuasions 
On-Line, by dance historian Allison Thompson at www.jasna.org/persuasions/on-
line/vol21no1/thompson.html.  More serious students of 19th century dancing might wish to invest in 
The Quadrille, by Ellis Rogers – see www.quadrilles.co.uk.    Christine Rogers. 

 
The picture above is from the frontispiece of “The Royal Gallopades’ music composed by Joseph 
Hart London. The period is between 1829 when the couple dance Galop (often called Gallopade) and 
just before the coming of Queen Victoria to the throne in 1837. The costuming for ladies is much 
better suited for dancing that later in the century when the frame supported crinolines restricted 
movement. Notice the gentlemen are still wearing ‘knee breeches’ so the date is earlier rather than 
later when pantaloons (trousers) had found acceptance. The picture perhaps illustrates a version of 
Gallopade where the couples dance the Galop around the ballroom (left hand view) and then 
assemble in sets to perform a country dance or quadrille figure (right hand view).  
 



I’ll complete this series now with an excellent description of the changes of fashion of dancing at 
Almack’s leading London Assembly from the time of the Regency through to that of Victoria:-  
 
The Empire, Sydney, Saturday October 24, 1863 p 3 
 
In one of the light papers in London's society, namely “Recollections of Almack's” occur the 
following remarks about modern dances on their first appearance. 
 
“Quadrilles struggled into existence ere Almack's became Almack's; they were first regarded as a 
heresy. A great deal of romping and happiness went on as a deal of flirtation in the country dances 
What a list of pleasures used to be held out for each evening! Hands across and four-round poussette 
and allemande down the middle and back again: then came the complicated figure of Moneymusk 
and the college hornpipe- wherefore one cannot call so divine, few so people surely are so little 
likely to dance a hornpipe as the fellows of a college. Then there was the Boulanger a dance 
including numbers with a great deal of turning and twisting and holding up arms and a sort of 
threading the needle that produced much laughter, whence derived I know not, except it may chance 
to be La Boulangere, a rondo dance in the north of France and also sung to words more piqued than 
proper. Lastly came Sir Roger de Coverley, the only good thing amongst delights which we attempt 
to retain. Quadrilles came – Paine's first set I remember they were called. It was ages before country 
gentlemen could learn them: and when they did, who was the fool hardy man who dared show his 
steps in that fearful pas soul “La Pastorale”? Shades of Oscar Byrne I have known some of my 
pupils immolate their reputation in that fatal stake. But the lists (steps?) are now closed to good 
dancers.  
 
“The necessity for male prowess exists no longer. To walk the figure in time, to carry oneself well, 
and to look as if it felt one was somebody, are all the requisits of a cavalier in those enlightened 
days. Steps and pirourettes, balances and assembles, rigadoons and chasses, these have gone out 
with many abuses - for duals and damages for crimson; with silk stockings and pumps and 
embroided waistcoats and shorts, and I know not what other absurdities. By degrees the quadrille 
became a stereotyped process. Paine's quadrilles at first comprised of five distinct figures: - there 
was La Poule and La Trenise, La Pastorale and L'Ete and a grand conclusion all vanished now into 
thin air.  
 
It was necessary, when the balls at Almack's began to go through the whole set, and learn a code of 
steps consistent with each. And there was a long preparatory training with a great lots of temper, 
and a loss of fiddle-strings on the part of the teachers – when lo! a revolution in men and manners! 
the waltz was introduced. Modestly at first, did young men and maidens, who had as scarcely as 
much as shaken hands, come into contact tender enough for affianced lovers. Deeply did virtuous 
matrons blush, whilst worthy fathers looked on from the card-room with horror on their roseate 
faces; but being assured that all was right and that my Lady Sophy Lindamell had waltzed away, 
first of all with Captain Cut-bush went back again with an air of resignation to their long whist. It is 
long since matrons have ceased to blush when they see their young daughters carried off in the whirl 
of some teetotum [spinning top for gambling]. They blush only, and with resentment too when their 
blooming daughters are suffered to sit still. The waltz, fixed by fate, as it seemed to be, has had its 
variations. When first introduced it was a trois temps, danced with a slow sinking step; the left hand 
of the lady was rested on the upper part of the partner's right arm, it is now placed on his shoulder. 
The other two hands joined, were held out and aloft, looking like a handle, and the further extended 
the better; they are now lowered and the step is a deux temps – rapid as human will make it. Then 
the shocking, vulgar, jerking polka, was an introduction which seemed to herald the downfall of 
Almack's.” 



 
In the next issue or two of Trad & Now Heather Clarke will continue with more information 
focusing on the Australian aspects of history and the motion and steps of the dance. It will be titled 
‘Early Colonial Dance – Gliding With Apparent Negligence’. This will be an excellent article and 
my thanks to Heather Clarke and to Ellis Rogers who have been so helpful with information for my 
‘Calling the Tune and Leading a Merry Dance’ series.  



Australian Social Dances and 
Tunes of the Victorian Era part 1 

“Trad & Fad” 
Peter Ellis 

 
 The question has been asked whether we have 

an Australian social dance and music tradition or 
whether it has simply come from overseas. Without 
going into extensive debate most of what has ‘evolved’ 
in our country most likely has origins from overseas. 
There is a romantic notion crystallising from the concept 
of folk dancing and national dancing in Europe and the 
British Isles that Australian social dance and music was 
brought out by the immigrants. Firstly there were the 
convicts and the Irish and then the gold-rushes of mid 
nineteenth century attracted a largely United Nations 
base of many peoples, particularly from Europe. There is 
little evidence that any folk dance was established here 
from these backgrounds although there are a few notable 
exceptions and certainly tunes were brought out by these 

peoples. There’s also the very strict protocol in programming a dance, even the informal 
ones and house parties remained the realm of a very diligent MC (Master of Ceremonies) 
who was absolute ‘boss cocky’. This is something I think people today don’t have an 
understanding of the rules of a very controlled discipline in former years.   

Shirley Andrews admitted she was on the wrong track to begin, that as a 
‘socialist’ she went out to the country to find the dances of the people for her political 
party. She soon discovered we were not old enough to have an established folk tradition 
comparable with Europe. It’s a reality going by recent decades that’s not likely to ever 
happen as we now have canned entertainment at our fingertips.  

When white settlement first occurred it was Country Dances of the Regency that 
predominated, these were mainly invented dances for the landed gentry but obviously 
with a folk process in action following the first footsteps of Governor Phillip. This era 
was extensively covered in fourteen parts in the proceeding series ‘Calling the Tune and 
Leading a Merry Dance.  

Australia was a frontier country thirsty for word of the ‘latest’ and people queued 
at the harbours waiting for news of the fashionable dances and music from home. Thus it 
was the dances of the ball-room and the music that were rapidly taken up here. Even the 
English country dances although seen as having a rustic origin had in the main been 
invented by the dancing masters for society when at the fore as Australia was first 
colonised. The Waltz arrived in Sydney just after Waterloo (1815) and was the 
immediate preoccupation with the population except for Governor Macquarie who 



detested it and ensured the Scotch reels were to be favoured at official functions.  
Quadrilles or in particular ‘The Quadrille’ from France had arrived in Britain 

after the Napoleonic wars and ‘quadrille mania’ the rage; it was established in Sydney 
about 1820 with a special Australian musical theme arranged in 1825, La Sydney (fig.1), 
La Woolloomooloo (fig.2), La Illawarra (fig.3), La Bong-Bong (fig.4), La Engehurst 
(fig.5).  

 
This picture circa 1910 (acknowledged to Shirley Andrews who bought a post 

card of the illustration when in Qld at the Lion’s Den Hotel) actually illustrates the folk 
process in action because it is the last figure of The Quadrille. However if you look very 
closely, there are five couples in the photo, not four. You need to count heads and feet to 

work this out as some are obscured. With five people it has to be the last figure only as 
the Australian ‘Stockyards’ or ‘Bullring’. This illustration is outside the Lion’s Den 
Hotel, Helensvale near the road from Cooktown to Cairns where Shirley bought the 
postcard. There is also a photo of it held by the State Library of Queensland. 

 
The original ‘Quadrille’ later known as the ‘First Set’ was developing in Paris as 

Cook was discovered Australia. The French Contredanse and Cotillon had already 
mutated into square formation and then a selection of these various dances were 
sequenced into figures as part of one dance and ‘hey presto’ – The Quadrille. This set 
was instantly popular in France following the Revolution as it was a means of replacing 
the formal Minuet and other court dances that fell out of favour along with the loss of the 
heads of the aristocracy. The English seized the chance to cross the channel and learn the 



new Quadrille the moment the Napoleonic wars were over, around 1815, although the 
odd introduction of the Quadrille does occur in Britain as far back as 1803. 

A second quadrille known as ‘The Lancers’ and thought to be of English 
conception appears in Dublin in the year 1817, it was mid-century before it really found 
favour. This was followed by the Caledonians Quadrille around the early 1820s and 
again thought to be of English conception to Scottish themed music. There was also a 
Hibernian Quadrille based on Irish airs, later developing into the Royal Irish Quadrille 
and numerous others were invented although the principal ones were the First Set, 
Lancers, Caledonians and by the 1840s a single figure waltz quadrille known as the 
‘Waltz Cotillion’. The other principle quadrille to arrive mid nineteenth century was a 
‘jumble or party’ set in which popular figures from the above were sequenced into a new 
quadrille by a French dancing and music master resident in England, Charles d’Albert 
and hence taking his name ‘d’Alberts Quadrille’ or simply ‘The Alberts’. This was to 
become one of the most popular quadrilles in twentieth century Australia with a couple of 
distinctly Australian figures, one in which the Polka Quadrille was adapted as the final 
figure and one or two earlier figures based on the old Spanish waltz and in which the 
ballroom profession of the 1930s added a Polka Mazurka following the waltz to places.  

 
The Polka is listed on a Goulburn programme in the same year as its English 

launch in the London Illustrated News of 1844 and the Galop of 1829 danced at a Perth 
ball in 1831. Couple dances such as the Varsoviana, Schottische and Polka Mazurka 
were here by the late 1840s along with the Lancers Quadrille of 1817; all again arriving 
as the latest fad rather than a folk dance of the ethnic peoples on the goldrush. There was 
also a special Schottische to Scottish strathspey tunes but in Schottische timing which 
was also extremely popular from mid 19thC and called the ‘Highland Schottische’. 
 Having said this, it should be observed that almost all of these new dances are not 
of Anglo-Celtic source, but of European origin. Although formerly arranged as dances of 
the ball-room they had individually existed developing previously as various folk and 
national dances. Generally they were ‘taken up’ by dancing masters, launched at Paris 
and then via London to Great Britain and Ireland, the Colonies and America as well as to 
many other countries. The tunes for these dances were generally classically composed but 
based on the style of the relevant original folk dance tune. There is little that is Anglo-
Celtic for example in the Australian tradition except for some of the jigs and reels 
associated with the very early period and those that the Scots and Irish certainly brought 
out with them. Only a few of these survived in comparison to the enormous number of 
waltzes, schottisches, mazurkas, polkas and quadrille set tunes. We simply followed that 
which had become the mainstream part of the English culture at ‘home’.  
 As a consequence there is a common pool of ballroom dances and music of the 
era shared throughout the Western World of the day as well as percolating through to 
other cultures in the New World. It should be remembered the countries of the New 
World did not have social dancing as we know it until European colonisation. 
Gradually these dances were adopted by all different levels of the populace, classes and 
society and began to mutate by the folk process; many developed to have an essence of 
their adopted country whilst retaining some original characteristics or links. A quick 
review of the dances of Canada, America, South Africa, New Zealand and Australia will 
reveal the common homeland links on the one hand and a wonderful individuality and 



nuance on the other. It’s comparable with Australian English and its many colourful 
colloquialisms, accent, sayings and spoonerisms that make it distinctive from both 
England and the likewise differences in the other English speaking countries. The Boers 
in South Africa for example have a parallel but different tradition to ours.  
 
What has occurred since Colonial times in Australia is a tremendous development of 
‘folk-life’ in which communities shared the dances of the time from ballroom origins and 
tunes from printed music and later recorded music. Over the generations and particularly 
in the rural districts most communities had their revered Master of Ceremonies, 
musicians of note and accomplished lead dancers. The dances did develop as well as the 
tunes which many of the musicians only played by ear on old fiddles and squeezeboxes, 
or on the School or Mechanic’s Institute piano. But don’t forget the popular songs that 
were sung by all when dancing or whistled at work. There were interactions with the 
groups that played by music and the local brass band and the singing around the piano. 
It’s all part of community folk-life.  
 
Both the dances and the tunes were stripped down to the most basic and easiest of 
performance and then dressed up again with variations and in the case of the tunes, the 
musicians own ‘twiddles’ and individual rendition sometimes influenced by the action of 
the instrument. They have become anonymous as they’ve been handed on through several 
generations and perhaps altering a little and sometimes a section forgotten and a 
substitute ‘made up’. Sometimes the same tune has been collected hundreds of miles 
apart indicating perhaps a common source from published music picked up from listening 
at a dance or from recorded sources on radio.  
 
But the differences are also there and often a good tune being a good tune spread rapidly 
by aural transmission. These ‘developed’ tunes handed down through several generations 
are wonderful and are the folk tunes of Australia. These tunes are directly allied to the 
dances they were associated with, and these dances had altered from ballroom origins to 
become the folk dances of Australia. They consist mainly of the various forms of the 
quadrilles mentioned, the Waltz and several sequence dance waltzes, the Schottische and 
Barn Dance and several sequence dance derivatives from these and likewise with the 
Mazurka, Polka Mazurka, Polkas, Two Steps, Galop, Varsoviana and so on. The folk 
process is likely to have kicked in during the Gold Rush period and gained momentum 
after the restrictions of the Colonial period gave way in the new century. 



 
Subcription Ball Ballaarat. Painting by S.T. Gill 1852 “LaTrobe Collection” State Library 
of Victoria. 
 
 

This programme is of course a ‘formal one’ with less variety than would have been held 
in rural venues. Compare with the Farmers’ Ball at Carisbrook in the following decade. 
 
This country programme is a ‘bobby dazzler’. Courtesy State Library of Victoria 
‘Maryborough Collection’ 
 
 

 
 
 



 

 
 
Then from the Victorian era into the early decades of the twentieth century Old Time 
sequence dances such as Pride of Erin have become mainstays of Australian social 
dancing. 
 
I have decided to take it upon myself to present a series of articles highlighting some of 
the interesting ‘collected dances and tunes’ to illustrate what a wonderful tradition we do 



have and a heritage in which to be proud. It will not be ‘pure’, as with our tradition it will 
contain some aspects that have been ‘revived’ or ‘composed’, but in the main it will 
highlight an integral part of the essence of Australian folk-life of social dance and music. 
 
The first dance I’ve chosen is a couple dance that has its home in Dimboola in Western 
Victoria. It was first brought to my attention around 1984 by Peter Hunter of Adelaide 
who was collecting dances of interest for his Colonial Dance Group.  Peter’s partner of 
the day, Pam Pittaway, was a Dimboola girl and through their contact with a local MC 
Mr. Ken Baker, they discovered the Dutch Hoe Waltz. It was danced regularly as part of 
their normal programme. The origin is not known but there is a dance of a similar name 
(Dutch –O!) described in a 1970s Adelaide Old Time & New Vogue instruction booklet. 
Also a lady that played piano accordion with the Wongawilli musicians at the monthly 
dance at Wongawilli Hall, Leslie Widdicombe - known as ‘Widdie’ was from Dimboola 
and when I taught the Dutch Hoe to the Wongas, she said she knew the dance as ‘The 
Clog Waltz’. And that is the essential character, a rhythm struck out by the heel and toe 
in a clogging action to waltz time. Shirley Andrews, Lorraine Ogilvie, Harry McQueen 
and I made two annual special trips to meet up with Peter, Pam and the Dimboola dancers 
to find out more about the Dutch Hoe. Ken Baker favoured the tune ‘A Gordon For Me’ 
and it seems the almost 3 beat to the bar rhythm in this tune really emphasises the 
clogging footwork. A Gordon For Me was a popular Scottish song on the radio and 
available on a 78 record around 1950 and is still well known today. I then chose another 
tune from a Colonial source (Allans Jigs & Reels No. 37 including Country Dances and 
Clog Dances) called ‘Dutch Dance’ and is a good tune. What could be termed the chorus 
is the well-known song ‘Oh Where Oh Where Has My Little Dog Gone?’ The opening 
section I didn’t know and can’t say whether it is the verse of the song, but certainly in 
this Dutch Dance the tune really emphasises the clogging action. The final piece I 
selected was Charlie Batchelor’s Orotaba Waltz. This tune also has the particular 
emphasis suitable for the clogging. It is a good example of an aurally transmitted tune 
that has an original printed music link. It is in a dance music album of Paling’s of the 
1920s as the Orotava Waltz in Eb. 
 
The Dutch Hoe performed by Shirley Andrews and myself can be viewed on You Tube 
by sourcing the Bush Dance & Music Club of Bendigo via Google and then following the 

video links. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DUTCH HOE WALTZ (Clog Waltz) 16 bar sequence of 3-4. 
Bower hold man facing wall lady facing centre. Man commencing left foot, lady right 
(footwork together in the same direction).  
1 bar  Both angle diagonally along line of dance and sweep or brush inside foot along 



line of dance with a slight toe then heel tap, and sweep foot back to place with 
another light tap (this time heel toe) and then lifting this foot at place with a 
heavier tap while changing weight. 

1 bar    Repeat the sequence with the opposite foot against line dance and angling to face 
in that direction.  

2 bars  Changing weight on the previous step and angling diagonally again toward line of 
dance sweep the inside foot forward and back and forward with stronger taps (this 
section is all performed with the same foot) and finishing at place with a slight 
stomp, changing weight and facing diagonally against line of dance.  

4 bars   Repeat the sequence mirror image, i.e. counter direction before commencing 
other foot. 

8 bars   Circular waltz 
 
NOTE 

It can be a bit tricky coming out of the Circular Waltz and changing hold and foot 
position to commence the clogging. I generally have to crib it to start, but after a 
couple of times it becomes easier. It’s like wine, the more you have the better it 
gets. Peter. 

 
Music Oh Where Oh Where Has My Little Dog Gone, A Gordon For Me, The Orotaba 

Waltz at a tempo of 52 bars per minute. 
 
 



Australian Social Dances and 
Tunes of the Victorian Era. “Trad 

& Fad” Part 2 –  
The Galop and Galopade Country 

Dance 
 Peter Ellis 

A couple dance which finds little 
mention today but was certainly 
very well known in its time, was 
the Galop of 1829 and also titled 
Gallopade. Any early references 
to Gallopades will be the Galop 
and likewise in an 1833 
advertisement of the Sydney 
Gazette. It is  variously claimed to 
have come from Russia or 
Hungary and also extremely 
popular in Germany and consisted 

of rapid chassés with one foot leading, round and round the ballroom and then alternating 
at intervals by half turning and then the other foot leading. The Galop could also include 
a rapid rotary waltz-type step in 2-4 and sometimes the Waltz when still considered 
‘indecorous’ could be added to a programme under the guise of the Galop.  

Galops were smooth and did not have the hop of the Polka although there was a subtle 
spring in the movement and likewise the music in 2-4 was racy with generally a more 
even rhythm than the characteristic 3 quaver ‘dotted’ beat and steady tempo of the Polka. 
The tempo for the galop is around 65 bars or more per minute whereas the Polka is 48 to 
54. The Can Can and the William Tell Overture are two famous Galop tunes and Strauss 
composed many as well. It required plenty of room and unlikely to have been 
accommodated in the Shearing sheds of the Australian bush although certainly a mainstay 
in the city assemblies. There is one collected tune from the late Elma Ross of the 
Wedderburn Oldtimers (pianist), a Two Step which has the character of a galop and I've 
called it Elma's Two Step or the Oldtimers' Two Step. The same tune has now been 
discovered also from the playing of Jean Murphy at Mitta Mitta (Norm O’Connor 
Collection National Library of Australia) 

 



   



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This tune is in Galop style but is a little different to Elma Ross’s and is a 40 bar version. 
It suits the Two Step, could be used for the Galop but will not be suitable for the 
Galopade Country Dance which requires 32 bar tunes and in which case Elma Ross’ 
version would be the one to use. 

An old Galop tune as well as a popular song from the ‘Gay Nineties’. 

Having said dances under the title Gallopade are simply the Galop, and I believe this 
holds, Regency Dance expert in England, Ellis Rogers provides the following interesting 
piece of information and exception to the rule:- 

“The Galopede as a longways country dance is given in French dancing manuals c.1830.  
The figures in these French books are not those given by the EFDSS for a dance of the 
same name*.  The figure in the French version of the dance is that of the EFDSS dance 
Johnny Get Your Wife Back”. 

In contrast, the reference provided in Take Your Partners by Shirley Andrews is referring 
to the couple dance Galop under the name Gallopade, Perth 1831, page 48 re the 
Governor's Ball:- 

“The ball was kept up with the greatest spirit until six in the morning and dances almost 
without interval - contra-dances, quadrilles, Spanish dances and gallopades.” 

Note, the contra dances are the English country dances and the Spanish dances the 
Spanish waltz of the period known as 'Guaracha'. 



The European dances, Waltz, Galop, Polka, Schottische and Mazurka introduced new 
steps and to a smaller degree several new Country Dances and Quadrilles incorporating 
these steps became popular mid-nineteenth century. Waltz Country Dance or Spanish 
Waltz, the Polka Country Dance and Polka Quadrille and the Galopade Country Dance 
and Galopade and Galop Quadrilles respectively. The forward step used in the basket 
figures of the Lancers, the step using in ‘swinging’ as distinct from the old ‘turn partners’ 
and various promenades have developed via the galop-step. 

The dance I’ve selected on this occasion is the Galopade Country Dance. I first found 
this in ‘The Old Time Dancers’ Handbook by F.J. Mainey’ published London Herbert 
Jenkins 1953. This was owned by Pete Mason of the then Sydney Colonial Dancers who 
engaged me for workshops in 1984 and kindly provided a photocopy of the complete 
book. The dance in this book was called ‘La Galopade’ and described as being just within 
living memory (1953). Shirley Andrews and I revived the dance under that name, but 
more recently I acquired a copy of ‘The People’s Ballroom Guide’ by James Scott 
Skinner circa 1907 Aberdeen Scotland from Mrs. Nette Haw of Kyneton, Victoria; see 
page 5. Her father was an MC and this was his copy. It gave a more definite indication 
the dance was longways for as many as will. It is arranged with couples in one line facing 
couples in the other. We had revived it as four couples facing four couples. Also in the 
original way the two top couples i.e. top opposite couples, slowly galop to the bottom of 
the set and the dance then starts again. The amount of time for the last section would vary 
according to how long the set was and the musicians would have to repeat the end of the 
tune if necessary to allow for this. 

In reviving the dance, Shirley Andrews and I chose to nominate the right hand line facing 
the band as the ‘ladies line’ and the left hand line the gents’ line. It was then organised 
that the top couple in the gents’ line only galloped to the bottom, using the circular-waltz 
galop step (as in the Evening 3 Step or Barn Dance) and that when all had a turn in that 
line, it switched to the ladies line. This way the couples got to dance with a different vis-
á-vis (opposite) each time.  

James Scott Skinner indicated the tune for the last figure of La Pasha Quadrille is the 
appropriate music and that all sing the chorus ‘Come, dance along with me, I will fill your 
hearts with glee.’ I have finally located “La Pacha Quadrille by Charles d’Albert in the 
National Library of Australia and the tune mentioned by James Skinner could be sourced 
from that.  

The collected tune for the more familiar Galopede dance in England (presumably by 
Cecil Sharp) is known as the Yarmouth Reel, I presume from where it was located, 
however this tune is widely known in nineteenth century printed music as 'The Persian 
Dance'. Also the Australian tune for the Galopede is very different, it was a First Set tune 
played by Herb Gimbert of NSW and selected for the Galopede by John Meredith. 

Depending on the length of the set there is a choice of means of travelling to the bottom. 
If it is an approximately four couples lengthwise set the waltz-type galop turn is ideal to 
arrive at place in time with the music, but if the set is much longer, and then the slip step 
type galop progression is better. So play it by ear. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GALOPADE COUNTRY DANCE (La Galopade) 
At least 8 x 32 bar single reels (2-4) or set tunes at 60-62 bars per minute. The 

Persian Dance (Yarmouth Reel) could be regarded as the signature tune for this dance. 
This dance was popular in England from the 19th century into the early 20th 



century and was also featured in the earlier American film ‘North and South’. This 
version is more likely to be that if danced in Australia under the name Gallopade than the 
well-known Galopede of the bush dance revival. There is some confusion in historical 
references as Gallopede is also an alternative name for the Galop. 

Longways formation with four couples in one line facing four couples in the other 
line and ladies on the right of their partners. The line of the right facing the band is 
nominated ‘the ladies line’ and that on the left ‘the men’s line’. The very smooth and 
gliding galop step (step close or chassé) is the main travelling step in this dance. 

Dance  

 

Bars 
4 Standing side on in the waltz hold the couples advance & retire with the galop. 
4          Re-advance and ladies crossover in a half turn across to the opposite man and        
 retire with him. 
4 Advance & retire again 
4 Re-advance & ladies cross back to partners & retire to place. 
8 Ladies chain across & back Nariel style (ladies touch right hands in crossing to 
 the opposite man who at the same walks forward to meet her by left hand. He 
 walks around in an anticlockwise circle at place as the lady turns clockwise once 
 under raised hands, left to left. Ladies chain back to partners and with partners  
 turn at place in the same format). 
8 Top couple on the gentlemen's line galop waltz to the bottom of the set as each 
 couple in that line move up one place. 
The dance continues a further 7 times until all have galop-waltzed to the bottom on the 
men's line and then on the ladies’ line. This dance has been arranged with eight couples 
but in fact can be for as many as will. In the latter case the top couple’s forward galop 
(slip step) to the bottom of the set rather than galop-waltz. The band may need to adjust 
the music. 



 

 

 

 
 



Australian Social Dances and 
Tunes of the Victorian Era part 3 

“Trad & Fad” 
ADELAIDE RACE DAY 

Peter Ellis 
 

In the June edition of Trad & Now (2010) I described 
the history and dance steps of the Galop and in the July 
edition some tunes for the Galopede Country Dance or 
La Galopede.  
 
The galop itself was a very brisk but simple 'racy' dance 
and did not survive beyond the first decade of the 
twentieth century despite being a mainstay of the 
ballroom since its debut around 1829 or so. It required 
a large longways assembly or city ballroom to cater for 
its gaiety and rapid galloping steps and would not have 
been suited to the average rural woolshed, barn or 
shearing shed of turn of the nineteenth century 
Australia. However its smooth chasse steps had been 
incorporated in the change from the elegant 'set and 

turn' of partners in the quadrilles of day to the more lively 'swinging of partners' as well 
as in any surviving country dances such as La Galopede. 
 
Also emerging were some of the simpler couple dances in 2-4 and 6-8 certainly derived 
from the Galop via the (American) Washington Post and Two Step of the late 1890s. By 
the end of the first decade of the twentieth century some simpler English two step style 
dances had either just appeared or where about to. These included the Military Two Step 
(1906), Boston Two Step (1908) and the Eva Three Step (1904). These barely had a 
chance for appearance in Australia as by 1911 through into the 20s the latest in jazz and 
the craze for the modern ballroom dances, the One Step, Foxtrot, Tango, Quickstep and 
Slow Waltz (Modern or Jazz) and Charleston pretty well eclipsed everything. 
 
Opposition to the modern dances gained momentum by 1932 with a public demand for 
the simpler earlier sequence dances and 'Old Time Dancing' under that name had 
appeared for the first time only a decade earlier around 1922. By the 1950s a rather 
distorted version of the Eva Three Step was revived in Australia to the tune of Teddy 
Bears' Picnic. One professional teacher (Albert Boal of Melbourne) who was originally 
from Belfast and knew the original dance realised it was not right and to overcome the 
problem coined a new name for the Australian version, the 'Evening Three Step'. 



 
But whether a revival of Old Time Dancing, Colonial Dancing or Bush Dancing one 
wonderful dance and more so its music has been completely overlooked. The Two Step 
and Three Step group of dances as bright and cheerful as they might be and Galopede 
Country Dance and Galop and Gallopede Quadrilles are all we seem to have as a vague 
link to one of the great dances of the nineteenth century, the Galop. Only the Quadrille, 
Waltz and Polka relegated it to fourth place on a programme. 
 
Well there is one good dance that seems little known in the folk scene that was devised to 
incorporate the essence of spirit of the galop and that is the Adelaide Race Day. I have 
been unable to find who actually put it together, but it was certainly popularised by the 
late Nell Challingsworth with her heritage dance groups as well as Wongawilli Colonial 
Dancers who used it from time to time for some impressive displays. 
 
I felt it was a pity some of the wonderful old galop tunes had not survived circulation and 
that they might suit this dance as well as the fact the 'set and turn or swing partners' that 
was a typical component of Colonial set dances (as the waltz is used to conclude the 
sequence of most couple dances) had not been included.  
 
In contrast Germanic hand clapping certainly invoked a perceived tradition of Adelaide 
and with it Hahndorf and Tanunda, the Adelaide Hills and its Barossa Valley people. One 
of the Galop tunes I've revived, 'All At Home Galop', reminded me of the tune for the 
German clapping dance we learnt in the 1950s when at school. (Hands together right, 
hands together left, hands together right left, hand together both). 
 
So I've taken the liberty of adding a swing to Adelaide Race Day which brings it up to a 
40 bar sequence and selecting some great Galop tunes including All At Home and using 8 
bars of their respective verses at the beginning of each 32 bar tune. Of course if you don't 
agree with my doing this, simple delete the swing and the opening 8 bar verse of each 
tune. 
 
A collected tune, The Oldtimers’ Two Step is also in galop style and a 40 bar 
arrangement, so would be very suitable for Adelaide Race Day. 
 
 
ADELAIDE RACE DAY   (Music on Merry Country Dance CD vol 1 track 1, by Emu 
Creek Bush Band and Bush Dance Dance & Music Club of Bendigo) 
 
40 bar single reels, 2-4 set tunes or galops at 58-60 bars a minute.  
 
Circle of 10 to 20 couples, lady on right of partner.  
 
!
!
!



Dance!
Bars 
4  All join hands with partners and skip 4 steps to centre, then 4 skips backwards 
to place 
4          Ladies only skip 4 steps to centre, half turn and then skip forward to partner 
8 Holding partners’ hands slip step 8 counts to man’s left around circle then 

repeat back to place 
4 Standing side onto the circle clap own hands on count 1, partner’s hands on 2 

Repeat clapping own hands count 3 and partner’s count 4 
Clap own hands on count 5, right hand clap to partner’s right hand on count 6 
Clap own hands on count 7, left hand clap to partner’s left hand on count 8 

4          With the *German hand hold, slip step sideways to centre 4 counts then back to  
place  

8 **Swing partners in the German or short (Kamarooka) hold. 
8 Give right hands to partners and grand chain around to the 7th person. All 

circle up again 
Repeat as often as required 

 **This swing had been added to the original dance and therefore requires 40 bar 
tunes in place of 32 bars. It is suggested an 8 bar tag be used at the beginning of each 
tune if 40 bar tunes are not at hand. 
  *German hand hold, facing partners, grasp each other by the forearms. 

 

This hold for swinging was frequently used in the quadrilles in crowded situations. I 
first learnt it from my dance teacher Les Rankin who was originally from the farming 
district of Kamarooka north of the Bendigo Whipstick. Dances were frequently held in 
barns in his youth and that was the hold used in the First Set and Lancers. 
 



 
 
 
 
 



 



Australian Social Dances and 
Tunes of the Victorian Era part 4 

“Trad & Fad” or 
See Me Dance the Polka! 

(Polkamania) 
Peter Ellis 

 
 The Polka as the latest fashionable dance arrived in 
Australia in the same year it was first described in the 
London Illustrated News early in 1844. It is listed on a 
Sydney Mayoral Ball Programme of the time.  
         “ Four double sets of quadrilles were at one time and 
there were waltzes and gallopades.    Later that year 
Sept 22 Lancers, waltz and polka, quadrilles, Sir Roger de 
Coverley, Highland Reels.” 
The Colonial Times (Hobart) on Tuesday 15th October 1844 
provides an account of a Ball in England:- 
“Devonshire House. – On Friday night, his Grace the Duke 
of Devonshire gave his first grand ball for the season at 
Devonshire – House, which was honoured by the presence of 
her Royal Highness the Duchess of Cambridge and about 
eight hundred members of the aristocracy, including nearly 
the whole elite of the fashionable world. Amongst the most 

attractive dances of the evening was the Polka.” 
You can imagine society in Hobart on reading this account scrambling for details of this latest 
dance. Generally it was another year or so before it spread out to the various cities and eventually 
into the rural areas. However by the December of 1844, Polka music was already advertised in 
the likes of the Sydney Gazette, so obviously the demand was there. 
 
The Polka was discovered in the present Czech area that at the time was Eastern Bohemia. One 
source on the web says Bohemian historians believe that the polka was invented by a peasant girl, 
Anna Slezak, in Labska Tynice in 1834, one Sunday for her amusement. Others say it was Anna 
Chadimova who sang her own accompaniment to the dance and that Josef Neruda noted down the 
dance tune (Philip Richardson, The Social Dances of the Nineteenth Century, London).  It was 
introduced to Prague ballrooms by 1835 and there is also a story of a dancing teacher watching 
Anna and developing the dance for the ballroom. Certainly in 1840, Raab, a ballet dancing 
teacher of Prague, danced the polka at the Odéon Theatre in Paris where it was a tremendous 
success. It was taken up by the dancing masters in Paris around 1843 and introduced to the 
dancing saloons and ballrooms of the day, crossing the channel to England by 1844. Such was the 
craze for the polka (dubbed polkamania) that all sorts of things were named after it, hats, shawls 
and puddings to dress and patterns. One that survives within our time is the 'polka dot' in ladies 
dresses and gentlemen's ties, perhaps even waist coats. Some considered dancing went out when 



the polka came in and in Philip Richardson's book is a quote  
 “The Polka furore rose to such a pitch as to be danced, we are told, six times during the 
evening. Now this will not do.” 
The Polka craze also brought about the Tea Dance and could be likened the following century  
In 1912 with the Tango craze and Tango Teas. 
 
 
Controversy exists over the name. Polka means 'Polish Girl' and gave the impression it was a 
Polish dance, however it's more likely the Czechs used the name out of compliment to their 
Polish friends whose revolution in 1831 produced great sympathy in Bohemia. But it is also said 
to come from the Czech word 'pulka' 
meaning ‘little half’ and referring to a half 
step. There is certainly a 'half step' 
in the dance as in 2-4 or 4-4 time signature 
four steps in a rotary fashion would 
normally occupy regular music of that 
type. However in the polka three steps are 
taken with a slight hold and then a hop 
as a half step to make up the time. Likewise 
the music was adapted to follow this 
irregular dance step and the uneven 
rhythm in the tune so different to anything 
else; it was absolutely 'infectious'. The 
classical ballroom dance composers of 
the day immediately set up with 
interpretations within their compositions 
based on the style of the dance and the 
original tune. Thus the Strauss family, 
Lanner and Waldteufal are some 
of the notables. Pizzicato Polka (Josef 
Strauss) is one that immediately comes to 
mind as well as Johan's 'Annen'. Of 
course it didn't sit just with the classical 
composers, but eventually in popular 
song and so Little Brown Jug, Polly Wolly Doodle, My Mother Said and So Early in the 
Morning are familiar polka rhythm songs with well-known words and polkas danced to 
these tunes worldwide. The Irish ‘Tell Me Ma’ is another typical example, this tune possibly 
derived from My Mother Said. 
 
Whatever the truth behind the origin of the Polka, it was not an unknown step. The old fleuret 
combined with the pas de bourrée in the Country Dances and together with the Schottische step, a  
basic step in the Écossaise around the turn of the 18th-19th century, could be compared with Polka. 
The Schottische was not known as such in that time however. The country dances are another 
topic, but suffice to say the Écossaise (meaning Scottish) was a French country dance 
incorporating some Scottish style in the stepping and from which the Germans named their own 
slow Polka dance the Schottish. Schottische is an English typo of the German word for Scottish 
that has held through till today. At any rate the German Polka (or Der Schottish Polka) was 
danced at half speed of the Polka and thus any polka tune in the traditional '3 hop' style slowed to 
half speed becomes a typical Schottische. Conversely speed up a Schottische and you'll have a 
very suitable 3 hop Polka. It is likely polka type dance steps were widely known throughout the 
Germanic countries in their various folk dances. Establishing which came first, the chicken or the 



egg, might be a lot harder to determine.  
 
Needless to say the ball-room dances of the period were 'snatched' from a folk dance somewhere, 
dressed up for society and released as the latest ball-room dance. Then you had the reverse 
process of a fashionable sensation spreading like wild fire everywhere, percolating back through 
all grades of society and eventually influencing or becoming a folk dance. That's exactly what 
happened in Australia. In Europe, as the ballroom dance form spread, it altered slightly to marry 
with native style dances and music and so there are differences between the Germanic style and 
Slavic and Scandinavian styles to say the very least. It is now regarded as a folk dance of each 
respective country. Also in Austria, the Strauss family composed what were known as 'Schnell 
Polkas' or fast polkas as well as the standard polka. At that quick tempo the dance merged with 
the older galop. These are in Europe what we now think of as 'continental polkas' as distinct from 
the ballroom and slower folk style polka. Roll Out the Barrel is one example linked with the 
earlier German folk tune Rosamunde and Liechtensteiner Polka another. These polkas became 
popular in America and others in their ilk came out as popular songs, Pennsylvania Polka, You 
Can Have Her I Don't Want Her She's Too Fat For Me, Clarinet Polka and so on. These seemed 
popular round the time of the Second World War and in Australia they were quickly adapted for 
dances such as the Quickstep and the Gypsy Tap as in this style the neat little polka step was no 
longer a factor. Of course in the film the King and I, one of the great scenes was the dancing of 
the Polka by Yul Bryner and Deborah Kerr, American style. The Polka had also become a dance 
of Poland and Polish immigrants to America are further linked with the development of the 
American style of polka as a national dance in some states and extremely popular in Chicago and 
Cleveland, Ohio as well as I think, Arizona. 
 
In England the polka retained the distinctive small hopping step and characteristic nuance of 
timing of the original dance and this is what was transferred to Australia. It wasn't long after that 
the polka step was incorporated into other dances and thus several Polka Country Dances, 
Quadrilles and Cotillons came into being. Several of these were known in Australia and described 
in the various ballroom dance manuals of the period. Australia's version of the Alberts Quadrille 
varies considerably from the English original that French dancing teacher Charles d'Albert made 
up as a 'Club Set' under his name. He sequenced favourite figures from the well-known 
quadrilles, namely figure 1 First Set, Figure 2 Caledonians, Figure 3 Lancers and the first half of 
the Waltz Cotillion as the final figure. Australians generally used Figure 1 First Set, Figure 2 
Lancers, Figure 1 Lancers and then one or two Spanish Waltz Figures or sometimes part of the 

Waltz Cotillion; it varied between the States. 
However, significantly during the 1880s 
through to the 1920s Australia's Alberts 
frequently had the Polka Quadrille as its final 

figure and thereby a 'polka the hall' at 
the conclusion. One version is given 
in Professor Christison's Manual 
(Maitland NSW) of 1882 and 
commences with a 'polkade' circle 
once around the set. Another from 
Warrnambool Victoria is similar 
whilst others such as in Western 
Australia had a repeat of figure 1 at 
the end, but in polka time and with 
polka steps throughout.  
 
 



I've only recently acquired the MC dance call card (above) from my home town in which figure 5 
of the Alberts is clearly another slightly different version of the Polka Quadrille. Bendigo 
reverted to its original 1851 gold rush folk name by public referendum in 1891, no longer the 
Sandhurst of officialdom. The MC card is printed in Sandhurst, so it's pre 1891. 
 
When the Polka was first taken up in England it had several figures or movements, these tending 
to break away becoming individual dances and leaving the basic rotary form as 'The Polka'. 
Coming out of the breakaways, a folk dance in England is the Pat a Cake Polka. This in America 
was known as the Heel and Toe Polka, and likewise in Australia. It was commonly danced to the 
tune Little Brown Jug. An Aboriginal band at Armatree played Little Brown Jug in 6-8 time 
which reversed the polka emphasis in the hand claps (from clap, clap, clapp) to 'clapp, clap clap'. 
And thus an Australian version folk dance is collected at Armatree in NSW by John Meredith in 
1955. Shirley Andrews had a strange transcription of the Armatree Brown Jug Polka in Take 
Your Partners. It turned out she maintained because it was a polka it should be written in 2-4. 
Thus the time value of the notes is difficult to follow and you would need to be an absolute sight 
reader to manage it. I twigged there was a possibility the tune might have been played in 6-8 as it 
was not uncommon for the ear-playing musicians to exchange a tune through time signatures. The 
Gay Charmers Band do this all the time in the progressive Barn Dance, switching the tune from 
4-4 into 6-8, then often into what we call 'swinging it', into a type of 2-4 or cut common time. 
There is the famous story of an old bush musician who only knew one tune and played Home 
Sweet for the whole night, Circular Waltz, Barn Dance, Polka, Set Dance and so on. At any rate I 
checked with John Meredith and have his reply in writing, yes the Aboriginal band at Armatree 
was playing Little Brown Jug in 6-8 time! The dance therefore had a different character and apart 
from the reverse timing in the hand clap, no polka step possible. Elsewhere in Australia it was the 
ordinary Heel and Toe Polka to Little Brown Jug and the polka step used in the arming section 
each time. However the late Joan Martin maintained there was a three part version of the dance 
where in part C of her tune the dancers added either a Circular (3-Hop) Polka or the forward 
travelling section of the Princess Polka. She had seen this in her travels throughout NSW and Qld, 
and possibly in Victoria, in the 30s & 40s. 

The Princess Polka is another interesting dance with variants. Harry McQueen of 
Castlemaine maintained it was known earlier, when he first saw it, as the Scotch Polka. I have a 
letter from him explaining this. In the Western District of Victoria and across into South Australia 
the Princess Polka is known as the Heel and Toe Polka just to confuse you and certainly not 
danced to Little Brown Jug. In the opening bars on the heel and toe step, the dancers perform a 
half turn to face the opposite direction instead of crossing over. It's actually an easier version and 
goes well at bush dances. It was known as the Blanchetown Steeple Chase in that part of South 
Australia.  

Another polka from South Australia is the Kreuz Polka and several tunes and a version of 
the dance I collected with John Meredith from Ma Seal at Kimba on the Eyre Peninsula. There is 
also sheet music for the 'Adelaide Kreuz Polka' held by the National Library of Australia. The 
Kreuz Polka or 'Cross Polka' is a version of the Berlin Polka that became popular in the 1890s 
and Shirley Andrews revived a version of it which is probably close to the German original. 
There is an excellent German tune to match the steps. The collected tune 'Ernie James Berlin 
Polka' is in the same style so it suggests this version was danced out here. Then we have another 
Berlin Polka from Nariel which is different again and a 'hold' in the step of the opening section, 
and therefore in the tune, which is an English tune, Ask Old Brown To Tea. The Nariel version 
has an intriguing Germanic turn under crossed and raised arms which many find difficult, yet Joe 
Byatt and Beat Klippel when in their 80s could still perform this to perfection. Despite the 
obvious German link with the Klippel family, Beat Klippel told me she was taught the dance by 
an Albury man.  

Another intriguing polka taught to me by Beat was Nariel's own 'Three Hop Polka' which 



is entirely different to the general polka also dubbed the 'Three Hop Polka'. Beat's version 
commences with a series of three side steps and then a half turn (anti-clockwise) on the 'hop' and 
continuing three more times along the line of dance before going into the normal circular three 
hop style. 
 
I haven't explained that the polka has this 'three hop' nuance because of the phrasing of the 
music from the original Bohemian folk dance via the Ballroom form to England and hence 
Australia. It is essential for the Polka in all the Australian forms mentioned that the overall 
tune is played at a steady tempo of between 48 and 52 bars a minute, that the pulse of the 
rhythm section strum or beat is one two three pause, not the usual 1,2 1,2 of 2-4 or 4-4 
timing. You will see the piano music of the day has this 3 quaver beat written into the left 
hand and the hold in the 3rd quaver in the melody. The remaining semi quaver squeezes in 
and becomes an anacrusis leading into the next bar; this is what gives the polka its rise on 
the ‘and' followed by 'one two three hop'. Difficult to describe and although often called the 
three hop polka and taught as 'one, two, three hop', it isn't quite that. Very subtle. The ear 
playing bush musicians were as equally adept at the nuance of the tunes as the town sight 
reading dance musicians. The 3-Hop Polka in Australia was also known as the ‘Plain 
Polka’, obviously to distinguish it from the Princess, Berlin, Heel and Toe and Kreuz 
Polkas. 
 
The Irish have complicated the situation with their polkas that have no obvious connection with 
the Polka or its very characteristic tunes. This is to the extent that everybody calls anything in 2-4 
a polka and this is just not true. It won’t work for dances requiring essential polka rhythm and 
tempo. However the Irish certainly had the ballroom 3-hop style polka in their repertoire. This is 
evidenced by a 78 record called the ‘Kerry Polka’ in which the tune is Jenny Lind. It is a typical 
3-hop polka and you can hear it on the record, but it is played very fast. Also Irish polkas are 
frequently played at a tempo of up to 80 bars a minute, nearly twice the speed of a 3-hop polka. 
That is the answer I think you’ll find. In the Roche Collection of Irish Music is a section titled 
dances or tunes of non-Irish background and there is The Butterfly Polka and the Forget Me Not 
Polka. Both are written in the typical 3-hop style. Also the Irish song ‘Tell Me Ma’ is very 
obviously a characteristic polka in the same ilk as Little Brown Jug, Polly Wolly Doodle and so 
on. 
Proinsias de Roiste in his notes on the Irish Dancing in the Roche Collection (1927) complains of 
everything of non-Irish dance background being banned by those (Gaelic League)  who were ill 
equipped in knowledge and that many fine old Irish tunes were lost as a consequence. It is likely 
the Polka came to Ireland along with the Polka Quadrille, Polka Cotillon and Polka Country 
Dance. Also as evidenced by Seaton’s Manual of 1864 (London) and Lovenberry’s Manual of 
1884 Brisbane, there was also a Polka Quadrille of several figures. These would certainly have 
been well known by English society in Dublin and most likely via performances at Dublin Castle, 
percolating out into the country side aided by the itinerant dancing teachers. This side of the 
history can only be speculated but the evidence is there in Kath Hughes 1867 Dunbalk notation of 
the dances she learnt as a girl, ballroom quadrilles and country dances shared throughout the 
British Isles and a reasonable Scottish content. It is likely the Polka Quadrille(s) formed the basis 
of the Irish Polka Sets and that the tunes as in the Kerry Polka are played very fast and Irish 
stepping taking over from the Polka step and no longer surviving in either dance or tune notation. 
This is part of the Irish folk process.  
 
Unfortunately the name polka survived in the very different Irish dances to create great confusion 
and despite having the obvious European connection. Musicians in the Australian folk scene are 
in particular au fait with Irish polkas and have little or no knowledge of ‘The Polka’ and its 
intrinsic music and steady tempo that is essential for their own Australian dances. Regular 2-4 



tunes in Australia would not have been called polkas, but set tunes as used for the quadrilles and 
any surviving country dance. In England they were known as ‘single reels’ and this is certainly a 
far better term for tunes like The Girl I Left Behind Me, Rakes of Mallow, Barren Rocks of Aden, 
Paddy Will You Now, Mairi’s Wedding. 
Ballroom guides, comments on rhythm and Adelaide Kreuz Polka and then the tunes should all be 
here before the dance descriptions. National Library section of Adelaide Kreuz Polka still needs 
to be cropped, and there seems to be blank pages between the People’s Ballroom guide, and the 
second section of it, with the National Library part in between? 
 
I’ll conclude in the words of the song ‘Went to France to teach the girls how to dance. First the 
heel, then the toe, that’s how the Polka goes!’ 
 

POLKA one rotation to 2 bars of 2-4. 
Basic step (circular polka)                                                             
 
Position: Waltz hold. 

     Description. The man rises smartly on the count of  "and" (weight on the right foot ) just 
proceeding the first beat of music, and then with the first beat lands on the left foot to commence 
a chassé waltz type turn counting one, two, three hop etc. The hop is only a small upward 
movement on one foot followed simultaneously on the count of “and" with a smart back and 
upward flick of the other foot, from the knee. The polka steps are small and in neat circles and the 
hops are upward with a little spring rather than travelling, and with back kicks from the knee 
rather than a forward knee lift which is a common fault. The spring of the polka is produced by 
rise and fall from the ball of the foot and ankle, with a light flexible knee. If performed correctly 
in this manner the dancers can circle the hall many times without getting puffed and exhausted. If 
danced in a vigorous bounding mode in the manner of the American polka then the dancers will 
not last the distance. 
     The polka can be alternatively described as a circular "and step close, step hop" movement. It 
can incorporate reverse turns similar to waltz, using one polka step (of 1,2,3 hop) backwards 
against line of dance changing then into reverse rotation. 
 
Music. As for the original classical or ballroom polka with the very characteristic and intrinsic 3 
quaver beat in the melody as well as the bass and at a steady tempo of 48-54 bars a minute. One 
of the best tunes is an Australian collected tune, ‘Bill Coopers Polka’ and the very similar ‘Girl 
With The Blue Dress On' equally as good. Other typical polka tunes include See Me Dance The 
Polka, My Mother Said, So Early In The Morning, Polly Wolly Doodle, Little Brown Jug. 
 



POLKA&COUNTRY&DANCE&version&1&MCD$CD$1$track$19.$
Longways for as many as will, ladies are in the right hand line facing the band and their 

partners, the men in the opposite line. 

(from$Enquire$Within$Upon$Everything)$

$32#bar#‘3#hop#Polkas’#at#52254#bars#a#minute..$Those$with$a$2$crotchet$emphasis$on$the$
opening$bar$such$as$in$the$Melbourne$Polka$and$the$collected$Princess$Polkas$especially$
emphasise$the$heel$&$toe$step.$
Longways sets for ‘as many as will’. Divide the set or sets into ‘Ones’ and ‘Twos’ by taking 
hands temporarily in fours down the set. On progression at the end of the routine each time the 
ones move down the set, the twos move up the set to the next respective one or twos’ place. On 
reaching the end of the set stand out once through the dance and change numbering and direction 
of progression when commencing again. 
Bars 
4 1st ladies & 2nd men change places using one heel and toe step and one forward polka 

step and repeat, opposite foot leading. 
4 2nd ladies & 1st men change places. 
4 1st ladies & 2nd men repeat back to place. 
4 2nd ladies & 1st men repeat to place. 
4 Forward polka up the set (holding inside hands the couples face forward and polka 

towards the top. Inactive couples at the top of the set stand well apart so the others can 
pass up and back) 

4 Polka back to place (the couples turn inwards changing hands and polka down the set). 
1 Polka around each other and on to next place, inactive couples still standing out. (Active 

couples take the ballroom hold and circular polka 3-hop style once around the next 
couple and then onto next place, the ones progressing down the set, the twos up the set. 

At an appropriate time to conclude the dance the caller may announce ‘polka the hall’. At this 
stage all move out of their sets and circular polka 3-hop style around the hall. 
 
POLKA QUADRILLE version 1 based on Professor Christison's 1882 Maitland Manual 
and the Warrnambool MC card 'Dancers Friend' appears to be the same. 
Formation, Quadrille set of four couples in a square. Polka steps used through the 
dance. 
Dance  
 Salute Partners & Corners (only if danced as a single 
figure quadrille) 



 …........................................................................................................8 bars of introduced 
 Circle up & Polkade left all the way round to places......................8 bars 
 1st & 2nd couples right & left (hands are not presented in this) 
....8 bars 
 ladies chain across and back (1st & 2nd 
only)................................8 bars 
 all couples polka the set (circular 3-hop polka) 
…........................8 bars 
Repeat with 3rd & 4th couples leading. Repeat again from beginning. Total 4 
x 32 bars 
Coda, conclude by unwinding the sets and all polkaing round the hall. 
 
POLKA QUADRILLE version 2 based on a repeat of the first figure of the Alberts in 
polka time as figure 5. This concept described on the Robertson & Mullins MC Card held 
in the Battye Library of Western Australia. Polka steps used throughout. 
 
 Salute Partners & Corners (only if danced as a single figure quadrille) ...8 bars 
of intro. 
 1St & 2nd Couples right & left (hands are not presented in this) …..............8 bars 
 1st & 2nd Couples polka the set (circular 3-hop polka) …............................8 bars 
 Ladies chain across & back (1st & 2nd only) …............................................8 bars 
 Promenade the set (1st & 2nd only, forward polka as in Princess Polka) …..8 bars 
Repeat with 3rd & 4th couples leading 32 bars 
Repeat from beginning with 1st & 2nd . Total 4 x 32 bars. 

Coda, Unwind sets and form a Polka round the hall (Circular 3-hop Polka in 
couples 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This Ball-Room of Routledge provides the essential information on the 3 beats 
and rest in the bar which provides the characteristic rhythm for the 3 rotary steps and the 
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hop of the polka dance. The rhythm in the bass would be the same. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

Romano, Pietro. 
The Adelaide kreuz polka 
[music] 
1901 (6 pages)  
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Old Time Dancing Part 1 –  

Colonial Era 

Peter Ellis 

In my series ‘Calling the Tune and Leading a Merry Dance’ I covered 
the history of the very early period of dancing at the time Australia was 
first settled through to about the 1840s. The key dances were the 
Country Dances, longways for as many as will. Generally at this time 
they had consolidated in triple minor form with an occasional duple 
minor dance and new variations such as the Ecossoise, the Spanish 
Waltz or Guaracha and the Scottish Foursome Reel. By the 1820s the 
quadrilles had arrived in force, to be referred to as a period of 
‘Quadrille Mania’. At the beginning of this appearance of the first 
quadrille around that of Waterloo, 1815, the ‘indecorous’ German 
Waltz also gradually gained attention. It was followed almost three 
decades later by the Polka; some claimed dancing went out when the 
polka came in. It was certainly to have enormous influence on the way 

people danced as well taking over much of the music of the day.   

In an earlier series I covered the history and tunes associated with the arrival of the Galop in 1829 and the 
Polka in 1844. Also covered in the Country Dance series was the history of the development of the 
Quadrille and the Waltz. A key difference with the new couple dances was the more intimate full frontal 
close hold that set the emerging couple dances aside from the older and respected hand to hand arms-
length minuet and gavotte. 

By the 1840s the Country Dances whilst still occasionally appearing on programmes had nevertheless 
been largely out-competed by the Waltz, Quadrille (First Set) and other couple dances to the extent the 
programmes were dominated by numerous repeats of these alternating in succession with the Lancers, 
Galop and Polka. Several of the newer dances from the 1820s such as Spanish Waltz maintained a profile 
as well as the new Circassian Circle. This was based generally on a progressive Sicilian form adapted 
usually from the first figure of either the Quadrille or the Caledonians Quadrille. But there were other 
variants including one with a galop step progression and another with the Spanish Waltz which was to 
become known in modern times as the Waltz Country Dance. 

At the time of the gold-rushes mid 19thcentury the Mazurka, in the popular form of Polka Mazurka, the 
Varsoviana and Schottische increased the range of couple dances alternating on programmes with the 
waltz, polka & quadrilles. Generally the only surviving country dances were the old Sir Roger de 



Coverley (usually as the finali) and the new Highland Reel, Circassian Circle and Spanish Waltz. At the 
private assemblies La Tempête found favour although it doesn’t seem to appear on general ball 
programmes. The Waltz Cotillion, really a single figure Waltz Quadrille of about 1840 was upon the 
scene by the gold-rush and soon after French Dancing Teacher, Charles d ’Albert resident in England had 
coined a ‘party set’ or jumble set by combining favourite figures from the First Set, Caledonians, Lancers 
and half of the Waltz Cotillion. This proved a popular quadrille and titled d ‘Alberts Quadrille or simply 
the Alberts. Nothing to do with Prince Albert.  By the 1870s two similar Australian party or club sets 
appeared on programmes, the Fitzroy Quadrilles and the Exion or Exiles Quadrille. There were many 
more of these club sets on Western Australian Programmes, ‘Bonnie Doon’, Richmond Lodge, 
Metropolitan, Engine Drivers, to mention just a few out of perhaps dozens.  

But overall things hadn’t changed much over the balance of the century in the homeland as Queen 
Victoria went into mourning over the passing of her beloved Albert and dancing generally fell into the 
doldrums, at least in royal circles. The only new thing was an American influence with the arrival of the 
Barn Dance from the 1880s followed by the Two Step around 1900. The latter had been derived from 
the old Galop via a seasonal whim of 1897, the Washington Post. Of course in frontier Australia dancing 
gained momentum in the both city and bush with an excuse to celebrate anything from the opening of a 
new bridge, railways goods shed to end of the shearing season.  

Forming in 1892 the British Association of Teachers of Dancing commenced running annual 
competitions to discover new dances and as a consequence of this the first of the created or 
'choreographed' dances came into being. Several new quadrilles such as the Hussars (1894), Carnival 
(1895), The Gordons' Square (1898), Princess Ena Quadrille (1906) and the County Cotillion (1907) were 
also invented but seldom appeared outside the dancing master’s academy, much less at public dances. 
However quite significantly the Veleta Waltz, the first perceived choreographed sequence dance, was 
entered in 1899, but it didn't win a place. The music publishers Francis, Day & Hunter, noted its potential 
and with the co-operation of the arranger Arthur Morris, it was re-vamped and introduced as a new dance 
in 1900. The Veleta was not really the first of the competition dances. One example is the Victoria Cross 
of 1898 by James Finnigan. According to F. Mainey (Old Time Dancers Handbook) this dance is exactly 
the same as the Military Two Step which Finnigan’s daughter brought out in 1904. 

Twentieth Century 

Nevertheless in popular opinion the Veleta is accepted as the dance that set the pattern for the popularity 
of many of the new 'choreographed sequence dances'. Some of these included the Fylde Waltz 1902, 
Military Two Step 1904, Eva Three Step 1904, the Boston Two Step 1908, La Rinka 1908, Doris 
Waltz 1909, Latchford Schottische 1909, King’s Waltz 1913, the St Bernard Waltz 1913, the Maxina 
1917, Bradford (progressive) Barn Dance 1919 and the Royal Empress Tango 1922. Generally in 
Australia only those in blue became known during the Edwardian era, and the Maxina just after. The 
progressive Barn Dance doesn’t seem to have been taken up in Australia until during the Second World 
War. 

The Parma Waltz of 1920 doesn't appear to have survived in England. But it certainly became popular in 
Australia along with the Pride of Erin when introduced here in the 1930s. The date of origin of the Pride 



of Erin remained obscure for some time in Britain but has now been identified as 1911. The Pride of Erin 
was first taught at O’Connell’s dance studio in Bendigo in 1934 and revered MC at early Nariel dances, 
Charlie Fardon, recalled the Veleta Waltz had arrived in the district around 1912. 

Significantly all of these early dances in Britain were still described step by step with the five balletic feet 
positions on the toes – the same as for the country dances, quadrilles and old couple dances and of course 
stage dances.  

 

PARMA WALTZ OF 1920 SHOWING THE OLD TURNED OUT FOOT POSITION ON THE 
‘TOES’ and step directions for the commencement of the Veleta Waltz of 1900. 

These new sequence dances were popular in the dance teachers' academies but were not sensations in the 
manner of the great dances of the world when they were first introduced; examples being the Waltz, 
Polka, Mazurka, Quadrille, Lancers, Schottische and Varsoviana or the One Step, Foxtrot, Tango, 
Modern Waltz and Quickstep. 

The modern dances mentioned from America evolved from or after 1910 and heralded enormous changes 
from an embryonic new form of ‘free-lance’ dance having a characteristic step but with a ‘go as you 
please’ routine invented by the fancy of the man as leader ‘on the run’.  This set the stage for what 
became known as Modern Ballroom Dance. It was greatly influenced or introduced with the emergence 
of jazz and ragtime music. The Cake-Walk in the late 1800s and first decade of the 20th C was a 
forerunner and real trend setter to tunes such as Smokey Mokes, Coon-band Contest, and Whistling 
Rufus. I don’t think these titles were in a derogatory sense as might be perceived in our contemporary 
‘politically correct era’. The jazz and dance crazes and likewise their bands evolving from the African-
American population were an absolute rage with white society. A whole series of ‘animal dances’ 



appeared in rapid succession such as the Turkey Trot, the Monkey, Grizzly Bear, Horse Trot, Crab 
Crawl and Fish Walk. We even had a ‘Kangaroo Hop’.   

Settling out of these the first modern ballroom dance, the One Step to Alexander’s Ragtime Band arrived 
in 1912. I recall my grandmother saying when she first saw it at a dance at Charlton a couple took to the 
floor and ‘strutted’ round and round the hall in one direction, just walking forward (the man) on their toes 
and never drawing breath. The modern dances drew enormous criticism and ridicule from the older 
generation and particularly as the older dances began to be dumped. Again my grandmother said that at 
Wychitella, only if the MC was ‘a bit shicker’, would he put a One Step on the programme, calling it the 
‘Donkey Trot’. Although many in that era still danced on their toes, they gradually converted to ordinary 
walking steps on the flat of the foot for the jazz dances. 

The modern dances were the new time setters. The older dances of the earlier 20th century, although 
overshadowed, had established the pattern of the modern sequence dance even though their particular 
steps were still on the toes in the five balletic feet positions. But the One Step followed quickly by the 
Foxtrot and Tango, then Hesitation Waltz and finally the Modern Waltz (Jazz Waltz) and Quickstep 
introduced steps based on walking and running and with parallel feet as well as innovating the routine. 
The old balletic feet positions by the 1920s were being cast aside. “The slows” as in walking were on the 
flat of the foot or even with a ‘heel lead’ and only the runs on “the toes”. The Tango was danced 
completely flat footed, slinking along and with sharp or jerky changes of direction. It was a very sensuous 
dance.  

 

Notice the parallel foot position and leading step on the heel, not toe. 

Typically the footsteps of the Foxtrot and Modern Sequence Dance Chassé. SQQS is the timing. 
Slow Quick Quick Slow  



There were also other solo dance crazes such as the Charleston to add to the frivolous hype that followed 
the outbreak of a ‘live for the moment’ that celebrated the end of the Great War. Programmes by the 
1920s in the cities consisted almost entirely of One Step, Waltz and Foxtrot in succession varied only 
occasionally by a Tango or new Maxina, set of Lancers or the Edwardian Veleta Waltz or Boston Two 
Step. The mentioned variety was rare, the first three dances sometimes occupying a whole night’s dance. 
The Maxina of 1917, although a sequence dance had been based on a modern ballroom dance, the 
Maxixe. The Maxixe from Brazil only endured a season or so in the ballroom. The Quickstep actually 
came about from the incorporation of the Charleston into the One Step – The Quick-time Flat Charleston, 
or simply Quickstep. 

The Yale Blues, another seasonal dance freak. 

 



Old Time Dancing Part 2 

Evolution of ‘Old Time Dances’ from the 
1880s to the 1930s and a ‘time set’ by the 

‘modern dances’ 
Peter Ellis 

The last issue dealt with the development of some of the old time ‘sets’ 
from the Colonial era (First Set, Lancers, Alberts, Waltz Cotillion etc.) 
and some of the couple dances such as Waltz, Polka, Varsoviana, 
Schottische, Highland Schottische, Barn Dance, Polka Mazurka and 
Two Step. Also of key importance was the emergence of new ‘sequence 
dances’ from the dance associations and their academies at the turn of 
the century. This lead to a consolidation of Edwardian sequence couple 
dances that were still based on the old style footwork with the balletic 
positions on the ‘toes’ shared with the same footwork in the sets and 
older folk style couple dances mentioned above.  

Examples included the Veleta Waltz, Military 2 Step, Boston 2 Step, 
Eva 3 Step, St. Bernard Waltz and Pride of Erin as well as several 
others which were then followed after the Great War by the Maxina and 
Parma Waltz. Only the first three made any significant appearance in 

Australia as well as the Maxina which was brought back by our soldiers practising on the returning ships. 
This important piece of information was passed onto me by war veteran Horrie Donnelly of Koo Wee 
Rup Victoria, when aged 87 some 25 years ago. Horrie was a violinist and dance musician.  

These new sequence dances were popular in the dance teachers' academies but were not sensations in the 
manner of the great dances of the world when they were first introduced; examples being the Waltz, 
Polka, Mazurka, Quadrille, Lancers, Schottische and Varsoviana or the One Step, Foxtrot, Tango, 
Modern Waltz and Quickstep of the new century. Our soldiers also brought back these latest American 
‘modern dances’ that peaked in popularity during the First World War. Also these soldiers were generally 
too young to have been well versed in the older dances and another factor in the increasing popularity and 
programme space for modern dances at the end of the war and leading into the gaiety of the ‘Roaring 
Twenties’ and arrival of new dance freaks such as the Charleston and the Black Bottom. 

Old Time Dancing under that name for the first time appeared a decade earlier than I thought as the Old 
Time Dance Music series by Allan’s Music and Alberts Music respectively appeared around 1932. 
Shirley Andrews in an interview with a Mr Les Barnes was told that at a dance in 1932 when a set Alberts 



(quadrille) was programmed, the young people threw pennies on the floor in protest. They wanted 
Foxtrots, Quicksteps and Modern Waltz.  

However to my amazement I discovered via the National Library of Australia’s digitised newspaper site a 
reference to an Old Time Dance first appearing in 1922 and there are quite a number following over the 
rest of the decade. The other surprise is that they were generally referring to the older dances of the 1880s 
and it was the quadrilles, waltz, polkas, Schottische and Sir Roger de Coverley, Spanish Waltz & 
Circassian Circle that are prominent. The reaction of the young people was varied, some were surprised 
by the agility and grace of their parents and grandparents in these old lively dances and wanted to learn 
them, others simply wanted jazz and the management responded by imposing fines for those caught 
jazzing at old time dances. Another surprise was that the young did not know how to waltz and in fact had 
to be taught all the old time dances from scratch. It would be fair to say during this period of revival much 
of the more staid Colonial style of those dances changed, the sets became much more lively and there was 
probably a folk process in adaptation of the dances according to memory and changes in fashion. I have 
an MC’s notation for the Fitzroy Quadrilles where he says to swing corners ‘like blazes’.  

The younger people would be using the parallel foot-steps that had consolidated following the 
introduction of the modern Foxtrot, Quickstep and Tango. The Modern Waltz (Jazz Waltz) Victor 
Silvester had developed and introduced in 1923 from the slowing tempo as the popular music changed. 
The old waltz could not endure that tempo change and the Hesitation Waltz from attempts to Tango to the 
slowing waltz tempo of around 1913 may well have been a bridging form in the development of the 
Modern Waltz. It was certainly incorporated as a variation of step within this new ‘jazz waltz’ routine. To 
understand the change you have to think of the music such as the Blue Danube for the old lilting rotary 
waltz and the quite different long slow step you would need to fill out the time in say ‘Melody of Love’ or 
‘Girl of My Dreams’ as examples of the contemporary tunes. 

Another thing to realise is that the modern dances came in with jazzy instrumentation, piano, saxophone, 
trombone, violin and possibly even drums. In the case of the revived old time dances, particularly in the 
country, it was more usually to piano, squeezebox (button accordion and/or concertina), fiddle and 
sometimes tin whistle. For old-time there was usually only one or two musicians. The modern bands may 
have been three piece in the country, but in the cities there was quite a line-up of instrumentation. You 
will see in some of my references in the following issues that sometimes for the first part of an evening 
dance it was old time to piano, accordion or fiddle, then converting over to modern dances with the 
resident or popular dance band. Later so called 50-50 dances became popular with an even mix 
alternating between an old-time sequence dance and the Foxtrots.  

Colin and Ila Silk who conducted dances at Lockwood South said that in their youth at Geelong dancing 
was frowned upon by the churches and that instead games were played at socials for youth. Gradually a 
simple touch hands only dance or two was introduced and eventually they established a 50-50 mix 
between games and old time dances that the church would finally approve. One of the simple party type 
game-dance Colin and Ila recalled was ‘Follow the Cook’. 

Here is the interesting reference from the NLA’s Trove digitised paper sources re the first of the ‘Old 
Time Dances’. 

The Argus (Melbourne) 7th October 1922 CASTLEMAINE, Wednesday –  



Chief events in connection with the Back to Castlemaine celebrations on Tuesday were a procession and 
sports meeting at the Camp Reserve, which were largely patronised. In the evening an old time dance was 
held in the town hall, and proved successful. Only old time dances were allowed and the music was 
played on a concertina and tin whistle.  

Healesville & Yarra Glen Guardian Sat. January 1924 p 4 WILL YE NO COME BACK AGAIN?  

At every dance or social gathering in country towns one hears the oft expressed regret that the old-time 
dances are being let to die out and give place to modern and far less attractive dances of the "ragtime" 
variety. Whilst it must be admitted that some of the new dances have a great deal of charm and attraction 
in their own peculiar way when danced by experts, still they, can never replace some of the fine old 
dances of the past. For true grace, and, the "poetry of motion" what could be finer than the old waltz, with 
the orchestra playing some of the fine old tunes such as "The Blue Danube," or even "Merry Widow?" 
Then take the schottische or barn dance and compare them with more modern "hops." But for distinct 
sociability the old "square" dances take the palm. The pretty and graceful "waltz cotillion," "Alberts," 
"Fitzroys," or the stirring joy of the "First Set" or "Royal Irish" with their rollicking fun and good 
humour, also their little rests in between while the side couples were having their fling, which gave one 
fine opportunities of "getting acquainted" with the other fellow's girl; and the Lancers with its grand chain 
and the chance to give each charming fair one a little hand-squeeze, Rather! Then again, dancing is a 
pastime for young and old; but many of the gay young "sparks" of years ago who still wish to join in 
when opportunity offers, feel quite lost in a modern ballroom, and lose a lot of fun owing to the absence 
of the fine old dances.. The Rifle Club showed fine consideration for the "old brigade" by including some 
of the joys of the past in the program, and a general feeling was expressed that some big effort would be 
made to resuscitate the grand old dances which gladdened the hearts of all who participated in them. 

Portland Guardian 12th May 1924 

The old time dances awakened in the 'has beens" memories of those good days gone by, and the lancers, 
polka and other old favorittes were danced with a vim that was good to witness. The younger generation, 
however, for the most part scorned to have anything to do with this "out of-date stuff" and converted the 
old time music to the foxtrot and other modern dances known to the ardent present day terpsichoreans. By 
coming infatuated with these entrancing ball room evolutions, many novices ventured a try, but with what 
measure of success is best known to their partners. During the evening enjoyable vocal and elocutionary 
items by Mrs Main and Mrs Greenwood were given, and the music for the dancing was voluntarily 
provided by lady and gentleman members of the company. Supper on a lavish scale was partaken of, and 
with the thoroughness for which the ladies of Portland are noted, nothing was left undone to ensure the 
complete enjoyment of those present,  

The Mercury (Hobart) 18th July 1924 War Against Dances. 

The social world of Melbourne, which troubles little about politics, is having a little war on its own. The 
industrial suburbs north of the Yarra are trying to drive out the modern dances, the fox trot and the two-
step, and to reinstate what is called "old time dances,'' the waltz and the square dances. The dance palaces 
on St. Kilda foreshore are resisting the old time movement, because they have in a fierce trade war 



brought costly musicians from America. Toorak still keeps the modern dances, but the dance palaces, 
while welcoming Toorak, cannot neglect the patronage of the northern suburbs, who are going where they 
can get what they want in less showy halls, and where there is just the old-time piano and a fiddle. The 
battle is at an interesting stage, but when the warmer days come, and the north goes south to St. Kilda in 
the evening, old-time will have much to say at St. Kilda. 

The Morning Bulletin (Rockhampton) 8th January 1925 

On Saturday night last a most successful old time dance was held in the school of Arts.  It was got up by 
Messrs J Connors, M. Ryan, and N. Brazil, of Rockhampton, to raise funds for a Roman Catholic Church. 
There were about 200 people present, so the hall was fairly crowded. The function began with the grand 
march. The procession was a large one. Many elderly folk took part in it, Mr Brazil was master of 
ceremonies Mr Connors looking after several raffles that were held and Mrs and Miss Devenish and Mr 
W Greaves took an active part in keeping things going. Somewhere about £16 was realised. The 
gentlemen mentioned have done great work in helping this movement. They carried through two similar 
dances with great success - one at Rockhampton, the others at Emu Park. The old time programme 
included the waltz, Alberts, quadrilles, schottische, Lancers, mazurka, Royal Irish quadrille, Fitzroys and 
polkas. 

  

‘The lively Fitzroy Quadrilles revived for the Centenary of East Loddon Shire at Serpentine 
Victoria, 1971. 

The Brisbane Courier 29th Jan. 1925 
DALBY. Old time Dance 



A successful old time dance was held on Monday night in aid of the St Joseph's Church debt fund. The 
music supplied was piano and accordion. A waltzing competition was won by Mrs. Devaney and Mr F C 
Rashleigh. Messrs R J Hodge and J Marsletta were the judges.  After 11 pm modern dancing was indulged 
in the music being supplied by Ryan's Orchestra. 

Morning Bulletin (Rockhampton) 9th Feb. 1925 
I notice that elsewhere some old time dances have been held. Yeppoon has followed suit. The younger 
folk, however, do not take too kindly to them. They can only be got to warm up properly by the 
introduction of jazz, foxtrot's, etc. A little novelty was obtained lately by some gay young bachelors 
giving a dance to lady friends. The ladies responded by inviting their best boys to a similar entertainment 
at the School of Arts. Between 40 and 50 attended. 

       
 
1 Young couple in the modern Foxtrot ‘full frontal hold’ Image reproduced courtesy of the 
Melbourne Museum of Victoria.” 
2 Yass Picnic Race Ball late 1920s or early 30s depicting the modern slow Foxtrot. Image Hood 
Collection Courtesy State Library of New South Wales. 
 
“The intimate ‘full frontal hold’ of the modern dances such as Foxtrot caused considerable 
opposition to these dances by the Churches.  

 
Longreach Leader Qld 19th June 1925 Jazzing Prohibited!  

About the end of the month an old-time dance will be held in the Town Hall in aid of St.George's 
Orphanage . Nothing, but old time dancing will be allowed, and anyone, lady or gent, infringing this, rule 
will be fined 6 pence for each and every time; 'they must waltz', polka or mazurka, as the case may be. It 
is expected that a ‘nice sum' will be collected in this manner.  



And 24th July 1925 Devotees of the old time dance will have the pleasure of " Waltzing Matilda " at the 
Anglican Hall on Saturday, August 1st. to the strains of an accordeon and piano. ' Jazzists please note ! 
Should you wish to indulge that night you will immediately be fined.  

 

“The dance is the Pride of Erin, Wedderburn Oldtimers Orchestra playing at the Bendigo 
Psychiatric Centre Open Day 1980”. 

This illustration of a more typical old style hold with ‘daylight’ between couples as well as  the long arm 
hold in the sets pictured in the Fitzroy Quadrilles which helped make the revival of Old Time Dances 
popular with the Churches and parents. An approved alternative to the despised modern dancing.  



Old Time Dancing Part 3 – 
Conclusion 

Peter Ellis 

Old Time Dances continued to flourish and mushroom during 
the 1920s and 30s and were popular fund raisers in the town as 
well as surviving in the country districts, where the dances held 
in barns, woolsheds and mechanics institutes,  had not really 
even given way to the modern one steps and foxtrots. The 
traditional MC of any country district was held in great 
reverence and kept the programme on track and his conducting 
of dances popular with the patronage.  

It was not unusual for 5 or 6 different sets (quadrilles) to be 
eagerly undertaken during the evening, First Set, Lancers, 
Alberts, Waltz Cotillion, Caledonians, Royal Irish were all 
mainstays. More than often the Exions and Fitzroys were 

thrown in for good luck as well as the Parisian Quadrille in longways formation, a re-
arrangement of the First Set with couple facing couple in a column down the floor and danced 
continuously without a break from the first figure through to the last. Harry McQueen of 
Castlemaine recalled a dance in the school at Ravenswood where there was not enough room to 
hold all sets and that each set had to be danced twice. First Set, Lancers, Alberts and Waltz 
Cotillion were the particular sets that night as well as one for as longways as will, he thought MC 
Joe Comini announced it as the ‘Pyrenees Quadrille’. It was the ‘Parisian Quadrille’.  

Waltzing was a premium skill to even the most weather beaten of bushmen: - shearers, timber 
cutters, drovers, and eucy distillers. There were numerous waltzes in an evening, just ordinary 
waltzing varied with an occasional new Veleta or simple march time sequence dance like the 
Military Two Step. These same bushmen could also excell when challenge demanded to a 
stepdance competition, jig, reel or hornpipe. The women were the most graceful of dancers and 
for both sexes there were certain dances, such as the Varsoviana, Polka and Polka Mazurka 
where there was a fanaticism to reserve each of these to a particular revered, but different, 
partner in turn. 

 Progressives such as the barn dance and Pride of Erin had not quite arrived in the bush at this 
stage (pre-World War 2), but the Circassian Circle and Spanish Waltz provided a change of 
couples each sequence, and in the ‘Flirtation’ - last figure of the First Set, a change of partners. 
This flirtation was more popularly known as the ‘Bull Ring’ or the Stockyards. Even the 



occasional country dance survived, Sir Roger de Coverley or Haymaker’s Jig was still very well-
known and perhaps the Scotch Reel or the more modern Highland Reel or Dashing White 
Sergeant or even a ‘Swedish Country Dance’. It is likely that in districts of Scottish and Irish 
settlement the solo jig and fling might appear at the drop of a hat to an impromptu tune from the 
fiddler or squeezebox player.  

Again Harry McQueen of Castlemaine recalled the old Sir Roger de Coverley and the Bullring 
from dances at Lockwood South (Happy Jack), Ravenswood, Fryerstown, Yandoit. In the 
Bullring (Stockyards) or last figure of the First Set it was usual for the dance to continue until 
back to original lady partner, then the musicians would convert into a Circular Waltz for a ‘waltz 
the hall’. In those days (1920s) the venue was more often a school or barn or perhaps an 
Assembly Hall like that attached to the Happy Jack Pub, or the one that still exists at Red Hill 
Chewton. 

The instrumentation remained the domain of the fiddle, accordion (button), concertina (Anglo), 
tin whistle and piano whenever available. Rhythm apart from tapping feet while playing was 
occasionally supplemented by the playing of the bones or spoons and of course alternating bass 
and vamp on the piano if available was a bonus. Sometimes no end of trouble to transport a 
piano to a dance venue was undertaken as described in  

‘Then the Water Wheel Turned, a history of Lockington Victoria 1967’.  

 “There were many dances in those days in barns or woolsheds where we danced until 
morning to the music of violin, accordion and sometimes a piano … No obstacles were let come 
in the way of our fun in those days. The McIntyre boys would bring along the piano for dances in 
Rankin’s barn. The instrument was conveyed in a four-wheel carry-all, horse drawn of course, 
then loaded again for the trip home after the dance. Everyone would lend a hand, and nobody 
worried about getting home in the early hours of the morning.” 

   

                                                                             Dance Scene 1908, the Schottische 



It is over this period from the 1880s to the 1930s and even later, that a type of folk process 
occurred as the dances evolved from the more courtly style of the earlier 19thC and during 
periods of revival, memory and adaptation to changes of fashion and music. These are probably 
very gradual through several generations, but basically what had arrived as the formal ball-room 
dances from the old country, soon had the frills knocked off like rounding pebbles in a stream 
and had basically, in the bush at any rate, become the folk dances and music of Australia. 

Now in the towns, although old time dancing was revived in this period under discussion, there 
were some basic differences and some growing differences to that which survived in the bush. 
The bands, actually called ‘orchestras’ were often three-piece and generally made up of piano, 
violin and slide trombone. Drums were gradually incorporated as they became available and 
could be afforded. In the larger town and cities the dance orchestras could include a number of 
more players and generally by the 30s using orchestration in parts published by firms such as 
Allan’s (Melbourne, Adelaide, Bendigo) and Alberts (Sydney). These were available from any 
good music shop. The programmes catered for the modern as well as the old, so Foxtrots, 
Quicksteps (or the old One Step) and the new Modern or Jazz Waltz would be included 
intermingled between the old Waltz, the ‘Polkas’, Schottische and Highland Schottische, Two 
Step and the various sets (quadrilles) mentioned at the beginning.  Also there was a better chance 
of inclusion of several of the sequence dances holding over from the Edwardian period and 
beyond, such as the Veleta Waltz, Boston Two Step and Maxina. The ‘polkas’ alluded to, in a 
medley generally, were the Varsoviana, Polka Mazurka, Highland Schottische and Polka, named 
because of the hopping steps, although technically, only the Polka is a Polka, to polka music. 
They had been bundled together into the space of one dance of several encores to make way for 
both the modern and newer ‘old time sequence’ dances. 

A problem for the ballroom dance professionals with the old time dance revival was the  
perceived threat of loss of revenue. The assemblies and dancing masters of the older Colonial 
period had either retired, closed shop or passed away. The modern dance teachers skilled in 
teaching the Foxtrot, Tango, Quickstep and Modern Waltz had to come up with something to 
maintain interest in ballroom dancing or perhaps also follow the old brigade in extinction, sooner 
rather than later. There was no market for these teachers in the old dances as the traditional old 
time dances were now being handed on from parent to child and more so grandparent to 
grandchild and the modern teachers didn’t really know the old dances anyway much less having 
any interest in them. 

Exhibition dancing in new styles under a perceived ‘old time’ banner is something the ballroom 
professionals seized upon. New sequence dances following the pattern set by the Edwardian 
dances, but using the parallel footwork of slows with heel leads and quicks on the toes taken 
from the Foxtrot and Modern Waltz introduced a whole graft of new dances under an ‘old-time 
cloak’. The Modern Waltz was contrasted by the ‘Circular Waltz’ or Old-time Waltz, in a 
manner in which it had never previously been danced. The Circular Waltz as a prerequisite for 



the end of sequence of most ‘old time’ dances found itself the centre of ‘waltzing competitions’ 
in the country town circuits as well as in the cities. Newly introduced sequence dances followed 
such as Canadian Barn Dance (Canberra Two Step), Canadian Three Step, Pride of Erin, Parma 
Waltz, Dorothea Waltz, Gypsy Tap, Tangoette and several others.  One by one they made their 
debut and were introduced at the country old time dances by visiting city professional teachers. 
The ballroom dance fraternity had created what they desired and gained enormous attention and 
patronage with the ‘new old time dances’. 

The ‘old guard’ complained and created sufficient attention to a ‘con job’, causing the term 
‘modernised old time’ being introduced for these dances. Not a very good term really. Harry 
McQueen of Castlemaine related to me that modernised old time was what it was called, that the 
Parma Waltz and Pride of Erin arrived in his district about 1932 and that old Bill McGlashan 
refused to play for these dances including the Maxina, they were new, not old-time. Bill would 
however play for one 'One Step' in a programme and the tune was ‘My Picador’. 

The Ballroom fraternity were quick to move away from the ‘modernised old time’ term and by 
the middle 1930s a contemporary term ‘New Vogue’, said to have been coined at the Stardust 
Ballroom in Brisbane came into being. Ballroom dance journals of this period list dances such as 
the Venetian Schottische, Viola Waltz, Charmaine etc. under the New Vogue title as well as 
Pride of Erin, Gypsy Tap and Parma Waltz that anyone today would consider old-time. Mind 
when I trained in these well-known dances for medals in the late 1970s they were definitely 
listed as New Vogue by the Ballroom Dance professionals and I have my papers to prove it. Also 
you’ll still find them listed as New Vogue under the ‘dance sport’ selection by the Ballroom 
Dance acadamies.  

Following are some newspaper accounts that highlight the more traditional old time aspect and 
the newer Edwardian dances that first find mention. Some are possibly radio broadcast dances. 
The New Vogue dances will be covered in the next article. 

The Register News-Pictorial (Adelaide) Thurs. 5th Dec. 1929 

THE Old-Time Dance nights still appeal to South Australian listeners, and on Wednesday night, 
another night's programme will be devoted to "oldtimers".  Old-time choruses will be given by 
the Madrigal singers and other artists, who will contribute items will be Dave Howard 
(comedian), Phyllis Everett (soprano), and Linda Wald (soprano). Music will be supplied for 
marine fourstep, barn dance, lancers, broom dance, polka and schottische. 

Cairns Post Sat. 17th Aug. 1929 Old Time Dancing Lessons Trocadero, Next Tuesday 

The Trocadero announces next Tuesday as the first of a series of learners' nights with tuition of 
all the good old time favourites by Mr. T. P. Smith. Besides the novice learners those who can 
already do most of the old time dances will be interested in the return of the Boston and Military 



Two Steps, Maxina, also the Doris, Veleta, La Rinka and Argentine Waltzes which Mr. Smith 
intends teaching as time permits. Those wishing to learn the old time dances should not fail to 
come along to the first night, when the first steps in the various dances will be explained. 

The Register Adelaide 13th March 1926 AT MORGAN. 

An old time dance was arranged by Mr. L Butcher in the Morgan Institute on Tuesday evening 
March 9, and all those who loved the 'old times' dances were invited to be present. Quite a 
number availed themselves of the invitation, and thoroughly enjoyed the schottische, mazurka, 
varsoviana, polka, barn dance, military two step, lancers, and alberts. The music was performed 
by Mrs. Martin, and Mr. L. Kitechke, to carry out the spirit of the evening, played most of the 
'old timers' on the accordeon, Mr. Batcher acting as  M.C.  

Portland Guardian (Vic.) Thurs. 7th Nov. 1929 Where are the Old-Time Players ? To the 
Editor, "Portland Guardian."  

Sir,-With all due respect and appreciation of the excellent music so generously supplied at the 
old time dance on the 30th ult., one is prompted to ask, "Where are all the old-time players ?" In 
the old days such a thing as an orchestra was never dreamt of - an accordeon, concertina, or 
fiddle in the hands of a competent player left nothing to be desired, whilst to listen to the lilting 
strains of such waltzes as "After the Ball," "Only a Leaf," or "A Starry Night for a Ramble," was 
a treat to dancers--and non-dancers alike. The long floor echoing under the dancers' feet-up and 
down, swing in the centre, hands across; the pace was always a good one when the Royal Irish 
(the supper dance') was played by an old violinist, the bow drawn lovingly across the strings and 
swinging into the Irish dance, with the common old tune with the little gay lilt to it that grips the 
heart and makes the feet beat time, and has the power to wake old memories across the years. 
Where, too were the old-time favorites--the "Varsoviana," "Caledonians," "Circassian Circle," 
"Sir Roger de Coverley," "Polka Mazurka," and the 'Three Hop Polka?"  At the old-time dance in 
Hamilton, on the occasion of their "Back-to" several years ago, all the old-time players were 
requisitioned, creating a truly old-time atmosphere and conjuring up many happy memories. If 
the committee of the Back to Portland could see their way to obtain an old-time player, they 
would be rewarded by the appreciation and enjoyment of all their patrons and lovers of the good 
old tunes. The writer knows of one accordeon player in Heywood and another in Hamilton, 
either of whom could probably be induced to come to Portland and play for the old-time dance 
during gala week. What are the views on the subject of other "old-timers ?" Thanking you Sir, 
for space in your columns. -- I am, etc., LOVER OF THE OLD TUNES  

Portland Guardian Mon. 18th Nov. 1929 BACK TO PORTLAND. THE OLD TIME 
DANCE.  

To one arriving about 9 o'clock at the - Free Library Hall on Friday night, it seemed that a busy 
time was in progress. People were entering and emerging from the main gateway like a hive of 
bees hard at work, but when one did manage to get a glimpse into the hall itself after a deal of 



pushing and squirming at the entrance to the doorway, the scene that met the eye was astounding. 
The warm air from the room escaping through the doorway was like a blast from a furnace, and 
all one could see was a crowd of both sexes standing across the hall and for as far down the 
building as one could see. How the dancers managed to manoeuvre through the upright throng it 
is hard to understand, but everyone appeared to be quite at home, and the dance went on. At a 
certain point, however, the congestion became so great that the Odd fellows' Hall had to be 
resorted to, and the "overflow," with a good number of others already in the hall, made their way 
to the latter building, and eventually this was announced as full, too. Never has Portland seen 
such an array of dancers of all ages, and each one enjoyed themselves to the possible limit. Mr. 
C. Pitts, as M.C., kept them busy, and as the music ceased, for one dance, the next was called, so 
that no time was lost between the items. Old time dances were the rule of the evening, and many 
of the younger members of the crowd were astonished at the agility and beautiful rhythm of such 
unusual dances (for these days) as the "Varsoviana," the "Polka Mazurka," "Three-Hop Polka," 
and others of like character. To show their pleasure at the return of these old favorites, dozens of 
the visitors present monopolised the floor, and once again the young fry were surprised at the 
dexterity and skill of the older folk. As the evening wore on, many of the former essayed the task 
of "picking-up" the steps of the dances, with some degree of success. Supper came as a welcome 
interlude to the strenuous amusement about 11 o'clock, and many then retired for a well earned 
rest, but the great majority "stuck it" till midnight, when they gradually began to depart in two 
and threes. To those who were left, however, came the best part of the evening, for there was 
then more room for dancing, and they let themselves go till after 1 o'clock, when the old favorite, 
the "Royal Irish" brought a most memorable evening to a close. Excellent old-time tunes were 
played in keeping with the dances, and several well-known local land district performers had a 
hand in this department.  

 



New Vogue Dancing part 1 

Peter Ellis 

In the last issue concluding Old Time Dancing a brief mention 
of the newly developing form of sequence dance was discussed 
and the fact the Australian term ‘New Vogue’ was a category 
name for these dances, the equivalent of that which in England 
is called ‘Modern Sequence Dance’. Allan's Music 
(Melbourne, Adelaide, and Bendigo) started publishing an 
annual series of music for Old Time Dances. The first about 
1932 was Old Time; the dances - Waltz, Schottische, Polka 
Mazurka, Barn Dance, Lancers, Alberts, Waltz Cotillion, 
Varsoviana, Two Step, Polka, Highland Schottische; all 
genuine old time. There was one new one in that first Album, 
the 'Parma Waltz'. A 4th volume around 1935 has 'Modernised 
Old Time' as a subtitle. In this the Gypsy Tap and Pride of Erin 

have been included. The 10th edition of early 1940s is titled 'Old Time and New Vogue' and 
includes the Tangoette. These later albums still included a good representation of the older 
dances including the Fitzroy Quadrilles. These same publishers of course produced books of 
music for the Modern Ballroom Dances, Foxtrot, Quickstep and Modern Waltz (the Tango had 
largely fallen by the way). 

It’s probably best to summarise the various categories of social dance at this period of time 
before I can expand on the nuance of New Vogue dance. 

Old time dances had been revived as a popular reaction to the ‘modern dances’ of the jazz era 
and these older dances (some of a century in vintage) were nevertheless generally based on the 
versions the older generation had danced when young in the 1880s. The revival involving some 
folk process occurred from the early 1920s peaking by the 30s and retained the balletic foot 
positions of the stage, turned out in the five positions and always danced on the ‘toes’. These old 
time dances included the sets, mainly quadrilles such as First Set, Lancers, Caledonians, Alberts, 
Waltz Cotillion, Royal Irish, Parisian Quadrille and two Australian arrangements, the Fitzroy 
quadrilles and the Exion Quadrille.  As well as the quadrilles there were a few surviving or 
revived country dances and reels, namely Sir Roger de Coverley or Haymaker’s Jig, Highland 
Reel, Dashing White Sergeant and Scotch Reel, Spanish Waltz, Circassian Circle, the form now 
called part 1 and the Stockyards or Bullring as a final figure of the First Set which sometimes 
concluded with a conversion of music to waltz time to unwind with a ‘waltz the hall’. There was 
also a revival of the Prince Imperials Quadrille in the 1950s. Colin and Ila Silk and Harry 



McQueen were at a dance in the Ottrey’s Barn at Muckleford in the mid 50s when the Prince 
Imperials was danced. 

The other group were the couple dances that were originally called ‘round dances’ as they 
travelled around the ballroom comparable to the path of horses on a racing track and in contrast 
to the sets dances at fixed place. Some like the Waltz, Polka and Galop had a basic step but not a 
fixed routine like a sequence dance and could have involved a little variation such as reversing or 
inclusion of some simple figures within the dance. They were the forerunners of the modern 
ballroom dances; it was just that improvisation was not the custom of the time. Then there were a 
few simple sequence dances such as the Polka Mazurka, Varsoviana, Schottische and Highland 
Schottische, Redowa Waltz, and some other polkas such as Scotch (Princess), Berlin (Kreuz) and 
Heel and Toe Polka (Brown Jug) as well as the new galop based Two Step. All of these above 
mentioned dances generally had origins in national and folk dances along with the music styled 
on various original European dances, but modified and dressed up to suit the ballroom and 
launched via the dancing masters at Paris.  

From around 1900 the British Association of Teachers of Dancing of 1892 had set up 
competitions for new sequence dances and from these the Veleta Waltz, Military Two Step, 
Boston Two Step, Eva Three Step, St. Bernard Waltz and later the Maxina, Pride of Erin and 
Parma Waltz became popular although they didn’t gain world-wide notoriety in the manner of 
the other ballroom dances; in fact they remained more isolated within Britain and perhaps 
Australia and New Zealand. These ‘Edwardian Sequence Dances’ were in the old style with the 
five balletic feet positions of the stage, on the toes as with all the old time dances. Please note 
these are ‘invented dances’ in contrast to the older ballroom dances derived from folk dances. 

From the turn of the 19th/20C attention turned away from Paris, first to America with animal 
dances and freak solo dances, Cake Walk, Turkey Trot, Charleston and Black Bottom, but 
significantly to a new form of ‘free-lance’ ballroom dance to Jazzy and Ragtime tunes developed 
from mainly African American sources. Thus the One Step, Foxtrot, Tango (from Argentina), 
Maxixe (from Brazil), Modern Waltz and Quickstep arrived in succession over a decade or so as 

‘Modern Ballroom Dance’. The One Step, early 1910s 



The English took these on and refined them as well as introducing ballroom championship 
competitions. Attention swung from Paris and America to London. The key factor with these 
dances is that the ‘pretty feet positions’ of the stage were cast aside, instead using the natural 
parallel travelling steps of walking and running. The slows were taken on the flat of the foot, or 
even with ‘heel leads’ and the quicks on toes. The steps were longer than the small neat steps of 
the Old dances and rise and fall introduced within the routine according to running on the toes, or 
lowering on the slows on the heels and flat of the foot as when walking. The other very 
significant factor apart from a basic step is that the man as leader made up variations at whim to 
which the lady partner followed his improvisations. Also, compared to the old waltz hold in 
which some ‘daylight’ existed between partners, the ballroom hold was now ‘cosy’, full frontal 
contact and dancing as if one person on four legs. Dancers were told they had to dance as if 
holding a 78 record between them and without dropping it. 

.  Illustration from Merry Country published Bush Dance & Music Club 
of Bendigo 

The churches abhorred this form of dancing which was wonderful for natural and gifted dancers, 
but difficult for the ordinary plebe that preferred or required a set pattern of steps to learn or 
follow. Thus the revival of old time dancing found wide public appeal although it didn’t suit the 
ballroom professionals, in fact it threatened their livelihood as did the American Square Dance 
fad of the 1950s. 

As a result they introduced competitions and new sequence couple dances were choreographed -  
initially based on the concept of the old time dances of the English Edwardian period, but 
replacing to traditional stepping with the style of the Foxtrot, Quickstep and Modern Waltz with 
parallel foot alignment, slows on the flat and heel, quicks on the toes. These were called Modern 
Sequence Dances in England and it is said the Australian term New Vogue was coined at the Star 
Ballroom in Brisbane. Certainly the term New Vogue had become known Australia wide by the 
late 1930s and has had several revivals since, notably in the 1970s, but again more recently via 
ballroom dance on television under the cloak of ‘dance sport’. 

Before I really get into the nitty gritty of New Vogue dances, I need to briefly mention one other 
form of social dancing, and that’s Latin-American from the Americas. These couple dances 
variously evolved from the 1920s and 30s into ballroom adaptations to calypso and other Latin 



rhythms and tunes. The Paso Doble or Spanish One Step, represented the bullfight in which the 
man is the toreador and the female partner the ‘cloak’ and was known in the mid-1920s although 
I’m not sure it gained world attention until after the 50s. Most will be familiar with the other 
characteristic Latin dances, Rumba (Carioca) and the Conga in the 30s followed by the Samba 
and then the Cha Cha Cha by the 1950s. There are others such as Bossa Nova and more 
contemporary innovations called Salsa. There is certainly some free-lance in the routine of 
performance of these dances and although they can travel around the ballroom (the Paso Doble 
and the Samba), or at least from original position, they tend to be danced more at place. The very 
different musical nuances are a key to the popularity with these dances and the ballroom 
fraternity placed Rock n Roll as the ‘Ballroom Jive’ within the Latin-American category.

 

Whilst a large proportion of New Vogue Sequence Dances have been ‘choreographed’ to the 
old-time standard measures, Waltz, Schottische, Two Step (or March), it can be seen that others 
have been set to a Latin style as well as the ballroom Tango. Thus there is the Rumbaette, Sally 
Anne Cha Cha, Disco Samba, Progressive Jive or ‘Rockabilly’, Tangoette, Jubilee Tango, Royal 
Empress Tango, La Bomba and Tango Rock. Remember that the Foxtrot, Quickstep, Modern 
Waltz, Tango etc. are not New Vogue dances, but free-lance or improvised and of course no 
longer modern, so tending to be now classed as ‘standard ballroom’. It is their style and steps and 
the music that has provided sequences within the New Vogue realm. Thus there is the Alpha and 
the Emmerdale with steps based on the Modern Waltz and its music. Then there is the Chicago 
Foxtrot, Prize Foxtrot, Balmoral Blues and Melba Blues to slow Foxtrot tunes and then the above 
mentioned tangos and the Cassius Quickstep to Quickstep or One Step melodies. 



A quick search of the web (Google) found the following information in various links on New 
Vogue:- 

“New Vogue dances originated in the 1930s and '40s, when some Australian dancers rebelled 
against the formal balletic foot work of the English Old Time dances ( Boyd , 1984b; Gwynne, 
1985 ), and started to choreograph sequence dances based on the Modern Ballroom technique. 
Len Hourigan of Brisbane coined the term "New Vogue" for these dances. They have many open 
positions, which makes them attractive to watch, like the English Old Time, and unlike Standard 
Ballroom dancing in which observers see only the backs of the couples.”  

“Unlike Modern Ballroom and Latin-American where a beginner tends to feel incompetent 
because of the limited knowledge of variations they can perform, after just a very short time of 
learning to dance this style they feel more than adequate while dancing among people who have 
been enjoying this style for years.” 

“All New Vogue dances are based on a sequence of dance steps which are continually repeated, 
usually until the music ends. The sequences are always either 16 or 32 bars long, and require 
music that is in turn "sequenced" (composed of verses that are either 16 or 32 bars long). Due to 
the nature of the dances they are much easier to pick up by beginners than, say, Latin dances 
(which have numerous types of steps that are combined into custom routines) and as such, 
beginner dancers are less likely to feel overwhelmed when learning them and can perform the 
dances to a respectable level within a short time of learning.”  

“In the Dancesport competitions and championships held around the country, there are usually 
more entries in the New Vogue events than in either the Standard Modern Ballroom or the Latin 
& American events, and this makes Australian competitions somewhat different from those 
overseas, such as those of North America or Europe.”  

“New Vogue dances have been choreographed to all the dance rhythms. In this article, dances 
are listed for the Fast Waltz, Slow Waltz, Slow Foxtrot, Quickstep, Tango, March, Bossa Nova, 
Samba, Rumba, Cha Cha, and Jive (Swing). Over the years, many hundreds of New Vogue 
dances have been choreographed (Hend, undated; Limon and Butler, undated; Badham, 
undated) Many are presented at regular competitions which are held to provide showcases for 
such new choreography. In the end though, only a limited number have actually gained wide 
popularity. Over the years, a number of geographical variants of many of the dances evolved, 
and so in 1967 the Australian Dancing Board of Control started standardising a subset of the 
dances for competitions and dancing championships.”  



 Typical New Vogue style. 

It seems ladies’ names have been a popular title for many of the new vogue dances. Thus, to 
mention a few - Dorothea Waltz , Lucille Waltz, Rosita Waltz, Margo Waltz, Tracie Leigh 
Waltz, Merrilyn Schottische, Charmaine Schottische, Yvonne Schottische. Many of these follow 
the old Edwardian sequence dance pattern which end the sequence with a few waltz type turns - 
although there’s the occasional dance that doesn’t. The Carousel Schottische is one example; 
some of the Tangos replace the waltz style turn with a tango box-step turn at the end of sequence 
whilst with the Sparkle Two Step its routine concludes with a slow Foxtrot pivot.  

When the Pride of Erin, Parma Waltz, Gypsy Tap, Canadian Three Step, Evening Three Step, 
Canadian Barn Dance (Canberra Two Step) and Progressive Barn Dance appeared in Australia, 
they were classed as New Vogue, in fact the ballroom fraternity still class them as such, the term 
Old Time strictly reserved for the sets, polkas and waltzes of the pre-modern ball-room era. 

However as far as the general public is concerned these perennial favourites would be regarded 
as Old Time and in fact as early as the 1950s they were so popular they had replaced most of the 
true old time dances on programmes. It’s relative to each generation anyway and there have been 
many good dances settle out of the New Vogue arena. Swing Waltz, Charmaine and Tangoette 
are further examples, now regarded as old-time.  

There were some changes made by the ballroom profession owing to their bias to the smooth 
flowing standard ballroom style.  

I have a letter from Shirley Andrews circa 1985 and dated April 15th (year not given) which 
highlights this aspect because, as a result of a newspaper article on Gerald Hales, (originator of 
the Tangoette and Rumbaette amongst others) had appeared in a Melbourne newspaper when he 
was aged about 92, we tried to make contact for an interview. Here is the result.  

“Gerry Hales doesn’t want to be interviewed but Mr.Foley talked for 1½ hours on the telephone! 
Very interesting details about the dance teachers and dance hall proprietors actually taking 
steps to destroy the American Square Dance craze. They found they were losing money as they 



hadn’t realised that this sort of dancing took up so much room and they couldn’t fit in so many 
dancers. 

Then they cut out what they called the boisterous dances – Polka, Highland Schottische etc. and 
slowed down the Gypsy Tap (no sliding). I made notes and will pass the information on next time 
there’s an opportunity – It was much more deliberate and contrived than we realised – not just 
changing fashions”. 

It is interesting to note above the standardisation of dances by the Australian Dancing Board of 
Control because a number of geographical variants of the dances had evolved (folk process?). 
Phil Leggett of Leggett’s Ballroom Prahran Melbourne told me that most of the teachers were 
only versed in modern ballroom dances and when old time became popular, they wouldn’t have 
had a clue on how the interpret the English instructions for the old Edwardian sequence dances. 
He quoted Gerry Hales as being one and that this is why versions totally different to the English 
originals appeared in Australia. Enormous variation between the states or even within districts 
for the Boston Two Step, Maxina and Pride of Erin in particular.  And of course professionals 
such as these could never admit they were wrong, so having a board to standardise things was a 
good way out. It was related to Shirley Andrews in an interview with Mr and Mrs Albert Boal, 
iconic professional teachers in Melbourne, that as he was from Belfast he knew the Eva Three 
Step, and to get around what was obviously wrong with the Australian version, he renamed it the 
Evening Three Step. Albert Boal was also responsible for dressing up the Swing Waltz which he 
saw in Brisbane in the 50s but converting the rotary waltz at the end of sequence to a reverse 
Viennese waltz turn. So this was his innovation and Melbourne based, gradually percolating out 
into country Victoria. 

I’ll continue in the next chapter with some newspaper accounts that highlight the appearance of 
New Vogue dances at ordinary old time functions.  

 



New Vogue Dancing Part 2 

Peter Ellis 

It will now be revealed how popular the old time dance revival 
was and that this provided a footing for the ballroom 
profession to gradually introduce the new sequence dances at 
first under the guise of old time, then modernised old time, and 
finally as new vogue. These new dances certainly created 
interest. 

This account illustrates a real old time dance and because of a 
Scottish link, inclusion of three country dances. 

Cairns Post Sat. 22nd Oct. 1932 At Stratford Tonight 
Cairns and District Pipe Band are holding another of their 
popular dances when their Scotch night takes place tonight at 

Tully's Hall Stratford. E. Hill's old time band is playing special music for the old time dances, 
which are mostly the old favorites - Mazurkas, Lancers, Jolly Miller, Alberts etc. The Pipe Band, 
under Pipe Major Gow are rendering some of the famous airs in front of Tully's Stratford Hotel, 
before the dance, and also assisting with the dance music. Willie Paul will be M.C., introducing 
all the old Scotch dances, including Rory-o'-More, Eightsome Reel, Strip the Willow. Highland 
Schottische etc. There will be novelties, refreshments. Free bus leaves Tropical Theatre 8 p.m. If 
patrons want to meet old and make new friends go to Stratford tonight.  

The young people knew nothing of the old dances or even how to waltz, so simple instruction 
booklets appeared. But also note mention of the new Pride of Erin and that no instructions could 
be supplied. 

The Mercury (Hobart) Sat. 4th June 1932 "GUIDE TO OLD-TIME DANCES." 

Old-time dances are the thing nowadays, the only difficulty being that few people know the steps. 
This is where "Mullen's Guide to Old Time Dances" is useful. It is a threefold pocket card 
containing instructions, and details of the figures in the Lancers, Waltz Cotillion, Alberts, 
Caledonians, and also the barn dance, polka, schottische, two-step, and others. As a prompt 
book for those whose ideas are a trifle hazy the guide should meet with good reception. 

Instructions sought for the new Pride of Erin, Brisbane Courier Monday 20th June 1932 p12 as 
below: - In "Mullen's Guide to Old Time Dances," a pocket card priced 6d., you will find 
directions for the Lancers and Two step and other dances. It may be obtained from Robertson 
and Mullens, 107-113, Elizabeth Street, Melbourne. , We cannot supply directions for "Pride of 
Erin."  



In an earlier issue of Trad & Now in this series two advertisements were included which 
illustrated the revival of some of the Edwardian sequence dances. (Cairns Post Sat. 17th Aug. 
1929) The dances were the Doris, Veleta, La Rinka and Argentine Waltzes, Marine Four Step, 
Boston and Military Two Steps and the Maxina. 

The next advertisement in contrast seven years later provides descriptions of the New Vogue and 
the Modern Ballroom dances and the “Old Time Dances’ have been ‘ditched’. The booklet 
frontispiece was not in the advertisement; I located it in a second hand book shop.  
 
Barrier Miner (Broken Hill) Thursday 11th May 1939 p8 - The five Modern dances are 
Modern Waltz, Slow Foxtrot, Quickstep, Tango & Blues. The New Vogue those named on 
the cover. Modern Ballroom Dancing By “Rhythm”.  
 
“Now that winter approaches all thoughts turn to dancing, and it is with pleasure we greet a new 
edition of "Dance Steps for the Modern Ball- room," by "Rhythm." Published at the modest price 
of 1/-. This Australian handbook is easily the most popular of the many treatise on dancing that 
have been issued both here and abroad. 
 
In this edition the author has deleted much of the detail concerning old-time dances and has 
replaced it by the steps of 12 new-vogue dances. Such popular items as the Empress Waltz, the 
Dorothea, Ladbrook, Springtime, the Beverly Waltz, Charmaine, Destiny Waltz, Arlene Waltz, 
Pride of Erin, Veola, Lita Waltz and the Circular Waltz are given in full detail. It is claimed that 
this is the first time the full steps of these dances have been given in print. 
 
Beside the new-vogue dances the basic steps of modern-dances such as the Waltz, Slow Fox-
Trot, the Quick-step, the Tango and the Blues are given. Helpful chapters are those devoted to 
deportment and theory of dancing and etiquette of the ball-room. All dancers, whether 
accomplished or at the beginning stage, are confidently recommended to arm themselves with a 
copy of “Dance Steps For the Modern Ballroom.” The published price of 1/- puts it within 
everyone's reach.”  



 

And next is a scathing attack on the new ‘Circular Waltz’ introduced for competitions but under 
the veil of the real Old Time Waltz and this is something the writer makes clear is far from the 
truth. This Circular Waltz later became the prerequisite for many of the end of sequence waltz 
steps of the New Vogue dances. There was also another writer who mentions this Circular Waltz 
as ‘thrupenny waltz’ as well as a military waltz of 1900. 

The Western Australian (Perth) Sat. 20th Oct. 1928   OLD TIME DANCES. To the Editor, 
'The West Australian.' 

Sir,— Is it now time that true lovers of old time dances made a move in an endeavour to bring 
about a better form of this most popular recreation.  
During recent years I have attended many of the old time dances in Perth and suburbs, and have 
been struck with the apparent ignorance of many of the patrons as to how these dances should be 
done. I am not excluding those gentlemen who officiate as masters of ceremony, for I have not 
had the good fortune to meet one yet who knows how to dance the Quadrille, Lancers, or Waltz. 
The Lancers, properly danced, is very pretty, but the way it is being danced nowadays is enough 
to turn anyone against it. In fact, it is quite a common thing to see people sitting it out rather 
than take part in it. Perhaps not one in ten has ever seen it danced correctly. Consequently 
people do not know the pleasure they miss by having it served up in the mutilated form. I suggest 
that our M.C.'s seek instruction from a competent man. They, in their turn, could impart, in the 
ballroom, the knowledge thus gained, and so gradually instruct others. With regard to the waltz, 
I was present at one of the rounds of the recent waltzing competition for the State championship. 



What the competitors were doing I don't know. They were certainly not waltzing. As far as I 
could see their object was to revolve in the smallest possible amount of space, taking about six 
equal steps to complete the revolution, with the body very rigid and the arm fully extended from 
the shoulder, like a railway semaphore at danger. Some were going quite regardless of time, and 
taking anything from five to ten steps to complete a turn: A most remarkable feature about it was 
that scarcely any of the men started off with the proper foot — namely, the left. By way of putting 
the dancers in motion, the following order was given: — 'On the word 'one,' take hold of 
partners; 'two,' rise up on toes; 'three' go!' Had a pistol been used, instead of the word 'Go,' it 
would have been an admirable start for a Sheffield Handicap. I am told that this is what is 
known as the 'three-penny-bit' waltz. Quite so. It might, with advantage, be increased to a half-
crown area. It is time we had a move to teach our young people to waltz — the real waltz, with 
its gracefulness, elasticity of movement, expression, and rhythm, the waltz that, in days gone by 
was the pride and charm of every ball-room. — -Yours, etc.. 
Belmont. 'OLD TIMER.' 

More Edwardian sequence dances are now mentioned and described. The writer ‘Glyde’ 
provides many good articles over some years. The Advertiser (Adelaide) Thurs. 28th Dec. 
1933 OLD TIME DANCES Description of Three Favorites by GLYDE 

Despite the introduction of new dances each season, there are many of the old sequence dances 
that do not lose their popularity. It is noteworthy that the oldest dances are also the simplest, 
which seems to indicate that dancers generally prefer a dance which requires little mental effort 
to perform. I am giving here the steps of some of the old dances and the version I have used in 
each case is the most popular one. London Fox-trot —Begin with natural dance hold and walk 
four slow steps forward, run eight quick steps, left and right chasse, full pivot and balance back 
on right foot. King's Waltz— Begin with the man on the left of his partner, then walk for ward 
four: woman faces partner in natural position, walk four steps forward; left and right chasse, 
and waltz four bars. Marcella—Begin with partner at side: chasse forward and chasse back; 
walk forward four, back two. forward two; face partner and two slides along L.O.D. then 
circular waltz. 

Mention of the new Gypsy Tap and its Sydney ‘choreographer’, Professor Bolot. 

The Sydney Morning Herald Sat. 14th Oct. 1933 DANCING THE GYPSY TAP Exclusively 
Introduced by PROF BOLOT and TAUGHT AT ALL CLASSES Phone F1048 

And this is an amusing one which illustrates competitions created ill feeling 

Cairns Post Tues. 20th March 1934 GOOD SPORTSMANSHIP? (To the Editor "Cairns 
Post"). 

“Sir, - Kindly allow me space in your valuable paper to express my opinion on what some people 
call good sportsmanship. As a constant patron of the Cairns Trocadero old time dances which 



have been running for a space of three (3) years or over, I have never found occasion to comment 
on any dance run by the Trocadero people until last night, when the Pride of Erin waltz 
competition took place. To start off with we had three local judges who are, I feel sure, capable 
of judging any competition held before then. Now we have the M.C, who for years has pleased 
the dancers of the Troc without an unfair word towards him on his good sportsmanship. It is well 
understood that the Troc people cater for the old as well as the young and I don't think it is what 
one could call a fair go to try and deny the old folk the bit of pleasure they have in such a well 
conducted dance hall as the Trocadero. So my main-object in these few lines is to warn the man, 
who, after the announcement of the judges, went across the hall and insulted the lady judge. If he 
does not apologise for same, I have every intention of showing him up through the Press for his 
so-called good sportsmanship, as I happen to know him personally. 

Yours, etc., R. E. HELLMUTH. . Cairns, March 18.” 
In the next paper account the first mention of the Gay Gordons and in the following the Canadian 
Barn Dance. West Australian (Perth) Frid. 20th April 1934 Description of First Set, Lancers & 
Gay Gordons The Advertiser (Adelaide, SA: 1931-1954) Thursday 26 July 1934 Canadian 
Barn Dance mentioned. 

Cairns seems to have been the Mecca for dancing and in this article the mention of New Vogue 
dances, although not under that title. 

Cairns Post Thurs. 13th June 1935 A Waltz Demonstration. 

“A demonstration, of the Dorothea waltz will be given by. Mr. Les Hoey and his partner at the 
dance organised by Mr. C. Love, for the Wanderers' Soccer Club' at the Trocadero on Monday 
night. The floor is now in first class order. Ward's popular dance band will supply the music and 
Mr. Chas. Love will be M.C. This week, in addition to the demonstration, the popular new 
dances, the tango and parma waltzes, and the gypsy tap will be put on the programme. The 
winners of the novelty dances will receive valuable prizes, and patrons will be catered for by a 
full card of old time dances from 8 p.m. to midnight.” 

This account is interesting because the St. Barnards (sic) is a new version in which a second 
section has been added to the old Edwardian St. Bernard Waltz by Leggetts of Melbourne. I have 
correspondence from the late Phil Leggett on how his parents choreographed it with a new tune 
and took the dance to Scotland where it still survives as well as in country areas of Victoria. 

Cairns Post Wednesday 24th February 1937 p3 New Trocadero Palais. 

“Assembly members were well entertained on Monday night with a programme of old-time and 
new vogue dancing. The new dance "St. Barnards"'was favorably received. Free novelties were 
won by Miss Nash and Mr. Stevens. The weekly euchre and dancing will be presented tonight, 
with all assembly dancers admitted at concession rates, subject to card production. Cash prizes 
and free novelties will be awarded. Patrons are reminded of this Saturday night's gala, 
"Grocer's Shop Night." Special novelties, decorations and attractions will be offered.” 



Back to ‘Modern Old Time’ in this one: - The Biz (Fairfield NSW) 22nd October 1936 p2 The 
Butterfly (Fairfield) Definite Programme Policy. 
 
“The management informs the dancing public that the Butterfly's dance policy on Saturday 
nights will be rigidly 50-50. On Wednesday nights the number of patrons has greatly increased, 
which is due to the popularity of modern old time dancing. Tuition can be received in all class of 
dancing on both Thursday nights and Saturday afternoons, at a reasonable fee. Mr. Lou Howard 
states that a Dancing Teachers' Association has recently been formed in Sydney with the object 
of collaborating with dance promoters In view to a set programme of new vogue dances, so that 
all the principal dance rooms in Sydney and suburbs will be in unison. Sydney's leading teachers 
consider that at present there are too many new vogue dances in use, and have decided eliminate 
many. However Mr Howard announces that the programme submitted at the Butterfly on 
Wednesday nights will be the same as danced at the Trocadero, Palais Royal and all leading 
rooms. For those interested in modern old-time the following list comprises all dances 
recognised by the Teachers' Association:- Waltz time: Waltz, Valeta, Pride of Erin, Destiny, 
Tango, Oxford, Palray, Arlene, Club, Dorothea, La Vene, Gwendoline, Jocelyn, Valamar, Unity, 
Elite, Patricia.  Schottische time: Schottische. Barn Dance, Canadian Barn Dance, Maxina, 
Ivycla, Orlando, Ladbrook. Venetian, Springtime, Marguerite, Oriental. March time: Gipsy tap 
(2-4), 4-step (2-4), Canadian 3-step (6-8), Boston (6-8). Mixed time: The Fiesta. Jazz: 
Quickstep, Foxtrot. Jazz waltz.” 

The demonstrations of new dances were obviously very popular, in this case the Tangoette and in 
the following advertisement the Evening Three Step. 

The Mercury (Hobart Tas.) Sat. May 6th 1939 

“TONIGHT THE CONTINENTAL TONIGHT ADMISSION THE OLD TIME DANCE 
ADMISSION - CARNIVAL NIGHT, MAY 27. Gents: Dress or Navy Blue. R. Arthur, M.C. 
Demonstration of "Tangoette" by Mr. and Mrs. Arthur. Broadcast through 7HO, 9.45-11 p.m.THIS, 
AFTERNOON. Old Time Instruction Class, commencing at 2.30. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur will teach 
"Tangoette." ” 

The West Australian (Perth) Sat. 6th Sept. 1944 DANCE, SHENTON PARK RED CROSS, 

“Scouts' Hall, tonight. Old-Time, dash of Modern. Oscar Duffield's 4-piece Band. Exhibition 
dance, Evening Three Step. Lucky Spots, good prizes, excellent floor. Supper, Drinks Adm 1/6.”  

In conclusion some history and an attack on American Square dancing and ‘Yankee’ teachers. 

Morning Bulletin Rockhampton Qld Wed. 11th Nov. 1953 p7 SQUARE DANCING 

“Sir,- As an "old timer," I wish to raise my voice on behalf of many of my old cobbers about 
what many of them consider is a lot of ballyhoo and false information concerning square 
dancing. First, the proper term for any of the dances is Quadrille. The Quadrille originated in 
Paris as a figure of a new ballet (Theatre d' l'Opéra et Ballet) in the mid18th century. Shortly 
after its debut it was modified and brought from the stage to the ballroom floor. It followed in the 



wake of Bonnie Prince Charlie to Scotland, migrated to Ireland and was introduced into 
England at the end of the Napoleonic Wars. The original quadrilles were just titled so. 

Then came modifications and we got Les Lanciers, each of which had not only five figures but 
also names for each figure. The sort of square dancing popular in Rockhampton just now and 
other towns is merely a bastardised form of the original quadrilles, square dances have been 
danced in Australia I'm sure for more than a century. There are modifications of these dances 
which are, so far as I can trace, original, indigenous to this country. Their names are the Fitzroy 
Quadrilles and the Exile Quadrilles. There is no need whatever for young Australians to copy 
any "Yankeefied'' form of ballroom or other type of dancing," nor is there any need whatever for 
special frocks, shirts, trousers, etc., to participate in a set of Fitzroys or indeed any of the proper 
square dances. This "special costumes for square dancing" is mostly a racket, typical of Yankee 
land which has laid sacrilegious hands not only on dancing but on sacred human emotions even 
religion has not escaped -and turned them into commodities for the market place. The proper 
title for a "caller" is Master of Ceremonies. NO wonder the YMCA are losing money (as I have 
been credibly informed is the case), bringing a "caller" from Melbourne when we have still a few 
old time MC's like Joe Mullaney, Mr Harvey, or Les Delaney. I am game to lay a £1 to a penny 
that your Melbourne aces could not MC the Caledonian Quadrille, Lancers or the Waltz 
Quadrilles, which have been glorified in verse by Ella Wheeler Wilcox. Queen Victoria is on 
record as being partial to "a set of Quadrilles." -J. H. WOOD.”  

A Waltz-Quadrille 



The band was playing a waltz-quadrille,  
I felt as light as a wind-blown feather,  
As we floated away, at the caller’s will,  
Through the intricate, mazy dance together. 
Like mimic armies our lines were meeting,  
Slowly advancing, and then retreating,  
All decked in their bright array;  
And back and forth to the music’s rhyme 
We moved together, and all the time 
I knew you were going away. 
 
The fold of your strong arm sent a thrill 
From heart to brain as we gently glided 
Like leaves on the wave of that waltz-quadrille;  
Parted, met, and again divided – 
You drifting one way, and I another,  
Then suddenly turning and facing each other,  
Then off in the blithe chasse. 
Then airily back to our places swaying,  
While every beat of the music seemed saying 
That you were going away. 
 
I said to my heart, ‘Let us take our fill 
Of mirth, and music, and love, and laughter;  
For it all must end with this waltz-quadrille,  
And life will never be the same life after. 
Oh that the caller might go on calling!  
Oh that the music might go on falling 
Like a shower of silver spray,  
While we whirled on to the vast Forever,  
Where no hearts break, and no ties sever,  
And no one goes away!  
 
A clamour, a crash, and the band was still,  
‘Twas the end of the dream, and the end of the measure:  
The last low notes of that waltz-quadrille 
Seemed like a dirge o’er the death of Pleasure. 
You said good-night, and the spell was over – 
Too warm for a friend, and too cold for a lover – 
There was nothing else to say;  
But the lights looked dim, and the dancers weary,  
And the music was sad and the hall was dreary,  
After you went away.  

Ella Wheeler Wilcox!



New Vogue Part 3 
Peter Ellis 

 

Cairns Post Wednesday 24th February 1937 p3 New 
Trocadero Palais. 

“Assembly members were well entertained on Monday night 
with a programme of old-time and new vogue dancing. The 
new dance "St. Barnards"'was favorably received. Free 
novelties were won by Miss Nash and Mr. Stevens. The weekly 
euchre and dancing will be presented tonight, with all 
assembly dancers admitted at concession rates, subject to card 
production. Cash prizes and free novelties will be awarded. 
Patrons are reminded of this Saturday night's gala, "Grocer's 
Shop Night." Special novelties, decorations and attractions 
will be offered.” 

In addition to this another reference has been discovered in the 
Kalgoorlie Miner of 1st July 1937 p8 

TO-NIGHT - — Caledonian Hall, Kalgoorlie  TO-NIGHT :. FIFTY-FIFTY DANCE .:. Novelty 
Dances. Music by the Militia Orchestra Learn the St. Bernard Waltz, also the Charmaine Waltz, 
as introduced at the Forty Club, Melbourne, by Mr. and Mrs. Chappell. 

This is particularly interesting as it demonstrates how quickly new dances can get about, from 
Melbourne to Kalgoorlie. The Melbourne teachers, Mr and Mrs (Norm) Chappell are the 
choreographers of the Charmaine and that dance is only a year or two old at the time. Interesting 
it’s advertised as a waltz, because the dance they invented is a Schottische or to 4-4 time 
normally. However, I have seen it danced to waltz time at Yarrawalla north of Bendigo. As the 
Chappell’s were Melbourne ballroom dance instructors it’s more than likely the St. Bernard 
Waltz they also taught at the Forty Club would be the latest from Leggett’s in 1936 rather than 
the original from England. Norm Chappell was originally from Bendigo. 

The St. Bernard Waltz with the old foot positions on the toes was arranged in England in 1913 
and was a reasonably simple dance, often known as the ‘Knock Knock Waltz’ or dance because 
of the light foot stamp on the 3rd beat of the 3rd bar and the first beat of the 4th bar (actually, 
stamp – stamp stamp). Generally everybody remembers this and usually quite violent foot 
stomps are incorporated to the dismay of the teachers. It was regarded as an old time party dance 
and the original tune is well marked on those particular bars to emphasise the stamp. You’ll see 
that in the playing of the original tune provided here.  



 

There is also a collected St. Bernard tune Katia which Dave de Santi learnt from the late Mr 
Arthur Bowley, lead musician at the Marshall Mount Old Time Dances. This tune also 
emphasises the ‘knock knock’ section.  



 Arthur Bowley  

 

Other popular tunes which can be adapted quite well with the knock knocks at the appropriate 
spot are How Much Is That Doggy in the Window, Oh Oh Antonio, Beautiful Ohio and Little Sir 
Echo. 

In 1936 Mr and Mrs Harry Leggett of Melbourne brought out a ‘new old time’ dance called the 
St. Bernard Waltz. This as a New Vogue dance had the parallel foot alignment instead of the 
turned out toes of the stage of the original English dance. Also they added a second section as 
well as an extra glide to the first part of the dance thereby eliminating the knock knock step so 
despised by the teachers.   



Descriptions of the ST. BERNARD WALTZ but incorporating the older knock knock step 
and the second section of Leggetts. 32 bar sequence of 3-4. 

Instructions. 

Position: Waltz hold, couple standing side on to line of dance, man facing wall. 

Part A (16 bars) 

Glide to the man’s left, side together, side together, side together, then on the spot lightly stamp 
right foot, then left & right foot 4 bars.  

Reverse the sequence against line of dance, but only two side together movements and the man 
then steps back (towards centre) left foot, then right without changing weight  4 bars.  

With the weight still on the right foot he can then step forward left and then right 2 bars. He then 
glides two steps to his left while twirling the lady anticlockwise under his right hand (holding her 
left hand) as she pirouettes to her right (the man’s left) along line of dance 2 bars.   

Circular Waltz 4 bars. 

Part B (16 bars) 

Come out of the circular waltz from part A facing down line of dance with the lady on the right 
of the man and in the skater’s hold, i.e. hands crossed in front, man’s right hand under his left. 
Run a ‘3 step’ forward commencing on the outside foot and neatly swinging the inside foot 
forward with a light knee lift 2 bars.  

Reverse the ‘3 step’ backwards to place commencing inside foot and on the last step turn inwards 
and swing what was the outside foot  through the centre against line of dance* 2 bars.  

Repeat the 3 step forward and back with the swivel and throw of nearest foot against line of 
dance and finishing side on to line of dance facing partners 4 bars.  

Now step balance to the man’s left swinging his right foot (lady’s left) across in front to line of 
dance and repeat on the opposite foot against line of dance 2 bars.  

Now in a similar fashion to part A (except hand hold is still crossed) man releases right hand 
hold with his partner while gliding 2 steps to his left and twirling the lady clockwise under his 
left hand 2 bars.  

Take the waltz hold and Circular Waltz 4 bars. 





 



 The original English St Bernard Waltz of the very early 1900s consisted only of the 16 
bar Part A and was noted for the ‘knock knock’ with the foot stamp, and often accentuated by the 
orchestra’s drummer. As some dancers invariably overdo the stamping, a no stamp alternative 
developed instead with the dancers rising and falling on their toes on the spot. This is to the other 
extreme as it looks rather silly and departs from both the characteristic of the original dance step 
as well as the equally compatible musical phrase at that point. The part B section is entirely 
Australian added by Mr and Mrs H. Leggett of Melbourne’s famous Leggett’s Ballroom in 1937.  

They took their version of the dance back to Scotland where it has continued to thrive right 
through to the border country. The Leggett version of the dance minus the foot stamp also moved 
into the Old Time Dance scene in Victoria by the 1950s and was particularly popular around 
Castlemaine and Bendigo. It was danced as described above but without the original foot-stamps. 
* Later the teachers revised the opening part B sequence to staying aligned in the forward 
position for the 3 steps forward and back and no counter swing against line of dance until the 
final section just before the Circular Waltz. This is how the Leggetts’ originally arranged the 
dance although I like the country folk version as described above. 

St. Bernard Waltz song Leggett’s 1936 

First Verse 

There’s a time drawing near 

That will bring you good cheer, 

Dancing the St. Bernard 

You’ll sing all the way 

And be happy and gay 

Dancing the St. Bernard 

There’s Maudie and Kitty 

Who look very pretty, 

They’re longing to dance it you know; 

So come along Johnny and Bertie and Tommy, 

And whirl them along on tip-toe 

Chorus 

Dancing the St. Bernard, 



What a sight it is to see; 

Around the room you glide 

With your girlie by your side, 

Dancing the St. Bernard. 

What pretty girls you see, 

With somebody’s daughter 

You’ll waltz to the altar – 

What a pleasure for you and me: 

Second Verse 

As time flies away 

You’ll hear people say, 

Do you dance the new St. Bernard? 

You must answer them, Yes! 

And you’ll please them, I guess, 

Dancing the St. Bernard. 

Glide four to the left 

And two to the right, 

Walk backward and forward, you see; 

Turn the lady round here, 

Then waltz without fear – 

That’s half of the dance you’ll agree. 

Now the one reference to the Evening 3 Step:- 

The West Australian (Perth) Sat. 6th Sept. 1944 DANCE, SHENTON PARK RED CROSS, 

“Scouts' Hall, tonight. Old-Time, dash of Modern. Oscar Duffield's 4-piece Band. Exhibition 
dance, Evening Three Step. Lucky Spots, good prizes, excellent floor. Supper, Drinks Adm 1/6.”  



The Evening 3 Step was a corrupted version of the English Eva Three Step of 1904 and it doesn’t 
seem to have taken on out here in that early period. However the Australian dance teachers did 
not know how to interpret the English instructions (according to the late Phil Leggett) and thus 
our versions of Parma Waltz, Pride of Erin, Boston 2 Step, Veleta Waltz (becoming Valetta 
Waltz) etc. ended up by default very different, often unrecognisable in comparison. According to 
Shirley Andrews, Albert Boal a revered dance teacher in Melbourne, was originally from Belfast 
and knew the Eva 3 Step first hand. In avoiding the botch-up he renamed the Australian version 
the ‘Evening 3 Step’. The dance appears to be of 1940s vintage, the above newspaper quote the 
first mention I’ve found. When I first saw it danced in the late 1950s (learning it myself) Jive or 
Rock n Roll was of course at its peak. The Evening 3 Step had a real swing with a jive type hand 
shake leading into each crossover with the lady turning under the man’s right hand.  

Teddy Bears’ Picnic seemed to be the popular signature for this dance in the early years and 
another really popular tune of that era was 76 Trombones.  Many years later Lily the Pink and 
Yellow Submarine were the favoured tunes. Older standards were Hello, Who’s Your Lady 
Friend and McNamara’s Band. When I started with the more serious side of Old Time Dance 
(really New Vogue) in the 1970s the ballroom fraternity had altered the Evening 3 Step routine 
to pirouette type crossovers by both lady and man which eliminated the jive type swing. As well 
as this a chassé skip step was added before the concluding waltz turn. As typical with the 
professional teachers, this then made the earlier version WRONG. I always felt it a pity the 
earlier jivey version disappeared. 

Now at Marshall Mount near Wollongong the Eva 3 Step is or was danced, introduced by an 
English teacher the version is really interesting. Like many Australian old time sequence dances 
it differs from the original and is obviously very popular with the young people. One difference 
is that there is a part where the dancers clap hands for a few steps as they walk backwards and I 
know of no other old time or new vogue dance of this nature. 
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Bush Dance as it was in the Bush! 
Part 1 - From the 

beginning 
By Peter Ellis 

The$series$on$the$evolution$of$contemporary$bush$dance$
highlighted$an$important$part$of$our$history$and$as$
illustrated,$it$was$very$much$a$1950s$to$70s$era$of$city$
tradition,$highly$British$folk$dance$and$Irish$music$
orientated$with$little$actually$in$common$with$a$true$dance$
in$the$bush.$$

In$this$new$series$I$will$be$focusing$on$what$did$occur$in$the$bush,$it$will$possibly$surprise$
you.$Also$dances$were$seldom$referred$to$as$bush$dances$except$in$the$occasional$instances$
where$they$were$simply$an$old$time$hop$and$generally$nothing$like$the$nineteen$seventies$
phase.$

Going$right$back$to$the$beginning$of$time$relative$to$white$settlement$in$Australia,$which$
isn’t$a$great$chronological$period$in$terms$of$world$history$and$it$certainly$isn’t$a$great$
chronological$period$for$Indigenous$people;$is$the$first$report$of$a$social$dance$in$Sydney$at$
a$time$when$it$was$still$bush,$or$almost$so.$This$quote$from$1803$is$well$known,$but$a$
couple$of$interesting$points$and$bear$in$mind$it$is$a$piece$of$satirical$journalism$to$fill$up$
newspaper$space,$but$nevertheless$one$assumes$dance$names$mentioned$must$have$been$
known$to$the$reader.$Three$of$the$dances,$Irish$Trot,$Country$Bumpkin$and$Cheshire$
Rounds$would$have$been$dances$of$the$ballroom$in$their$day$but$obviously$folk$style$
dances$and$in$this$case$in$repertoire$of$what$seems$to$be$ordinary$plebs$rather$than$
society.$They$have$a$fiddler,$not$a$violinist$and$the$serenade$of$culinary$instruments$little$
short$of$marrow$bones$and$cleavers$implies$it’s$a$‘tin$kettling’,$something$that$was$a$
tradition$in$the$bush$well$within$living$memory$of$elderly$people$today.$

Sydney&Gazette,&Sunday,&May&15,&1803&2c!

On#the#evening#of#Saturday#the#7th#instant#a#Celebration#of#Nuptials#took#place#on#the#Rocks,#
at#which#a#numerous#group#of#congratulants#assembled#to#greet#the#enamoured#Touchstone*
and!his$beloved$Audrey.$Compliments$at$an$end,$the$circling$planet$of$the$board%was%briskly%
courted,)and)a)fiddler)with)his)merry)crowd,)received)an!universal*welcome:*the*merry*dance*
commenced,(and(the(fair(bride(led(down(the(Country(Bumpkin,(which(was(performed(in(
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character.(The(Cheshire(rounds(and(the(Irish(trot(were(also(gone!through'with'equal'success,'
after&which&a&contest&for&the&Breeches&ensued,&but&was&determined&in!favour!of#Madam#
Beatrice,)and)the)ladies)at)parting,)withdrew)in)triumph.)On)Monday)evening)a)grand)
serenade'of'culinary'instruments'waited'on'the'new!married!pair,&which&in&harmoney&came&
little%short%of%marrrow!bones&and&cleavers.&The&musicians&demanded&a&fee,&imposed&by&
custom,(and(which(being(complied(with,(the(Young(couple(were(left(to(their(domestic(Quiet."

One$of$the$Country$Bumpkins$described$by$Thomas$Wilson%is%a%triple%minor%longways%for%as%
many%as%will%(not%the%one%that%has%been%revived%in%our%contemporary%bush%dance%scene)%and%
the$other$likely$contender$at$a$gathering$such$as$this$is$the$‘Ninesome’.#The#Irish#Trot#also#is#
likely&a&triple&minor&and&has&been$confused$with$a$folk$dance$Thady$You$Gander$of$which$
there%is%no%early&history(out(here.(Cheshire(Rounds(was(likely(past(its(use(by(date(as(a(
ballroom'dance'then,'but'it’s'well'possible'it'was'still'well'known'by'the'lower'classes,'so'
possibly(what(we(would(see(as(a(folk(dance.(

$

For$the$rest$of$the$period$the$main$dances$will"be"the"quadrilles"and"couple"dances"of"the"
nineteenth&century.&This&next&reference&illustrates&this&and&the&quadrilles&already&said&to&be&
‘old’.'But'the'point'is'you'had'to'walk,'catch'a'cab'or'ride'a'horse'in'those'days.'Even'up'to'
the$end$of$the$1950s$or#a#little#later,#if#you#wanted#to#escort#your!girl%home%from%a%dance%
you$had$to$allow$enough$time$to$get$her$home$and$get$yourself$back$for$the$last$tram$or$bus.$
Forget'the'hanky'panky,'girls'usually'had'chaperones'or'were'escorted'by'parents'or'older'
brothers.(Mrs(Bourke(told(me(after(a(dance(she(and(her(boy(would(walk(quicker(and(
quicker(so(they(had(a(smidge(of(time(at(the(front(gate(before(her(parents(caught(up.($

And$look$at$this$poor$bloke$walking$three$miles$in$the$wet$in$his$dancing$pumps!$

The!Australian!(Sydney!NSW!1824848)!Saturday$11th$March$1826$p4$$

‘Fashionable!Misery’!…!Quadrille!

Having'accepted'an'invitation'to'a'stranger’s'ball,'under'the'idea'that'would'there'meet'
your%particular%friend%Mrs.%………,%and%her%charming%daughter.%Accordingly%dandySfying&in&
the$first$style$for$the$occasion,$paying$half$a$crown$for$organising$or$true$fitting,$four$
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shillings'for'kid'gloves,'and'three'shillings'for'Jarvey'etc.'etc.'Going'there'particularly'early,'
finding&the&rooms&badly&lighted,&merely&a&wretched&thrummer#of#old#quadrilles,#ugly#girls,#
posse%of%strangers,%and%old%fogies,%thawing%ices,%stale%rout%cakes,%dried%up%sandwiches%and%
corked'port,'at'which,'being'disgusted,'you'have'the'satisfaction'of'learning'from'the'lady'of'
the$house,$that$your$charming$friend"will$not$be$there!$….#whom#you#relied#upon#bringing#
you$back.$And$to$end$your$misery,$a$tremendous$wet$night,$no$coach$to$be$procured,$and$
three%miles%in%pumps%to%walk.%With%merely%the%satisfaction%of%wishing%Mrs.%………%and%her%
ball$at$the$devil.$

“Morgan(and#Truefit,#two#fashionable#hairScutters'at'the'West'end'of'the'town.$

And$then$at$Broken$Hill,$the$distance$travelled$required$staying$overnight,$this$was$often$
the$case,$change$of$clothes$carried$on$horseback.$Notice$also$the$Virginia$Reel$as$the$finali.$

Barrier&Miner&(Broken&Hill)&Wed.&5th!June%1889!

And"so,"after"another"quadrille;"and"the"final"Virginia"reel,"the"company"began"to"break"up"
and"depart."Some"few"intimate"friends"of"the"family,"who"had"come"from"a"distance,"were"to"
stay"all"night"at"Black"Hall.""
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$

This$account$is$priceless.$

HUMOROUS.!25!Jan.!1902!Clarence$and$Richmond$Examiner$(Grafton,$NSW:$1889$S$1915)$
A!BUSH!DANCE.!!!

Writing"about"his"experiences"in"Queensland,"the"Earl"of"Yarmouth"says:"Then"there"were"the"
dances"in"the"winter"time"!"about"August"!"and"very"amusing"some"of"the"less"fashionable"bush"
dances"were"in"the"small"towns."They"generally"have"a"master"of"ceremonies,"who"announces"
the"next"dance;"they"have"various"playful"ways"of"doing"so."Being"in"a"cattle"district,"one"of"the"
popular"ways"which"I"have"actually"heard"is"for"the"M.C."to"announce,""Gents"will"please"
choose"their"meat"for"the"next"polka;""also""seize"your"skin"for"a"waltz,""is"another"favourite."

At"one"dance"there"were"placards"on"the"wall,""Gents"are"forbidden"to"dance"twice"with"the"
same"lady,"owing"to"the"scarcity"of"the"fair"sex."Occasionally"I"used"to"get"up"a"small"dance"at"
the""Rocks,""on"the"verandah,"and"people"used"to"think"nothing"of"riding"twenty"and"thirty"
miles"and"more."If"they"live"a"long"way"off,"they"just"camp"down"on"the"verandah,"bringing"
their"own"blanket"with"them,"and"as"the"saying"is""choosing"the"softest"plank""to"sleep"on."
Then"they"would"depart"next"morning."

THE!BUSH!DANCE!Geraldton!Guardian!and!Express!28!Aug.!1929!

I"went"to"the"old"bush"dance"last"night,"down"in"the"Werribee"hall;"I"drove"the"cart,"on"the"
sand!plain"road,"to"be"at"the"year's"show"ball;"and"the"night"wind"howled"as"I"jogged"along"!"
but"never"a"whit"cared"I."Could"I"catch"one"smile"from"a"girl"out"there,"or"a"glance"from"a"
roguish,"eye."I"hitched"the"cart"to"a"barbed!wire"fence,"and"I"ambled"down"to"see"the"farmers'"
wives"by"the"lean!to"shed"a!boiling"cups"of"tea."They"were"cutting"the"loaves"and"slicing"the"
scones,"and"setting"the"tables"all"—"'twas"a"supper"for"gods,"if"one"only"knew"—"that"supper"at"
Werribee"ball."There"were"boys"galore"from"the"farms"around,"all"strangers"to"collar"and"tie,"
and"they"seemed,"perhaps,"to"a"city"lad"to"be"nervous,"and"silly"and"shy;"for"they"mooned"
around"in"a"silent"crowd"by"the"door"of"the"bright!lit"hall,"and"they"scarcely"spoke"to"the"bevy"
of"girls"who"were"there"at"the"Werribee"ball."The"girls"were"brown,"and"freckled"and"strong,"
powdered"and"shingled,"too;"but"they"drest"perhaps"in"a"different"way"to"what"the"girls"in"the"
city"do."By"track"and"by"road"they"had"flocked"to"the"dance,"o'er"valley"and"river"and"plain,"
and"they""swung"to"their"corners""and"turned"right"round,"Just"to"do"it"again"and"again."The"
kiddies"all"watched"from"the"corner"seats,"while"their"ma's"went"out"to"do"the"latest"step"from"
the"town"nearby,"or"to"dance"some"old"set"thro'."And"the"kiddies"howled"as"the"hours"went"
past,"while"their"mothers"and"sisters"still"went"tripping"along"to"an"old,"old"tune,"through"the"
maze"of"a"quaint"quadrille."The"grandsires"tapt"to"the"music's"beat,"a!seated"around"the"wall,"
and"markt"the"poise"of"each"raw!boned"youth"of"their"own,"at"the"Werribee"ball."And"the"
mothers,"perhaps,"would"heave"a"sigh"for"the"years"long"past."And"cried"as"they"saw"some"
happy"and"love"struck"pair,"stroll"slow"to"the"night"outside."The"fiddler"play'd"us"a"martial"air,"
while"the"sweat"pour'd"down"from"his"brow,"and"he"swung"his"bow"as"the"masters"do—"I"can"
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see"him"swinging"now."And"while"supper"and"beer"were"handed"about"—"the"night"grew"full"of"
goodwill;"and"the"local"teacher"sang"us"a"song"—"I"can"hear"aim"singing"still."When"the"cow!
bells"rang"from"the"nearby"scrub."The"company"formed"a"ring,"the"sun"showed"pale"athwart"
the"hills,"as"they"sang""God"Save"the"King.''"Some"couples"there"were,"who"kiss'd"in"the"dawn,"
by"an"empty,"silent"hall,"But"the"line"of"traps"a!heading"for"home,"marked"the"end"of"the"
Werribee"ball.$—BERT$WILLIAMS.$

The$Western$Mail$(Perth)$Thur.$30th!Jan.%1930!
We#were#promptly#introduced#all#round!by#the#chairman,#and#soon#after,#to#the#strains#of#a#
good$piano$and$of$a$concertina,$both$instruments$in$very$capable$hands,$dancing$was$in$full$
swing.'The'programme'was'a'long'one,'and'we'soon'realised'that'one'need'be'an'expert'in,'old'
time%dancing%as%well#as#in#modern#jazz#to#keep#pace#with#the#bright!eyed$group$girl.$
Schottisches)and)mazurka)followed)fox)trots)and)one!steps,&and&the&ever&popular&lancers&were&
executed'with'a'gusto'which,'literally,'took'us'off'our'feet."

We#discovered#that#most#of#our#new"found"friends"originated"from"Cornwall"and"from"that"
"West!Countrie"*beloved*of*Thomas*Hardy,*but*like*everywhere*else*in*the*Empire*wherever*
there%is%hard%work%to%be%done,%coupled%with%the%spice%of%adventure,%the%sturdy%Scot%was%well%in%
evidence.(Take(your$partners$for$the$"Highland$Reel.",$announced$the$M.C.,$whose$rich$speech$
clearly'denoted'that'he'had'first'seen'light'somewhere'north'of'the'Clyde'.'Feeling'I'could'not'
"do"$it,$I$had$to$sit$and$watch$the$gay$evolutions$of$the$lads$and$lassies.$Supper$was$then$
handed&round,&and,&soon&after&the&clock&struck&the&death&knoll&of&the&old&year."

!Immediately*the*juniors,*who,*from*outside*the*hall,*had*been*waiting*for*this*moment,*
started'a'deafening'din'with'the'help'of'kerosene'tins,'whilst'a'bail'of'gravel!descended&upon&
the$roof.$When$the$noise$subsided$our$friend$Angus$Mac$slowly$entered$the$room.$Holding$
above&his&head&a&bottle&whose&label&proclaims&a&thorough&Caledonian&origin,&he&raised&his&
voice&in&song,&and&we&all&joined&hands&for&the&heartiest&of&Auld#Lang#Syne#I#ever#heard.#Then,#in#
true%Highland%fashion%Angus%invited%each%one%of%us%in%turn%to%partake%with%him%of%the%first%
drink&of&the&New$Year."As"we"left"friendly"streamers"vainly"tried"to"hold"our"cars"back"and"as"
we#wended#our#way#home#through#the"forest"we"felt"like"travelling"through"a"dreamland"
garden.(The(dense(undergrowth(nearly(met(overhead,(and(our(lights(seemed(to(enhance(the(
vivid$green$of$the$hazel$bush$and$the$karri$wattle$and$gigantic$brackens$bent$their$heads$
under&the&weight&of&the&night's'dew;'now'and'again'a'startled'"quokka"'hopped'clumsily'
across&the&track.&As&we&got&near&home&the&first&dawn&of&the&year&was&already&breaking,&and&
though&the&night's&gloom&still&clung&to&the&dense&shrubbery&around&us,&the&first&rays&of&the&sun&
were$already'darting'through'the'leafy'heads'of'the'great'karris,'where'invisible'parakeets'
had$started$their$chatter.!"

GUILDFORD!WEST!A.L.P.!The!Biz!(Fairfield,!NSW:!1928!8!1954)!Friday!22!April!1932!

Euchre'and'Dance$

Idealising*that*the*old*adage*is*still*true!"that%variety%is%the%spice%of%life"!the$social$committee$
have%decided%to%make%each%of%their%fortnightly%dances!different(to(the(preceding(one.(The(first(
of#these#"different"#dances!was$held$in$the$Regent$Theatre,!on#Tuesday,#12th,#when#a#"bush!
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dance""was"arranged."A"camp"setting"on"the"stage,"and"the"body"of"the"hall"beautifully"
decorated(with(blue(gum,(gave(the(theatre(a(real(Australian(bush!appearance.(The(songs(
rendered%between%dances!were$also$typically$Australian.&"Goodbye&Guildford&Town,"&
"Gundagai")and)"The)Old)Sundowner")were)well)received)while)Mr.Wal)Bickley)surprised)the)
dancers!with%his%rendering%of%"Little%Pal"%and%"Call%me%Back,%Pal%of%Mine."%A%step%dance!by#Bert!
Bennett,&to&the&accompaniment&of&a&mouth#organ,#gave#the#proceedings!quite&a&bush!
atmosphere.+Although+the+night+was+wet,+nearly+200+dancers+took+the+floor;+so+the+committee+
have%reason%to%be%pleased%with%their!initial&effort.&The&free&"personality”-dance!was$won$by$Mr.$
Bardsley,"and"the"lucky"door"number"by"Mr."Buchan."The"music"was"supplied"by"Billie"
Bunting's)Band."

I"have"mentioned"before"that"it"was"difficult"to"find"much"information"in"the"very"early"
period'of'what'the'lay'people'were'dancing;!writers'seldom'wrote'any'account"below"their"
station.(Likewise(it(is(rare(to(find(any(accounts(of(social(dance(with(respect(to(the(
Indigenous*people,*yet*we*know*they*held*their*own*social*dances*of*the*equivalent*of*the*
white&populace&in&the&towns.&Chris&Sullivan&has&collected&wonderful"dance"tunes"from"
Indigenous*players*and*they*were*top*players,*guns*as!we#would&say.&At&the&Drover’s&
Reunion'at'Camooweal'in'2002'and'again'in'2003'I'played'for'an'old'time'dance.'There'was'
one$Aboriginal$lady$(amongst$several$couples$actually)$who$danced"with"skill"and"grace"and"
I"made"comment"to"her"about"it."She"replied"‘Oh#dad#taught#us#on#the#clay#pans,#we#held#
dances'there!’$

Below&is&one&interesting&writeSup#that#did#make#the#papers.$

Townsville*Daily*Bulletin*(Qld*188581954)&Saturday&19th!October(1935!

AN!ABORIGINAL)DANCE."Modern'and'Ball'Room.'MUNGINDI,'October'14th."!

Last%Tuesday%week%a%novelty%entertainment%took%place%in%the%Elite%Hall%when%the%aboriginals%
gave%a%dance%with%an%attendance%of%about%60%aboriginals%from%Moree,%Boomi,%Neeworra,(
Toomelah(and(Mungindi.(Both(modern(and(old(time(dancing(was(indulged(in(and(the(music(
was$supplied$by$an$accordeon$player$of$some$quality,$accompanied$by$the$good$old$Gum$leaf,$
which%was%really%excellent%and%quite%as%good%as%our%expensive%bands%to"dance"to."During"the"
evening&a&corroboree&was&held,&while&an&exhibition&of&step&dancing&was&given;&also&Scotch&
reels.&It&was&explained&owing&to&an&attack&of&'flu'&a&colored&friend&from&Brisbane&was&unable&to&
present'the'Rumba'as'previously'announced."

(The"Rumba"would"have"been"the"latest"dance"of"a"season"or"two"in"1935)$
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Evelyn'Crawford,'Indigenous'
‘bush&musician’&from&the&
Meredith(Collection.$
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Bush Dance as it was in the Bush! 
Part 2 – 1850s – 1950s 

By Peter Ellis 

Thanks'again'to'the'National'Library'of'Australia'for'setting'
up#the#Digitised#Newspaper#resource#that#has#been#
invaluable)to)me)in)preparing(the$recent$series$of$articles$
for$Trad$&!Now.%!
During'the'course'of'perusing!the$papers$for$information$
on#dance,#and#in#particular#‘bush#dance’#I’ve#come#across#
several'excellent'‘stories’'by'Will'Carter.'I'also'observed'
Warren&Fahey&in&his&research&on&the&song&‘Tumba"bloody"
Rumba’"uncovered"Will"(Wilf)"Carter"and"has"provided"

details(about!this%accomplished%writer%of%bush%traditions:"!
“Will%Carter%was%born%in%1867.%With%a%life%of%88%years%he%spanned%significant%changes%in%
Australia.*The*gold*rushes*tripled*the*population;*gold*was*replaced*by*the#new#fortunes#of#
wool,%wheat,%beef%and%coal;%our%colonies%had%federated%to%become%a%nation;%the%population%had%
shifted(to(living(primarily(in(the(cities,(and(we(had(seen(ourselves(fighting(in(WW1.(Carter,(like(
many%of%his%time,%was%interested%in%the%development(of(the(Australian(identity.(Carter(was(a(
prolific(writer(and(Ron(and(Catherine(Frew(have(used(his(words(to(provide(us(with(a(unique(
insight'into'one'man's'vision'of'Australia.'Carter'was'a'schoolteacher'and,'in'his'way,'a'
documenter*of*life.*He*contributed(to(local(newspapers(and(The(Bulletin.(He(was(also(an(
accordion(player,(bush(dance(MC(and(a(dab(sketcher(in(the(style(of(Hop(and(Lindsay.”(!

You$can$purchase$the$book$by$mail$order$directly$from$Ron$and$Catherine$Frew$at$PO$Box$
15#Tumbarumba#NSW#2653.!!Will$Carter's$manuscript$
collection(is(housed(at(the(Mitchell(Library,(Sydney,(
MLMSS3372!
!
Left.!Will$Carter."Photograph)resourced)courtesy)Warren)
Fahey.!Also%Warren%has%further%information%on%his%web%
“Australian*Folklore*Unit”*www.warrenfahey.com!!
Camperdown+Chronicle+4th!January'1934'p'8!
AUSTRALIANITIES.!No.261.BINGLE+ON+
THE$WEATHER.!By#Will#Carter,#
Hurstville.+!
!

THE$REAL$OUTBACK."I"was"enjoying"myself"in"a"bush%dance"room!
one$night$in$the$Christmas$holidays$over$forty$years$ago.$It$was$just$a$
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bush%gathering%where%everybody%had%done%his%or%her%bit%towards%making%a%bit%of%jollity.%It%
was$the$real$bush$spirit$that$prevailed,$and$the$whole$circumstances$characterised$the$bush$
festival)proper.)Wattle)trees)were)exuding)their)warts)of)yellow,)sticky)gum)not)ten)rods)
from%the%front"door"of"the"innocent""looking!assembly"room$which$the$locals$proudly$
alluded&to&as&"The&Hall".&Numerous&jaws&were&busily&engaged&in&chewing&lumps&of&the"gum,"
and$some$became$tightly$stuck$in$the$process,$necessitating,$the$insertion$of$a$pocket"knife&
blade&between&their&teeth&to&coax&them&apart&when&refreshments&were&handed&round&by&
the$girls$in$their$muslin$dresses,$relieved$with$blue$ribbon$waistbands.!The$fiddling$and$
concertina"playing,)the)tree"fern%wall%and%beam%decorations,%the%pine%box%seats%borrowed%
from%a%local%grocer,%and%draped%with%pink%and%blue%art%muslin,%in%fact%everything%savoured%
of#the#real#and#remote,#bush,#and#while&one&mother&"was&waltzing'with''her'husband,'she'
had$her$arms$encircling$his$body,$while,$in$her$hands$'$she$held$a$cheap$accordeon$which$
she$played$as$she$danced.$"By$George,"$I$observed$to$a$local$male$resident,$"that$beats$the$
band%in%more%senses%than%one;%I%never%saw%that"done"before;"not"even"out"at,"Nockatankatoo"
where%the%men%used%to%dance%in%their%socks%on%hot%nights."%My%rustic%acquaintance%was%
tickled(to(death(at(such(an(extreme(in(bush(convention,(and(sidling(up(a(bit(closer,(till(he(
actually'occupied'a'third'of'the""Whybrow!Pickles")case)I)was)seated)on,)he)said)very)
soberly:)"Yares,)I)s'pose)you)do)see)some)rum)doin's)out)in)the)bush."!
!I"glanced"round"the"room"till"my"eyes"rested"on"the"lady"with"the"waltzing"accordeon,"and"I"
said%thoughtfully:%"Yes,%you%do."%!!!
Camperdown+Times+Thursday+October+10th!1935!
AUSTRALIANITIES*No.*346!THE$CROSS"EYED$FLAPPER!by"Will"Carter,"Hurstville.!
!It#was#a#bush!dance!room$that$one$of$the$local$Romeos$was$favourably$impressed$by$a$
certain(Juliet,(who(had(come(out(from(town,(ten(miles(away,(with(a(party(of(friends(to(enjoy(
a"wild"hop"among"the"gum"leaves."He"had"not"received"the"usual""knock"down""nor"had"he"
even$enjoyed"the"thrill"of""swinging"corners""with"Jennifer"in"time"second""sure%of%the%
lancers,)but)he)seemed)to)sense)the)fact)that)she)was)more)than)a)little)impressed)with)him,)
as#her#eye#was#on#him#whenever#he#looked#in#her#direction.#When#the#perspiring#dancers!
had$escorted$their$fair$partners$to$a$seat$which$had$been$borrowed,$or$commandeered,$
from%the%nearby%provisional%school,%and%arranged%round%the%room,%she%was%sitting%six%
couples(up(towards(the(door,(and,(bless(me,(if(that(lustrous(eye(of(hers(wasn't(beaming#in#
his$direction$again.$The$youth$felt$a$surge$of$manly$pride$in$his$blood,$and$he$said$to$Jimmy$
Stockwhip,+his+pal+standing+near.+"See+that+new+'tart'+along+under+the+winder,+in+the+blue+
with%white?"%"Well,%I'm%takin'%her%on%after%supper:%she's%struck%on#me#real#proper;#she's#
never%had%her%eye%off%me%since%she$came$into$the$room."$"Go$on!you$silly$cow,"$said$his$mate,$
"can't'you'see'she's'cross"eyed?"&!
SQUARING)HIS)ACCOUNT.)This%is%the%story%of%the%"Dance!that$Didn't."#The#incident#is#
associated%with%Glenthompson,*on*the*old$coach!track&between&Ballarat&and&Hamilton&(Vic),&
and$occurred$over$thirty$years$ago.$The$advance$guard$of$the$rail$survey,$across$from$Ararat$
to#Hamilton,#camped#near#a#small#township,#where#dances!were$very$frequent.$The$
members&of&the$survey$party$carried$all$before$them$with$their$bit$of$dash$and$superfine$
robing'in'tailor"made%suits%and%patent%leather%dancing%shoes,%where%the%local%lads%had%to%be%
content&with&"hand"me"down"&suits&and&white&canvas&shoes.&Naturally&a&little&local&jealously'
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was$aroused,$and$one$of$the$first$to$air$his$grievance$was$Barney$Mooney,$a$local$saddler,$
who$was$reputedly$the$best$waltzer,$and$beer"sinker'for'twenty'miles'round.'He'had'won'so'
many%waltzing$contests$that$he$was$barred,$at$length,$from$all$local"competitions,"and"had"
to#content#himself#with#accepting#the#responsible#office#of#judge#on#all#occasions,#a#job#he#
was$well$qualified$to$perform$satisfactorily.#He#used#to#chalk#the#bottoms!of#the#
competitors'+heels,+in+order+to+learn+if+they+had+momentarily%touched%the%floor%during%the%
contest.(But,(getting(back(to(that(survey(gang,(they(got(up(that(there(was(going(to(be(
something*absolutely*"out*of*the*box,"*in*the*nature*of*a*reception*ball*to*the*townies.*The*
local%schoolmaster,%whom%we%shall%call%Mac,"supplied"the"band"with"his"fiddle."He"was"the"
only%available%musician%for%many%miles%round.%The%great%night%came,%and%Barney%Mooney%
had$not$been$invited.$Mac$called$in$at$the$pub$on$his$way$to$the$hall,$and$was$treated$by$
some%of%the%local%boys,%while%Barney%Mooney%slipped%away%with%Mac's%fiddle"case%to%a%quiet%
room,%and%presently%returned,%placing%the%case%back%unnoticed.%A%little%later%the%great%ball%
was$about$to$open.$Barney$was$guying$in$through$a$hole$in$one$of$the$windows.$Mac$took$
out$his$fiddle,$placed&his&handkerchief&pad&under&his&chin,&and&the&MC&one&of&the&survey&
party,'in'a'flowery'speech,'having'welcomed'the'local'townsfolk,'and'wished'them'a'good'
night's(fun,(called:("Now,(gentlemen,(select(your(partners(for(the(first(set(of(quadrilles;(
right"o,#musician!"#Mac#drew#his#bow#across#the#strings#he#had#previously#tuned#at#home.#
There%was%no%sound.%He%drew%again,%and%still%no%notes%responded.%Barney%had%thoroughly%
greased'the'bow'with'dripping,'pinched'from'the'cupboard'in'the'kitchen,'down'at'the!pub.%
There%was%no%dance."Barney"slipped"away"from"the"window,"and"though"strongly"suspected,"
the$crime$was$never$sheeted$home$to$him.$$!
OLD$TIME$DANCE$&$MC!Camperdown+Chronicle+(Vic.)+Thurs.+4th!Oct.%1928%
AUSTRALIANITIES!by"WILL"CARTER."!The$Old$Time$Dances."!
The$glamour$and$the$importance$to$say$nothing$of$the$imposing$dignity$of$the$old"time%
bush%M.C.%that%indispensable%functionary%a%quarter%of%a%century%ago%at%all%country%dance%
assemblies,)have)departed)since)the)advent,)of)the)nondescript)parades)we"now"indulge"in"
either&in&country&or&in&city.&Despite&the&move&to&bring&back&the&(MERE&MONOTONY)&
Quadrille,*the*Lancers,*the*mazurka*and*other*graceful*and*exhilarating*dances*of*the*
ancient'order,'there'is'little'other'than'the'monotonous'repetition'of'"One$step,$Fox"trot,%
One$step,"$with$a$very$occasional'waltz'or'something'nearing$that$name,$and$so,$the$skilful$
guide&is&no&longer&needed.&One&may&dance&what&he&likes,&and&how&he&likes&to&them&all,&in&
fact%most%of%it%amounts%to%merely%a%shigger"shagger'walk"round&with&appropriate&head&and&
shoulder)swaggering.)It's)easy,)that's)one)thing,)and)it)is)accommodating:"so"much"so,"that"
the$new$chum$never$feels$ill$at$ease.$But$times$were$when$dancers$had$to$know$their$
business,(when(the(figure(or("squarie"(dances(made%exacting%demands%upon%the%trippers%by%
reason'of'their'intricate'movements,'and,'it'was'upon'the'shoulders'of'the'Master'of'
Ceremonies)that)the)full)responsibility)rested.)He)had)to)know)his)business)and)be)qualified)
to#settle#an#argument#about#what#was"next"in"the"Caledonians"or"adjust"a"squabble"about"
"tops"&in&the&Lancers,&when&no&less&than&three&couples&claimed&"to&have&been&there&first."&
Hither'and'thither'sped'the'M.C.'arrayed'in'black'bell"bottoms,'white'or'floral'vest,'(THE'
RESOURCEFULL)M.C.))sparkling(tie,(patent(leather(pumps(or(light(kid(boots,(with(perfumed(
silk%handkerchief%of%brilliant%hue,%often%rakishly%adorning%his%neck%as%a%sweat"absorber.(
Here$and$there$he$slipped$and$slided$and$tripped,$pushinig$this$one$into$place$in$the$"fall"
in"$or!the$"grand$chain;"$signalling$a$dubious$couple$to$"swing$corner's"$or$"visit$to$the$
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right,"(in(the(Lancers.(His(voice(continually(rang(out(beneath(the(old$stringy"bark%roof!
(*see%photograph%below)"the!night&through,&sharp,&clear,&and&decisive.'"Gentlemen,'you'll'
take%your%partners%for%the%shortease,%and%see%you%don't%get%wortzin%of%it."%Each%dance%was%
announced,)despite)the)fact)that)the)programme)was)hung)conspicuously)on)at)least)two)of)
the$walls.$There$was$no$tampering$with$that$programme,%either,%no%readjustments%or%
monkeying)with)extras,%the%M.C.%saw%to%that.%Should%things%drag%slightly,%after!his$
announcements)of)the)Alberts,)his)viligant)eye)rapidly)ranged)the)lines)of)sitters)and)
slightly(protruding&his!chin,"and"
with%his%thumbs%and#fingers#
pronged(on(his(hips,(he(called(
with%the%very%urge%of%doom%in%
his$voice.$"I'm$askin'$yous$for$
another(couple(here(on(the(
sides!"'where"upon%Art,!
Somebody!would&speedily&be&
forth&coming&with&his&bit&o'&blue&
muslin.(Then,(a(final(
(MUSSOLINI)TAKES)THE#
FLOOR)&glance&of&survey&of&the&
sets,%a%thumb"and"finger'click'to'
the$"mushiner,"$some$local$
fiddler'or'accordeonist'and,'
"Let%her%go%Bill!"%and,%away%they%
went.&Should&there&be&a&rush&for&"tops"&or&should&any&contention&arise&at&the&formation&of&a&
set,%the$company$of$trippers$was$ordered$to,$"Prommynaid"""There"was"exultation,"nay"
there%was%absolute%triumph%in%the%M.C.'s%eyes%as%they%trooped%round%in%pairs%before%he%
shouted.)"Places,")at)which)they)fell)into)their)stations.)Sometimes)he)essayed)to)dance)
himself(if(things(were(going(smoothly,)but)it)was)mostly)in)the)circulars)that)he)graced)the)
boards,(especially(when(he(could(secure(a(good(partner,(and(show(the(company(how(to(
dance&the&German&waltz&on&the&toes&throughout,&with&a&glass&of&water&on&his&head#without#
spilling'a'drop.'The'Bush'M.C.'You'would'meet'him'at'a'party!in"a"station"shearing"shed,!Or#
at#Riley's#when#they"celebrate"The"day"when"they"were"wed;"Or"when"Hogan"built"his"
humpy,'And'his'neighbours,'for'a'lark,!dropped&in&to&warm&the&tenement!Of#slab#and#stringy#
bark.&He&did&it&all&so&grandly,&And&his&waltzing&was&a&treat,&Whilst&the&odors&of&a&spice&shop&
Smelt&nothing&half&so&sweet.&He'd%have%no%"coppin"%partners%A%dance%or%two%ahead,%No%
"worlzin'*sooreanners",*Or*"shorteasin'*"*them*instead.!And$he$wore$a$fancy$waistcoat,$A$
howling(toff,(you(bet!(With(red(and(green(silk(handkerchief(That(formed(his(collarette.!"Hi!
snat%yere%trippin'%fancies%For%the%Fus'%set%of%Kerdrilles"!Why$don't$you$get$a$partner,$Jim?!No#
rushin'(things(there(Bell!%He%kept!them%in%their%places.%I%tell%you%he%was%prime;%He%whistled%
through'his'finger"tips%To%stop%them%all%to%time.%And%all%night%long%he%roared%it%out,%And%
tootled&undismayed,!"Arf"right&and&left,&swing&partners,"&or,&"Advance,&and&prommynaid!"!!
Slab%and%Bark%Hut%Buckrabanyule!circa%1923."!Family'and'neighbourhood'dances'were'
held%in%these%and%sometimes%there%was%a%piano%at%the%top%of%the%list%of%essential%furniture.%%
Photo%from%Peter%Ellis%collection%"grandmother’s-Aunt-Emma’s-farm-at-Buckrabanyule!
between&Charlton&and&Wedderburn.!Dances'also'held'at'grandmother’s'grandparents’!farm%
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at#Yeungroon.!
The$Southern$Mail$(Bowral,$NSW:$1889$–!1954%Tuesday%26%May%1936%p4.!

TALES!OF!THE!OLD!DAYS!AND!OTHER!AUSTRALIANITIES!by!Will!Carter!AN!OLD!
CONCERTINA.!I!came!across!a!link!with!the!hoary!past!the!other!day.!It!was!one!of!those!
instruments!of!torture,!the!like!of!which!you!would!find!in!almost!every!bush!home!in!the!

days!when!chock"and"log!and!dog"leg!fences!were!in!fashion,!and!stringybark!roofs!quite!

the!vogue;!it!was!a!German!concertina.!My!old!friend,!Bill!Bingle,!had!preserved!the!thing!

which!had!often!been!manipulated!by!himself!when!a!budding!youth,!staring!up!at!the!old!

smoked!rafters!at!night!in!the!kitchen,!while!his!food,!old,!hard!working!mother!kneaded!

the!family!batch!on!the!ricketty!legged!table.!Bill!said!that!it!cost!twelve!and!sixpence!when!

he!bought!it!at!Blayney,!adding,!'!And!I!had!the!worth!out!of!it,!take!it!from!me.!The!bellows!

had!been!patched!all!round,!while!the!wood!work,!near!the!strap!attachment!on!either!side,!

had!been!punctured!to!bits!in!vain!efforts!and!frequent,!in!order!to!try!and!keep!the!leather!

hand"strap!from!flying!off!in!the!midst!of!a!crescendo"swell!in!'!ladies!in!the!centre!'!of!the!

lancers,!or!perhaps!in!the!bustle!of!the!stockyards!finale!of!the!first!set,!causing!no!end!of!

bother.!It!couldn't!be!expected!that!a!bush!dance"room!could!supply!sprigs!or!tacks!at!a!

moment's!notice,!of!course.!At!last,!profiting!by!ill!experience,!Bill!used!to!take!a!few!sprigs!

in!his!waistcoat!pocket,!and!the!dancers!would!patiently!keep!the!floor,!talking!about!the!

melons!over!at!Daly’s,!or!the!coming!picnic!at!the!school,!while!Bill!drove!home!his!forty"

seventh!sprig!with!a!grey!stone!that!he!had!found!outside!somewhere.!One!of!Bill's!trials!at!

dance!parties!was!a!“yaller!cattle!dog!belonging!to!Peter!Swills”,!which!never!seemed!to!

miss!a!local!dance,!and!would!insist!on!accompanying!the!concertina!with!a!pathetic!

wailing!from!under!the!stool!near!the!instrumentalist!The!brute!wouldn't,!or!couldn't,!leave!

the!music,!and!go!outside!like!a!decent!dog.!It!seemed!to!have!him!gripped!like!a!mouse!

wilting!under!the!baleful!glint!of!a!snake's!hypnotic!eye,!and!there!the!animal!stuck!and!

yelped!like!forty!belly"aches,!until!someone!landed!him!a!cow!kick!with!his!heel!in!response!

to!an!impelling!command!from!the!exasperated!!“musicianer.”!

There%are%possibly%a%number%of%explanations%required%for%the%modern%reader:"!
1"the"Old$Time$Waltz!or#‘Circular(Waltz’!as#it#was#known#was#very#small#stepping,#smooth!
with!no#rise#and#fall#unlike%the%older&Viennese&form,"and"only"just"progressing"round"the"
line%of%dance%like%a%‘spinning%top’.%Waltzing%competitions%were%just%as%popular%in%the%bush%as%
in#the#city#and#towns#and#you#would#seldom!put$a$heel$to$the$floor,$always$on$the$toes!and$
turned'out'in'the'five'positions'of'the'stage'or'ballet."Thus"marking"the"heels"with"chalk"
marks,'or'taping'egg'shell'pieces'to'the'heels'ensured'no'winning'couple'could'have'faulted'
by#dropping#a#heel#or#flat#of#the#foot#to#the#floor.#No#"worlzin'#sooreanners",#Or#"shorteasin'.#
I’m$finding$this$a$little$hard$for$the$exact$meaning$(sooreaners!perhaps'‘soaring'around’?),#
but$the$shorteasin$might$mean$‘Schottisching’,$using$a$bouncy$step$hop$style$which$did$
come"in"with"the"‘hop"waltz’"or"redowa,"but"this"would"be"a"definite"‘no"no’"in"a"competition,"
or#it#might#have#meant#cutting#corners#or#overtaking.#Waltzers)had)to)progress)just)a)little)
around'the'line'of'dance'as'a'good'waltzer'could'waltz'on'the'spot'and'cut$the$competitors$
out$as$they$would$either$bump$into$them,$or$have$to$overtake$and$that$was$not$allowed.$Nor$
could&you&cut&corners,&the&judges&would&often&place&a&chair&a&distance&in&from&the&corner&
and$all$competitors$had$to$waltz$into$the$corner$around!the$chair.$The$best$of$the$‘smooth’$
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waltzers)could)waltz)with)a)wine)glass)of)water)on)their)heads)without)spilling)a)drop,)or)
‘spin&a&saucer’.&Playing&an&accordion&or&concertina&behind&your&partner’s&back&while&
waltzing)was)another)party&trick&or!floor%show$requiring$the$‘threepenny(waltz’"style"as"
the$Circular$Waltz$was$frequently$dubbed.!
2"The#term#‘tart’"in!this%context%is%from%the%old%English%shortened%version%of%‘sweetheart’,%a%
term%of%endearment%for%an%attractive%woman,%a%different%connotation%to%the"more"general"
meaning'of'‘low'character’.'But'the'meaning'can'sometimes'be'two'way'for'example'in'the'
words&of&‘Bourke&Street&on&Saturday&Night’,&Gimme%old%Melbourne,%an%gimme%me%tart:!and$
‘that’s'Billo'they'say,'walking'out'with'his'fair'dinkum'tart’."Of!course'that'song'is'set'in'
Melbourne)in)the)mid"19th!century(and(some(of(the(‘escorts’(were(tarts.!
3"Notice"also,"they"dressed%well!even$at$bush$dances$and$wore$the$best!patent&leather&
dancing'pumps'or!light&kid&boots.!
4"Pronunciation,"Will"Carter"uses"much"phonetical"and$colloquial$spelling(to(emphasise(
the$accent$and$some$of$the$words.$For$example$today$in$the$folk%scene!everybody(
pronounces)‘quadrille’)with)the)emphasis)on)‘quad’)as)in)quadrangle,)but)in)fact)it)was)
never%pronounced!that$way,$the$emphasis$on$the$‘drille’,$and$thus$Will’s$spelling$‘Kerdrille’.$
That%is%how%MCs%pronounced%it,%my%grandparents!and$all$dancers$of$the$day.$Also%you’ll%find%
John%Meredith%in%collected%tunes%in%his%books%quotes!the$musicians$saying$‘Cadrille’.!!
Shortease)for)Schottische)is)another,)sometimes)tongue'in'cheek'as'the!‘Short"squeeze’.!
5"The"MC"was"‘Boss$Cocky’!according)to)Harry)McQueen)and)had)total)control)over)the)
dancers(and(musician(s).(You$didn’t$‘do$your$own$thing’$or$a$different$version$or$you$would$
be#tapped#on#the#shoulder#and#told#to#do#the#dance#properly#or#sit#down!or#even#leave#the#
hall."Hence%the%expression%by%Will%‘Mussolini%takes%the%floor’.%‘Take&your&partners&for&the&
shortease,)and)see)you)don't)get)wortzin)of)it’.)Here$he’s$insisting&you&dance&the&Schottische&
in#the#old#style#with#the#step#hop#turns,#round#the#turn#of#the#century#dancers#were#starting#
to#replace#this#with#a#barn#dance#waltz#type#turn.!
6"No"tampering*with*the*programmes,"conspicuously"hung!on#at#least#two#of#the#walls.#At#
‘society)dos’)special)printed)programmes%on%small%folded%cards%with%a%pencil%attached%via%a%
silk%ribbon%to#write#a#partner’s#name#for#each#dance#were$popular,$but$dancers$often$found$
themselves(booked(up(in(advance(and(then(not(able(to(oblige(a"partner"of"choice."!
However'as'exampled'in'the'Bush'Dance'style'‘Old'Time'Dance'&'MC’!by#Will#Carter,#the#
programme(is(suspended(on(at(least(two(opposite(walls,"simply"to"view"so"you"knew"what"
was$coming$up."No#interfering#with#the!‘extras’.*!There%could%be%2%or%3%sittings%of%supper,%

the$band$or$regular$musician$would$go$to$one$
sitting&while&volunteer&musicians&would&take&over&
for$several$‘un"programmed’*dances*of*their*
choice&that&was&in&their&repertoire.!The$
volunteers*and*the*selection*of*several&
suppertime)dances)were)known)as)the)‘extras’.!
Will$also!makes&the&point&about&not&booking&
partners(in(advance:""!“He'd%have%no%"coppin''%
partners(A(dance(or(two(ahead”."See"the"
illustration*of*such*a*programme*board*of*Day’s*
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Mill$Murchison$exactly$that$era.$Also$as$far$back$as$the$Port$Phillip$Herald$of$August$1848$is$
mention'of'the'“programmes*around*the*hall”*and*their*“excellent'and'great'variety”.!
But$to$jump$a$century$forward,"I"can"recall"dances"at"Spring"Gully"Bendigo"in"the"late"1960s"
when%the"band"didn’t"want"to"play"certain"dances,"they’d"push"that"particular"card"off!the$
stand&and&with&luck,&the&MC&didn’t&notice.&So&the&early&reference&to&‘no&tampering’&with&
programmes)is)making)it)clear)it)didn’t)happen)then.!
An#excellent#example#of#the#old"bush"dance"programmes"of"the"era"in"question."This"is"
nailed'to'the'wall'of'Day’s&Mill&at&Murchison!Vic.!Dancers(on(the(other(side(of(the(
Goulburn(River(had(to(cross(paddocks(and(then(the(river(by(flying(fox.(The(little(daughters(
often&had&the&job&of&removing&grass&seeds&from&their&mothers’&trains&the&following&day!
(personal!communication)from)the)late)Agnes!Corry).!Compare(this#1890s!programme(with(
the$revival$city$bush$dance$repertoire'of#the#1970s!to#understand#what#a#‘real#bush#dance’#
was$about.!



Bush Dance as it was in the Bush! 
Part 3 – The romance of 

Folk 
By Peter Ellis 

Western Mail (Perth) Thurs. 28th Jan. 1937 p5 THE BLUE 
RIBBON. The Bush Dance. 

DEAR "Martingale,"-"Memories' " recent article on bush 
dances sent my mind back to the days of the War. I was a 
schoolboy then on holidays in the wheat belt when a farewell 
dance was tendered to a soldier. His parents were German, but 

he was an Aussie. We farewelled him that evening but he never returned. A son of Australia, but 
he went to fight his parents' people. One can imagine their feelings. However, here's the tale. 

The horse was harnessed to the sulky by the light of a lantern, which was then turned low and 
left on the post. Into the night we then drove, and being fresh from the city I could see nothing in 
the inky blackness. How the driver could see the road puzzled me, but we arrived safely at our 
destination. The farmyard was lit by a huge fire of logs by the light of which we safely drove 
around the stray implements to find a good hitching post. Being late- comers the dance had 
commenced before we arrived. The wall between the bed- room and the dining-room had been 
pulled down, and a space of about 30 feet by 12 feet was well and truly packed with enthusiastic 
dancers. Seats round the walls held the few non-dancers, but all who could, made the most of the 
opportunity and stepped out gaily. 

My first surprise came when I discovered that it was the lamp that was swaying and wobbling as 
it hung from the roof, and not my eyesight that was at fault. Following the lamp chain to the roof 
I found that the roof was in, the joke too, and it rose and fell in a most alarming manner, keeping 
time with the music. The walls and floors kept time as well, and the motions of the piano were 

indeed surprising. On inquiring 
as to the safety or otherwise of 
the structure I was informed that 
the white ants had eaten into 
some of the studs under the floor 
but otherwise the place was 
quite sound.  



The old homestead by Steele Rudd ; illustrations by Lionel Lindsay 

As no one else seemed in the least alarmed, eventually I became familiar with the motion and 
settled down to enjoy the novelty of the situation. Even the building and the piano joined in the 
rhythm of the dance.  

As the night wore on I tired of sitting, so remembering the log fire strolled thence. Three or four 
old chaps, and two or three lads, sat around the heap of glowing coals and a bearded old battler 
gave me a seat beside him on a log, as he tried to extinguish the fire with about a half-pint of 
tobacco juice. Failing to accomplish his object the veteran replaced his pipe and continued to 
puff forth the fragrant smoke. 

Here in the glow and warmth of the dying beacon the tales were being told, by first one, and then 
the other, and for me time was not. Here I learned of the Wily dingo, outwitted and outwitting; 
the searches for gold, followed by spree or lean times; records of crops and records of droughts. 
As each tale finished, another was begun and these old battlers, usually silent and retiring 
indoors found fluent speech beside that fire under the stars. A shout of "Supper" sent all flock- 
ing to the house and the eating was as hearty as the dancing. Steaming cups, and well-stacked 
dishes were emptied and returned to the kitchen, where the ladies loaded them again. After 
supper came the speeches, some long, some to the point, and some rambling, even as speeches 
always are. The response was short and full of feeling for the guest of honour was leaving his 
loved ones. 

On with the dance into the wee small hours, and then a drive home in the frosty moonlight. There 
is nothing quite like it. Warmly clothed and well fed we were carried through the frosty air, 
hands and faces tingling as the steaming horses speeded homewards to the music of trotting 
hooves and flying wheels. Home at last and a tired youth tumbled into bed to snatch a few hours 
of sleep before breakfast, and I had attended my first bush dance. 

ALGY, Walpole. 

Townsville Daily Bulletin Thurs. 23rd Nov. 1939 p5 

We used to get a lot of fun out of those bush dances in the old days. There was a dance in the 
little school house at Broken Bend, and all the cocky lads and lassies for miles around had 
congregated there to enjoy themselves. Half way through the programme old Ned Parkes held up 
his hand for a hearing. The wheezy accordeon became silent, then Ned blew his whiskers from 
his mouth and said, 'There's been a complaint made to me that some clumsy cow in this room so 
blanky awkward that he's been standing on the women's clothes. Young Martha Dobbins came 
here tonight in a new dress she got by the mall yesterday, and now all the lace has been torn off 
the new petticoat she got with it. I'm an old man, but by cripes there'll be something doing if the 
cow I'm alluding to don't remove his boots and dance without them. Now Sam and he glared at a 
young fellow standing near the accordion player, you had better use the hint to avoid anymore 
trouble.' 
The Advertiser (Adelaide) Sat. 7th April 1945 The Music Of Strange Bands by "EUREKA" 

THE Royal Papuan Constabulary brass band, touring the eastern States of Australia, will be a 



novelty. But we have had many novel bands of our own. It is a pity that they have been allowed 
to disband. One of the finest bands I have heard was the Wallaga Lake Aboriginal Gumleaf 
Band, composed entirely of Australian aborigines from the Wallaga Lake Mission Station on the 
south coast of New South Wales. The band had gumleaf players and some drummers. The drums 
were home-made but good, and, of course, the gumleaves were picked off the trees. This band 
often toured country districts, playing at shows and in the streets of towns. It was splendid music, 
and the band was always well received. There have been splendid gum-leaf bands in other parts 
of the country but they received little publicity. Had these bands been in America they would 
have been featured in films and on the radio.   Another aboriginal band on the South Coast of 
NSW had gum- leaf players and mouth organists. They sounded well together. In another there 
were gumleaf players, drums, mouth organs, tin whistles, and triangles. The aborigines had no 
real musical instruments of their own but they have shown that, trained, they could be developed 
into a very musical race. On a farm where there were sixteen children I heard a mixed family 
band. It had two concertinas, two accordions a cigarcione (a bush violin made from a cigar box, 
wallaby sinews and bits of timber), a tin whistle, a bush- made flute, a drum, gumleaves and 
several mouth organs.   All instruments, except the accordians. concertinas and mouth organs, 
were home-made. The drum was a section of a hollow log with wallaby skins stretched over the 
ends. In Gippsland a few years ago there was a bush dance band which played for all dances in 
the bush hall within a radius of 50 miles. The drummer's outfit was a beauty: The drum was 
home- made and the "effects" were made from coconut shells, bullock bells, pieces of kerosene 
tin and large seashells. The violinist had made his own violin from bush timber, using kangaroo 
sinews for string. The third member of the band played a home-made banjo, the body of which 
had been a tennis racquet.   Occasionally the violinist doubled on the concertina I have seen a 
wide variety of bush-made musical instruments, many of them without a name. Some were made 
of timber, bottles, bits of metal, seashells, bullocks' horns and bones. If these novel bush 
instruments were gathered together to form an Australian bush band I believe that we would see 
and hear something outstanding. What about the Australian Broadcasting Commission getting 
together an Australian aboriginal band? After all the Commission is out to foster Australian 
talent, and what is more Australian than our aborigines? 

 
“ A history of Aboriginal Sydney” Copyright © 2010 - 2013 University of Sydney. 



Reprinted with permission from Dr P. Read. 
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Bush Dance as it was 
in the Bush! Part 4 – 

The Local ‘Hop’  
Peter Ellis 

 

 

 

Sketch of a barn dance, "Kate's Wedding" Illustration Courtesy State Library of New South 
Wales – DG ON4/7792   

Kate’s Wedding is described in Chapter 12 of On Our Selection by Steele Rudd, it’s well worth a 
read. In short “Nearly every week Mother gave a ball. It might have been every night only for 
Dad. He said the jumping about destroyed the ground-floor — wore it away and made the room 
like a well. And whenever it rained hard and the water rushed in he had to bail it out” Then 
occasionally a neighbour would hold a ball in their shed, mum ensured all her children new how 
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to dance well and to mix. As well as that several could play the concertina to take in turns and 
provide the music.  

“Dave was very pleased to be invited; it was the first time he had been asked anywhere, and he 
began to practise vigorously. The evening before the ball Dad sent him to put the draught horses 
in the top paddock. He went off merrily with them. The sun was just going down when he let them 
go, and save the noise of the birds settling to rest the paddock was quiet. Dave was filled with 
emotion and enthusiastic thoughts about the ball. 

He threw the winkers down and looked around. For a moment or two he stood erect, then he 
bowed gracefully to the saplings on his right, then to the stumps and trees on his left, and 
humming a tune, ambled across a small patch of ground that was bare and black, and pranced 
back again. He opened his arms and, clasping some beautiful imaginary form in them, swung 
round and round like a windmill. Then he paused for breath, embraced his partner again, and 
“galloped” up and down. And young Johnson, who had been watching him in wonder from 
behind a fence, bolted for our place. 

“Mrs. Rudd! Mrs. Rudd!” he shouted from the verandah. Mother went out. “Wot’s — wot’s up 
with Dave?”Mother turned pale.“There’s SOMETHING—!”“My God!” Mother exclaimed —
“WHATEVER has happened?” Young Johnson hesitated. He was in doubt. “Oh! What IS it?” 
Mother moaned. “Well” (he drew close to her) “he’s — he’s MAD!” “OH-H!” “He IS. I seen ’im 
just now up in your paddick, an’ he’s clean off he’s pannikin.” Just then Dave came down the 
track whistling. Young Johnson saw him and fled. For some time Mother regarded Dave with 
grave suspicion, then she questioned him closely. “Yairs,” he said, grinning hard, “I was goin’ 
through th’ FUST SET.”” 
We all went to the Bush Dance (The Land, 24 August 1961) 
 Dances are still held in country districts but they have lost much of the colour they had a few 
decades ago.There would be dances run by tennis clubs, by various churches, for 21st birthdays 
and other milestones. In fact, little excuse was needed to organise a dance. This meant that with 
the balls staged by certain organisations and groups, there was something to do most of the time. 
Scene of these functions would the local hall, a big hayshed or a woolshed. The latter was 
preferred because of the better floor. People would begin to arrive at the hall early, the women 
jealously guarding baskets of food in readiness for the supper that would be served later in the 
evening.  

We would travel by horseback, horse and sulky and on foot. As the age of speed began to hit us, 
some daredevils would roar up on motor bikes. In due course cars and lorries would mix with the 
horse-drawn transport. But the really exciting times were when everyone used horses. A young 
fellow and his girl would ride up on their respective backs, she more often than not being side-
saddle, or a big family party would leap from an over-laden buggy drawn by a pair of horses.
 Music was provided by locals, sometimes only a fiddler, but often accompanied by a 
pianist. There would be mouth organ soloists, sometimes a mouth organ band, but only for the 
most “Toney” balls would a dance band with drums be engaged. That would be something for 
wide-eyed wonder by most of the young folk. Despite the sophistication the dance band added to 
a ball, I think we were happier when our music came from a fiddle and a concertina or accordion. 
I have seen men play the fiddle and accordion for the whole evening with barely a break. The 
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perspiration would be pouring off them but they would not give in, they would join in some of 
the reels as they played. 

 In those days the dances were waltzes, schottische, lancers, reels, barn dances, polkas and 
other old-timers. Not until later did the tango and two-step make their way into the bush. Supper 
was one of the highlights of the evening and trestle tables would groan under the contributions 
that everyone present had made. As baby sitters were unheard of, every member of the family 
would be at the dance. This attendance of children and teenagers meant that no food was taken 
home. Adults ate well and the youngsters went through it like a plague of grasshoppers through a 
crop of green wheat, stripping everything as they went.  
Because the whole family went along, a special room would be set aside for the babies and the 
mothers would take it in turn to keep an eye on them as others danced.  
The most important person at those dances was the Master of Ceremonies or MC as he was 
better known. He would call the dances and make any necessary announcements. Some chaps 
made a profession of being MC and there would be great rivalry between them to get the job. At 
one dance in my early youth, the MC got up to make a special announcement, “There is a gold 
brooch lost in this hall tonight”, he said. From a character at the back of the hall came a 
supplementary remark in a booming voice, “There is also a b….. hat”. Fortunately, both missing 
articles were found.  

Yes, the old time bush dance had a special part in our social lives. And many a romance 
blossomed as lads and lasses rode home together in the moonlight of the early morn.  

Western Mail (Perth, WA : 1885 - 1954) Friday 3 December 1897 page 46  A BUSH BALL. 
(By " LOTTIE.") 

"The committee of -- requests the pleasure of Mr., Mrs., and the Misses ---'s company at a ball to 
be held in the station homestead next Wednesday evening. Dancing to commence at 8 o'clock 
sharp."   

My sister and I had been expecting this invitation for about a fortnight. - The building is 
somewhat dilapidated, there being holes in both roof and ceiling. Its floor is of Murray pine, so 
much worn that the knots stand up above the soft wood. It is divided into two compartments, 
communicating with each other by a doorway. The decorations are green boughs, hung up at 
random. Two hooks, made of fencing wire, are suspended from the ceiling, and on each hangs a 
"candle brum," made by nailing two pieces of board crossways, and there are eight candles to 
each room. Music is supplied by a violinist, who sits in the doorway. Benches and bags of wheat 
are placed round the walls, and on these girls sit in the intervals between the dances, while the 
young men stand up round the "programme," which is pinned to the wall. These young men are 
at a loss what to say when near a lady, and they never look happy except when dancing or talking 
among themselves. 

Very little time intervenes between the dances. As soon as one is over the "Programme" is 
hurriedly consulted. The girls, of course, pretend not to notice the keen or often doubting glances 
thrown in their direction; and each is quite surprised when a swain appears before her, and, in a 
stooping posture, with his hands resting on his knees and his head well forward, asks, "Are you 
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engaged for this dance?" If the answer be "No," he inquires, May I have the pleasure, please ?" 
The reply is sure to be "Certainly," and with a smile, sometimes broad and sometimes sickly, and 
a look as if of a man who has come well through an ordeal, he retires. When the M.C. calls out 
"Promenade your partners," each young man rushes to secure his partner, who springs to meet 
him, the pleasure of the dance depending greatly on obtaining the best parts of the floor. The 
girls are not much troubled with chaperonage, only three or four mammas being present. This is 
because one wide-awake woman has to stay at home in a farm-house, and so both mother and 
daughters cannot got away at the same time to attend dances. The mothers who are here form a 
knot in a corner, and talk freely till a girl approaches when there is a stoppage in their 
conversation. 

About half-past 12 supper is announced. The young men pass round the eatables, while tea and 
coffee appear in milk buckets, to be poured out of jugs into cups. Presently a cry goes up that 
there is no sugar.   A short man comes in with a pannikin full, and informs us that of sugar there 
is plenty but that of spoons there are none. Someone brings in a number of twigs. 

Our dad, with other dutiful fathers, has been outside at a fire of logs, where all have been talking. 
They, come in now. My sister and I have contrived to be engaged for a dance after supper. Dad 
growls, but succumbs, telling us we must be ready for home shortly. About half an hour later I 
slip out on the verandah to reconnoitre, He is leaning against a gumtree, in the full light of the 
fire, laying down the law, and gesticulating to a group of men. I slip back and whisper to my 
sister that he is safe for three hours. When that time has elapsed we are quite prepared for home, 
as are most of the dancers. From the expression of dad's face we can see that he has had the best 
of the argument.-- The Australasian.  

The Catholic Press (NSW : 1895 – 1942) Saturday 28 October 1899 “A Ball a la Mode”. 

Here is a glimpse of the beneficent spread of civilisation in the country districts of New South 
Wales :-—' The Bodangora correspondent of a Wellington contemporary announces to the world 
at large that he has been requested by a number of the ladies who purpose attending a coming 
ball, to remind the gentlemen to wear gloves, as the fair ones are going to wear a number of very 
choice costumes which they do not want to be spoiled. The gentlemen are further requested not 
to wear boots, as some of the ladies have choice corns they do not want to be trodden on. This 
reminds us of a bush ball refined by the notice, ' Gentlemen will kindly take off their leggings 
before dancing.' 

The Sydney Stock and Station Journal (NSW : 1896 – 1924) Tuesday 9 June 1896 Page 5 

Talking about roads — (I'll get to the show directly) — you come face to face with the difficulty 
that pastoralists have to encounter in regard to organization. There was one man I met at Bourke 
who had come into the show without his wife and children because, he said, the roads were too 
bad to drive. Said I to him, “How did you get in?” then I, Said he, “I rode and never lifted a whip 
to my horse all the way. It did the 90 miles beautifully.” Fancy that! Do you wonder that they 
make a week's carnival with the family when they come into the show, eh! People who live away 
off like that deserve to have a carnival once in a year. But when they come to town they do have 
a good time. They had a ball one night at Bourke, a show ball, and I received an invitation and 
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went, too, like a little man. The ball was held in “Tobin's Hall,” as pleasant and comfortable a 
hall as the heart of man could desire. The place was elegantly decorated, the floor was as shiny 
and smooth as the most fastidious dancer could wish, the band was first class, and the dresses — 
whew! There was as much good style in the dresses at that ball as you'd see anywhere and if my 
pen would allow me to, I'd describe some of them, but this pen isn't the one I write the ball news 
with; this one can't spell the names of the materials and things. But there were as many “sweetly 
pretty costumes,” “dreams,” “confections,” and things like that on the floor of “Tobin's Hall” as 
you'd see in any ball room in London. I used to think that “bush balls” were a kind of razzle 
dazzle, free-and-easy, go-as you-please affair, but if any man thinks that Bourke is in the bush in 
regard to balls — well, he doesn't know Bourke, that's all. I'd like to mention a few things about 
the scholarly attainments of some of the people I met there, too, but, perhaps, that's private. All I 
can say is that Bourke is a town to be proud of. Then we had a supper, such a supper. 
Comparisons are odorous, of course, but I've had worse suppers in Sydney Town Hall. And the 
hospitality of those people was something to make a song about. Their whisky was good at the 
ball! They've got all sorts of whisky there, but if they know you and understand that you've not 
been copper-fastened at a bush pub you're right for real good stuff. 

 
Albury Banner and Wodonga Express (NSW : 1896 – 1939 Friday 30 July 1937 page 40 

TUMUT Musical Festival Society held an "Old Time Bush Ball." The function was well 
attended and enjoyed by all. The supper tables were decorated with gumtips, hawthorn berries, 
poppies and old-fashioned flowers; and the menu included "conversation" lollies and barley 
sugar, bowls of apples and oranges. Candles were alight on several tables. Mrs. J. Murphy was in 
charge of the supper arrangements, being assisted by a number of ladies to whom special thanks 
are due. A cake donated by Mr. Bamford was won by J. Mulqueeney in a competition. About 
£40 was taken. The judges for the representations were Mesdames J. Brennan, J. W. Mason and 
D. Burbury. Awards were: Sweet young damsel in old-time dress, Miss Thelma Symons 1, Miss 
Marcia Pearce1, Miss Doreen Platt 3; old-time dandy, Messrs. E. Bamford and Doug Watson 
divided; prettiest and most inexpensive old-time costume, Miss Mavis Watson; old-time 
costume, Miss J. Guy; best representation of beautiful old-time lady, Miss Leonie Morris; most 
comical old-time costume, Mrs. J. Broughton; special prize, Miss Moncic Arnoult; best old-time 
waltzers over 50, Mr. W. Connors and Miss J. Guy; best old time waltzers under 50, Miss 
Moncie and Mr. Ray Arnoult; best dancers in costume, Mr. D. Watson and Miss Doreen Platt. A 
special prize was awarded to Mrs. M. Wilkinson for second in “beautiful old-time lady” section. 
Best danced set of lancers, Mrs. Matton and Mr. G. Mc Donald. Mr. and Mrs. J. M'Donnell, Mr. 
and Mrs. M. Bellchambers, Miss J. Guy and Mr. A. Potter.   

Chronicle (Adelaide, SA : 1895 – 1954 Thursday 18 July 1946 

SPORTS OF OTHER DAYS Old - Time Bush Outing Revived By A. THORNTON 
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WHEN the old pioneers get together you will hear them discuss the good old days when the bush 
race meeting was one of the really great social events of the year, while the athletic sports 
meeting was something never to be forgotten. It seems a great pity that in the outback these 
events are nowadays little more than memories. 

In one bush centre recently, however, an attempt was made to revive the bush athletic sports 
meeting, and it was the finest function I have ever attended. There were all the thrills of the good 
old days that grandfather talked about. It was enjoyed so much, by even the younger generation, 
that it is likely to become an annual event once again. 

The grand bush ball commenced at 8 o'clock and as it was a moon light night and the little hall 
could not accommodate all the dancers, the overflow danced on the green outside the hall. 
Dancing ceased for an hour about 10 o'clock and the people gathered round the big fire on which 
a whole bullock had been roasted. With slices of buttered bread and slices of hot beef cut off the 
roast bullock the people there enjoyed a real supper in the open air, and the old hands talked 
about the bush fires, droughts and floods of bygone years. The younger people enjoyed a real 
novel entertainment while for the older folks it brought back happy memories. It is indeed good 
to live for a while in the past now and then.  

Narromine News and Trangie Advocate (NSW : 1898 – 1956) Friday 30 November 1934 
page 5 

“At last he found himself in front of a building where the Bushman's Ball was in full swing. 'Call 
that a bushman's ball,' he spluttered to a couple of men standing on the edge of the pavement.  It 
don't come up to the bush balls we used to hold. In the old days. I remember one in particular 
which was held in a small bush township about thirty years back. The driver of the plantation 
locomotive was waiting for the train coming from Townsvllle and you know the train was very 
slow in those days. Suddenly the strains of 'Two Little Girls in Blue' was wafted on the still air 
from the hall where the dance was to be held. The driver jumped down from the locomotive and 
raced into the hall without changing his clothes, an' grabbed the first girl who said, 'Yes' when he 
asked her for a dance. - A few minutes later there were a few mingled adjectives such as 'You 
clumsy cow!' when the flapper wiped the sooty hand marks on her white ball dress. Then the 
baker from next door drifted in just as he was when working. With doughy hands and floury 
apron he selected Miss Prim, who was easily 40 not out and despite the fact that she was wearing 
a black ball dress of galatea, whirled her into the middle of the room before she had time to give 
him a refusal. It would be simply impossible to mention the language that woman used, but the 
accordeon player was a considerate cove. He played as loud as he could to deaden her remarks. 
Miss Prim looked with disgust at the flour marks and pieces of dough sticking to her expensive 
dress. But the dizzy limit was old Bill, a stockman from an adjoining station. He blew into the 
small township in time for the dance. Jumping from his horse he strolled into the room wearing 
riding moles and spurs. Casting his eyes round the wallflowers he caught sight of Miss 
Shornlamp, sitting sedate in a corner, attired in a creation of Bishop's lawn. The lady consented 
when the drover asked for the dance, and in a few minutes they were gliding round the room. 
Quite unexpectedly he stumbled into a fat old girl with a very fat ankle. There was an awful yell 
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from the fat lady. You see he had dug his spurs into her ankle. And yes, those were the good old 
days, and women were less expensive to keep than they are now.  
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Bush Dance As It Was In the Bush!  

Part 5 - Special occasions  
Peter Ellis 

Northern Star (Lismore, NSW: 1876 - 1954) 
Wednesday 7th May 1952 p6 Celebrates 85th 
Birthday 

“Reminiscences of the early days on the Mid- 
Richmond were discussed at length when Mr. 
Richard Dwyer, senr., of Riley's Hill, celebrated his 
85th birthday anniversary at a party held at the 

residence of his daughter, Mrs. R. Dann. Many friends from Ballina, Broadwater 
and Riley's Hill were present and an enjoyable afternoon was spent. Step-dancing 
and musical items were rendered. Mr. Dwyer played several items on the 
accordion, an instrument with which his ability has not declined in spite of his 
years. Half a century ago Mr. Dwyer was in demand with accordion or concertina 
at bush dances, and he spoke entertainingly of these functions often held in houses 
or barns when a hall was not obtainable. Transport was by horse through the dense 
bush, or by row boat along the river, and sometimes one was lucky to arrive at the 
dance without a plentiful spattering of mud. The women usually made their own 
dresses and their "finery" was none the less elaborate or striking for that. Some of 
the parties were most formal, white gloves for the men being de rigueur. On one 
occasion, recalled Mr. Dwyer, he invested a half-share in a pair of gloves with one 
of his friends, the understanding being that they were each to wear them for 
alternate dances. However, Mr. Dwyer, who had first "wear," absentmindedly 
rolled a pipeful of tobacco without first removing the gloves, much to their 
detriment and the chagrin of their co-owner. 

Toasts were drunk during the course of the proceedings, Mr. Dwyer himself 
proposing the toast of "absent friends." Telegrams of congratulation were received, 
one being from as far afield as Malaya, where a grandson of Mr. Dwyer is serving 
with the R.A.A.F.” 

The Sydney Morning Herald (NSW: 1842-1954) Tuesday 11 December 1945 
p8 
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“Real Old time Bush Dancing in the Barn’ tonight and tomorrow Christ Church 
Hall opposite Central Railway” 

Illustrated Sydney News 8 August 1889 - THE BARN DANCE. 

GOING to the spree in Lukyn's barn to-night, Job?'' Rather,' drawls Job; yet with 
an emphasis that admits of no doubt as to his determination to 'tread the light 
fantastic ' o'er the flooring boards of Lukyn's barn. 

It is Boxing Day in a small township down South; so small, that though provided 
with a school, it has not even a public house! Ergo, the crowd round the race- 
course is delightfully sober; private flasks there are, of course, but their owners 
have divided their contents with true bush bon- homie amongst their neighbours, 
with the result that none save the most hopeless old soakers are the worse for their 
libations. 

The scene is one to inspire enjoyment in the veriest misanthrope. Imagine a well 
grassed paddock of moderate extent, fringed on three sides by the feathery wattles 
and spiny oaks that mark the course of the river and its tributary creeks. The racing 
for the day is over. Owners of winning horses strut around, with the bridle that the 
bay mare won, hung ostentatiously over the right shoulder; or flip at the grass with 
the  whip of rare and notable design awarded to the local prodigy which came in 
such a rattling good second in the three-mile handicap. 

Everyone is going to the spree. Ezekiel Mullens, the patriarch of all the country 
round, is an invariable feature of the Barn Dances. Ezekiel, to whom old Andrew 
Haley is but a stripling ; and who regards young Andrew, the father of Andy 
number three, as a child of tender age. For, be it known unto the ignorant, the barn 
dances are enlivened by song; and the gem of the evening is universally admitted 
to be a little ballad of some thirty odd verses, relating to the adventures of one 
Timothy Tosser, who sought the affections of a Hebrew widow, possessed of 
plethoric money bags, and of the final discomfiture of the swain when the lady 
eloped with his brother. And doesn't Ezekiel sing this gem with side - splitting 
emphasis, and portentous winks, the cuteness of which is beyond description; and 
hasn't he sung this same song every Boxing-night for nigh on thirty years, so that 
his hearers know exactly where the jokes come in, and laugh immoderately, never 
missing a point, while the women gasp: ' Lor', Mr. Mullings, you'll be the death on 
us yet!' But we anticipate. It is barely a quarter to eight when little coteries may be 
seen, streaming from all directions towards Lukyn's barn. Lukyn is most 
favourably regarded by the whole countryside. He vends groceries, i.e. tea, sugar, 
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peppermint lollies, gunpowder, and sardines; his best parlor is the local post office; 
his farm is productive, and well attended to; and, important and. delightful fact! he 
always has his barn-floor cleared for Boxing Day.  

The ball-room is already brilliantly illuminated by the festive candle. Candles are 
all over the place, stuck in niches in the wall, with two or three on the corn-sheller, 
and a few on the harrow up at the end; the  majority, secured to patent 
arrangements of wood, nails, and string, which are suspended from the beams 
which cross from wall to wall. Around the room, corpulent bags of maize, laid 
sideways, form the most comfortable of seats. N.B.-One bag seats two persons, 
that is if they do not sit far apart; as a general thing they don't. The ball opens 
without delay with 'a waltz ' you say? No, my friend, with a set of quadrilles of the 
good old-fashioned sort. No sleepy stroll this, no languid flirtation while setting to 
partners: their motto is ' Galop,' and galop it is, in every figure of this much 
neglected terpsichorean exercise, Ladies are decidedly at a premium, as, in 
addition to the local male population who have turned out to a man-and a boy, 

there are the jeunesse dorée of the whole 
of a numerous though scattered 
population who have brought their 
horses to the races: and, last but not 
least, a contingent of miners from the 
adjacent goldfields. Girls are snapped up 
at once; next come the young married 
women who place their sleepy babies in 
the hay stacked up behind the hurdles at 
the end of the room, while Ezekiel 
mounts guard over this impromptu 
creche and calls the mother of any infant 
who lifts up his voice in lamentation. 
Most of them, however, sleep soundly 
enough through all the racket-all praise 
to the bush baby! Portly matrons of 
extensive build, foot it as energetically 
as anyone, while little old Mistress 
Haley, is amongst the briskest of the gay 
assembly. As a rule wives dance with 
their husbands, and though during the 
evening they may bestow a few round 
dances on their old beaux, their 
husbands, in such a case, congregate 
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round the door and smoke, not seeming to care about joining the company of 
dancers.  

The music is provided by various members of the company who perform on the 
tuneful concertina; and the extras are given by a miner who has brought his 
beloved fiddle along with him. The concertina is par excellence the music of the 
provinces, as it is of the forcastle. It is not patronised to any appreciable extent by 
the lasses, who prefer the piano that Daddy buys them after a 'good year;' but every 
gay young spark in the district has his concertina. Not unfrequently the performers 
on these instruments exhibit a rare talent for drawing music from what, to most 
ears, sounds almost as wild a source as the bagpipes, and many a country dance 
would be a thing unknown but for the unassuming 'screamer.' In fact too much can 
hardly be said in praise of this little instrument; it is delightfully portable, and, in a 
district where all the travelling is done on horseback, that is the chief 
consideration. Then it is easy to learn, and repays in a short time all the trouble 
expended on it: the aspiring musician has not time to tire of his art before he is able 
to launch forth into the intricacies of 'Belle Mahone' and 'Jack Sheppard.' Cases are 
very numerous, where a young farmer, after a trip to Sydney and a visit to the 
Opera, returns with his brain stocked with every aria in the piece; and he forthwith 
produces them one and all on his concertina, adapting them to waltz, march or 
polka time as the occasion requires. Such a young man is regarded as a public 
benefactor by the surrounding population. In a wonderfully short space of time the 
whole country round rings with the more or less mutilated melodies that he has 
introduced, and it strikes a town visitor curiously to hear the almost untrodden hills 
echoing the announcement that into Parliament he must go,' or confessing to ' 
Being as bad as they make 'em.' 

Let us return to the ball. The quadrilles being accomplished to the satisfaction of 
everybody, the partners separate and go each his and her way. If they strolled off 
together until the next dance, they would he looked at askance as being heartless 
flirts and altogether naughty, unless, indeed, they are engaged, when they are 
expected to devote the whole of their time to each other. Everyone who can, gets a 
seat on the corn-hags; those who are not so lucky, stand - really about the wisest 
thing they could do. A good deal of chaffing goes on amongst the young folks; the 
girls giggle and blush distractingly, and their beaux grin a good deal and stand on 
one foot with the other twisted round a hoe handle or the leg of the corn-thrasher, 
or anything else that comes handy. These proceedings are presently enlivened by 
the ancient announcement about the next dance on the programme being a song, 
and Ezekiel takes his place in the middle of the room.  
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He has the remains of a rich, expressive voice, and the words of his song are at any 
rate more amusing than the majority of latter-day effusions; moreover, his 
audience is entirely in touch with the singer, so so that he acquits himself 
marvellously well, and takes his seat amid terrific applause, resembling the reports 
of a hundred or so of many-barrelled revolvers. After this, the affair is considered 
to be fairly opened, and polkas, mazurkas, schottisches, waltzes, varsovianas, and 
galops, follow each other in a breathless, enchanting haste, that has no parallel in 
the languid pursuit of pleasure of the weary dweller in towns. And these are 
regarded merely as light relaxations from the grand business of the evening. 
Highland Schottisches are given a place of honour, but who shall do justice to the 
intricacies of the Alberts (a square dance), to the curtseying, the little pirouette 
introduced at all stages, to the grand promenade, the mazy waltz-cotillion, and later 
to the wild Swedish dance, with its up the middle and down again, and its perilous 
tour round the kneeling forms of the dancers, who clap, clap, clap to the time of the 
music. 

Such a rattling pace it is from beginning to end. And when panting dancers with 
glowing cheeks take their seats on the corn bags, out steps a young dealer in pork, 
who sings a hunting song, the chorus being given by the whole strength of the 
company, so that the wallabies on the adjacent mountains are startled from their 
meal of gum leaves, and flying foxes prick their ears in the orchard half a mile 
away. 

After another dance two ex-sailors foot a hornpipe so deftly that they bring down 
the house; other intervals are filled by a Highland fling, a reel, a sand shuffle, and 
various songs, until the shy digger with the fiddle is prevailed upon 'to favour the 
company with a song.' He won't be beguiled into taking the floor, but keeps his 
stand by the open door. There he stands silently for a moment, then dashes straight 
into a jolly, rollicking little nigger ditty, so spry and lighthearted that the fiddle 
with which he accompanies himself seems to laugh in a very abandonment of glee. 
The audience is intoxicated with pleasure, and the singer is compelled to respond 
to the vociferous encore which he seems scarcely to hear. He draws his bow 
meditatively across the strings, then glides into 'Way Down Upon the Swanee 
River.' As the last word dies away the violin takes up the theme. ‘Oh, de way am 
sad and weary,' it surely speaks, right on to the end of the sad little chorus, till the 
music ends in a deep-drawn, quivering sigh. Eyes are dim and voices are hushed, 
till one of the cherubs in the hay, happening to wake, uplifts such a dolorous wail 
as sets the whole crowd a-laughing. 
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* Now, gells, one more hop and we must be off home,' announces Andrew Hales! 
The fiddle bow seems fairly alive as the strains of 'Sir Roger de Coverley' ring out 
on the cold morning air. Faster and faster moves the bow, faster also the dancers as 

they skim from the top of each 
long line to meet in the centre, 
then back to their places while 
their vis-a-vis take up the 
thread. The babies wake, and 
wonder what it's all about, and 
sleepy cattle bestir themselves, 
and reckon that it will soon be 
time for the boys to come and 
drive them in for the morning's 
milking. One last flourish of 
the bow, the music ceases, and 
the barn dance is a thing of the 

past. The barn dance, with its quaint rules of etiquette, its old world figurings, its 
flirtations behind the corn bags, its songs, its unaffected good humour, all 
combining in one delectable whole for the enjoyment of the lads and lasses, old 
men and eke old women of this southern Arcadia. 

This is a tremendous description of a dance in the bush and certainly highlights the 
‘life’ of the dance and in which the 1970s revival of bush dance certainly 
duplicates even if the actual dances and music is different. 
 
Also notice the reference to the Swedish Country Dance of that period. 
 
 
There are many Australian references in the papers of this period from the 1890s to 
the 1910s as exampled in the next reference: - 
Australian Town and Country Journal (NSW: 1870 – 1907) Saturday 19 April 
1890 p15 
 
A private dance at Moss Vale makes mention of the Swedish Country Dance: - 
“The programme of the usual waltzes and lancers was varied this evening by the 
introduction of a Swedish dance, a kind of Sir Roger de Coverley country dance, 
but with more animation and fun in it than the stately old Sir Roger.”  
 
And also a programme from the South Australian Chronicle (Adelaide, SA: 1889-
1895 Saturday 10 1891 p12 
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“The following was the programme: — Waltz, lancers, waltz, polka, waltz, 
Dancing in the Barn, waltz, Alberts, Highland schottische, supper dances (waltz 
and polka), waltz, lancers, polka, Swedish dance, Highland schottische, lancers, 
waltz. Sir Roger de Coverley, waltz, polka, and gallop” 

SWEDISH COUNTRY DANCE  4 x 48 bar set tunes in 2-4 at 58-60 bars per 
minute. (For tunes see page 9 below.) 

Longways set for 4 couples 
 Bars 
16 Top couple galop down the centre, round behind the men, down the 

centre again, up behind the ladies and down the centre again to finish at 
the bottom. (Take the galop hold, 1st man performs a half turn weight on 
right foot as he takes the hold with his partner, the couple galop sideways 
down the set and without turning, change direction to galop back up the 
outside of the gents’ line, repeat same way (each time, no turning) down the 
centre again, up to place on outside of ladies’ line and back down the bottom 
of the set. On the repeats of the dance it is easier to take the galop hold as the 
top couple come of the swing in correct position). 

16 Top couple Strip the Willow from the bottom of the set commencing with 
a half right arm turn with partner, the man turning by left arm on the ladies 
line as his partner turns by left on the men’s line (with respective 4th 
persons) and turn by right arm with each other in the centre, the left on the 
opposite line with 3rd persons etc. back to the top. 

24 Top man & lady arch over the ladies line (he takes his partner’s left hand 
in his right and he goes down the outside of the of the ladies’ line while she 
goes down the inside i.e. they arch down the set over the ladies) and return 
along the men’s line in the same manner. The other dancers kneel or crouch 
down as this is in progress (facing top or bottom of set) and with hands 
‘clap, clap, clap’ in polka time to the music. Suggested ladies face the top of 
the set when kneeling and crouching, and men the bottom. 

8 All the other couples form arches holding raised hands and the top couple 
galop to the bottom and all swing during the last 4 bars of the phrase 
Repeat 2nd, 3rd, 4th leading. 

 
 Also a similar dance from The Australian MC – R. Lovenberry, Ithaca 

School of Dancing 1884 Brisbane  
“NORWEGIAN COUNTRY DANCE”  

  
Form like Sir Roger de Coverley. The top gentlemen gives his left hand to partner 
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(who gives her right hand), galop down the middle, swing, separate, and turn 
bottom lady and gentleman; back and turn partners, separate, and turn next lady 
and gentleman, and so on to places. The gentleman then gives his left hand and the 
lady her right to each other, the two lines kneel and clap one, two, three, whilst the 
leading couple (the gentleman outside the lady inside) dance down one line and up 
the other, holding their hands over the heads of those kneeling, who rise and form 
an arch, the top couples pass under to bottom.  
 
I have made up the following arrangement of music to suit the dance; the opening 
tune is actually an Australian collected form of the Swedish Gärdebylåten collected 
by Rob Willis from Sid Brigg who came from Young in NSW. Perhaps this set 
tune has been handed on from the days when the Swedish Country Dance was 
known in the bush, or it may have come directly from Swedish immigrants who 
were prevalent on the goldfields amongst many nationalities.  I’ve added a 16 bar 
tag in polka time to enhance the hand clapping in that section and likewise the 
Redowa Polka in the second arrangement. I usually play from the first to the 
second and then repeat which is once through the dance for four couples. 
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The Evolution of  

‘Bush Dance’ part 1 

By Peter Ellis 
Reproduced in Trad & Now Vol.12 No.1 Jan. 2013 

I have gone on record saying I think the use of the term ‘bush dance’ is a good name for the type 
of folk dancing that has emerged since the 1960s and 70s. But to clarify, this type of dancing did 
not have any real association of history in the bush.  This seventies fad was simply a form of 
revived and contemporary British Isles and Irish folk dance with associated jigs and reels and the 
occasional European folk dance thrown in for variety - but under the cloak of ‘bush dance’.  

It had its appeal in that it provided instant fun for the youth of the day that had not been brought 
up in the established tradition of learning to dance from children as distinct from in the bush. 
Colin and Ila Silk of Lockwood South near Bendigo (esteemed dancers and MC) told me in an 
interview they practised the quadrilles and couple dances in the school yard (1920s-30s) at play 
time when living in a rural district of Geelong. Dances where most local families attended 
continued in barns, woolsheds, schools, Mechanics Institutes and Public Halls in districts such as 
these well into the 50s, 60s and 70s. But it was a very different scene in the 80s and in the city 
school environment post World War 2.  

Thus in a similar manner to the 1950s craze for American square dancing and in fact emerging 
not long after, contemporary bush dance was eagerly sort out by schools and university youth 
wanting to dance with their own peers, as well as by organisations desiring to run family dances 
in which generations from grandparents down to little children could gleefully mix and 
participate. A simple walk through was sufficient to pick up any dance on the run and after 
attending a few, basically every dance would be known by memory or easy enough to follow as 
birds in a flock; in any case the dances were always called. In this aspect of the social side and 
the fun these dances did approach the atmosphere of a real dance in the bush. It became 
extremely popular and was ‘the function to have’. These followings however generally lacked 
the basic skills of dancing such as to be able swing in a set or to Waltz or Polka, as well as 
experience in a repertoire of sequence couple dances such as Barn Dance, Pride of Erin, or even 
an occasional free-lance One-Step or Foxtrot, all of which were managed with reasonable skill 
by the lay bush communities. 



 I believe also that from the turn into the 21st century bush and folk dance has largely disappeared 
in popularity from the school and university arena and that which has evolved under the ‘bush 
dance’ name in the Colonial and folk dance circuit is also quite removed from that of the second 
half of the 20th C. “Bush dance” today has developed into a complex mix of traditions and newly 
composed dances that invariably require a fairly extensive workshopped programme dance by 
dance and actually there’s almost zilch of true Australian heritage included.  

There is little of the social side of either a real bush dance or the somewhat erroneously titled 
1970s version. I don’t really savour this style as ‘bush dance’ and believe some other name needs 
to be coined, or perhaps be thought of simply as contemporary folk dance. It certainly has no 
connection at all with any tradition of the bush. You could also argue that any invented dances 
are hardly folk dances until they’ve run a period of adaptation and acceptance in the general 
public arena.  

Specialist folk and Colonial dance groups do not equate with the general public arena or 
mainstream culture in this respect. But little in social dance and music today is embraced in 
mainstream areas apart from the pub and the nightclub scene of our youth and that’s largely 
either canned or electronic. That’s not to say folkies in the contemporary bush dance scene are 
not having a good time any more than our youth in the pub and nightclub scene. The latter is the 
mainstream tradition of the youth of today and new vogue is that of the remaining elderly social 
dancers. Unfortunately across generations most have now become ‘couch potatoes’ and we have 
become so materialistic in our priorities. It is extremely difficult to organise support for anything, 
much less good old fashioned fun in which peer group pressure now seems to have widened the 
generation gap. This wasn’t the case in the good old days. 

But how did Bush Dance come about and how does it differ? 

There was a parallel forerunner of ‘bush dance’ in the 1940s and early 50s under the title of 
‘Barn Dance’. These were popular in Scotland and Ireland for example, conducted as ceilidhs 
with items interspersed between country dances, quadrilles and the old couple dances. There was 
a similar revival of Barn Dance in America and in which their square dances were also featured. 
I remember one on TV on the Andy Williams show. 



The Australian Barn Dance of mid 20thC consisted of a mix of the country dances such as 
Virginia Reel, Strip the Willow, Rory 
O’More and perhaps an Eightsome 
Reel alternating with Old Time couple 
dances, Pride of Erin, Progressive Barn 
Dance, the polkas* and a set of 
Lancers, Alberts, Waltz Cotillion and 
so on. They were generally held in 
country barns and woolsheds. My 
mother recalled going to one in the 
early 1950s at Homebush - a 
homestead or run just out of Bendigo 
towards Axedale. Not long after in the 
early 60s Harry McQueen played for 
similar functions held in Ottrey’s 
Barn at Muckleford to raise money to 
buy kilts for the Castlemaine Pipe 
Band. I’m not sure that there is any 
direct link between these barn dances 
and the emergence of bush dance, but 
certainly the barn dance had the 
atmosphere of a dinkum bush dance. 
There is actually an article titled ‘Barn 
Dance’ in the Illustrated Sydney News 
of 1889 which provides an excellent 
description of a Barn Dance and which 
could be compared with our 
contemporary view as a true ‘Bush 
Dance’.  

Additionally here is a music 
frontispiece illustrating a Barn Dance theme.  The dance depicted above is the Haymaker’s Jig or 
‘Sir Roger de Coverley'.  

If the term Bush Dance was used in earlier times, it was only occasional and not in the generic 
sense of the 1970s style; it simply meant a Barn Dance or ordinary ‘old time 
hop’ in the bush.  

Also there was certainly a national pride with our pioneer links in the bush, 
whether via the works of Lawson and Paterson or some association used to 
gain interest. Allan’s Music for example had a button accordion tutor called 
“Play Easy” - ‘The Stop Accordion’ which featured a Mezon style instrument 
with the three stops of the German instrument displayed prominently in the 
illustration. The sub title was ‘Bush Accordeon’. Then there were popular 
brands of mouth organ such as ‘Boomerang’ and ‘Crackerjack’.  



Relating to ‘Bush Music’ Bob Bolton forwarded the following advertisement from the National 
Library of Australia’s Trove online digitised newspapers:- 

The Maitland Mercury & Hunter River General Advertiser Saturday 11 April 1863 p7  
  

BUSH MUSIC MANUSCRIPT COPIES of the under-mentioned 

AIRS, composed by a person many years residing in the Bush, can be had on application to Mr. 
WILLIAM BRIGGS, Narrabri, at One Shilling each: 

POLKAS. SCHOTTISCHES. The Australian Volunteers, The Cricketers, The Dashing Young 
Rifleman, The Narrabri, The Golden Fleece,  The Gunnedah, The Magic Hoop or Crinoline, The 
Gulligal,  The Rollickers, The Hibernian.  

Written communications, forwarding the amount for any of the above in postage stamps, will 
meet prompt attention. 2245   

Then referring to Bush Songs and with a Bush Dance mention:- 

Brisbane Courier 17th Jan. 1924 p 10 

The two border settlements, as mentioned previously, have declined. Last year the only school on 
the New South Wales side was closed for lack of pupils, but in the shearing seasons the places 
brighten up as numbers of shearers pass through to the various sheds in the district. Old 
shearing mates meet, and the concertina is heard at night, while a good old bush dance 
progresses in some house of the one in main street. On the hotel veranda sit old cronies talking of 
old times or singing the old bush ditties, those ditties of many subjects and many verses dealing 
with droving incidents, mining romances, of "  My Lovely Kate of the Old Coach Stage," or " Jack, 
the Genteel Stockman,"  or "  My Old Bush Hut on the Far Bulloo,"  or "  Mulga Jim." All have 
choruses, which are roared out with rousing effect. A one-time popular Barringum ballad which 
might be entitled "My Old Brown Hat and Shoes" is still to be heard. It has a vigorous chorus: - 
Give me my old brown hat, A pair of my old brown shoes, 

Pots and pots of money, Tons and tons of booze -with much stress on the last line.  

 

Appearing in the 1950s there was a reaction against overseas culture, particularly from America 
and whilst Square Dancing mushroomed with popularity over this time it had its opponents. 
When the Bushwhackers Band formed in Sydney in 1952 and the Bush Music Club subsequently 
followed as well as the enormously popular play Reedy River of 1953 - Australian tradition 
certainly came to the fore over the ‘Yankeefied material’. Here is a good reference to a kick-back 
on American square dancing:  



Morning Bulletin Rockhampton Qld Wed. 11th Nov. 1953 p7 SQUARE DANCING 

“Sir,- As an " old timer” I wish to raise my voice on behalf of many of my old cobbers about what 
many of them consider is a lot of ballyhoo and false information concerning square dancing. 
First, the proper term for any of the dances is Quadrille. The Quadrille originated in Paris as a 
figure of a new ballet (Theatre d' l'Opéra et Ballet) in the mid 18th century. Shortly after its debut 
it was modified and brought from the stage to the ballroom floor. It followed in the wake of 
Bonnie Prince Charlie to Scotland, migrated to Ireland and was introduced into England at the 
end of the Napoleonic Wars. The original quadrilles were just titled so. 

Then came modifications and we got Les Lanciers, each of which had not only five figures but 
also names for each figure. The sort of square dancing popular in Rockhampton just now and 
other towns is merely a bastardised form of the original quadrilles, square dances have been 
danced in Australia I'm sure for more than a century. There are modifications of these dances 
which are, so far as I can trace, original, indigenous to this country. Their names are the Fitzroy 
Quadrilles and the Exile Quadrilles. There is no need whatever for young Australians to copy 
any “Yankeefied'” form of ballroom or other type of dancing," nor is there any need whatever for 
special frocks, shirts, trousers, etc., to participate in a set of Fitzroys or indeed any of the proper 
square dances. This "special costumes for square dancing" is mostly a racket, typical of Yankee 
land which has laid sacrilegious hands not only on dancing but on sacred human emotions even 
religion has not escaped - and turned them into commodities for the market place. The proper 
title for a "caller"  is Master of Ceremonies. NO wonder the YMCA are losing money (as I have 
been credibly informed is the case), bringing a “caller"  from Melbourne when we have still a few 
old time MC's like Joe Mullaney, Mr Harvey, or Les Delaney. I am game to lay a £1 to a penny 
that your Melbourne aces could not MC the Caledonian Quadrille, Lancers or the Waltz 
Quadrilles, which have been glorified in verse by Ella Wheeler Wilcox. Queen Victoria is on 
record as being partial to "a set of Quadrilles." -J. H. WOOD.”  

The mood may have been just right for the emergence of bush dance on the back of square 
dance.  

* the term ‘polkas’ in this context refers specifically to a group of ‘hoppy’ dances, Varsoviana, 
Polka Mazurka, Highland Schottische and Polka, with sometimes the Two Step added. But only 
the polka with its step and music is a true polka. The polka medley was sometimes called the 
“old time medley”. 

Continued next section!
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The Evolution of   

‘Bush Dance’ part 2 
By Peter Ellis 

Shirley Andrews didn’t formally use the 
term bush dance until the bicentennial 
year in 1988. But in a way she was 
earlier accredited with its use because of 
her original articles and folk dance 
descriptions in the Victorian Folk Music 

Club (VFMC) monthly journal “The Tradition”. This then led to her 
publication of ‘Take Your Partners’ in 1974, which formalised folk dance 
in Australia with descriptions and tune references in print. These had 
generally been made available via the earlier snippets in issues of ‘The 
Tradition’ (Vic).  

Similarly there were details of some dances and tunes from time to time in 
the Bush Music Club’s (NSW) Singabout by their dancing fraternity. Shirley assembled her 
descriptions, information and music in the one publication in this subsequent edition of Take Your 
Partners (later in hard back). Frank Pitt of 
the VFMC provided most of the tunes 
Shirley used as these were trialled and in 
the repertoire of the Port Phillip Band that 
Frank was by then a key organiser. Some 
would have gone back to the early Vic. 
Singabout days from 1955 that Frank 
Nickels and Joy Durst organised. They 
arranged tune sheets for Singabout and for 
their new band simply referred to as the 
‘bush band’ (or perhaps the Melbourne 
Bushwhackers) which they had put 
together for the return of Reedy River to 
Melbourne. It was based on the Sydney 
Bushwhackers after Frank and Joy had 
visited John Meredith in Sydney and then 
adopted the official name ‘Billabong’ in 
1956. When the Victorian Bush Music Club 
formed in 1959, later changing its name to 
the Victorian Folk Music Club, Billabong 
had automatically become the club band. 

Victorian Bush Music Club’s Billabong band, circa 1959. Frank 
Nickels & Joy Durst front row.                                                  

Reproduced from cover illustration of Singabout Vol.3 No. 4 (Bush 
Music Club NSW) 

The late Shirley Andrews in 
good form 
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It’s likely these tunes provided the basis of the music for the ‘bush bands’ of the day that then expanded 
the repertoire adding their own support tunes. 

The dances listed by Shirley Andrews were Armatree Brown Jug Polka, Four Sisters’ Barn Dance, 
Berlin Polka, Circassian Circle, Dashing White Sergeant, Flying Pieman, Galopede, Gay Gordons, 
Haymakers Jig, Old Bush Barn Quadrille, Polka Mazurka, Princess Polka, Soldier’s Joy, The 
Stockyards, The Tempest, Varsoviana, Walls of Limerick, Waltz Country Dance, Waves of Tory. She 
also included one Waltz and the tune was Starry Night for a Ramble. Thady You Gander is also there, 
but the music is cross referenced to that for the Flying Pieman. The Berlin Polka, Princess Polka and 
Polka Mazurka would all have been sourced from early contacts with the Nariel dancers and musicians.  

The second paperback edition in 1976 included the additions of the Colonials Quadrille, First Set, 
Highland Schottische, Jacaranda Dance, Lancers, La Russe, Manchester Galop, Ninepins Quadrille, 
Polka Quadrille, Scotch Reel, Virginia Reel, Waltz Cotillion and Waltz Country Dance. 

Nearly fifty percent of the dances chosen by Shirley were Celtic or British folk dance based and several 
had been danced out here in the Colonial period (as ball-room dances), but not the Tempest, Walls of 
Limerick, and Waves of Tory. The latter two Irish dances did not exist in Ireland at the time of mass 
immigration to Australia from the 1840s to the end of the century. Many of these now popular dances 
were invented around the turn of the 19th/20thC by commission of the Gaelic League in an endeavour to 
create an ‘Irish Ireland’. Even the Siege of Ennis had been created by the League engaging teachers in 
London who dressed up the old ballroom La Tempête (Country Dance) by adding Irish stepping with 
long sevens and short threes. The League’s aim was to cast aside the European and British based 
ballroom dances that at this time were the dominant dances in Ireland and actually very much loved by 
the Irish public.  

Shirley most likely chose to include these newer Celtic dances owing to the interest and bias within the 
Bush Music Clubs and the Siege of Ennis was added to her later hardback copy edition. She would also 
have used the English Folk Dance and Song Society (EFDSS) publications as reference for many of the 
folk dances. The Tempest (English folk dance) would be one and although also derived from the 
ballroom La Tempête (which was certainly known out here), it is quite different in character. The latter 
is very formal, even staid, whilst the Tempest in contrast is very lively and ‘folkie style’. It’s a good 
dance that isn’t programmed often enough. The ballroom crinolines of the 1860s supported by huge 
caged frames restricted the female society dancer to the demure La Tempête and the lively Tempest 
probably developed over the decades via the Village Green. 

We now know that Thady You Gander is a dance in later 19th C style and again probably from EFDSS 
sources and is not the ‘Irish Trot’ of the Regency Period mentioned in the Sydney Gazette of 1803. The 
tune Thady You Gander (see next page) is certainly in use in a figure of the `The Royal Hibernian 
Quadrilles' devised by Charles T Sykes ‘In honour of His Majesty’s visit to Ireland’ dated 1821. First 
mention of a dance of the name, Thady You Gander, - so far as we know - and matching the 
contemporary folk dance appears in Howe’s New American Dancing Master, Chicago, 1882, p94.  
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 Fig 4 of the Royal Hibernian Quadrille 1821- tune Thady You Gander, courtesy Ellis Rogers of the London 
Quadrille Club 

 

"
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The ‘bush dance’ Galopede, known out here, is again from EFDSS sources and a Cecil Sharp collected 
folk dance, but the ballroom form that might have originally been known here and certainly still within 
living memory in the 1950s in the UK was the Galopade Country Dance or ‘La Galopade’. The usual 
English tune for either form of the dance appears to be the Persian Dance (collected as the Yarmouth 
Reel), but James Scott Skinner says in “The People’s Ballroom Guide” (c 1907 Aberdeen) the tune for 
the Galopade Country Dance is taken from the last figure of La Pasha Quadrille and had words which 
the dancers sang while progressing down the set - ‘Come, dance along with me, I will fill your hearts 
with glee.’ I have located ‘The Pacha Quadrilles’ by Charles d’Albert in the National Library and it is a 
different tune to the Persian Dance. 

This tune can also be found in Boosey’s Musical Cabinet No. 65 of 1886 ‘100 Reels, Country Dances, Jigs, 
Highland Flings, Strathspeys, &c. It is likely the collected Yarmouth Reel is simply developed by aural 

transmission from the town dance band to the village folk musician. 
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The Australian Galopede tune used is quite different and I have seen a reference by John Meredith that a 
‘set tune’ (i.e. a tune used for a figure of the First Set, Lancers or Alberts) was selected from one 
collected from Herb Gimbert and this is confirmed in David Johnson’s book ‘Bush Dance’ of 1984. At 
any rate this is the tune in Singabout Vol. 5, No. 2, p 18 October 1964 and referenced in Shirley’s Take 
Your Partners. Note this is an early 60s reference to a ‘bush style dance’. 

 

Shirley Andrews would also have used the English Folk Dance and Song Society (EFDSS) publications 
as references for many of the folk dances as well as Joan Lawson’s authoritative work on European folk 
dances. 

The Flying Pieman dance was a revamped version of a Scottish Country Dance, The Flying Scotsman. 
Noreen Grunseit of the Bush Music Club arranged this dance and its name was altered to Flying Pieman 
at John Meredith’s suggestion to give it an Australian flavour. It was after an eccentric character from 
early Sydney. The tune originally of Irish origin was a collected set tune for a figure of the First Set of 
Quadrilles and again from the playing of Herb Gimbert. There is another interesting version of this tune 
from Queensland collected by Mark Schuster (page 6). 
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Inadvertently Shirley Andrews had provided a focus on the Celtic style ‘folkie dances’ which she later 
came to regret, exclaiming to me ‘what monster have I created?’ Although some of these Celtic related 
ballroom dances were popular they never occupied as much as 50% of a programme in the real 
Australian tradition. There might be one or two, but the major proportion of dances were of mainly 
European origin consisting of numerous Waltzes and multi-figure Quadrilles alternated with the Galop, 
Polka Mazurka, Varsoviana, Schottische and the ever popular Polka of the 1840s. Shirley had later come 
to realise almost all of our dances came directly to Australia as the latest fashionable ball-room dances 
of the day, not as folk dances. 
  
Many of the European and British dances of the ball-room had been adopted from earlier folk dances 
from the various component countries, but were dressed up for the ball-room by the dancing masters and 
travelled the world like wildfire. Later as these percolated back from society to the lower classes a type 
of folk process then gradually transformed these ball-room dances into dances of the people.  
In Australia these eventually became our folk dances, and likewise with the music often moving from 
formal score to the simple relaxed bush fiddler and squeezebox player. Don’t forget the ear-playing 
pianist in this equation. Pianos were everywhere, Mechanic’s Institutes, Pubs and their assemblies, bush 
schools and even bush huts. They were the television of their era.  
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The Circassian Circle known out here was the ballroom form based on a progressive Sicilian circle of 
generally the first figure of either the First Set (The Quadrille) or the Caledonians Quadrille. This 
became known in English folk dance circles as ‘part 1’, because they had a part 2 in the ‘big circle’ that 
followed and probably a Cecil Sharp collection. The Big Circle was not danced out here as a Circassian 
Circle part 2, but was known under another formal name as ‘Flirtation’ because of the sequential change 
of partners. Country folk knew this as the Stockyards or Bullring and it did not follow Circassian 
Circle, it was the last figure of the First Set (The Quadrille) to which the Flirtation figure name was 
attached. Sometimes the band on its conclusion converted to waltz time for a ‘waltz the hall’. Any 
Circassian Circle on an old Australian dance programme (19th to early 20th C) is that now known as part 
one.  

Shirley makes the comment in Take Your Partners that the Soldier’s Joy dance and tune (page 8) was 
extremely popular all over Great Britain and Europe coinciding with the period of first white settlement 
in Australia. Most likely the Napoleonic wars provided much interchange from the ball-room to folk 
versions and the spread throughout England, Scotland & Ireland by returning soldiers. Shirley pondered 
over which description to use as there is a Scottish four couple longways country-dance and there was a 
collected one from Northumberland. Because the Soldier’s Joy is mentioned in the words of the 
Drover’s Dream, probably 1890s, this would have made the Scottish version the contender in that era, 
but what of the very early period? The Northumberland version was likely a collected folk dance and too 
recent and specific to an English district or village. There are some figure compilations stated in old 
dancing master manuals of the Regency period held in the British Museum, but they vary considerably 
and it’s impossible to equate any standard or common form.  

While Shirley deliberated, Frank Pitt introduced the American version, which is in a progressive Sicilian 
formation. Because dances of this type were not common in the bush music clubs’ circuits and as it was 
interesting and very different it became popular straight away.  Of course it was not really of any 
relevance to the Australian tradition as with a number of the ‘bush dances’, but dancers dance what they 
like rather than adhere to historical accuracy, much as musicians play what they like. But the factor most 
folkies don’t understand is the strict controlling role of the MC in those days. I believe the American 
version has come about by adapting an early figure of the longways Soldier’s Joy into the Circassian 
Circle format.  
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Apart from the common first figure form of the First Set or the Caledonians there were other figures that 
could be taken from other quadrille or country dance figures. The Waltz Country Dance for example is 
simply a figure from the old longways Spanish Waltz in Circassian Circle formation and progression. 
There’s a number of Circassian Circle figures listed in the Australian MC’s Ithaca manual by R. 
Lovenberry, Instructor at the Academy of Dancing Brisbane 1884. One of the versions incorporates the 
lively Galop. The British folk dance ‘Cottages’ can be seen as a derivative of figure 4 Lancers in 
progressive Sicilian arrangement.  

The Polka dance and several simple sequence derivatives such as Heel & Toe, Princess and Kreuz or 
Berlin polkas enjoyed a major revival during or after the 1880s and lasted well into the 20th C - more so 
in ‘the bush’. 

The Princess Polka is a toned down version from the ‘Scotch Polka’, without the pas de basques; these 
being replaced by a simple heel and toe step. It was known as the Heel & Toe Polka in Portland in far 
Western Victoria and across the border into South Australia e.g. Mt Gambier. Note this is distinct from 
the other Heel & Toe or Brown Jug Polka. 

 

 

An interesting version of the tune as played by Bill McGlashan and Harry McQueen of Castlemaine. Some 
traditional dance musicians (Elma Ross, Wedderburn, Jean Murphy, Mitta Mitta) played it in the well-

known or standard timing.!
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Collected Princess Polka tunes have the traditional polka rhythm, de dah dah da de (see bars 8 – 15) but 
open with a strong two-beat per bar emphasis in the bars, 1st & 3rd, 5th & 7th, to match the heel & toe step 
as well as true polka beat in the remaining bars for the polka step crossovers. There is full 3-hop Polka 
emphasis in part B for the forward Polka travelling steps of the dance. Note the 3 quaver polka beat in 
both the melody and bass of the tune. This is essential in Polka dances to match the ‘3 hop polka step’.  

The traditional aural bush musicians knew and replicated this style perfectly by ear for the polka dances, 
but it was something the revival city bush bands of the 70s did not know. Whilst they played Little 
Brown Jug in that style they added support tunes such as Davy Knick Knack, 42 Pound Float, Denis 
Murphy and other so called Irish polkas which did match the dance footsteps or the hand claps in the 
case of the Brown Jug Polka. Nevertheless, the change of timing and upbeat of these bush bands 
obviously appealed to their youthful followers who blissfully bounded about in wild abandon. 

This Heel and Toe or ‘Brown Jug Polka’ was well enough known in some rural areas, it did actually 
utilise a 3 hop emphasis polka step during the right and left arm turn at the end of sequence (in fact Joan 
Martin knew a 3 part form (page 12 below) in which a choice of circular Polka or forward Princess 
Polka travelling step (part B of that dance) was added. However when the standard Brown Jug Polka 
was introduced into the folkie ‘bush dance’ scene the polka step was lost by being inadvertently replaced 
with a skip step which is probably all these city slickers could handle. But there is also another reason. 
When John Meredith at a Boxing Night dance at Armatree in 1955 collected the dance and tune the band 
was playing Little Brown Jug in 6-8 rather than the typical 2-4 three hop polka version as exampled in 
the song and words. There’s nothing actually unusual about that as aural musicians - Harry McQueen 
another example - were quite adept at converting a tune to different time signatures for variety if they so 

Jim Harrison’s Princess Polka (collected from Jim Harrison of Khancoban by Peter Ellis) 
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desired. (There is the yarn that one musician only knew Home Sweet Home and played this in every 
time signature and style for every dance on the programme) However in the case of the Brown Jug 
Polka, the rhythm in 6-8 with the ‘dum de dum de’ emphasis meant a true polka step was not possible as 
well as the hand clap emphasis changing from polka rhythm of ‘dum dum dumm’, to ‘dumm de dum’. If 
you check Shirley’s Take Your Partners you’ll find a transcription of Little Brown Jug under the name 
‘Armatree Brown Jug Polka’. Rather unscientifically the tune was transcribed in 2-4 because it was 
meant by name to be a polka, but the timing was of course in 6-8. I finally twigged this might be the 
case and asked John Meredith who confirmed, ‘yes you could say the band played the tune in 6-8!). Tell 
any ear playing musician to convert from polka to 6-8 and it’s easily done, but not as easy by the written 
note. 

 

 

 

 

 

Notice the change in timing of the notes, difficult to read, but easy by ear if you know it’s really 6-8. 
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In the version on page 12, below, which Joan Martin collected from NSW and Qld, the three-part form 
in which a choice of circular polka or forward Princess Polka style step section was added. This version 
also was associated with a parody of the song known by Joan’s grandfather as the ‘Sly Grog Polka’. 
Take note of the full three-hop style throughout the tune. 
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(The Sly Grog Polka) 
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The Evolution of ‘Bush Dance’ part 3. 

Interest in ‘Bush Dance’ or Mushrooming & Ketchup 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The Bush Bands and Bush Dance tune repertoire. Leading up to 1988 I worked with Shirley 
Andrews on the publication ‘200 Dancing Years’ for the Australian Bicentennial.  ‘Bush dance’ in the 
1970s style was referenced because although not original and of erroneous association with a real dance 
in the bush, we felt it had merit as a stepping stone towards the more traditional dances. Apart from that 
the term had become widely established, was popular and so regardless of historical reasons, we needed 
to include it somehow. We could both see a positive side to family bush dances. 

The newer Bushwackers Band (Melbourne) of 1971, Cobbers and several others continued to perform 
Australian bush songs but did much to further promote the domination of Celtic music and dance, not 
without a certain amount of 'ketchup' and commercial promotion. But other groups such as Irishman 
Louie McManus’s ‘Ramblers’ were naturally Irish based and performed at places like Emu Bottom out 
of Melbourne with the Celtic bush style dances included. (I went to one at Strathfieldsaye near Bendigo 
in the 70s - a wonderful night.). Louis, born in Glasgow of Catholic Irish stock also played with the 
Bushwackers and likely added tunes to their repertoire. Other Irish musicians in Melbourne such as the 
Fitzgeralds contributed tunes that became a base repertoire of the Melbourne bush bands of the 70s. 

Also in the absence of printed music other than in Take Your Partners and Singabout a new book 
Begged, Borrowed, and Stolen (1979) was eagerly taken up as a source of tunes for the British and 
particularly the Irish dances.  The authors Chris O'Connor and Suzette Watkins made no pretences that 
the tunes were Australian or for bush dance selection.  It was simply a collection of music favoured by 
players in the Celtic Club of Adelaide.  In this context the book was really good, proving extremely 
popular throughout the country and providing a more than adequate repertoire for musicians and their 
sessions of performance of Celtic music.  However in a similar way to which the British and Irish folk 
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dances had been inappropriately dubbed bush dances, Begged, Borrowed and Stolen was quickly 
adopted as the bible for bush dance music for the next generation of aspiring bush dance musicians. The 
city folk musicians were in any case generally trained sight readers, in contrast to the traditional bush 
musician. 

Another source of material was Max Klubal's Music for Australian Folk Dancing (1979) that was also 
widely used.  It was a good publication. In both cases the major proportion of Celtic tunes provided 
suited the Celtic dances but were quite inappropriate to be applied, as often was the case, for use for the 
social dances that really did survive in the bush and country dance scene.  Most of the Irish tunes in 
these books were not known in Australia and it is astonishing to find that the very good well phrased 
danceable tunes of Irish origin that were known by most of our pioneer musicians and used for the 
quadrilles, particularly the Royal Irish as well as the Haymaker’s Jig (Sir Roger de Coverley) and 
Stockyards were not profiled in either publications.  Although the Royal Irish has a connotation that one 
might think the Republican Irish would steer away from, the tunes were widely known in Australia, in 
any case the Royal Irish Quadrille as a dance was extremely popular on programmes providing a show 
of support for Irish music in a way that the Pride of Erin took its place with sentimental waltzes from 
World War 2 on. But the Irish material in the city bush dance scene was simply taken up because the 
material was more easily sourced from the Irish sessions rather than from original dance tune repertoire. 
In contrast Max Klubal included several tunes that were suitable for dances such as Varsoviana, Berlin 
Polka and Pride of Erin. It was a great all round publication for 70s style bush dance. 

In 1984 the Bush Music Club published David Johnson’s book ‘Bush Dance’ which was another 
excellent production. Again Celtic tunes were mainly profiled for the Celtic style bush dances which of 
course were well established by now, but collected Australian tunes were used where possible for the 
Barn Dance, some of the waltzes and several set tunes. 

Likewise in 1986 the Victorian Folk Music Club (VFMC) published the first of my series of volumes of 
Collector’s Choice. Volume 1 concentrated particularly on collected Australian tunes but also included 
the popular tunes that were typically used; thus for the set tunes (from and for the quadrilles) Cock o the 
North, Wearing of the Green, the Girl I Left Behind Me, Rollicking Irishman, St. Patrick’s Day, 
Humours of Donnybrook, Irish Washerwoman, One Hundred Pipers are all there. But also included 
were some anonymous set tunes such as from Bill McGlashan’s – ‘God Bless You and Bugger Me’ 
(first figure of the First Set) as well as his third figure of the First Set. In Volume 2 the first section was 
mainly on the Celtic styled ‘bush dances’ and so the tunes associated with these were the lead tunes and 
in the second section on the quadrilles the collected and popular tunes of the day were featured. Volume 
3 was ‘Old Time’ so the popular tunes such as When Irish Eyes Are Smiling and McNamara’s Band 
were chosen as these were what was typically played by the old time dance bands. 

Following John Meredith’s work on ‘Real Folk’ (late 1980s or early 90s) Rob Willis and Dave de Santi 
commenced a series of booklets called ‘Pioneer Performers’ in which collected tunes were profiled. 
Dave’s new band ‘Wongawilli’ made the step to use more Aussie collected tunes rather than Celtic tunes 
for the various set and bush dances, and to great effect and it’s a pity many musicians haven’t followed 
this example. Merro had been an inspiration to all of us at that time and his quote from Vol. 2 of Folk 
Songs of Australia appropriately summed it up and most likely catalysed the production of the Pioneer 
Performers monographs.  

'Sadly, these, for the most part, very talented young musicians have turned their backs upon the 
tradition they imagine they are keeping alive.  Almost without exception, their music has been 
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learned from Irish fiddle-tune books, and their repertoires are exclusively jigs and reels.  Most of 
the dances they perform have come from the same source or have been recently made up.  Yet 
they call themselves 'Bush Bands' and identify themselves by names having a strong Australian 
flavour ...  The Programmes of these 'bush dances' bear no resemblance to those of a real bush 
dance or country ball.  Completely ignored are the dances enjoyed by our forebears: the 
Varsoviana, Mazurka, Schottische, the Waltz and the various polkas, not to mention the sets such 
as the Lancers, First Set of Quadrilles, Waltz Cotillons or the Alberts. Excluded also are the 
many 'new vogue' dances so popular early this century, most of which are based on the waltz 
step.'  

One of course has to accept that the 70s bush dance regardless of origin or authenticity is now part of 
our tradition or heritage. It really is of city origin but had wide community acceptance and usage, 
including that of rural areas a couple of decades later when the traditional old time dances and MCs had 
all but disappeared.  

Shirley Andrews had questioned John Meredith on his views as to how the term bush dance had come 
into being. He felt it was an association of the Bush Music Club and Bushwhackers by name and the fact 
they included folk dances to provide variety between the bush songs and therefore thought to be ‘bush 
dance’.  

Shirley had certainly not coined or previously used the term. In fact correlating with the electronic rock 
beat of the later Bushwacker style she referred to it tongue in cheek as ‘folk disco’. Also in her paper 
'Our Dancing is Different', in Folklore in Australia - proceedings of the 1st National Folklore 
Conference, Melbourne, November 1984, Shirley makes the following statements:  

“Although our folk revival arose mainly as a reaction against the domination of the Australian 
scene by overseas music and culture, we also made the mistake of following overseas models too 
closely, especially those of Great Britain ....  

Certainly our early attempts within the folk scene to revive an interest in Australian social 
dancing suffered considerably from this general prejudice against dancing as well as from a 
reluctance to accept that the style of this dancing was different from that of the folk dancing of 
Great Britain....  The sort of music played now by most bush bands has not reflected real dance 
music traditions although a considerable amount of dance music was collected from traditional 
musicians in the very early days of collecting.  

At the First Australian Folk Festival held in Sydney in 1955, their evening function included 
three dances, the Varsoviana, the Waltz Cotillon and Circassian Circle, all played by traditional 
musicians for audience participation.  John Meredith's Folksongs of Australia has only four jigs 
among the forty-two dance tunes, in which Waltzes, Varsovianas and Schottisches 
predominate.  These are all tunes based on European styles of music, so one may well wonder 
why so many bush bands have limited their repertoire to Anglo-Celtic jigs and reels.  All too 
often these are played at concert rather than dance tempo to the detriment of dancing standards.  

Many of these musicians have completely ignored the traditions of the past and their emphasis 
has been on playing what they fancy without any understanding or even recognition, of the needs 
of the dancers, or of the importance of having expert MCs or dance callers.”  
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The original Bushwhackers Band’s focus that John Meredith and his circle of performers initiated in 
Sydney in 1952 was in the collecting and singing for public audience – authentic ‘bush songs’.  It needs 
to be recognised however some of these bush songs were generally localised parodies or family ditties, 
not necessary known outside the family or district of origin. Furthermore the group had little knowledge 
of the dancing side of the bush, which was basically ‘old time’. John had grown up in the country town 
of Holbrook, so he certainly knew all about the Lancers, Waltz, Varsoviana - but his socialist views and 
that of his associates would not have accepted or realised that the ballroom derived old time dances had 
in fact become the true folk dances of the bush. These had mutated by the folk process and survived 
there decades after the Foxtrot and Jazz had extinguished them in the cities. Shirley, a grand commo 
herself also admitted she had been on the wrong track for a long time trying to find Australian folk 
dances, before realising the above were it, in a folk style. When I took Merro on his collecting trip 
across the Nullarbor to Western Australia we stopped over at Adelaide and I conducted a dance 
workshop for the Colonial Dancers. One dance I profiled was the ‘Two Step’ and Merro commented he 
hadn’t realised how folk style it was. The Two Step largely disappeared after the early 1900s but 
survived for a while when incorporated as a dance variation within the Foxtrot or Quickstep. Because of 
this association, Merro (and he was not alone) admitted he’d ignored the Two Step and not included any 
aural surviving tunes in his collection. Yet the Two Step had survived at Nariel and in districts around 
Wedderburn and St. Arnaud. 

The Two Steps varied from earlier tunes in 2-4 to 6-8 including The Oldtimer’s Two Step in 2-4 and Alf 
Radunz’s Two Step in 6-8; see pages 5 and 6, respectively, below. Others, not shown here are songs in 
6-8 such as The Albury Ram, Frog Puddles, Mademoiselle from Armentieres, What’s the Matter with 
Father and Yi I Addi I Ay. 
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The Evolution of ‘Bush Dance’ part 4 – 

The Revivalist Bush Band & Mould 
In the last two sections the development of the dances in the revived 
bush dance scene was outlined as well as a choice of some of the 
tunes. Here we look at the origins of the bush band and their 
contemporary instrumentation.  

The (Heathcote) Bushwhackers Band had initiated the formation of the 
Bush Music Club in Sydney in 1954 and as variety between the 
performances of songs they introduced some ‘folk dances’ for light 
relief, things like the Bridge of Athlone, Serbian Kolo and so on. Also 
in the Primary School scene and I remember this first hand (Bendigo 
Vic.) - Physical Education teachers used a Queensland Education 
Department publication to teach folk dancing on rainy days. The 
dances included Virginia Reel, Circassian Circle part 2, Picking up 

Paw Paws and a four couple long set danced to Waltzing Matilda.  

!

 

Image courtesy State Library of South Australia. Point Pass Collection B46694 The Bush Band at Point Pass circa 1910: 
L-r. sitting: Arthur Michalk; Garrie Michalk; Herb Obst; Eddie Michalk; Arthur Handke. Standing: Adolph Kost 
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Coupled with the introduction of British and European folk dances by the National Fitness movement at 
the time (Lott is Dodd, Strip the Willow etc.) an association with the Bush Music Club and 
Bushwhackers Band developed and John Meredith felt this is how the term Bush Dance may have 
evolved. Also his band was involved with the 1953 Reedy River play when it moved from Melbourne to 
Sydney in the December and the ‘bushband’ outfit of old clothes (later consolidating to moleskins, 
waistcoat, fob watch and chain), imitation beard and old bush hat along with the instrumentation of bush 
bass (tea chest bass), lagerphone, guitar and squeezebox had by 1954 been taken up to set the bush band 
cast.  

In the past musicians in the bush usually wore their Sunday best and only played push pull squeezeboxes 
and fiddles, sometimes whistle, mouth organ, piano or even cornet or other brass instrument, as 
illustrated with the Point Pass ensemble pictured on page 1. 

 

!

 

Bushwhackers Band Sydney in the Reedy River play  Dec.1953 to 1954. 

Photo courtesy of Rob Willis – LR Chris Kempster, Brian Loughlin, John Meredith and Jack Barrie – the 
originals!!!! What a contrast to the Point Pass Bush Musicians. 
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The lagerphone was introduced to the Bushwhackers by John Meredith after his brother Claude 
modelled one on an instrument entered in a talent quest by a rabbit poisoner at Holbrook. Likewise 
Merro introduced the tea chest bass after a friend saw one played at the Sydney wharf and drew a sketch 
of the instrument. 

 

 

Following the success of Reedy River articles on how to make lagerphones and tea chest basses soon 
appeared in popular magazines throughout the nation and numerous bush bands spawned in the path of 
the Bushwhackers. The Bush Music Club’s ‘Singabout’ journal also featured write-ups on things like 
“How to Rattle Your Bones” i.e. learning to play the bones as well as collected bush songs and dance 
tunes with some folk dance instructions. Genuine pioneer performers of ‘bush song and music’ were 

South Coast Bush Band circa 1954. Photograph courtesy Rob Willis. 

LR – Norm Mitchell, Merv Haberly, Jack Wright, Jeanette Cain, Wally Watt, Lola Troy (Wright) and Jack Chalmers. 
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also profiled in this field - icons such as Duke Tritton, Sally Sloan and Fred Holland. This in turn had 
led to the publication in 1967 of Folk Songs of Australia by John Meredith and Hugh Anderson.  

The emergence of the tea chest or bush bass and lagerphone was not necessarily new; there’d been an 
occasional instrument before its mass appearance following the Bushwhackers. These instruments had 
been known in ship’s skiffle groups or the earlier foo foo bands; also the late Stewart Robinson of St. 
Arnaud spoke of black faced minstrel bands in the 1930s using tea chest basses with the string made 
from tennis racket gut and the pole from window blinds. Campbell Holmes also of the Wedderburn 
Oldtimers recalled a lagerphone type instrument in use in a band during World War Two when he was 
stationed at Darwin.  

Reedy River is likely the source of the emergence of the ‘bush band’ and from that ‘bush dance’, 
although the latter perhaps not directly. The play was first presented in Melbourne in 1953 and Jim 
Buchanan was a key ‘performer’ in the cast. Brian Loughlin and Jim were the lagerphone players with 
the Sydney Bushwhackers, swapping over between these and other instruments. Jim Buchanan made the 
point the Bushwhackers introduced the serrated stick to the lagerphone which added a rhythmic nuance 
previously unknown with the forerunner instruments such as the Jolly Jingler and the German 
Teufelsgeige or Stumpf Fiddle. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture by courtesy of Shirley Pierce of Bendigo and reproduced from Collector’s Choice vol 3 p84. 

A Miner’s Highland Band at Costerfield Vic. 1925. On the far right is a ‘Johnny Jingler’ type 
instrument. The kettle would have stones in it to rattle in time while striking the ground when 

marching. It also appears to have some added percussion on the upper section of the pole. 
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Reedy River had a piano in the pit and a simple supportive 
orchestra including clarinet, violin, trombone & drums in the 
original 1953 production and then at Sydney the Bushwhackers 
band joined the cast.  When Rob Willis in a 1989 interview with 
Jim Buchanan asked, ‘what was the name of the Melbourne 
bushwhacker’s style band in 1955?’ - he replied, we didn’t have a 
name; it was simply ‘The Bushband’ and in 1956 took the name 
Billabong. Jim Buchanan provided details of the orchestra in the 
original 1953 play as well as the bushwhacker type bands from 
1954 and 55. 

Mehner’s Orchestra, Wedderburn Vic. circa 1910, courtesy Campbell Holmes and the Wedderburn Historical Society. 
Note the German Stumpf Fiddle far right (Teufelsgeige), a type of equivalent of the French Johnny Jingler. 

Photograph left courtesy Rob Willis. John Meredith demonstrating 
the original style Bushwhacker Lagerphone. Note the serrated stick, 

a Bushwhacker introduction to improve rhythmic effects. 
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The Unity Dancers in Melbourne presented some dances in Reedy River and the Old Bush Barn 
Quadrille was especially choreographed and arranged as distinct from normal quadrilles in that nobody 
in the ‘lead-up’ had their backs to audience. It is noted the Unity Dancers also performed at 
Williamstown in relation to Communist Party delegates: -  

Williamston Chronicle Friday 15 May 1953 p2 

“Unity Dance Group – New Theatre – Unity Singers Programme of Dances and excerpts from Reedy 
River [The outstanding Australian Musical Play] Newport Library Hall, Mason St. Friday May 15 at 
8pm. This function is organized by the Williamstown branch of the Communist Party to assist the 
sending of delegates from Reedy River cast to the World Youth Festival at Bucharest. Supper. Folk 
Dancing Collection All Welcome.” 

 

After Sydney, Reedy River was then performed in 
Adelaide and Brisbane in 1955 as well as 
returning to Melbourne. Another Bushwhacker 
styled group the South Coast Bush Band (NSW) 
formed in 1954 as a direct result of seeing the 
Bushwhackers in the play. Subsequently Frank 
Nickels and Joy Durst had formed the Melbourne 
styled Bushwhacker’s Band to provide the 
appropriate music after consultation with Sydney.  

The Victorian Bush Music Club didn’t form in 
Melbourne till a few years later in 1959 - 
although the Folklore Society of Victoria which 
later merged with the VBMC had been in 

existence since 1955. Various musicians shifted between these groups and other bands such as Barcoo 
and ‘Barcoo Rot’ and continued to perform in those early years. Some of these performances with 
Billabong were at Emu Bottom Homestead. Thus by the 1960s bush type dances were being held in 
Melbourne and Sydney under the ‘folk dance’ umbrella, to music by a bush band. 

 

(Further historical photographs follow on pages 7 and 8) 

Left. Unity Dancers early 1950s, Rae Dowdle & 
Shirley Andrews back row 2nd & 3rd LR. Reprinted 

from Take Your Partners by Shirley Andrews. 
Margaret Walker (another key folk dance organiser) is 

also possibly pictured. 
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VFMC Bush Band at Fitzroy Gardens Melbourne Aust. Day circa 1971, photo courtesy Andy Orr. 

LR John Lahey, Andy Orr, Frank Nickels, Shirley Andrews, Ian Marks, Geoff Upson, Noel Nickels. 
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. 

 Barcoo Rot at Emu Bottom Homestead circa 1976 

LR Noel Nickels, Ian Marks, Andy Orr, George Levick, Jim Buchanan 
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Evolution of ‘Bush Dance’ part 5 - 

The Nariel Factor and Consolidation of 
Upbeat Seventies Bush Bands and Bush 

Dance  

by Peter Ellis 

 

In 1962 members of the Victorian Bush 
Music Club and the Folklore Society of 
Victoria (later disbanding and handing its 
archives over to the VBMC) as a result of 
collecting folksongs at Benambra near 
Omeo had been referred to the Klippel 
family as a source of information for the 
collection of traditional old time dances 
and music ‘over the Gibb’ (mountain 
range separating Gippsland from NE 
Vic.) at Nariel near Corryong in NE 
Victoria.  

The result was an exchange of information, dances, tunes and songs 
between those from the city organisations attempting to foster an Australian 
tradition which included the bush type dances and tunes, and that which had survived in the ‘real 
tradition’, if I can use that term, by the rural bush communities. In this regard they couldn’t have been 
introduced to a better couple than Mr and Mrs Con & Beat Klippel. 

The Corryong Courier Thursday January 31 1963 p3 ‘Old-Timers Note’ 

“Australian Bush Music Club and Folk Lore Society of Victoria to visit Corryong to revive and 
preserve old-time dances and music, the above Clubs will visit here during the long week-end 
(April 23-25 –sic*) to learn further of this district’s ability to give first hand information 
regarding Old Time dances and music. 

Con Klippel (1960s), 
photograph courtesy Keith 

Klippel 
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It is understood many car loads will make the journey from Melbourne which will include 
musicians, dancers, recorders and reporters. The object is to gipe and gain information to and 
from the people of this district in old time dances. 

It is hoped a good number of local musicians and old time dancers will attend, and be at a 
practice night on Monday next in the Presbyterian Hall. 

Information can be obtained from Mrs. Mary Lloyd or Mr. Con Klippel. The “Big Night” is on 
23rd April, but practice on Monday next.” 

* (April was a typographical mistake, it was February, a special long weekend owing to a visit 
by the Queen to Melbourne. A correction made in the next issue of the Courier.) 

Musicians and dancers indeed gathered from Corryong, Colac Colac, Towong, Nariel, Biggara, Thougla, 
Walwa, Lucyvale, Berringama, Khancoban and Mitta Mitta to interact with the Melbourne visitors. It 
catalysed the establishment of Victoria’s first folk festival, the second in Australia and the longest 
continuous running Australian folk festival, celebrating 50 years recently. As there was a time when two 
festivals were held annually, the original on the March long weekend and then again over Christmas-
New Year which survives today, it’s actually over 70 festivals. The Nariel Hall had been built after 
World War 2 as a recreational venue, particularly for the workmen of the timber industry at the nearby 
mill. Old time dances were revived there and prior to that dances were held in the district schools 
although Thougla had the luxury of a hall as early as the 1920s and so dances were regularly held there.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Above L. The Nariel School closed in 1954 and was later moved into Corryong. Dances were held in little country 
schools all over Australia until Public Halls were built. Photograph courtesy Maureen Simpson 

Above R. The Nariel Hall was built after World War 2. Photo by P. Ellis  
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When the district musicians and dancers combined as a result of the Melbourne folk club visitors the 
locals taught dances including First Set and Lancers, Manchester Galop, Berlin Polka, Princess Polka, 
Uncle Ev’s Barn Dance, Varsoviana, Polka Mazurka and many of the popular old time repertoire of 
dances. Their programmes included other sets such as Exion, Caledonian and Fitzroy quadrilles. MC 
Charlie Fardon had an extensive knowledge of these sets including the older Circassian Circle. Also 
Kate Masterman now in her nineties, daughter of Nariel district violinist Mrs McNamara, told me she 
remembered dancing the Circassian Circle as well as a version of the Stockyards that concluded with the 
musicians converting for a ‘waltz the hall’ as the finali. One of her mother’s set tunes was Merrily 
Danced the Quaker’s Wife (simple English & Scottish version, not the Irish folk scene tune). 

The Upper Murray Old Time Dance Band (later becoming Con Klippel’s OTDB) played the tunes and 
the visitors hosted a concert on the Nariel Green and introduced folk songs, recitations and ‘bush type’ 
dances such as Galopede.  

 

 

Old Time Folk Festival Dance in Nariel Hall 1980s  
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Correlating with this an Old Time Dance Club formed initially based at Towong - later becoming the 

Charlie Ordish Memorial OTDC in Corryong. The annual Folklore concerts that resulted provided a 
platform for new groups such as the Original Bushwackers and Bullockies Band from Melbourne. This 
was in 1972 following the ABC presentation of ‘A Big Country’ on Television of the previous year and 
which caused a visitor explosion from a hundred or so to over two thousand. In that year they only had a 
donkey engine running on the green with a couple of lights causing some people during dances to 
stumble into the creek. There were only two toilets. Although the dances and concerts were advertised as 

Shirley Andrews and Noel Nickels dancing a Waves of Tory, Illustration courtesy Marion Nickels & David Thiessen. 
Late sixties or early seventies. 
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old time and folklore, it is likely that again the association of the dances, particularly the folk style 
variety and the ‘bush bands’ nurtured or  fostered the concept of contemporary ‘bush dance’.  

 

Whilst an exchange and development of traditions 
occurred between Nariel and the Bush Music and 

Folklore Societies in Melbourne the evolvement 
of folk gatherings also occurred in the 
entertainment and pub scene. When Al Musgrove 
interviewed Dave Brannigan about how this 
started in the 60s it revolved around Frank 
Traynor’s Jazz and Folk Club in a hotel premise 
in Melbourne. The venue had many small rooms 
and you could commute from one to the other to 
follow the singer or musician of your choice as 
there was a non-restricted mix and interchange of 
jazz, blues, folk, sometimes including sea shanties 
and the odd bush song. Some of the key 
performers on the folk side included Martin 
Wyndham-Read, Brian Mooney, Graham 
Squance, David Lumsden, Danny Spooner, 

Graham Dodsworth and Glen Tomasetti. At this time Dave Brannigan, Chris Wendt, Tony Hunt and 
John Fitzgerald were involved in sessions and occasional gigs that eventuated in the formation of a 
Colonials bush band and produced an excellent LP of music – ‘Waltzing Matilda’. They performed at 
different venues including coffee lounges and the Eureka Stockade Tavern. Subtle influences on their 
music came from the likes of the Dubliners from overseas, Declan Affley in Sydney and the songs of 
Harry Robertson. They also joined in sessions at the Dan O’Connell Hotel where Foggarty’s had 
Saturday afternoon of mainly English orientated singing in harmony. Young Irishmen from overseas 
were attracted to this venue and the repertoire gradually changed to a more Irish component.  

The Bushwackers formed as a result of one long afternoon session at the South Morang Pub, then taking 
off through the La Trobe Uni Folk Club.  

Dave made the point that with the Colonials there was a desire to be proud of their Australianness and to 
look in keeping with the era from where the songs had derived, from that golden age before World War 
1 and where the lyrics were all about the Bushmen – shearers, bushwhackers, drovers and so on. They 

Left. The Bushwackers and Original 
Bullockies, Nariel 1972, Illustration courtesy 

Beat Klippel 
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bought the finest made moleskins, long leather boots and the best vests. Over the same period of time it 
was just as active in NSW and an LP in 1970 of mainly bush songs – ‘From Glenrowan to the Gulf’ - 
was released by the ‘Wild Colonial Boys’ (formed 1968) and in which Jacko Kevans and Bob McInnis 
were key performers. The Bush Music Club in Sydney had always maintained good performance of 
Australian songs and collected dance tunes as well as having original players from the bush like Clem 
O’Neal. 

I can’t yet determine when or who introduced the ‘bush dance’ term, but know that the Cobbers were 
certainly conducting dances as bush dance during the seventies. When the National Library’s online 
digitised newspapers include the seventies and eighties, all will be revealed I’m sure. 

John Meredith had felt it was through the association with the Bush Music Clubs and Rob Willis relates 
the following story:- 

 “I have often told the tale of being at an early festival in Newcastle with John Meredith and 
Alan Scott watching a very energetic bush dance. One leant over to the other and said “we 
bloody created this” with a wry smile (both had wry smiles).” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mulga Bill’s Bicycle Band 1975. LR Barry Golding, Chris Bettle, Geoff O'Connell, John 
Langmead, Elizabeth Eager, Clive Willman (kneeling), Tony Britz 
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There is a band, often perceived as a bush band and certainly in the style and as it formed one year 
earlier in 1970 and therefore just ahead of the Melbourne Bushwackers. It was certainly co-existent with 
the Bushwackers and Cobbers throughout the early and mid-1970s and is Mulga Bill’s Bicycle Band. 
That name in itself has the bush band connotation. Mulga Bill travelled the breadth of Australia with 
outstanding performances of bush song and recitations. They did include dance to receptive audiences 
and this was a general mix of old time such as Pride of Erin, Varsoviana, Highland Schottische and 
Maxina and a few folk dances such as Haymaker’s Jig, Brown Jug Polka and Virginia Reel. Twice at 
Eaglehawk Town Hall I recall impromptus with mobs of people galloping up and down the aisles 

.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Clive Willman, sound mixer and performer with Mulga Bill’s Bicycle Band says they were a very 
important group in promoting Australian folk music and dance to a wide audience in the early 70s.  

“The extensive touring and lots of television work reached lots of ordinary people in 
Australia. The ABC film on MBBB on the Big Country series was pivotal in this. It was shot in 
1973 and went to air I think early 1974 - immediately we noticed the difference that type of 
exposure gives you.  

Dance was a very important component of their performances. MBBB did 3 main types of 
performances. 1. Concerts were the main format when touring and during each concert it was 

Mulga Bill’s Bicycle Band was ‘big’ in the 1970s and the concert crowd at Sunbury Rock Festival 
1973 typifies the numbers that Bush Bands attracted in this era. 
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common to demonstrate the Varsoviana or Maxina etc. In some concerts we would clear the 
chairs in the last 30 min or so and transform the concert into a dance.  2. School shows - again 
dances were demonstrated to kids. 3. Private functions such as weddings, footy club socials etc. 
In these functions dance was central to the night. For a period we held monthly dances at the 
Horticultural Hall in Victoria Pde Melbourne - these were entirely dance based events. When we 
represented Australia in the opening ceremony of the 1974 World Cup Soccer Finals we even did 
a little dance number during one of the instrumentals. A bit weird bringing the Polka back to 
Germany! So in summary I think dance was quite important to the group.” 

The Cobbers Bonanza Bush Band forming late 1960s were conducting extremely popular bushdances 
in Melbourne through the seventies and in the beginning Jim Buchanan was their caller.  Rob Willis in 
sourcing the history of Cobbers through an interview with John Armstrong makes the following 
comments:-   

“The Cobbers had a large influence on us when we formed our ‘bush band’, ‘Blackridge’ (the 
original name of Forbes) in the 1970s.  They seemed more traditional to our ears and this was 
the sound we were after.  I remember attending a New Year’s concert in the forecourt of the 
Sydney Opera House where Cobbers were playing and being most impressed. 

 In later years I managed to interview many of the early members of Cobbers for our NLA 
collection and gleaned the following information from John Armstrong, one of the founders of 
the band. 

The name of the band was changed from Cobblers to Cobbers in 1972 – they had been playing 
quite a few gigs before the name change and appeared on the television show New Faces where 
they came second. Even in their previous guises before Cobbers the members of the band had 
sought Australian material and had been influenced by Mulga Bill’s Bicycle Band but retained 
their individuality. 

After turning professional the band had a strong work ethic and toured extensively both in 
Australia and overseas and had a great rapport with their audiences.  Indeed John Armstrong 
made the comment that they considered the audience as part of the band. 

The band can be summed up by a comment that was once made to John.  “You never tried to be 
anything else but Cobbers” ” 
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The new Bushwackers Band (without the h – The 
Original Bushwackers & Bullockies Band) had 
formed in Melbourne in 1971. Shirley Andrews 
related to me these new ‘bushwackers’ had 
individually been either members or attendants of the 
Bush Music Club or Victorian Folk Music Club 
(VFMC). Jan Wositzky clarified this point by saying 

Dave Isom had been a member of Captain Matchbox and ran the La Trobe Uni Folk Club, but neither 
Dave nor Bert Kahanoff, the third initial founder with himself, were hanging out with the VFMC. As far 
as he knew he was the only one who went there, though all were associated with the VFMC via the 
Nariel Creek folk festival. Jan learnt the dances at VFMC dances and at Nariel Creek, and so became the 
band's dance caller. Through the VFMC Shirley Andrews workshopped and taught the folk dances she 
had profiled through ‘The Tradition’ and Take Your Partners so Jan certainly had good experience with 
dancing and then calling.  

After the Bushwackers formed they published ‘The Bushwackers Band Song Book’ in 1978’ and ‘The 
Bushwackers Band Dance Book’ in 1980. Both were excellent publications and although ‘bush dance’ 
doesn’t seem a term they then used, the connotation was certainly there in well-presented illustrations 
with Australian themes and bush style settings.  

Cobbers Bush Band. Back row John Armstrong, 
Chris Armstrong. Front row Christy Cooney, Ron 
Howard 1980. Illustration courtesy John Armstrong 
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The Original Bushwackers & Bullockies Band, Photo: Dianne Harris1973 

 L to R: Bert Kahanoff, Mick Slocum, Dave Isom, Jan 'Yarn' Wositzky, Dave Kidd 
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Frontispiece of Bushwackers Band Dance Book 
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. 

Through the dance book and companion dance  LP they were able to sensationalise dances such as 
Virginia Reel under the name Strip the Willow (knowing this really existed as a separate dance in its 
own right) then called the Waves of Tory ‘Waves of Bondi’ as well as the Ninepins Quadrille ‘The 
Drongo’. There were others such as ‘Flying Doctor’ (Stockyards), the ‘Madman’s Wood Yard’, 
Kangaroo Hop and the Qld Backstep which was really a well-known Nariel (Vic.) old time dance – ‘The 
Manchester Galop’.  Shirley took them to task about this and commented that Jan Wositzky was very 

Bushwackers LP The Shearer's Dream 1974 L to R: Dave Isom, Mick Slocum, Dobe Newton, Tony Hunt, Jan 'Yarn' 
Wositzky. Illustrations courtesy Jan Wositzky 
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coy and sheepish on the issue. I had the feeling that perhaps they orchestrated this aspect as a portrayal 
of the great Australian tradition of the ‘tall story’, but again Jan Wositzky puts it into perspective:- 

 “No, rather I think that within the '70s resurgence of Australian culture, of which we were a 
part, along with films, theatre and rock and roll, we identified as being part of this movement 
and so were, if you like, creating Australian culture with the renaming of those dances. Having 
an Australian culture was all the go and in our popularising of those dances we gave them 
names that we liked and the audience would remember. It was a commercial and cultural move 
to give them identity that people could relate to in their daily experience; Bondi rather than say 
Tory ... if you know what I mean.  My point of view would be that the essence of the tradition, the 
deeper tradition, is that people get together, hold each other and co-operate to make dances 
together in a communal inter-generational way, and the names of the dances are simply the mask 
that presents them. If those name changes happened over time as part of a 'folk process' rather 
than quickly as part of a commercial package it would have been regarded as natural rather 
than as an affront.” 

Well let’s remember the Bush Music Club in Sydney had perhaps initiated the catalyst for this in 
renaming the Flying Scotsman the Flying Pieman and other dances popular with the BMC and VFMC, 
such as Galopede, Siege of Ennis, Waves of Tory and Soldier’s Joy in the American version were all a 
bit of a con in terms of any genuine dance of the bush connection. But Duke Tritton did remember 
Virginia Reels for example being danced on outside lawns at house parties in the 1890s, so that one’s 
legitimate as is Circassian Circle part 1 and the Stockyards. 

Gradually the Bushwackers became trendier, perhaps to continue attracting the young by incorporating 
electronic amplification and guitar and drum rock beat. In their older style I’ve got to say their original 
Bushwhackers and Bullockies LP or cassette of 1976 including “And the Band Played Waltzing 
Matilda” was fantastic. 

That is the history and rightly or wrongly the Melbourne Bushwackers Band and the Cobbers can be 
said to have put Bush Dance on the map. The above mentioned Bushwackers’ books of tunes and dance 
descriptions including a dance recording with the intentionally altered names were innocently taken up 
by school teachers all over Australia. Despite the negative side of children learning dances by the wrong 
name, there are many many dancers who later moved across to traditional dancing. They would not have 
become involved or known about it if it wasn’t for the Bushwackers, Cobbers and other bands in their 
ilk such as Paradiddle. 



Evolution of ‘Bush Dance’ part 6 - 
Conclusion 

by Peter Ellis 

 

In conclusion there has been a gradual revival of the dance tunes that 
were played in the bush and in this arena a move away from the 
revivalist British and Irish material of the seventies.  

There were also several factors that influenced my work in reviving 
both ‘bush dances’ and ‘dances of the bush’ as a compromise or blend 
of traditions and in what has demonstrated can be very popular with 
all ages.  

In my twenties about 1968, I had started attending rural dances around 
Bendigo and further afield; these dances and balls were generally a 50-
50 blend of Old Time Dances with the standard Quickstep-Foxtrot 
bracket. I.e. every second dance was what was referred to as ‘modern’. 

There were also large venues in the city such as the ‘Pacific Ballroom’ which were ’60-40’ in favour of 
the modern Foxtrots with an occasional Pride of Erin, Progressive Barn Dance, Evening 3 Step danced 
with a real ‘jivey’ swing and perhaps a Gypsy Tap and the Parma and Veleta waltzes. Late in the night 
the lights would be turned low for a Modern Waltz (Jazz Waltz in gringo land). Significantly more 
contemporary dance was permitted during the Foxtrots where young people could jive or rock n roll in 
the corners or in front of the band although by the time I went to these dances this had mainly given way 
to ‘mod’ or ‘go go’ dancing which appeared straight after the seasonal run of the Twist (1961). 

At occasional Friday night dances such as at Lockwood South all ‘old time’ nights were arranged about 
3 times a year. This was not as popular with the regular dancers as the 50-50 dance or the 60-40 ratio of 
every Saturday night which in these country areas was a little in favour of the Old time. I.e. the Foxtrots 
were every third or fourth dance.  

At the special all Old Time nights three set dances, the Alberts, Lancers and Waltz Cotillion were 
programmed and this was the first time I saw and learnt them - ‘on the run’. Dances were not taught or 
walked-through, this would be taboo at a public dance or ball. But veteran dancers were always very 
good at mixing and inviting new comers and those green like myself to be partnered so that you could 
pick up the steps as you went. There were always two encores, or to put it another way, three rounds of 
each couple dance, so you had time to preview, attempt and generally learn by the third time through. 
Some organisers did however conduct a separate learner’s night, but this was primarily for the couple 



dances and the occasional newer dance which I later found was called ‘new vogue’. Old Time Dance 
Clubs also started to form and their programmes were heavily ‘new vogue’ orientated. 

But during the special old time nights at Lockwood South and later with the Wedderburn Oldtimers the 
‘polkas’ were bundled together into a medley, a round of Varsoviana (usually called the Waltz of 
Vienna then), Polka Mazurka, Highland Schottische and Polka. This group of dances was usually called 
either the ‘Old Time Medley’ or the ‘Polka Medley’. In earlier times and this would be before the 
Second World War, these dances would have been programmed singly in their own right, but as the new 
old time sequence dances emerged, the older polkas had to be bundled together to make room on the 
programme. They were called ‘polkas’ because of the hoppy steps, although only ‘the polka’ often 
called ‘3 hop polka’ was a true polka to true polka music in 2-4 with the 3 quaver beat to emphasise the 
3 hop step of the dance, there being a rest or ‘spring’ on the last beat. The Varsoviana and Polka 
Mazurka were in 3-4 but did incorporate a half polka step turn between the mazurka sections. The 
Highland Schottische in 4-4 was danced to Scottish styled tunes, the Keel Row the typical one. The 
older step hop turns at the end of sequence had either been replaced by a barn dance waltz turn, or a 
polka turn. 

When the Wedderburn Oldtimers Orchestra formed in 1975 they based their programmes on the real old 
time dances that existed in the country districts just before the First World War and as a consequence the 
polkas were revived as separate single dances and the three sets, Lancers, Alberts and Waltz Cotillion 
were always included. Only in one district out of Wedderburn would you get the First Set, and that was 
at Fenton’s Creek. The locals taught all the young people of the district to dance the old dances and they 
really took to the lively sets and polkas, while the older people who’d danced these in their youth were 
starting to feel the pace and therefore happy if necessary to sit the energetic dances out and enjoy the 
waltzes and barn dances. 

Put Wedderburn Oldtimers picture at Lancefield here. 



 Wedderburn Oldtimers at a 
Lancefield Ball middle 1980s - photo by Rob Watson 

Coinciding with the revival of this more genuine Old Time Dance by the Oldtimers, Maldon Folk 
Festival was also in full swing and their dances were then held in the Castlemaine Town Hall. They had 
marvellous ceilidh bands of folk musicians and it was at these dances I saw the Circassian Circle, 
Dashing White Sergeant and Virginia Reel for the first time. These of course had come from the revival 
of the bush dance movement as well as influence from both Nariel and the VFMC and bands such as the 
Cobbers and Bushwackers in Melbourne.  

A Central Victorian band ‘Tipplers All’ based in Castlemaine was very good at teaching and calling folk 
dances and usually included one or two heritage dances such as Varsoviana, Pride of Erin or Berlin 
Polka. Harry McQueen actually sat in with this band to help out, but it was from them he learnt the tunes 
for the Galopede and the Waves of Tory as well as ‘double timing’ the Soldiers Joy. It was a sort of 
handing on in reverse although I’m sure Harry contributed dance music and timing to ‘Tipplers All’ in 
exchange.  



Put Tipplers All picture here and Harry McQueen beside on the right 

      
Harry McQueen of Castlemaine mid 1980s photo John Meredith 

Tipplers All Chewton Vic. circa 1982. LR Gordon Cowan, Roddy Read, Helen McGeachin, Mark 
Walters, Ian Huxley. Photo courtesy Helen McGeachin. 

The Irish dances such as Waves of Tory, Siege of Ennis, and Walls of Limerick had generally only 
evolved in Ireland around the turn of the nineteenth-twentieth century and remember the Irish 
immigrants of the nineteenth century could only have brought out the earlier ballroom dances along with 
their native Irish jig and stepdance to Australia. Many of the jigs and reels they brought with them were 
associated with the quadrilles and they actually lost some very good music with the Gaelic League’s 
banning of the non-Irish dances to which these tunes were attached. 

But in Australia with the influence of the Cobbers and Bushwackers in particular the newer Irish dances 
were prominently included in their repertoire of the 1970s. As well as this of course the predominance of 
jigs and reels (in contrast to the bands in the bush such as the Wedderburn Oldtimers) were played very 
much upbeat and became ‘the thing’ with younger people, particularly with the University folk clubs in 
Melbourne. I imagine this would have been the same in Sydney. Whilst the Oldtimers played mainly the 
waltzes, other couple dances and the sets, when they did play a jig it was sensational, in my biased 
opinion with a beat and rhythm and totally acoustic without any aid of amplification. You seldom hear it 
this way in the folk scene. 

As time went on The Bushwackers gradually changed hands and moved towards electronic amplified 
beat. It is interesting that Shirley Andrews ‘tongue in cheek’ dubbed the electronic rock beat style and 
dance of the Bushwackers as ‘Folk Disco’. I dub the Bush Dance of the Colonial and Folk Dancers 
scene as ‘New Vogue Bush Dance’. 

In contrast I believe the 70s style Bush Dance fostered by the Bushwackers and Cobbers really has a lot 
going for it, even although it is no longer ‘kosher’ with the younger generation; but if you manage to get 
them to such an event with their own peers, they really enjoy it. Perhaps it’s because the dance bands no 



longer actually exist or actively perform at University dances. John and Aylwen Garden have 
successfully encouraged (extremely so) young University students to attend their classes and dances of 
various traditional genre of eras. So it can still be done. 

I doubt whether Reedy River or the Bushwhacker’s style of the 1950s that filled the Sydney Show 
Ground with thousands would be successful today, but if Mulga Bill was around, they’d still be 
swamped. 

Over recent decades many dedicated performers of collected Australian ‘bush tunes’ - the real thing, 
have managed to profile this tremendous music and adapt the tunes for some of the revived British and 
Irish dances as well as mixing in a few of the more genuine dances that did exist here. And with great 
success I might add. Tremendous collected tunes are coming out of Tasmania and my congratulations to 
all those dedicated Van Diemen’s. 

Rob Willis and Dave de Santi did a power of work in the Pioneer Performer series, based on John 
Meredith’s ‘Real Folk’, promoting the tunes he had collected and published in Folk Songs of Australia 
and adapting some of these to contemporary bush dance. The Wongawilli Colonial Dance Club was to 
the fore in presenting dances along with Dave’s Wongawilli Band to these tunes. Also the Australian 
Folk Festival (firstly at Glen Innes and later transferring to Kiama and Albion Park) was an important 
festival for profiling the Australian tradition in the 1990s.  

Put Australian Bush Music Festival Glen Innes poster here and Wongawilli Dancers to right of it. 

       



                                                                                  Wongawilli Colonial Dancers  Photo courtesy Dave 

de Santi & Wongawilli Band Picture underneath      
Wongawilli Bush Band 1994, photo courtesy Dave de Santi                               

The Bush Dance and Music Club of Bendigo in a similar manner since inauguration in1979 followed by 
their Emu Creek Bush Band of 1983 have been promoting Australian tradition in their area as well at the 
National Folk Festival. The club and band produced a massive series of CD dance recordings as well as 
the ‘Merry Country Dance’ book covering social history and the dance instructions. They conduct 
successful dances in which there’s an equal blend between the old time dances, the collected heritage 
forms and the seventies style bush dances. 

Whilst the followers, as with most things today are elderly, there have been a number of functions 
conducted by young folk which have been absolutely fantastic. One was in a little district north of 
Lockington called Kotta. When I went to an old time dance back there in the seventies the tiny hall was 
extremely hot (a February dance) and the piano covered in dust and bird dung. I didn’t want to go back 
to Kotta. However the young people of the district led by the local Veterinarian, Nurse, Doctor and so 
on didn’t want to move the dance into nearby Rochester where the facilities would have been better.  
When we arrived at the hall, it was spick and span, totally cleaned up and the ceiling lined with egg 
cartons to help with the acoustics. I should have explained Emu Creek normally play without any 
amplification except for one microphone for announcements, walking through and calling. There was a 
barrel of beer running outside, but not one person under the influence. The hall was packed with 300 
dancers and no-one over 30 and they as well as the band and hall rocked off the stumps. I’ve never 
played for such an occasion. Now the oldies of the district didn’t turn up because they thought it would 
be amplified bang bang music. The following year they were there in force as well. 

Two more recent events are worth mentioning. One we were approached by two lovely 18 year old girls 
desperate to run a bush dance for their Outdoor Education group at the local University. This was at a 
time I was trying to wind up the band and retire. But how could you refuse such wonderful young ladies. 
So our seniors came along to help, and again it was an absolute hoot, the young ones couldn’t dance for 



nuts but made up for it in enthusiasm and bounding around in vigour and it added zip to the oldies steps 
too. Some of these young people then continued coming to our dances for the balance of the year until 
the exams were on and their course finished; one lad even brought a basket of supper balanced on the 
handlebars of his bicycle.  

The other function was at our own dance, but it was St. Patrick’s night and so everything green and Irish 
was the theme. A twenty seven year old decided to celebrate her birthday at something different and thus 
turned up at our dance with about a dozen young friends from 17 upwards. Again the vim and 
enthusiasm of the young catalysed enthusiasm with everyone as well as again adding zip to the oldies’ 
footwork. 

It’s interesting because the factors in these cases are that the band is acoustic, old fashioned instruments 
and sound, plenty of life based on the style of how dance bands used to play and no peck order or ‘you 
should do it this way’. It again shows with younger people it is possible and don’t forget, all those old 
dances in their day, when new, were danced by the young. The elderly were simply chaperones. 

Emu Creek specialises in playing good lively music incorporating as much collected Australian tunes as 
possible but also plays the Celtic jigs and reels were required for the seventies bush dances. One 
follower at Maldon Folk Festival some years back referred to the band as the ‘Chieftains of Australia’. 
Emu Creek Bush Band celebrates thirty years next November. 

Put Emu Creek picture here and Bendigo dancers to the right of it. 

  

The celebrated Emu Creek Bush Band circa 1984 Photo courtesy Sheryl Hayes 

BDMC Double set of Royal Irish fig.5 Piazza NFF 1994 

Looking at others Dave Johnson included many good Australian tunes in his blue book ‘Bush Dance’ in 
the 80s. More recently he and Ray Mulligan through the establishment of ‘Bush Traditions’ commenced 
a series of collected tune workshops aided by annual booklet publications for the sight readers and made 



available at the Australian tune sessions at the National Folk Festival in the recent decade. Greg O’Leary 
also recorded the music on a companion CD for the ear players as well as providing a reference to the 
nuance of the tunes and timing for the sight readers.  

On the Labour Day weekend at Goulburn ‘Bush Traditions’ profile more of their workshops and 
performance as well as bush poetry and bush dance. Their ‘Settler Sessions’ at the National Folk 
Festival each morning have attracted more and more musicians from all over Australia and this year it 
was well over 100 hundred. The tune books that have been compiled each year now number over 700 
collected Australian tunes and there are still tunes appearing, particularly out of Tasmania. The Oz Trad 
Tune following is healthy and growing. 

*PUT BUSH TRADITIONS POSTER HERE*

Courtesy Ray Mulligan and Dave 
Johnson 

One problem perhaps is having the dances to go with the tunes as the original dances seem to be either 
too energetic for an ageing dancer following, or the dances have passed their use by date (not for me, but 
sadly for others). Although I’m not a fan of a host of newly composed dances, I can certainly see that if 
some were created having the simplicity and brightness of the revived seventies bush dances to which 
our collected tunes could be matched, this is what is needed. The set tunes in 6-8 and 2-4 can easily be 
adapted to the established bush dances as both Wongawilli and Emu Creek have successfully trialled, 
but we need dances for the Schottische, 3 Hop Polka, Varsoviana and Mazurka group as some of our 
best music is from that side. 

Having become a ‘grumpy old man’ I have tended to slate the modern ‘bush-dancers’ to a fair extent and 
simply because I grew up with both traditional old time dance and seventies bush dance and although 
quite apart from each other, they were extremely social and good fun. Dances then were not heavily 
workshopped if at all and only the simple bush-dances required a quick walkthrough. You could laugh 
and talk while dancing. That is not to say there are not many very good dance callers and teachers in the 



scene today and some of the new dances that have been created for school children I think will provide 
an excellent resource for the future. Time will tell what survives, endures, and grows, or disappears.  

Just keep up the good work folks. Peter Ellis 

 

 

 



Fakelore to 
Folklore! Part 1, 

Authorship 
 

Peter Ellis 
 
Originally perceived in the early 1800s as 

the traditions and customs of the uncultured 
classes by the first definers of ‘folk song, music 
and dance’ the definition was extended  

qualifying that folk song had no traceable composer and no single composer 
to be postulated as in mere popular song. Remember also the lower classes 
in that era were generally illiterate.  

 
Furthermore it has been said folk music is music that has been submitted to 
the process of oral and aural transmission. It is the product of evolution and 
is dependent on the circumstances of continuity, variation and selection. The 
term has therefore inferred music that has evolved from rudimentary 
beginnings by a community uninfluenced by art music. We’ll question this 
whole concept further on. 
 
It is the fashioning and re-fashioning of the music by the community that 
give it its folk character. But where does this sit in a modern world 
particularly in the Western World where lower classes have become literate 
and cultured following those early days of academic postulation about a 
definition of what is folk?  
 
Australia and New Zealand would be an interesting one, because by the 
latter part of the nineteenth century, they fostered a most literate population 
across all levels and including the itinerant bushmen, shearers, drovers, 
timber cutters and so on and where by the turn of the century movements 
were leading the world for rights for women and their chance to vote. 
 
Where do we place the folk songs and tunes within the folk clubs when a 
majority have been arranged in a perceived ‘folk style’, but definitely 
‘composed’? I don’t know the answer to this and most likely the average 
‘folkie’ couldn’t care anyway; unlikely to give it a second thought or to 
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analyse and postulate any grounding for acceptance. As humans, we like 
what we like very much and that’s what we accept and bugger the rules. 
 
Nevertheless there is a nuance about folk song and music from both the 
handed on aural tradition and the innovative production of composed songs 
and tunes in the folk idiom that is quite distinct and set well aside from other 
genres such as Country and Western and Popular Song. Additionally it is 
now accepted that influences from popular streams, whether from the local 
brass band, record, radio or choreographed ballroom dance, interact in the 
repertoire and regular performance within communities. The academics now 
tend to use the term ‘folklife’ which is broader and encompasses all of the 
activities that may be fostered. 

 
Perhaps, almost certainly, there was a romantic view that our dances and 
music were ‘pure and unadulterated’ folk, coming from the people and 
completely untainted by fashion and class and society. Shirley Andrews 
made the point that in terms of finding Australian dance she started off on 
the incorrect path. With her allegiances to the communist party, she set out 
to the country to find the dances of the people. In her own words, “it took a 
little while before it dawned on me I was on the wrong track”. Other 
collectors in Shirley’s ilk were of the same socialist persuasion, Manifold, 
Meredith, Scott and Edwards and for a time ignored the interaction of 
popular culture on ‘the folk’. Later at a Folklore Conference Ron Edwards 
pointed out that contemporary material such as from Eric Bogle was not folk 
song (even if in the ‘ilk’), but that in time as it percolated out to a 
community, it could become folk song. Marg Gregory has been doing a 
fantastic job finding links between our really well known folk songs to 
originals printed in newspapers of the latter 19C. Click Go the Shears from 
the Bare Belled Ewe in the Bacchus Marsh Express of 1891 but one notable 
example. 
 
Shirley discovered most of our dances had come to Australia as the latest 
fashion, and not as folk dances from the immigrants, particularly those 
mainly arriving with the gold rushes mid nineteenth century, as the 
Quadrille, Waltz, Polka, Schottische, Varsoviana and Polka Mazurka were 
already well established, indeed rivalling and relegating the earlier Country 
Dance and Reel into second place. It was Shirley who provided the details of 
year of arrival of the Galop and Polka within months of first appearance in 
London from Paris; that the Australian way of life in the bush could not be 
compared with the rural traditions of the village in Britain, Ireland and 
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Europe. In fact she was later to state that in the folk revival we followed the 
traditions of the British Isles and Ireland too closely, not realising 
Australia’s development of folk music and dance was largely different but 
extremely rich and interesting. 
 
Those ballroom dances and their music had been taken up with great acclaim 
as the latest of fashion from the homeland, but they gradually mutated, and 
probably more so during a revival in the depression of the 1930s, to become 
the folk dances of Australia. They had shared connections throughout the 
western world, apart from England, Scotland and Ireland, but also in Europe, 
America, Canada, New Zealand and South Africa. If you took one example 
– the Lancers Quadrille, first known from a published source of music and 
description in Dublin in 1817, it became one of the most popular English 
ballroom dances alongside the European Waltz, Quadrille and Polka. Later a 
second edition of music, the New Lancers replaced the old, although many 
stalwart MCs complained it did not meet their approval compared to the 
original. It was danced with military precision and all the grace that would 
meet approval at court. The original music was classical style and played by 

the leading orchestras and military 
bands of the day. Then to extend its 
popularity over the century countless 
seasonal arrangements based on 
favourite operettas and pantomimes 
such as from Aladdin’s Lamp, Humpty 
Dumpty and ‘Ali Baba and the Forty 
Thieves’ to national airs such as the 
Royal Irish Lancers with all Irish jigs 
and reels, St David’s Day Lancers with 
a similar selection of Welsh tunes, to 
Spanish, English, Scottish, German 
arrangements respectively came into 
prominence. Then there were other 
special themes such as on nautical airs.  
 
During the First World War in 
Australia Allan’s Music brought out 
two standards of the time – The Songs 

of the Allies Lancers and the Songs of Anzac Lancers. National tunes from 
Servia, Italy, Japan and Britain were the various themes for each respective 
figure of the Songs of the Allies Lancers and for the 3rd figure the Australian 
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‘This Little Bit of the World Belongs to Us!’ The Songs of the Anzacs 
included ‘Goodbye my Sweet Australian Lassie’, Tommie Brown, 
Comrades Side by Side, When the Boys Come Marching Home and 
Tambour Avant March. 
  
But by the 1930s the old 
elegant ‘set and turn’ 
partners had been replaced 
with a lively ‘swing’, one 
MC’s notes on his call card 
says ‘swing like blazes’ 
and the basket figures had 
replaced the graceful 
advance and curtsy and 
right and left stars of the 
Colonial era. Suddenly the 
woman lifted off the 
ground merry go round 
fashion in these figures and 
ultimately by and after the 
Second World War there 
were serious accidents as it 
became too wild and 
people slid across the floor 
to a sudden thump under 
the seats and sometimes 
with broken limbs as a 
consequence. The 
American soldiers when 
stationed out here were blamed for this but many of the women couldn’t 
praise enough the politeness and courtesy of the Americans in comparison to 
the jealous ocker Aussie - the real culprit. By the 1950s the Lancers was 
banned in many city ballrooms in Melbourne and Sydney and in the similar 
basket figure of the Fitzroy Quadrille, it was replaced with the full Waltz 
Cotillion figure to tone it down. 
 
But the Lancers survived in the bush with all the vitality as a folk dance and 
there were even places in Queensland and Bellbrook in NSW as well as in 
the Applesheds of Tasmania where there was one large communal set of 
Lancers with equal numbers of couples lined around each wall, galloping 
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into the centre and dancing the figures with their opposites. A far cry from 
that of Dublin’s English based society in 1817. The music wasn’t provided 
by a Military Band, but by a lone fiddler or squeezebox player to anonymous 
tunes that had been handed on over several generations at least as far back as 
the 1880s. Ted Vallance of St Arnaud related that at a dance in a mud barn at 
Berrimal when the musician was late, he raced out and grabbed a gum leaf 
and played for first few dances – the only music they had. The Lancers had 
become an Australian folk dance and quite distinct from its original 
counterpart in the home country. 

 
This MC’s instructions (Ron Myers of Kenilworth Qld) for the Fitzroy 
Quadrilles were provided by sister in law Dos Radecker. Note the 
instruction in the third figure ‘Swing like blazes’. This would never have 
occurred in the formal dance of the Colonial era.  

 
Likewise in the ‘revival’ of ‘bush music’ in Australia there was a 

similar view of the music being brought out by the immigrants and that the 
‘anonymity’ of the tune is the significant factor. It may be my preference 
too, but I would have to suggest I believe most of our dance music and style 
is a direct derivative of the English ballroom of the day, not necessarily from 
the upper crust, but from the general social dancing that was taken up after 
the Industrial Revolution and by people of all backgrounds leaving villages 
and home districts to be crammed into the working class areas of the city.  
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The music 
publishing industry 
was enormous and 
you would find the 
same books of 
tunes, Chappell’s, 
Francis Day and 
Hunter, Boosey's, 
Kerr’s, Mozart 
Allen’s and Coles 
being used by many 
of the dance bands 
throughout and by 
rural musicians, 

particularly the pianists and violinists in Australia. There were as many 
played by music as those who didn’t and the district brass bands had this 
material in their repertoire also. Ron McNally recalled a Lancers 
competition in St Arnaud where the brass band played the original score.  

These books had arrangements for the quadrilles including parts for 
cornet and clarinet based on popular airs, operettas and pantomimes as 
mentioned for the Lancers. I would suggest most of the Scottish and Irish 
jigs and reels have come into our repertoire via this medium rather than from 
Irish or Scottish grandparents whose tunes were relegated more to family 
gatherings and items than at the local dance under the auspices of the very 
strict Master of Ceremonies. The selections of Irish and Scottish jigs and 
reels in the special themed Lancers and Quadrille were tremendous and 
exposure to aural musicians widespread. Dave de Hugard found the 
connection with the well-known collected polka, Bill Cooper’s Polka, also 
played by the Kurtz family (Stringybark Band) and Charlie Batchelor. 
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Above (on page 6) is the 
Hungarian Schottische by Charles 
d’Albert. Also on page 6 is Bill 
Cooper’s Polka which has also been 
collected by Rob Willis and photo 
courtesy Rob. (Bill loved to sit on the 
floor to fiddle a tune.)  

Swap part A and B of the 
Hungarian Schottische around and 
compare it to Bill Cooper’s Polka. 

 
In my take it is derived from the Hungarian Schottische composed or 

arranged by Charles d’Albert, renowned dance music composer in England 
during the middle nineteenth century. That is not to say d’Albert, following 
many classical composers, didn’t base his dance tune on some well-known 
folk tune of the day, although the evidence suggests his tunes are in fact 
older and are those that were taken up later to become folk tunes. In this 
example don’t worry about the difference between a Schottische and a 
Polka, one is simply half the tempo of the other, and bush musicians were 
adept at converting anything they liked between time signatures and tempo 
for a dance. There’s the story of one musician being able to play only one 
tune, Home Sweet Home; and to play it in correct style for every dance on 
the programme. 

But as Shirley Andrews commented, ‘it would take a collection of 
numerous musicologists of various diverse expertise in classical, nineteenth 
century popular and national and folk tunes of various countries, to be able 
to track down the links with many of our collected Australian dance tunes’.  
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Fakelore to Folklore! 
Part 2, Printed Sources 

 
Peter Ellis 

 
I am of the opinion that most of our tunes will have 
come from some published and composed or specially 
arranged source and that it doesn’t really matter if 
known or anonymous. And yes, some will have been 
brought by our immigrants from the home country. 
What makes it Australian is the way in which it has 

evolved in the handing down through the generations and the individual’s stamp 
and rendition of the tune with all its variations. The folk process certainly comes 
into play at this point and it is both the squeezebox and fiddle player in the bush to 
whom the main influence on development can be attributed. Fiddlers, often self-
taught, played in a non-conventional manner with much short bowing and ‘jigging’ 
the tune with several notes, rather than playing the long bowed sustained notes that 
the trained player would have had considerable grounding in. The rendition of 
fiddle playing by Charlie Batchelor is a good example; he learnt most of his 
material sitting outside dance halls where both the sight reading dance bands and 
possibly the ear players were engaged. His Orotaba Waltz can be found in E flat as 
the Orotava Waltz in Paling’s Music of the 1890s to the 1920s. 

 This popular tune is perhaps better known from Charlie is from Jack Smith 
courtesy Ray Mulligan. Compare it with the original score from Palings on page 2. 
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The diatonic squeezebox (button accordion and/or German style concertina) with  
its ‘push pull’ system and inability to play half notes or to modulate into key 
change phrases is another factor in the development of ‘bush music’. Their 
particular action and limitations on the one hand, changed dance music from the 
classical style of the city bands, and developed tremendous simplicity and 
excellent dance rhythm with the ‘bellows punch’, on the other. The fiddler 
emphasised the ‘punch’ with the bowing. This would have been in play well before 
the advent of the squeezebox, but I’ve always maintained Greg O’Leary plays his 
fiddle like a button accordion; his rhythm in bowing is bellows style and Greg 
agrees with me. 

The bush musicians found the playing of waltzes, schottisches, polkas, 
mazurkas and simpler single jigs and reels to suit the ‘sets’, right up their alley. 
The popularity of the squeezebox (comparable with the guitar today) from later in 
the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries was concurrent with that of the dances 
and they were of the same European blood. They did not easily handle the more 
complex British double reels and jigs and minor key tunes that might be favoured 
by the village band or groups of ceilidh fiddlers in the old country. 
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 In rural Australia, the dance musician was often a sole player, with no 
support from other musicians to carry him over intricate passages. He had to 
adhere to the simpler tunes that would allow him to play with punch and emphasise 
the more important rhythm and dance beat, as well as maintaining strict tempo and 
to ‘fill a hall with music’. The squeezebox player because of the action of his 
instrument and the bush fiddler did much to modify tunes in the first instance, by 
their style and the folk process did the rest. 
 The following extract and quotation (Concertina Magazine No. 1 winter, 
1982, p8 of Clem O’Neal – Anglo player) aptly sums it up: 
 ‘While an occasional record may have provided a new tune, normally, the 
tunes on the records were not suited to the slower jerky style of 
concertina/accordion playing that was found in the bush. 
 “The principle source of the new tunes was those which were learned when 
people were away on trips. 
 “In some cases they would remember the whole tune when they returned, but 
quite often they had forgotten part of it. 
 “In these cases they would either combine part of several tunes, or else they 
would make up a piece to fill in for the bit that had been forgotten. 
 “The only way things were, was that someone would go away on a shearing 
trip and he’d remember part of the music, part of something. 
 “He’d have to keep it in his head; when he comes back perhaps he’d 
remember only parts of it.’ 
 
The Following tune is from the Merrie England Lancers 16 bar opening grand 
chain section from Wright & Rounds String Band Journal. It will be recognised as 
very close to a set tune collected from Bert Jamieson by Rob Willis. 
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Finally there are several set tunes that have been collected that can be recognised 
as the Northumbrian folk tune known as Geordie. Stan Treacy’s Set Tune is one 
and Frank Thompson’s ‘Dad’s Tune for the Lancers is another. 

 

 
Although different from each other these tunes can be recognised as having a 
common ancestor. Those that know Geordie can compare it to that, however Dave 
de Hugard’s discovered the earliest known as Marinarella by Charles d’Albert in 
1855. D’Albert was one of the most popular dance music composers whose 
manuscripts were used all over Britain, Ireland and the Colonies and illustrates 
perhaps a common ancestral link between the folk tune Geordie as well as several 
Australian Lancers and First Set tunes. 
 
But there is also a song to the same tune that was popular particularly in East 
Anglia and possibly also linked to Geordie. 
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The same song was popular in Australia in the 1880s, sung at a Benalla concert in 
1883. Here is a reference from ‘The Border Watch’ Mount Gambier Sat. 1st 
November 1884 p3 “Tantanoola” 

At the close of the Chairman's remarks the concert was proceeded with. Mr. Bray 
sang, "Oh, Joe, the boat's going over," which was encored. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(Lyrics on page 6) 
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Oh, Joe! the Boat’s Going Over 
 
   I loved a charming creature, such a very timid maid,  
   She can stand almost anything but of water she’s afraid,  
   She’ll have a tidy fortune when her uncle dies some day,  
   While on a voyage to Dover once, that girl to me did say. 
 
CHORUS 
 
Oh! Joe the boat’s going over,  
   Oh! Joe you naughty man she cried,  
   Oh! Joe I wish you’d been in Dover,  
   Before you ever took me on the water for a ride. 
 
The wind was blowing rather rough she clung so tight to me,  
   The boat began to pitch and toss, all on the briny sea,  
   She looked so wild she cried aloud in a frantic sort of way,  
   Her arms she flung around my neck and then to me did say – 
 
I said Matilda don’t be afraid now there’s a dear,  
   With a smile she looked into my face, and gave me such a leer,  
   A kiss then from her cheek I stole, oh, she seemed rather shy,  
   And while I was kissing her, that girl to me did cry - 
 
We landed safe in Dover, her uncle there we found,  
   He died two days after that, and left her eight hundred pounds,   
   I made Matilda my dear wife we’re so happy night and day,  
   While sitting by her fireside sometimes she’ll say – 

 



   In this section I’m going to deviate a little from the 
music and the actual dances to the ‘Folklife’ side, but 
it is still connected with quadrilles such as the Lancers 

which was one dance and music example singled out in the previous chapters.

   Around the turn of the previous century and through into the 1920s it became pop-
ular to have ‘Poster Sets’. At fashionable balls in Australia sets of four or even eight 
couples would be supplied with costumes and themes as a marketing promotion, 
I guess, for various forms of produce, business and so on. I imagine such society 
‘do’s’ with commercial promotion may not be regarded today as truly folklife. How-
ever they certainly did catalyse copying the theme into folklife as will be evident in 
several of the Figures below on fancy dress sets in the bush.

   The sets wearing these costumes would be judged on their dancing ability in the 
Lancers or First Set, Alberts, Waltz Cotillion etc. as well as the costume concept 
and the winning set would be awarded trophies or prizes. The latest flashlight pho-
tography provided opportunity for many of the couples to have snaps taken for their 
personal memorabilia and perhaps even publication in the local paper or magazine. 
Here are a number of such ‘Poster Sets’ Fig.s 1 - 3 from the Leader taken the late 
Frank Cusack.

Fakelore to Folklore, 
Part 3, ‘Poster Sets’ in 

the early 1900s

Peter Ellis

Fig. 1. The Co-operative Coupon Co. poster 

set. This depicts a double set of eight couples 

so that the Quadrille or First Set (or in the 

Royal Irish form) would lend itself for dancing 

tops and sides as couples in doubles with 

their opposites.

Bendigo Leader 1900



Fig 2. Geisha Tea House poster set. Four 

couples with a theme of Madame Butterfly 
perhaps.

(The picture is damaged by omission of most 

of the second naval officer, but is included 
as the best available record of an important 

social occasion.)

Bendigo Leader 1900

Fig. 3. Allan’s Piano & Music Set, The Leader 
1900. In the latter set the blokes don’t get a 

go in the photo, but of course these ladies 
would have had partners and danced a 

quadrille to be judged.
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   Mary Bourke of Bendigo, a teacher of Old Time and Irish and Scottish Dancing 
gave me much information on the tradition of dances and balls, as well as a demon-
stration of ‘clogging’ and some tunes, plus a celluloid penny whistle, piccolo and her 
father’s Kalbe accordion. Her sister Kathleen gave me the two photographs above 
of the Monkey Brand Soap poster set in which she was a participant in a ball in the 
Bendigo Town Hall in the 1920s. 

   Whilst this part of the folklife within a community it might not be accepted as 
spontaneous folk the more formal music and dances of the ballrooms percolated out 
into the aural tradition in the country and bush. So did many of the society concepts, 
and thus innovative home-made fancy dress sets soon became extremely popular 
and not linked to advertising or business. Beat Klippel of Nariel told me she was in a 
fancy dress set in which they were decked out as lampshades.

Fig.s 4 and 5, to the left and below, respec-

tively. Monkey Brand soap inspired even the 

macho males to dance in masks and pretend 

to know about kitchen work. 

(Monkey Brand soap was a scouring soap 

and advertised as, “It won’t wash clothes.”)

Photographs courtesy of the 

Bendigo Historical Society
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Fig. 6. Cross-dressing in an all male mock 

debutante set, including the matron, in 1930 
before such cross-dressing became a sign of 

the times.

Photograph courtesy the 

Melbourne Museum, ‘Ironbark Tennis Club 
Mock Deb Ball’ 

Bendigo.

   The late Nell Challingsworth told Shirley Andrews that mock deb balls were actu-
ally the original debutante balls in Australia and were a send-up of English society, 
i.e. aping the upper crust.

Fig. 7. The children could simulate pastry 

cook prowess.
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   It was quite common to have childrens’ dances and special balls, and in this one below an obvi-
ous arrangement of four couples to be judged in dancing and a quadrille and in the ‘theme’. The 
photo is taken at a Church of England fancy dress ball at Narrogin W.A. in 1932. Moya Morris, 
who provided the picture, said that among the “Bakers Boys and Girls” were Billy Stone, George 
Morris, the Thomas children, Sybil Miers, the Sharps and the Wards.



Fig.s 9 and 10, respectively.

Left: Rae and Jens Lewis.

Right: Putting on the face with Miss Higman.

Fig. 8. Mock debutantes in the Spring Gully 

Hall, Bendigo, June 1989.

The local MC, Colin Silk, is the ‘woman’ on 
the far left and I’ll leave you to find yours truly 
(Penelope Peasbottom).

Fig. 11.: The official party at the Spring Gully Hall Bendigo, 1989.
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   The following pictures show revivals of the mocking tradition within Club settings.



Fig.s 12 -13, respectively. More aping of conven-

tion on the Spring Gully occasion, 1989.

Left: Keithleen and Joseph White.

Right: Raelene and Johnny Mundy.

Fig. 14 The Tarts of Fitzroy at the Central Hall, Fitzroy, 1989. 
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Fakelore to Folklore, 
Part 4, Step Dance

Peter Ellis

    Apart from some of the myths relating to the African 

American side of step dancing relating to the jig as well 

as whether American performers in Colonial Australia 

where genuine African Americans or ‘black faced’ im-

itators, it is obvious step-dancing in its various forms including clogging and high-

land flings were very strong in Australia. Unfortunately except for handed-on step--
dance tunes and the very rare occasion of it surviving, such as with the Dawson’s in 

Tasmania, step dance has basically been lost. I’ve gone to great lengths to profile the 
musical side with the aurally transmitted tunes in the hope that a revival of the dance 

might be possible.

   If you search the web for step-dance in Britain and Ireland, you’ll find it’s still ex-

tremely popular and with tremendous interest and exponents among young people, 
so let’s hope we can get it going.

    Heather Clarke has a workshop and demonstration of step-dancing in place (and 

accepted) at the National Folk Festival in 2015.

   There are just the few tunes below, including two that are Irish described by John 
Shearer

1, “Here is an Irish tent. Look how Paddy revels amidst the glories of gold 
and potteen; no, not potteen, but rum, which in his estimation is not half so good 

as his own native beverage. ...as you hear Crowder screwing up the pegs of his old 
smoke-dries instrument in a corner, and tuning it to the beautiful melody of “Erin go 

Bragh.” Hold a moment. He is resining his bow. Now he begins; and as the charm-

ing strain falls upon the ears of his sensitive countrymen, they here and there chime 

in with a part of the song, and dissolve in tears from the warmth of their emotions. 
Of what a complication of joys and sorrows is the human heart made up! Listen. He 
now plays “Paddy Carey”; and see every face, that was this minute suffused with 
tears, is radiant with joy, and the tent, as a matter of course, being now no longer 

capable of holding its inmates, throws them forth to the open air to have a trip on the 

gravel, which here serves as a substitute for the bright green sod of their own native 

“isle of the ocean”. Now they go it. Jerry leaps as if he were set on steel more elastic 
than the main-spring of a watch, and Mary shuffles like a fish out of water. “Hu!” 
cries Barny at every turn; and “Go it, ye cripples!” echoes from the arrested behold-

ers. “Ould Ireland for ever!” shouts Jerry, in the firmintin’ state of his blood, when, 
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fortunately, one of the strings of the instrument snaps, and, in all probability, saves a 

general row amongst the spectators of all nations, whom the hilarity of the scene has 

drawn to the spot. “ 
  



References

1. The Gold-finder of Australia by John Shearer ,originally published in London in 
1853 p76; see Penguin Colonial Facsimiles. Penguin Books Australia Ltd., Ring-

wood, Victoria.

2. Paddy Carey by courtesy Joan and Ray Mundy 

3. Joy Yates step dance tune courtesy Greg O’Leary. 

4. From Stan Treacy as recorded by John Meredith, which is basically the well 
known Sailor’s Hornpipe or College Hornpipe.



Fakelore to Folklore, 
Part 5, Our Irish 

Heritage

Peter Ellis

   I’ve covered the ‘Irish Equation’ to a fair extent in the 
series ‘Calling the Tune and Leading a Merry Dance’ 

part 10 to 13 November 2011to February 2012 in Trad & Now.

   However the belief persists within the folk clubs and the social dance music 
arena that things like Siege of Ennis, Waves of Tory, Walls of Limerick and tunes 
such as those in Begged Borrowed and Stolen (BBS) are representative of the Irish 
component of the social tradition of Australia’s pioneering era. It is an absolute 
Furphy. Begged Borrowed and Stolen was never portrayed by the authors as 
representing Australian Tradition, it was simply a compilation of favoured tunes 
in the repertoire of the Celtic Club in Adelaide. Helen O’Shea believes it is likely 
many of the tunes were taken from printed sources from other books as the title 
suggests; but some may have also come from Tim Whelan, Irish whistle player of 
renown who made regular trips by ferry from Kangaroo Island to play at the Celtic 
Club, as well as hosting many sessions at home. Any movement of tunes from Tim 
by the aural folk process certainly would be considered a component of Australian 
folk. Tim can be seen as conducting sessions of ‘Eire on Kangaroo Is.’ Tim’s son 
John made the following comment: - 

“My Dad loved playing the tin whistle and his range of favourite tunes 
to everyone and anyone who would listen.  He had endless patience with 
‘students’ of the music who wished to learn.

   He did have sessions on Kangaroo Island as he did here in Adelaide.  The 
sessions in Kangaroo Island were almost always with beginners either singly 
or in smallish numbers as there were few, if any, experienced musicians there.  
Angela Marsh, Banjo, from Kangaroo Island was one who learned from my 
dad and became quite competent on the banjo. He also got a musical festival 
going there which became an annual event for a few years.

   He was also involved in the very early stages of the Port Fairy Music 
festival and a regular, when he lived in Adelaide, at sessions at the Governor 
Hindmarsh on Friday nights.  There is a large framed picture of him still on 
the wall there above the music corner.  He is holding his beloved wooden 
flute.
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   My Dad loved the old tunes, the Sally Gardens, Tim Moloney, the Sailors 
Bonnet, Come West along the Road and the like.  His had a simple way of 
playing, which followed his many years as a Band player in Dublin where 
he mostly played the saxophone.  He was one of the very few who could play 
jigs and reels on the saxophone, inevitably frowned upon by traditionalists, 
amazing as it was to see and hear.  He didn’t have the ‘Neah’ of truly 
traditional players who learn to ‘lean’ on the note but he knew all of the old 
tunes and played them perfectly.  

   The tin whistle, the wooden flute and the saxophone were his only 
instruments and he loved all of them.

   Something you might not know is that a Japanese Traditional Irish Band in 
Tokyo plays a tune composed by my Dad, The Road to Port Fairy on YouTube. 
Sho Iwaasa plays the flute solo on this recording and of course it’s my Dad’s 
tune. Here it is: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l3tA208dVAA .”

   Returning to publications such as Begged Borrowed and Stolen a great number of 
musicians have not learnt the tunes by aural transmission, but by playing directly 
from the music. It seems that with modern technology the natural folk process of 
transmission of folk music has largely gone out the door, which in itself could be 
regarded as the contemporary folk process. Certainly in the folk clubs much of any 
tune learning is ‘by the dots’ and I would have to accept that is now the way with 
any genuine collected Australian tunes exposed within an arena of growing interest 
in some folk arenas such as Bush Traditions and the Settlers Session and use of 
Folk Songs of Australia by Meredith and Anderson, or my own publications for that 
matter.

   In contrast it is interesting with respect to the profiling of Celtic and particularly 
Irish tunes that even some decades back John Meredith in Vol. 2 of “Folk Songs of 
Australia” made the following claim: -

“Sadly, these, for the most part, very talented young musicians have turned 
their backs upon the very tradition they imagine they are keeping alive. Almost 
without exception their music has been learned from Irish fiddle-tune books, 
and their repertoires are exclusively jigs and reels. Most of the dances they 
perform have come from the same source or have been recently made up. Yet 
they call themselves “Bush Bands” and identify themselves by names having a 
strong Australian flavour... 

   “The programmes of these ‘bush dances’ bear no resemblance to those of a 
real bush dance or country ball. Completely ignored are the dances enjoyed by 
our forebears: the Varsoviana, Mazurka, Schottische, the Waltz and the various 



   Pondering about these issues I thought well let’s move away from Begged 
Borrowed and Stolen and have a look at what the Irish might have played out here 
and select some of the tunes that never made it into BBS. 

   The Irish were a major component of settlement in Australia and their contribution 
to social life from our pioneering days stands shoulder to shoulder with the other 
major settlers, the English, Welsh and Scottish. By the time of the gold-rushes mid-
nineteenth century we had a veritable ‘United Nations’ of races 100 Years before the 
Snowy Mountain Hydroelectric Scheme which the then Prime Minister of Australia 
said introduced multiculturalism to Australia.
  
   It is also said that the English concentrated mainly in the development of 
settlement in the towns and cities and that the Celtic peoples pioneered the bush and 
became the major component of rural districts. The highlands of central Victoria 
around Daylesford, Maryborough, Kyneton and Kilmore are good examples as 
well as in some coastal areas such Port Fairy. At Maldon the population of Welsh 
was high and the native tongue flourishing above English from the 1850s to well 
into the 1890s. There was also a high proportion of Protestant Irish in the overall 
mass immigration of Irish during the potato famine of the 1840s. As early as the 
First Fleet there were many Irish on board, those of English birth of Irish parents 
and grandparents. These likely crossed the Irish Sea for employment during the 
upheavals of the Industrial Revolution.

    The division between the British Isles and Irish regions were not as ‘defined’ as 
they became in contemporary times and there was much overlap of repertoire of 
tunes and dances. The Irish were playing as much popular music as anybody else 
as evidenced in James Goulding’s manuscripts of 1817 (County Cork) brought out 
by his immigrating son to Melbourne in the 1840s. There is much Scottish material 
as well as selections of tunes from Europe including a Portuguese, Russian and 
German Waltz, Copenhagen Waltz, many Spanish waltzes and Polonaises and “Rule 
Britannia”. All contemporary interchange of material in the period. 

   In this very early period it is reported that the ‘Irish Trot’ was danced at a wedding 
at the Rocks in Sydney. This turns out not to be Thady You Gander as first thought, 
although that tune is in Irish music of the period and even in later music for the 
Irish quadrilles in the 19th and 20th centuries. However the Irish Trot was a triple 
longways in the typical country dance form of the era and the tune perhaps dating 

Polkas, not to mention the sets such as the Lancers, First Set of Quadrilles, 
Waltz Cotillions or the Alberts. Excluded also are the many ‘new vogue’ dances 
so popular early in this century, most of which are based on the waltz-step.” 
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back to Playford; well there is such a tune in Playford and several more over the next 
century or so. The tune below courtesy of Heather Clarke is that believed to have 
been in vogue at the time of the Wedding on the Rocks in Sydney 1803 when the 
Irish Trot was danced.
 

  The Irish were generally involved in playing as much popular dance music during 
our settlement as their own airs. This is confirmed in the following quotation: St 
Patrick’s Night at Beechworth Tuesday 24th March 1857, as reported in the “Ovens 
Constitution”, and reprinted in the Age” six hundred dancers present.
 

“Country dances, quadrilles, waltzes, etc were rapidly shuffled, whirled 
and figured when, as by a genuine Irish gush, the band burst forth the ‘stick 
enlivening strains’ of Donnybrook Fair. Twelve stalwart ‘boys’ were in an 
instant up and at it . . . “The band was constantly asserting their ignorance 
of the existence of “The Goose in the Bog”, “Boys from the West”, “Gone to 
Carlow” and “The Priest in his Boots” in the repertoire of Strauss, Mussard, 
or Jullien, also an elderly gent complaining because the band couldn’t play 
“Yellow Wattle”. 

   It was held in the great hall of Beechworth ‘and belies the popular fallacy that a 
fierce row is a necessary adjunct to the feast of St. Patrick’. The account mentions 
dancers from the Woolshed, Yackandandah, and even Nine Mile. 

   With reference to the selection of dance music favoured (already evidenced above) 
one book that was particularly popular was Allan’s Music Book No. 37 (now No. 23 
and still available) collection of Reels, Jigs, Hornpipes and other Country Dances”. 
Of the 108 tunes listed only 15 are Irish. Similarly Boosey’s Musical Cabinet No. 65 
of 1886 “100 Reels, Country Dances, Jigs, Highland Flings, Strathspeys, etc” only 
11 tunes out of the one hundred are Irish.

    There is no suggestion that it was any different in the aural tradition - our dances 
and music were of ballroom origin and in turn based on European rather than British 
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and Irish folk dance: “Walls of Limerick”, “Siege of Ennis” and “Waves of Tory” 
were all unheard of - these came to us very recently and after the revival in Ireland 
following independence. 

   Quite curiously in Australia the Royal Irish Quadrille which was sometimes 
repeated on a programme showed support for the Irish tunes - yet it seems unknown 
in Britain. Obviously if it were known in Ireland the royal tag would have been 
dropped and possibly the Irish Quadrilles is a similar thing. But it was extremely 
popular in Australia and was only displaced later by the Pride of Erin when sequence 
couple dances became more popular. Both the Royal Irish Quadrille and the Pride 
of Erin maintained tunes of Irish sentiment, even if of a different nature or of 
American origin in the case of the latter. Looking back at the Royal Irish it was not 
the complex tunes in minor keys but those such as “Sprig of Shillelah”, “Paddy 
Whack”, “Rollicking Irishman”, “Nora Creina”, “St Patrick’s Day”, the ubiquitous 
“Irish Washerwoman”, “The Girl I Left Behind Me”, “Finnigan’s Wake”, “Paddy 
Will You Now”, “Rakes of Mallow”, “Garry Owen”, “Humours of Donnybrook” and 
of course the favourite “Wearing of the Green”.

   Although Allan’s Music No 37 includes “Lannigan’s Ball” there is only one 
isolated instance of this tune being collected in the aural tradition - from an Irishman 
and even then it had been obscurely converted into polka time. Of all the tunes listed 
above, only a few players (native born Australians) might know more than two or 
three. Thus a few Scottish jigs such as “Cock o’ the North” or “100 Pipers” might 
also be played for the Royal Irish. 

   By the 20th century song tunes such as the “Wild Colonial Boy”, “McNamara’s 
Band” or “Phil the Fluter’s Ball” would be adapted. Even non-Irish marches such as 
“Repasz” (The Irish Guard) might be used.

   This then was the Australian scene with Irish involvement, but at home in Eire, 
the Gaelic League by the turn of the 19th/20th century was flexing its muscle and 
ultimately caused a ban of dances and tunes perceived as non-Irish; that is the shared 
material actually much loved by the Irish as well as between Scotland and England 
including the fashionable material from the Continent. The idea was to create an 
‘Irish Ireland’ and therefore a concentrated effort on reviving the old Irish tunes in 
particular and therefore promoted a very high profile on the type of material from 
O’Neill’s and BBS.

   But this didn’t happen out here despite radio playing in the 1920s and 30s from 78 
recordings of the above repertoire of material as well as the popular ‘Ireland over 
Here’, Danny Boy, Eileen Alannah, Killarney and so on. A much more accurate 
picture is given by Helen O’Shea in her interview notes of John McKinnon of Irish 
and Scottish parentage and are noted as follows: 
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   “My experience in Western Victoria in 1989–90 brought me into contact 
with a number of people who sang or played Irish music.  I played often with 
John McKinnon and his repertoire included many Scottish and Irish tunes, 
but as a true dance musician, he got them from everywhere, including the 
collectors who visited him. He did get a few tunes from a Scottish piper when 
he was learning. I’ve pasted below the music that was played at what John 
called an ‘Irish evening’, and ‘at home’ north of Terang, in November 1989. 
They are in the National Library collection. The Irish and Scottish tunes 
John played that night, on his band recordings and at dances I attended were 
almost all derived from songs (Irish Washerwoman is a song too) or were pipe 
marches. 

   John was born in 1923 and started playing accordion in bands at age 12. 
Most of, possibly all of, the dance tunes he recorded on commercial tapes in 
the 1980s were song tunes and they would have been popular from the early 
20C to the 1960s and a few more recent ones. He always had an ear out for a 
good tune. In a tune list for Old Time dance numbers dated 1981; John simply 
divides the tunes according to time signature: fox trot, waltz time, barn dance 
time. 

   I’m aware that there were many publications available in the 19th and early 
20th century from which musicians could have sourced Irish and Scottish 
tunes, either directly (if they could read music) or indirectly through other 
musicians. These included the many 
miscellanies for piano. So a musician 
of John McKinnon’s age might 
have sourced a tune from an older 
musician, who got it from a still older 
one, but then they might have got it 
from their sister’s piano playing, if 
you see what I mean! 

   I don’t know whether the Irish 
Washerwoman is an English tune, 
but thought you might like the 
[transcription below](early 1970s) 
from an East Galway fiddler, Paddy 
Fahey.



   As for myself, I’ve been focused on music in Ireland for some time now and 
have published The Making of Irish Traditional Music with Cork University 
Press. I wrote my doctoral thesis (Victoria University) on foreigners playing 
Irish traditional music but decided to excise the part about Australia from the 
ms for publication, as Irish people have no interest at all in outsiders playing 
Irish music, apart, I suspect, from wishing that they wouldn’t! At present 
I’m exploring the question of whether or not you can trace a musical style 
historically through the playing of older musicians. It’s a tricky one!”

   Recording at Bill and Margaret Heffernan’s, November 1989 Bib 
ID2869748.

   Music 1: Moon River, Danny Boy. Singing: A Mother’s Love is a Blessing, 
The Town I Love so Well, The Irish Jaunting Car, Phil the Fluter’s Ball, Paddy 
McGinty’s Goat. 

   Music 2; Irish Jigs, Long Way to Tipperary, Wearing of the Green, 100 
Pipers, Hot Punch, The Old Bark Hut (In the Garden Where the Praties 
Grow), Waves of Tory, Where the River Shannon Flows, Maggie. Singing: The 
Rose. Music, La Cucaracha, La Paloma, She Wears My Ring, Brahms Lullaby. 
Singing: Shenandoah, I Gave My Love a Cherry, The Rose of Tralee, How 
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Could you Buy Killarney, These Are My Mountains, The Farmer’s Boy. Music: 
Black and White Rag, Music Box Dancer, Linger Awhile, Harvest Home 
Hornpipe, Father O’Flynn, Rickett’s Hornpipe, Copenhagen Waltz, Irish 
Washerwoman, Song of the Clyde, Highland Schottische, Rakes of Mallow, 
Planxty Irwin, Doonaree, The Old Bullock Dray, Drover’s Dream, When Irish 
Eyes Are Smiling, That’s an Irish Lullaby. 

   Singing: The Generous Lover Courtin’ in the Kitchen, the Moonshiner.

   My (P.E.’s) comment: Whilst many of the tunes are modern, the balance or 
distribution of repertoire is really little different to James Goulding’s time or most 
likely up until the emergence of the Gaelic League and its influence particularly by 
the 1920s.

   The ubiquitous Irish Washerwoman so popular in both Irish descended 
communities and mainstream traditional Australian dance musicians is seldom 
heard in Irish sessions, although I have heard Billy Moran play it. ‘Monte’ (Bill 
Montgomery) pointed out to me the tune is originally English and that’s why you 
don’t hear the Irish session players using it. I was quite stunned by this, but on 
checking the web, can find no definite information. But even if it did have English 
origin, should it matter? The reel was not in the Irish tradition till it crossed from 
Scotland around 1810 (Mrs McLeod’s Reel) and from which a whole graft of very 
Irish reels developed and a most important part of Irish traditional music today. 
Helen O’Shea collected a most beautiful version of the Irish Washerwoman from 
County Cork fiddler Paddy Fahey.

   With some suggestions of origin from the web I found the following:-

   1. Although the tune has popularly been known as an old, and perhaps 
quintessential Irish jig, it has been proposed by some writers to have been an 
English country dance tune that was published in the 17th century and probably 
known in the late 16th century. Samuel Bayard (1981), for example, concludes it 
probably was English in origin rather than Irish, being derived from the air called 
“Dargason,” or “Sedany” as it is sometimes called. Fuld (1966) disagrees, believing 
“Dargason” (which he gives under the title “Scotch Bagpipe Melody”) and “The 
Irish Washerwoman” developed independently. “Dargason” was first printed in 
Ravenscroft’s Pammelia (1609) and appears in the Playford’s Dancing Master 
editions from 1651 to 1690, but subsequently the “folk process” melded the strain 
to other parts, thus making other tunes (see “The Green Garters” for example) 
including the precursors to the Washerwoman tune. 
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   2. One of these precursors was the English tune “Country Courtship” which dates 
from at least 1715 and probably to 1688, in which latter mentioned year it was first 
entered at Stationers’ Hall. “The Irish Washerwoman” appears to have developed 
from “The Country Courtship,” which was extremely popular in the 19th century, as 
the tune under the “Washerwoman” title was to become a little later.

   3 A variant of the modern version of the tune appears as air 13 in Samuel Arnold’s 
stage piece The Surrender of Calais, report Van Cleef and Keller (1980), which was 
first performed in London in 1791. It was sung by the character O’Carrol, an Irish 
soldier, and the song became known as “Corporal Casey: “As “Corporal Casey,” the 
tune appears in Instructions for the Fife (London, 1795). The melody also found its 
way into various broadsides and similar ‘low’ publications, such as the latter 18th 
century “Irishman’s Epistle to the Officer’s and Troups at Boston” (sic). Later the 
song “Paddy McGinty’s Goat” was set to the tune of “Irish Washerwoman.” 
4 American versions with the “Washerwoman” title appear toward the end of the 
18th century. It was contained in A Collection of Contra Dances (Stockbridge, 
Massachusetts, 1792) under the title “Irish Wash Woman,” and several American 
dance copybooks contain various dances to the melody, including Nancy Shepley’s 
Manuscript (Pepperell, Massachusetts, c. 1795) and different figures in Asa Wilcox’s 
MS (Hartford County, Connecticut, 1793). 

   At any rate over two to three hundred years by the folk process as well as by the 
fashionable presentation of the Irish Jig as a stage dance not only in Ireland, but in 
Scotland, England and the Colonies, rightly or wrongly the Irish Washerwoman is 
perceived as the national Irish Jig. Nevertheless it’s probably seen as overdone or 
overplayed and is seldom heard in sessions by Irish players.

   Quite the opposite ocurred in the Australian tradition where the Irish 
Washerwoman would, along with the Scottish Cock o’ the North, be a pair of very 
well-known jigs, both in the handed down aural tradition as well by those that used 
printed music. (It was also one of the most popular of concert fiddle pieces along 
with Londonderry Air also known by the name of the song, ‘Danny Boy’.)

   The Australian versions are quite varied. A rudimentary single jig form such as 
played at Nariel for the Stockyards in figure 6 of the First Set of Quadrilles is shown 
on page 10 below, followed by and version below from the late Elma Ross, pianist of 
the Wedderburn Oldtimers Orchestra.

   It would be left to the fiddlers or violinist to play all the ‘diddles’ in double jig 
form.
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Irish Washerwoman as played by Elma Ross of the Wedderburn Oldtimers Orchestra

Page 10

Irish Washerwoman as played in the First Set, Figure 6 (Stockyards), at Nariel



   Then the button accordion players and mouth organ players with use of the bellows 
or ‘blow suck’ rhythm could belt it out as a double jig in a new form. The version 
below is from my own playing which I had developed by about 10 years of age on a 
mouth organ, and Rob Willis collected a very similar version from the mouth organ 
playing of Dermie Stewart of Colbinabbin Victoria

 

   In example from Julienne’s 4th figure of the Royal Irish of 1849 (see page 12 
below) are variations and the fiddlers could easy adapt some of these from listening 
to the violinists in the dance bands. 
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   With the Irish and most traditional players in pioneering days in Colonial Australia 
and well into the twentieth century there was no concept of adhering to what should 
and shouldn’t be used. For entertainment the popular songs, both from home as 
well as the latest would be played and for dancing as long as it was suitable, pretty 
well anything might be played and this included the occasional hymn converted to 
dance time. There was not the cleansing and banning of material such as occurred in 
Ireland in the 1920s by the Gaelic League. 

   A more modern example is Doonaree which I noticed listed by Helen O’Shea in 
the repertoire of John McKinnon. I also came across this when interviewing Tom 
Bartlett of Port Fairy, a concertina player of Irish descent who could call the First Set 
while playing the instrument at the same time. He mentioned with great reverence 
Morrissey’s Tin Whistle Band at Yambuk that excelled at playing Irish Jigs and 
Reels, but unfortunately too far back to have been collected. One of Tom’s favourite 
tunes was also Doonaree. Many don’t remember this but it was on the wireless in the 
middle 50s as I recall. Doonaree is a place name in Ireland and I remember the song 
by Vera Lyn, so presumed it was English origin. However a search of the web found 
the answer.

   A local woman Eilis (Farrelly) Boland penned the song ‘Doonaree’ which went on 
to be sung by international stars such as Ruby Murray and Vera Lynn. Mrs Boland 
was a member of the Farrelly family who resided in what is now the Dun A Ri 
House Hotel, before she moved to live in Dublin and married into the Boland family. 
Matt Donagh, from Lower Main Street, Kingscourt was the first person to sing 
‘Doonaree’ in public, at a Christmas pantomime, either in late 1951 or early 1952 
He didn’t know at that stage it would be as big a hit as it was. It found a home in 
Western Victoria very quickly.
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From symbolic and ritualistic dance 
of indigenous peoples to folk dance 

and social dance 
by Peter Ellis 

 
 

In Australia, Aboriginal 
culture, has passed on traditions 
and dances through 
Corroborees, for thousands of 
years, with the handing on from 
generation to generation, of the 
stories of the dreamtime and 
legend re-enactment, much the 
same way as other indigenous 
peoples of Africa, Asia and the 
Americas, perform their animal 
hunt rituals, rain dances, fertility 
rites, harvest dances, war dances 
and so on. Ancestors of the 
Europeans once had similar 
dances, some hundreds, perhaps 

“A Corrorobby (sic) Vic. 1840. Photographer John Hunter Kerr.  
Image courtesy La Trobe Picture Collection, State Library of Victoria.  

thousands, of years ago, and the English Morris dancing is perhaps one survivor from pagan 
times thought to have been introduced through contact 
with the Moors, Morris via Moorish, being a derivative 

of that. Spain 
has many 
processions 
and ritualistic 
dances also 
likely to have 
been 
influenced by 
the Moors, and 
transported  
 

                                                                               Morris Dancers 
Bendigo’s Chinese Rain Dragon of the 1890s ‘Loong’ later replaced in the 1980s by the new 
‘Sun Loong’ has appeared almost every Easter procession in Australia’s longest running 
festival of over 130 years. Image from the Bendigonian 12/4/1904 



 
and mutated further, in the Latin countries of America. The ancient Britons and Celts through 
their druids likewise had there ritualistic dance and possibly even sacrifice. 

The Scottish ‘Auld Lang Syne’, 
probably derives from a much older 
superstitious or worship dance, perhaps 
around a totem such as the ancient tree, 
advancing and touching and retiring. 
The English Maypole dancing, usually 
in springtime, has a sexual connotation, 
believe it or not, the maypole itself a 
phallic symbol with the young lads or 
boys sitting at its base, and the girls 
(probably not knowing what they’re 
skipping around), holding the ribbons 
and dancing flirtatiously, to induce 
fertility. 

                              
Tantawanglo School Picnic and 
Maypole Dance, NSW early 1900s. Image courtesy the Bicentennial Copying Project, State 
Library of New South Wales.           

 
All of this is lost in the antiquity of time, but the common thread of course, is that this 

type of dance is ritualistic and ceremonial. It is not social dance, and in fact it is probably only 
because of European development whilst at the same time breaking with traditional taboos, that 
social dance evolved at all, from early folk dance heritage. The cultures of the peoples of the 
other continents with their various strict customs, would never have allowed for innovation and 
the development of something as bold as a couple in the ‘bear hug’ hold of the waltz or 
quickstep. Needless to say, in Europe and prim and proper England, dances with such familiarity 
as the waltz, were banned for many years, even for as much as seventy years, in some parts, for 
example, Prague, the Czech capital. In Australia a variation of the Schottische with rocking or 
thrusting forward and back created a rather seedy version known as the Rocking Schottische 
which many MCs forbade from the dance arena.      

However social dances did evolve in the European countries and it is to the English, the 
Country Dance can be claimed, to the French, the Quadrille, and both 
examples generally at ‘arms' length’, as were their forerunners and 
counterparts of the renaissance. Then from the Germanic countries, the 
forbidden or demonic dances with the close hold, the Waltz, Galop , 
Polka (and Schottische), each in turn, became sensations pre-empting 
the later modern dances of the twentieth century, the One Step, Tango 
and Foxtrot. The Slavic countries also played a part with the 
development of the Mazurka, and Spain, through its music, influenced 
the English Country Dance with the emergence of ‘Spanish waltzes’. 
The English Country Dance gradually absorbed the German waltz via 
an established Allemande step and then took on Spanish music as the 



flavour of the period to perform these new set dances, around the turn of the 18th/19th century. 
Illustration: - The One Step (forerunner of the ballroom Quickstep) of the 1910s and 20s. 
The uninvited colonisation of the other continents by the various European nationalities, 
introduced social dance to the respective indigenous peoples. Sometimes as a result of 
hybridisation of cultures, new dances actually emerged from the New World to bounce back to 
Europe. The Tango, from Argentina, is one example,  

as well as the Latin American 
dances, Samba, Rumba and Cha 
Cha Cha, evolving from ethnic 
and indigenous population mixes  
in various South American 
countries. The ballroom 
examples of these dances are 
however, somewhat taken with 
license, compared to the original 
folk dances. In the United States 
of America, as a result of jazz 
and the improvisation of the 
African-American people, the 
free-lance modern ballroom 
dances evolved, firstly from the  
 

Left - the Tango demonstrated by Emily and Harry Leggett (1912) of Leggett’s famous 
ballroom Prahan Melbourne. Right - Phil and Beryl Leggett demonstrating the Carioca 
(Rumba) 1933 just after learning it from the latest film newsreel. 
 
‘animal dances’ such as the Turkey Trot, Horse Trot, Fish Walk, Crab Crawl and Monkey to 
mention a few, and then as an offshoot, the One-Step and Foxtrot emerged, as well as other  
seasonal crazes such as the Charleston, Doing the Racoon, The Black Bottom and the Varsity 
Drag. Europe had earlier lost much of its pagan ritualistic traditions, partly because of the 
Church and then compounded as social dance instead emerged to challenge religious curfew, the 
same tended to happen in other countries as social dance spread.  

Although Aboriginal traditional legends and ritualistic dance have survived, at least to be 
recorded, the assimilation into modern lifestyle and as a result the reliance on convenience, has 
or will, undoubtedly result in a decline of continuing to act out the old customs, in much the 
same way as with other cultures on other continents. One can hope, a maintenance of interest by 
future generation custodians, much in the way the Scots and Irish, or the Germans have managed 

to collect, revive and maintain their folk dances, will be upheld by 
the Aboriginal peoples. 

What is generally not known by white Australians is that 
Aboriginal people, generally living on the fringes of towns, did 
take on the social dances and music of the fashion from Europe as 
it arrived. They held their own dances and had their own 
musicians on squeezeboxes and fiddles. Evelyn Crawford, an 
indigenous button accordion player of Brewarrina NSW 1994. 
Photograph by the late John Meredith from Pictures 



Catalogue, courtesy of the National Library of Australia. nla.pic-an 14320677-v. 
Collectors such as Chris Sullivan believe that in general the Aboriginal performers on 

these instruments actually had a finer feel to the music than their mainstream Anglo-Saxon 
counterparts. The Australian Institute for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies 
(AIATSIS). Recordings by Chris Sullivan are lodged with the National Library of Australia and 
the skills in dancing were likewise of equal merit to the music. When at the Drover’s Camp at 
Camooweal in 2003 and 2004, I observed at the Old Time Dance I was asked to MC, and to play, 
several very good dancers of Aboriginal or part Aboriginal descent. One lady in particular was 
very graceful, and when I saw her again at the rodeo, I complimented her on her dancing. She 
thanked me graciously, and said, ‘we used to have dances on the clay pans, my dad taught me.’   

 
Much in the way of social dance and music handed down from the nineteenth century has 

survived through the Tasmanian Aboriginal people of the Bass Straight Islands, in particular 
Cape Barren and Flinders, but at the same time, of shared performance, that has generally been 
lost by the British and European descended Tasmanians. Considerable interchange between 
collectors and the elders in assisting with the music and dance revival, is swelling at the time of 
writing, in encouraging recollections to be detailed of the old set dances, couple dances, step 
dances and the relevant music, known to those originally from those islands. It is also significant 
at the time of writing, that Cape Barren Island, where these traditions had been nurtured, has 
finally been handed back to the Aboriginal people after their ‘departure to the mainland’ i.e. 
Tasmania, in the 1950s. This in itself is a curious twist, because in the nineteenth century, the 

government of the day rounded up all the Aboriginal 
people from Tasmania and dumped them on the 
islands of Bass Straight, and declared them extinct 
following with the death of Truganini. Nevertheless, 
to the later generations that grew up on Cape Barren, 
with all their own old time music and dancing, just 
as our forebears used to do, very emotionally regard 
this as home. When the Brown brothers ‘were 
moved’ to Tassie in the 1950s, they played for 
dances in the halls and in the pubs and could step 
dance as well. This has been carried on by the 
younger generation, now becoming elderly, who can 
hand it on and who want to do it on Cape Barren 
Island and who are willing to share. Perhaps their 
tune ‘the black cat piddled in the white cat’s eyes’ 
captures some of the emotions of those times. 

 
Illustration: - Ronnie Summers 

(originally of Cape Barren Island) and niece 
Merinda Sainty (violinist) maintaining the 
tradition from the days of the Brown Brothers as 
well as more contemporary material. Photo 
courtesy Rob Willis. 

 
 



 
 
 
 
In terms of modern music the Aboriginal people are well holding their own. Again at 

Camooweal in 2003, I thought Gus Williams and his sons, grandson and nephew, all mainly from 
Hermannsburg, had the edge on the other Country and Western bands. Likewise, Yothu Yindi was 
an exceptional ‘Yolngu’ modern band. Kevin Bradley of the National Library of Australia at the 
time of writing points out that Aboriginal dance has adapted to contemporary times, there are many 
new dances and songs in Arnhem land, the tradition still flourishes and he was blown away by the 
lively culture in that part of the country. Also in the Centralian traditions, of which there are many, 
there are both traditional "dreamt" music, and recent compositions which reflect the present times. 

 
 
 



Social Dance 
Peter Ellis 

 

Social dance is dance, which is recreational and usually performed with a partner and in groups 
or as a community activity for fun and enjoyment. Sometimes it does not require a partner but 
simply a number of people in a group. 

It is not performance or display driven as in formal dance organisations such as ballet, stage or 
folkloric display, nor is it ceremonial or ritual based; or for competition and judging of 
performance such as in solo Highland dance, or ballroom dance medals, or in championships or 
‘dance-sport’ for television presentation.  

Generally social dance is organised within a community by volunteer leaders or to raise money 
for benefits rather than by professional engagement and management. Of course some 
professionals make their business from teaching social dancing and some initial basic learning 
can be advantageous for a beginner or for refinement of more advanced technique. Nevertheless 
the handing on from person to person and generation to generation is more a community based 
tradition and much of the development of social interaction in traditional dance is acquired 
through regular participation with older veterans handing onto the enthusiastic young. 

In contemporary times it may also be the activity of a specialist dance club in providing a 
particular form of social dance where people may meet and engage regularly with a change of 
partners from dance to dance. A bit of a chat as part of this interchange is of paramount 
importance on the social side, that’s what it’s meant to be about. 

Social dance can derive from or be an activity within many different genres. It may be the folk 
dances of a particular village performed on the local green or community centre or it may be old 
time dancing conducted in a barn or public hall or even ballroom dancing, Latin American, salsa, 
rock n roll or any contemporary dance that is public recreation rather than for display or 
commercial benefit. 

Many social dances are couple dances and the main thing is that people should mix and regularly 
change partners. The optimum forms of social dances involve groups of people enjoying activity 
within sets where groups and couples regularly change places or even partners. Some of the 
main forms of group dancing within sets known as ‘country dancing’ are those in which 
couples are aligned in either longways, circular or columnar formation, or in squares called 
‘quadrilles’. Interaction with other couples and sometimes progression of partners is an integral 
part of this dance form. There are various categories of these dances within British, Scottish and 
Irish traditions percolating across to a similar evolvement from Colonial Australian time to the 



present and acknowledging an even larger proportion of the European mix of fashionable dances 
that in turn developed from national and folk dance to become world-wide ‘crazes’. 

Within the couple dance genre there are dances that follow a particular sequence of steps to a 
regular amount of bars. These in the more traditional form are referred to as ‘old time dances’ 
where there has generally been a mainstream community handing on over several generations. 
There are also newer ballroom sequence dances which in Britain are known as ‘modern 
sequence dances’ or as ‘new vogue’ in Australia. Whilst many very good dances have come 
from this contemporary form the proliferation of them in a programme is nowhere near as social 
as that of the old time counterpart consisting mainly of regular tried and proven favourites; 
compared to the more complex of competition origin. Likewise it is the same with folk dances 
that are favourites versus a domination of choreographed dances from new dance competitions. 
And yes, sometimes as with the new vogue, a very good new folk style dance works into the 
repertoire to become a favourite. Dancing the well-known old favourites where preoccupation on 
steps and figures is minimal, allows more freedom for conversation and fun rather than a 
concentrated workout. 

The standard ballroom dances, once referred to as modern, were free-lance with no fixed 
routine and much improvisation which added to the attraction of the gliding Foxtrot, sensuous 
snappy Tango, lively and sparkling Quickstep and romantic Modern Waltz.  Nevertheless this 
tended to make them more a “dancers’ dance” in comparison to the easy to follow sequences of 
the old time style. There were also old time forerunners of the modern free-lance dance in which 
again there was no particular sequence apart from the basic step allowing a hypnotic type of 
pleasure in whirling round the ballroom or public venue in the vivacious Waltz, racy Galop, 
infectious Polka and snappy heel clicking Mazurka. Sometimes these incorporated simple 
improvisation with reversing and all were from various countries or eras that added to the 
interest and vibrancy of social dancing. 

Competition ballroom dance has tended to sanitise the variety of improvisation causing much of 
the older social side and fun for which this dance genre was famed - in being lost. 

Likewise other contemporary categories such as Rock n Roll, Latin American and Salsa or even 
American Square Dancing, have become so regulated and mechanical during periods of revival 
(I could say the same of modern bush dancing) that they have also become sanitised. Adoption of 
flamboyant dress (almost a uniform) seems part and parcel of revivals again aligning more with 
the competition dance scene. 

Overall, social dancing should be fun and with a certain amount of free expression, providing it’s 
to the benefit and not the detriment of the partner or the group. 

In social dancing and particularly in the Australian tradition, there was no such thing as 
“dancers’ dances!” (This has developed within the contemporary folk dance circuit and could 
be conceived as snobbish and exclusive and it is quite alienated from that of the mainstream 



tradition). This is not to say that the good dancers shouldn’t be able to conduct a special dance 
for their enjoyment in which workshopping and teaching is not required as distinct from a basic 
beginners’ dance which will often require considerable assistance in instruction and leading the 
dances with experienced head couples. At regular balls and dances in both town and country 
however most people have had some basic learning of the social dances of the period and there 
would never by any restriction on taking to the floor for a dance  and if uncertain, they can 
simply follow a better dancer as ‘birds in a flock’. It would be unheard of in these situations for 
any dances to be workshopped or walked through, but of course any sets would be ‘called’. 

Colonial dancing in Australia is specifically that of the social dances introduced and developed 
from the era of settlement in 1788 to nationhood with Federation in January 1st 1901. Heritage 
dances include the favourites from this period along with other cherished dances that have either 
been popular at Old Time dances or that have been collected as dances developed by the folk 
process from both genres. Competition or invented folk style dances cannot fall into this 
category until at least they’ve run a period of time and popularity to be accepted into general 
Australian culture. That’s the nature of folk dance after all.  

A tremendous social aspect of dancing was of paramount importance in pioneering Colonial 
Australia and more so ‘in the bush’ as distinct from ‘society’ of the upper classes. The 1970s 
revival of ‘bush dancing’ is extremely social but is a city based whim from British, Irish and 
European folk dance sources rather than any real connection with the Colonial or Old Time era 
in the bush. Its wide popularity over the cause of time in mainstream culture since the 70s places 
it well within Australian heritage however; it is simply the classification which is at odds with 
the name. That which now predominates within the clubs as ‘bush dance’ is more from the 
competition and invented folk style dance arena and from other world traditions. It requires 
extensive workshopping between each dance and hardly qualifies as social dance if programmed 
at a ball for example. New Vogue Folk Dance would be a better term as it parallels in the same 
way in which New Vogue sequence dancing took over and caused the neutering of a once vibrant 
and social old time dance scene in which all communities and ages participated. 

That is not to say occasional new dances should not be included for interest or variety, it’s a 
matter of balance. There are many dance clubs for the elderly based on the new vogue style and 
this gives them much pleasure because age and arthritis generally prohibits them from 
participating in the real old lively dances of their youth. 

The Master of Ceremonies (MC) 

The once traditional dance MC always programmed for the majority of the attendants and would 
ensure a more challenging or advanced dance was alternated with a simple dance for all, that 
lively dances alternated with gentler forms, that time signatures were mixed particularly between 
couple dances and that formations and time signature differed between the various sets - 



longways, circular, quadrille; or reel, waltz, polka, Schottische or barn dance, two step, jig, 
mazurka etc. 

The MC ensured there were no ‘wallflowers’, and encouraged regular change of partners and 
would lead off the couple dances so that all knew the district version to be followed, as in Rome 
and all commenced in step with the music following the introduction. The MC also announced 
‘thank you’ or ‘seats please’ at the end of each dance so people would be clear it had finished 
and could escort partners to their seats. 

Bands and musicians followed the MCs direction at all times as he or she would have 
considerable experience and knowledge - basically a community figure of esteem that was 
revered within the district by the circle of dancing patrons as well as by the dance musicians. 

A caller might be the MC or another experienced dancer and would ‘call to the crowd’ 
regardless of timing if required to allow novices to catch up; the musicians followed and could 
add or cut short music or bars if necessary, and only stopped when the caller indicated that the 
figure had finished (by a single clap of the hands a bar or so ahead, while eye balling the lead 
musician). Even if the caller made a mistake, the dancers and musicians were expected to follow, 
as that way everything held together. To indicate the caller was wrong could cause utmost 
confusion, as it may be the dancer that was wrong. Thus to prevent disaster only the caller can 
rightfully hold it together and catch up on mistakes. 

Bands and musicians followed the MCs direction at all times as he or she would have the 
required experience.  

Harry McQueen of Castlemaine once made the point, you might have a poor or inexperienced 
group of musicians, but a good MC would make a good night of it. A poor MC (rare) would 
mean a dull dance, no matter how good the band. 

!


